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PREFACE 

A. The Task Force Report 

In April 1987, the Society of Actuaries established a Task Force on AIDS 
with the charge to examine the impact of AIDS on the solvency of life and 
health insurance companies. This report has been assembled by the Task 
Force as a comprehensive guide to practicing actuaries in evaluating the 
impact of AIDS on insurance companies. Following is a brief description of 
the various chapters of the report: 

1. "The Impact of AIDS on Life and Health Insurance Companies" is a 
general overview of the Task Force report. 

2. " A  Practical Primer: AIDS and Life and Health Insurance" provides a 
comprehensive background on AIDS and the AIDS epidemic; this Primer 
was prepared by Tillinghast. 

3. "AIDS, HIV Mortality and Life Insurance" is a reportprepared by 
Michael J. Cowell and Waiter H. Hoskins. This report combines techniques 
of actuarial science with modern epidemiology and biostatistics to develop 
a model for the spread of HIV infection and the associated financial impact 
on insurance companies. 

4. "Modeling the Impact of AIDS-Related Life Insurance Claims" pro- 
vides practical guidance to the actuary in developing a company model for 
the impact of AIDS. 

5. "Projecting Extra AIDS Mortality for Individual Ordinary Life Insur- 
ance In Force" is a research report prepared by Milliman & Robertson, Inc. 
and has been included for its insights in modeling the impact of AIDS on 
individual companies as well as providing an alternative approach to devel- 
oping models. 

*David M. Holland, Chairperson, Philip J. Barackman, Robert W. Beal, Daniel F. Case, David 
J. Christianson, Michael J. Cowell, William C. Koenig, Barbara J. Lautzenheiser, David Llewellyn, 
Donald C. MacTavish, Daniel J. McCarthy, Carl F. Ricciardelli, John E. Tiller, Harry A. Wood- 
man, and Michael L. Zurcher. 
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6. "A Model of the Impact of AIDS on Group LTD" is an example of 
an elementary model for group disability products constructed along the lines 
of the Cowell-Hoskins approach. 

7. "Modeling the Impact of HIV on Group, Medical, Disability and Life 
Insurance Plans" provides a comprehensive stochastic model for tracing the 
progression from HIV infection to AIDS and finally death. Health insurance 
costs are assigned at each stage, and the model has been constructed so that 
the cost impact of various types of treatment can be included. As a simulation 
model, information is provided on the distribution of costs as well as ex- 
pected values. 

8. "AIDS in Canada" reviews the spread of the AIDS epidemic in Canada 
and provides information on the impact of AIDS on Canadian insurance 
companies. 

9. "Management Strategies and the Role of the Valuation Actuary" dis- 
cusses points for consideration for management in responding to the AIDS- 
HIV epidemic and reviews the responsibility of the U.S. valuation actuary 
with respect to recognizing additional claims from AIDS and HIV. 

10. "What Is a Company To Do?" concludes this report with practical 
guidance for insurance company management in responding to the AIDS 
epidemic. 

B. Individual Contributions 

The work of the Task Force, including this report, is the product of many 
individual contributions. A number of contributions are from individuals who 
are not specifically members of the Task Force, but who have joined together 
with us to develop as comprehensive a view of the impact of this dread 
disease as possible. To everyone who contributed, the Task Force would 
like to express its sincere thanks and appreciation. 

Given the goal of a comprehensive report on AIDS, the various chapters 
of this report represent individual assignments rather than the work of the 
Task Force as a whole. Accordingly, it seems appropriate to describe the 
contributors to each chapter as well as express appreciation for the assistance 
given by other colleagues. 

Chapter 1 was drafted primarily by the chairperson as an expanded sum- 
mary of the Task Force report. Special appreciation is expressed to Daniel 
F. Case, who made numerous improvements to this section and who served 
as liaison with the American Council of Life Insurance and as secretary of 
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the Task Force, and to Carl Ricciardelli for bringing alternative models to 
our attention. 

Chapter 2, "A  Practical Primer," was prepared by Tillinghast, a division 
of Towers Perrin, and the Task Force very much appreciates being able to 
include this as part of the report. The Primer was prepared mainly by Tom 
Reese, who participated in a number of our meetings and made many other 
contributions. Other Tillinghast contributors to the Primer were Bob Beal, 
Jay Boekhoff and John Tiller. In addition to his many contributions as a 
Task Force member, we especially appreciate John Tiller bringing the Primer 
to our attention. 

Chapter 3 is the already well-known Cowell-Hoskins paper "AIDS, HIV 
Mortality and Life Insurance." In addition to presenting this landmark paper, 
both Mike Cowell and Walt Hoskins contributed greatly to the work of the 
Task Force. The Task Force encouraged the release of this paper as soon as 
possible and, accordingly, expresses appreciation to the leadership of The 
Individual Life & Annuity Product Development Section, The Life Insurance 
Company Financial Reporting Section and The Reinsurance Section of the 
Society for publishing this paper as a Joint Special Report. 

Chapter 4 on life insurance modeling guidance and considerations was 
prepared by a working group headed by Harry Woodman. The other mem- 
bers of the group were Task Force members Phil Barackman, David Chris- 
tianson and Bill Koenig. 

Chapter 5 is a research report prepared by Milliman & Robertson; we 
appreciate M&R allowing us to include it in our report. This report was 
written by Richard L. Bergstrom, Gary E. Dahlman, and Richard W. Mathes, 
who brought this report to our attention as well as making other contribu- 
tions. Dan McCarthy also helped coordinate the inclusion of this in the Task 
Force report as well as participated on the Task Force. 

Chapter 6 was authored by Bob Beal. The disability model used in this 
chapter was originally developed by Arthur L. Baldwin, who graciously 
provided it to the Task Force. Also, the Task Force would like to express 
appreciation to Paul Cooney for his participation and contributions to our 
work and to Dave Llewellyn, who served as liaison with the Health Insurance 
Association of America. 

Chapter 7, including the concept and development of the Monte Carlo 
simulation model, is the work product of Mike Zurcher. The Appendix, 
"Dealing with the Impact of HIV on Group Insurance Plans," was prepared 
by Ron Colby and Mike Zurcher and is made available courtesy of Lincoln 
National Corporation. 
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"AIDS in Canada," Chapter 8, was prepared by Donald MacTavish, who 
also served as our liaison with the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

"Management Strategies and the Role of the Valuation Actuary" was 
authored primarily by David Holland. Many Task Force members contrib- 
uted comments, but special thanks go to Paul E. Sarnoff for his participation 
throughout the Task Force process but especially for his contributions re- 
garding the role of the valuation actuary, to Donald D. Cody for his contri- 
butions regarding the role of the valuation actuary, and to Robin Michaelson 
for his invaluable input as liaison with the AIDS Working Party of the 
Institute of Actuaries in Great Britain. 

The concluding chapter was prepared by Barbara Lautzenheiser, who also 
made many other contributions to the Task Force. 

The Task Force would like to express its appreciation to the many actuaries 
who shared models, who gave advice and counsel, and who generally helped 
the development of our understanding of the process. At the risk of over- 
looking some who helped, we would like to specifically thank Donald R. 
Anderson, Mark D. Biglow, John K. Booth, William Carroll, John B. Din- 
ius, Eli N. Donkar, Stephen Goss, James Hickman, Walter N. Miller, Harry 
H. Panjer, Peter W. Plumley, Jerome M. Stein, G. Todd Swim, and Jon 
K. Wilbur. We also would like to give special thanks to Dr. Ron Brookmeyer 
of Johns Hopkins University for his guidance and to Patricia L. Scahill and 
Chester T. Lewandowski, who served as liaison to the American Academy 
of Actuaries Committee on Risk Classification. Also, we appreciate the 
cooperation of the Joint ACLI/HIAA Ad Hoc AIDS Data Group, Joseph F. 
Crowe, chairman. 

A critical component to the success of this Task Force has been the strong 
support and guidance of the leadership of the Society. Gary Corbett, Pres- 
ident of the Society, and Allan Affleck, Vice President, have been instru- 
mental in the formation and development of the Task Force. Also, Harold 
Ingraham, Immediate Past President, and Stephen Radcliffe, Vice President, 
have been of great support to the Task Force. Finally, Mark Doherty, Di- 
rector of Research for the Society, has been of invaluable assistance through- 
out the work of the Task Force. 

C. Expressions of Opinion 
Expressions of opinion stated in this report are those of the authors of the 

individual chapters and are not the opinion or the position of the Society of 
Actuaries, its Sections or Committees. The Society assumes no responsibility 
for statements made or opinions expressed in this report. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE IMPACT OF AIDS ON LIFE AND 
HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANIES 

i. OVERVIEW 

"By the time America paid attention to the disease, it was too late to do anything 
about it. The virus was.already pandemic in the nation having spread to every corner 
of the North American continent. The tide of death that would later sweep America 
could, perhaps, be slowed, but it could not be stopped. 

"The AIDS epidemic, of course, did not arise full grown from the biological [and- 
scape; the problems had been festering throughout the decade. The death tolls of 
the late 1980s are not startling new developments but an unfolding of events pre- 
dicted for many years." 

- Randy Shilts, And The Band Played On 

AIDS is devastating. Weekly reports by the Centers for Disease Control 
of AIDS cases and fatalities are like reports of dead and wounded in a war; 
in fact, it will not be long before the number of U.S. AIDS deaths surpasses 
the number of U.S. citizens killed in Vietnam. Yet AIDS is only the end 
stage of infection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that may have 
occurred years earlier. 

The unfolding of the MDS epidemic will have a significant impact on 
life and health insurance companies. Estimates of AIDS claims for business 
in force as of the end of 1986 measured through the year 2000 are of the 
order of magnitude of $50 billion just for ordinary life and group life cov- 
erages. Future ordinary life issues alone could add another $20 billion with- 
out considering the implications of group, health and disability coverages. 

The impact to date is not being borne evenly by all companies. Based on 
reported claims for 1986, a large number of companies had AIDS claims of 
less than 0.5 percent of total ordinary claims, while a similarly large number 
had claims in excess of 1 percent of total ordinary claims. For some com- 
panies, MDS accounted for more than 4 percent of ordinary claims. Because 
of the substantial variation by company, the Task Force report has focused 
on providing actuaries with tools that can be used in individual situations. 

Actuaries in the U.S. are asked to render an opinion in conjunction with 
life insurance statutory statements that the reserves and other actuarial items 
make good and sufficient provision for unmatured obligations. The HIV- 
AIDS epidemic is becoming a measurable phenomenon and current signs 
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are that there is very little reason for optimism in the near future regarding 
AIDS mortality and morbidity. As the impact of AIDS becomes more mea- 
surable, actuaries should recognize this in valuing the liabilities of an in- 
surance company. 

2. A KILLER IN OUR MIDST 

As of the end of 1987, approximately 50,000 cases of AIDS had been 
reported to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control; of these, nearly 28,000 
have died already. The expectation of life once AIDS develops is only about 
2 years. 

The killer in our midst is HIV, which destroys the immune system and 
leads to AIDS. HIV has been described by Dr. Robert C. Gallo, one of its 
codiscoverers, as "the most complicated and catastrophic human virus in 
recorded history." At the 1987 annual meeting of the American Council of 
Life Insurance (ACLI), there was a presentation by Dr. James O. Mason, 
the Director of the Centers for Disease Control. Dr. Mason indicated that 
based on cohorts studied for 9 years following infection with HIV, 45 percent 
of the infected individuals had developed AIDS. Dr. Mason said, 

"if we observe these infected individuals long enough, a figure approaching 100 percent 
of those infected will develop symptoms of this disease that is invariably fatal . . . .  " 

Although much work is being done on the development of a vaccine for 
HIV infection, most people feel that the earliest a vaccine will be available 
is the middle of the next decade. A number of physicians and AIDS re- 
searchers feel that there will not be a vaccine in our lifetime. 

The treatments that currently exist, such as the drug Zidovudine (AZT), 
tend to suppress the progression of the disease rather than reverse the infec- 
tion. The treatment must be continued indefinitely, because once treatment 
ceases, the infection would again progress. Also, there are toxic side effects 
from treatment with AZT. From an insurance point of view, such treatments 
do not extend life sufficiently to reduce significantly the extra mortality cost, 
but on the other hand may increase the cost of health care by requiring 
longer and more expensive treatment. 

The outlook for the development of a treatment that will reverse the in- 
fection is not very promising either. As a virus, HIV comprises a core of 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and enzymes surrounded by a shell or envelope of 
proteins. The T-cell, which is an integral part of the human immune system, 
provides a specific receptor that is a perfect match for the HIV. After at- 
taching itself to the T-cell, the virus passes through the cell's membrane, 
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stripping its shell and introducing the RNA and enzymes into the cell. There 
the RNA is converted into DNA, which takes over the cell, causing more 
HIV to be produced. Once infected at the level of the DNA molecule, there 
is no known way to kill the infection without destroying the cell; once 
infected, an individual may be considered infected for life. 

HIV can be transmitted by sexual contact with an infected individual, by 
contact with blood (or blood products) such as might occur with IV drug 
abusers sharing contaminated needles and with transfusions, and before or 
at childbirth from an infected mother to her newborn. Right now the major 
weapon in the fight against AIDS is education. 

Given the long latency period from infection with HIV until the devel- 
opment of AIDS, a large number of cases that will develop AIDS in the 
next few years are already infected. Although a tremendous amount of re- 
search is going on with respect to both vaccines and treatments, there is very 
little reason for optimism regarding a major shift in the course of the epi- 
demic in the next few years. 

Additional information on AIDS in general is given in "A Practical Primer: 
AIDS and Life and Health Insurance" prepared by Titlinghast, which is 
Chapter 2 of this report. The situation in Canada is fortunately not as ad- 
vanced as it is in the U.S.; a description of the impact of AIDS in Canada 
is given as Chapter 8 of this report. 

3. THE IMPACT OF AIDS ON LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE IN GENERAL 

3.1 AIDS-Related Claims in 1986 

During 1986, life and health insurance companies in the U.S. paid over 
$290 million in AIDS-related claims according to estimates published by the 
American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI) and the Health Insurance As- 
sociation of American (HIAA). (See "AIDS-Related Claims Survey--Claims 
Paid in 1986," prepared by William Carroll, Actuary, ACLI, December 31, 
1987.) This survey was based on responses by 275 companies representing 
46 percent of the total industry claims. The estimated AIDS-related claims 
paid by the industry in 1986 by line of business were estimated as follows: 

Ordinary Life $93.3 
Group Life 79.4 
Individual A & H 34.7 
Group A & H 84.8 
Total $292.2 
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The survey strongly cautions that 

"For a number of reasons, the survey results may significantly understate the number 
and amount of AIDS-related life and health insurance claims paid in 1986 by the re- 
sponding companies." 

In adjusting the survey responses to the level of the total industry, adjust- 
ments were not made for this understatement, which results from problems 
in identifying AIDS-related claims. In their joint cover letter to the survey, 
the Presidents of the ACLI and HIAA said: 

"'Since the Centers for Disease Control forecast a dramatic increase in the number of 
AIDS cases during the next five years, we expect industry AIDS-related claims to increase 
many-fold during that period." 

3.2 The Cowell-Hoskins Model 

In measuring the impact of AIDS on the insurance industry, models of 
the progression from HIV infection through AIDS to ultimate death were 
reviewed by the Task Force. The primary model used by the Task Force 
was the model by Michael Cowell and Walter Hoskins, as set out in "AIDS,  
HIV Mortality and Life Insurance" (see Chapter 3 of this Task Force report). 
Using what appears to be the best data available, Cowell and Hoskins con- 
structed a model describing the progression of the epidemic and its impact 
on life insurance companies in general. 

Cowell and Hoskins project that for business currently in force, life claims 
will amount to $50 billion over the remainder of this century. Assuming 
HIV infection decreases to zero by 1997 and assuming no AIDS claims from 
issues after 1986, AIDS claims on individual business currently in force will 
rise to around 18 percent of total claims in 1997. If HIV testing is not 
permitted and sales increase at a 5 percent annual rate, an additional $20 
billion of individual AIDS claims is projected cumulatively by year-end 
2000. These projections do not include AIDS-related claims for disability 
and health insurance, which would also be substantial. (Techniques for mod- 
eling the impact of AIDS on disability and health products are discussed in 
subsequent chapters of this report.) 

Expected mortality levels are significantly increased for someone infected 
with HIV. To match the expectation of life for someone who is H I V + ,  
standard mortality (based on the 1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker Table) 
would have to be increased over 5000 percent. Most companies do not issue 
business where the expected mortality exceeds 500 percent of standard. The 
underlying patterns of mortality for someone who is HIV + are so different 
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from those of someone who is standard that it is questionable whether ex- 
pressing such mortality as ratios of standard is meaningful. However, it is 
clear that the level of mortality for someone infected with HIV is extremely 
high compared to standard. 

Another expression of the impact of the high level of mortality to be 
expected for someone who is HIV + is to look at the present value of future 
claims. Cowell-Hoskins determined: 

"Progression to AIDS and death under the slower SFCC/CDC assumptions produces 
death claims that, discounted at 6 percent interest, would require a net single premium 
of $515 per $1,000 issued to an HIV-infected individual." 

3.3 Developing Models for Alternative Scenarios 

Although Cowell and Hoskins used CDC data and projections, as well as 
industry data from the ACLI/HIAA, to fit their model, other scenarios could 
readily be developed. For example, alternative scenarios could be con- 
structed using the Cowell-Hoskins techniques but varying items such as: 

• the size of the at-risk group 
• the factors for progression from at risk to infected (for example, level of progression, 

no progression after specified date, etc.) 
• level of progression from infection to AIDS (for example, maximum percentage pro- 

gressing, etc.) 
• characteristics of risk group such as number of different sexual partners per annum 

(high, medium, low, monogamous) combined with various factors measuring pro- 
gression from at risk to infected. 

Health and disability lines also can be projected by using techniques in 
accordance with the methods used by Cowell and Hoskins. A sample disa- 
bility model based on Cowell-Hoskins is set out in Chapter 6 of this report. 

Projection techniques other than the Cowell-Hoskins are certainly appro- 
priate for actuaries to use in measuring the impact of AIDS. An alternative 
approach for projecting the spread of the epidemic, designed to facilitate 
application to the circumstances of individual companies, is included as 
Chapter 5; this model was provided by Milliman & Robertson, Inc. A model 
to measure the impact of AIDS on group medical, disability and life plans 
is included as Chapter 7 of this report. 

3.4 Cautions Regarding Extrapolations 

Care should be taken in the interpretation of any models that involve 
significant extrapolation into the future--the further the distance from the 
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present time, the greater the likelihood of significant deviation. The Cowell- 
Hoskins model presents one scenario based on a number of assumptions. 

There are problems with the data currently available on AIDS and HIV 
infection, and these problems will affect the reliability of any estimate. The 
results can be much worse than projected by Cowell-Hoskins for various 
reasons, such as a widespread infection by HIV in the heterosexual com- 
munity. Even if the spread into the heterosexual population is much slower 
than the spread into high-risk groups to date, the ultimate impact may be 
more serious because of the much larger number of people in the hetero- 
sexual population. Problems with data and points for consideration regarding 
the CowelI-Hoskins model are covered in Section 8 of this chapter and 
Appendix 1, respectively. 

More optimistic mathematical projections of the spread of the epidemic 
are also possible. For example, a three-parameter logistic curve can be fitted 
via the least-squares method to actual AIDS cases reported to the CDC. 
Although the actual fit for 1981 through 1987 is quite good, this model 
produces numbers that are much lower than the Cowell-Hoskins projections; 
these projections also are much lower than the CDC projections, which the 
Task Force feels must be given significant weight. 

In summary, although the Cowell-Hoskins model has been used exten- 
sively in this" report, there should be a realization that the ultimate results 
may diverge considerably from this model and may diverge in either direc- 
tion. Time will ultimately tell the course of this epidemic, and in the mean- 
time, provision should be made for revision of projections as experience 
emerges. 

4. THE IMPACF OF AIDS ON LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANIES 

Especially at the early stages of this epidemic, the burden of AIDS is not 
falling uniformly on all companies. Based on information from the ACLI/ 
H I ~  report "AIDS-Related Claims Survey--Claims Paid in 1986," AIDS 
claims on ordinary life business amounted to 0.9 percent of total claims 
overall in 1986. Yet when viewed on an individual company basis, the results 
were quite varied. Companies representing over 40 percent of the overall 
claims reported had AIDS claims of less than 0.5 percent of total claims in 
1986. On the other hand, companies representing over 35 percent of the 
overall claims reported had AIDS claims at the level of 1 percent or more 
of total 1986 claims. Some companies reported AIDS claims in excess of 4 
percent of their total 1986 individual life claims. Wide dispersion of results 
also was evident for other lines of business studied too. Given this wide 
variation by company, the Task Force concentrated on developing tools that 
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can be used by actuaries to project the impact of AIDS based on various 
individual situations. 

There are a number of factors that can account for a significant variation 
in the effect of AIDS by individual company. 

• One of the key factors initially will be the geographic mix of business written. There 
have been high concentrations of AIDS cases in certain cities and states. Companies 
that operate in limited geographic areas may have experienced excessively high claims 
or extremely favorable claims depending on how their geographic market corresponds 
to the geographic distribution of AIDS cases. This factor can be expected to diminish 
as AIDS becomes more widespread. Other key factors include the distributions by age 
and sex of insureds. 

• The impact of AIDS will probably vary significantly by line of business. For instance, 
the process of risk selection should lead to different results for individual life, group 
life, and credit life. Different results can be expected from individual and group 
disability lines. Other lines also will be affected to varying degrees by AIDS. 

• Even within a product line, the impact will be different by product and within product. 
For example, there will be a different impact between permanent and term based on 
the level of reserves accumulated. Even within a product such as universal life, there 
may be a wide variation at different underwriting levels (nonmedical, paramedical and 
medical). 

• Assuming there has been antiselection in recent years, companies that have grown 
rapidly during this period are likely to have more AIDS claims than companies that 
have written a correspondingly lower percentage of their business recently. 

• Marketing and underwriting philosophies also will affect the level of AIDS claims. 
Companies engaged in direct marketing programs may find that they have been subject 
to antiselection. Companies that were late in adjusting underwriting limits to reflect 
the need for testing for HIV also may have been selected against. 

These variations by company increase the importance of a careful analysis 
of individual company AIDS experience by an actuary familiar with the 
detailed operations of the company. Guidance in modeling the impact of 
AIDS on an insurance company is given in Chapter 4 of this report. 

5. STRATEGIES FOR M A N A G E M E N T  IN RESPONDING TO THE AIDS EPIDEMIC 

Through the end of 1986, the cumulative number of AIDS cases reported 
to the CDC was around 29,000, and for 1986, the ACLI estimates that total 
AIDS-related claims amounted to over $290 million. By the end of 1987, 
the cumulative number of AIDS cases had risen to nearly 50,000, and the 
total cost is not yet known. Currently the CDC estimates the number of 
people infected with HIV to be within the range of 420,000 to 1,649,000. 
Unfortunately, a large number of those currently infected with HIV can be 
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expected to progress to AIDS, and this is compounded by the possibility of 
further spread of infection. The net result is a problem where millions of 
dollars of benefits can be expected to grow into billions of dollars of benefits 
and where the effects will last over many years. 

Although the current  level of claims does not represent a threat to industry 
solvency, the burden of claims is not falling equally on all companies and 
the burden can be expected to increase as infection spreads and as more 
infected people develop AIDS. Because of the very long-term nature of this 
epidemic, there is time for insurance company management to plan how to 
control exposure and how to finance the claims that will emerge. 

The problems of what management should do must be considered for both 
in-force business and new business. For in-force business, there are oppor- 
tunities to prefund the claims via reserve strengthening, reduce dividends on 
participating business, increase premiums and other nonguaranteed elements 
where permitted, or decline to renew certain products where renewal is at 
the option of the company. For new business, management tools include 
risk selection and classification, repricing, product redesign, reinsurance, or 
even product discontinuance. Based on a survey by Coopers & Lybrand, 
many companies are already considering such actions. Various options for 
management are discussed more fully in Chapter 9 of this report. 

6. AIDS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE U.S. VALUATION ACTUARY 

The U.S. valuation actuary is asked to provide an opinion that the reserves 
and other actuarial items make good and sufficient provision for the unma- 
tured obligations guaranteed by the policies of the company. If the actuary 
has doubts as to whether the statutory reserves make good and sufficient 
provision, then professional practice standards of the American Academy of 
Actuaries require further testing such as a gross premium valuation using 
assumptions based on actual and anticipated experience. 

AIDS is becoming a leading cause of death especially at certain ages, and 
because of the number of people already infected, its significance can be 
expected to increase. Given the complex nature of HIV, there is very little 
reason for optimism that the course of the epidemic will be reversed in the 
near future by vaccine or cure. 

In terms of materiality, the impact of AIDS appears to be such that it 
should be considered by the valuation actuary as part of the determination 
of whether the reserves make good and sufficient provisions for future un- 
matured obligations. Accordingly, the impact of AIDS should be considered 
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in establishing anticipated experience for purposes of a gross premium val- 
uation. Various chapters of this report were designed to give practical guid- 
ance in measuring the impact of AIDS. 

One of the advantages of the gross premium valuation method is that it 
provides for use of actual and anticipated experience of the company. Given 
situations such as AIDS where there is considerable variation by company, 
a company's own experience can be recognized in a gross premium valua- 
tion. Another advantage is that strategies adopted by management such as 
those with respect to dividends or nonguaranteed elements can be directly 
reflected. 

In the event that there is concern about the level of security provided by 
current statutory valuation mortality tables, consideration should be given to 
the development of new valuation tables. New tables also could recognize 
improvements in mortality recognized at certain ages since the last tables 
were developed. Should it be felt that current statutory valuation tables are 
not adequate for in-force business, then reserve strengthening for in-force 
business also should be considered; this may be a by-product of the gross 
premium valuation, or some alternative approach could be adopted. 

Key factors that must be kept in mind are that there are still very many 
unknowns about the ultimate course in this epidemic and that there is wide 
variation in results by company. Accordingly, considerations for dealing 
with the impact of AIDS should be pragmatic and provide for flexibility for 
adjustment as the true scope of the epidemic becomes known. The role of 
the valuation actuary with respect to recognizing the impact of AIDS is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 9 of this report. 

7. PROBLEMS WITH DATA ON HIV INFECTION AND AIDS 

There are numerous problems with data relating to the scope of the AIDS 
epidemic. Some examples of problems or disparities in the information avail- 
able are: 

• Generally, the number of HIV-infected individuals in the U.S. has been assumed to 
be in the range of l million to 1.5 million. This is the number developed by the Public 
Health Service meeting at the Coolfont Conference Center in June 1986. This estimate 
has been recently reevaluated by the Public Health Service and the "Reevaluated 
Estimate of HIV Prevalence" for 1987 is now 945,000 to 1,400,000 infected (note 
that the Cowell-Hoskins estimate for 1987 was 920,000). However, using mathemat- 
ical models, the number of persons infected with HIV at the end of 1987 ranges from 
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276,000 to 1,750,000 with their best estimate being from 420,000 to 1,649,000. In 
giving these estimates, the CDC observed: 

"Procedures which produce such a wide range of results from the same data indicate 
that there are either insufficient d~tta or insufficient models or both. Hence, there is 
need for improved data and model development to assist in monitoring HIV infection 
in this country." 

• The above information on HIV prevalence is given in "Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus Infections in the United States: A Review of Current Knowledge and Plans for 
Expansion of HIV Surveillance Activities" prepared by the CDC, et al, for the Do- 
mestic Policy Council (November 30, 1987). An excerpt of this report is given as 
Appendix 3 of this chapter. 

• Even actual cases reported by the CDC are subject to underreporting and delays in 
reporting. Dr. Mason of the CDC indicated in his address to the ACLI that reported 
AIDS cases are probably understated by 20% and reported AIDS deaths are understated 
by 10%. He also indicated that the Coolfont projections of AIDS cases are still within 
5% of actual. 

• As of September 1, 1987, the CDC revised the definition of AIDS; data are not yet 
available reflecting this new definition. 

• Insurance company data also are subject to underreporting and misreporting. For many 
lines of business, companies may not have sufficient information or even attempt to 
record the cause of the claim, but only verify that it is a legitimate claim. 

With problems such as those sketched above, extreme care should be taken 
in evaluating projections and data relating to AIDS. Further, care should be 
taken because projections can be prepared to fit almost any scenario (for 
example, match CDC data and then either increase rapidly, increase mod- 
erately, remain level, or decline), 

One goal in mentioning this is to reemphasize the need for reliable data 
on AIDS and the prevalence of HIV infection. The CDC is implementing 
programs to develop more reliable information on the prevalence of HIV 
infection. The ACLI and HIAA have plans to collect information from in- 
surance companies periodically. Such programs are of great importance as 
efforts are made to refine the measurements on the scope of the impact of 
HIV and AIDS. Insurance companies should make special efforts to track 
claims to determine the impact of AIDS; because of problems of misre- 
porting of cause of claim, attention should be paid to all claims and not just 
AIDS-diagnosed claims. 

Another goal is to emphasize that we are in the very early stages of 
modeling this epidemic. Although the results of the Cowell-Hoskins model 
appear to be the most reasonable projections currently available for our 
purposes, the ultimate course of the disease could be quite different. Should 
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there be a widespread movement of HIV infection into the general hetero- 
sexual community, the results could be much worse than currently projected. 
On the other hand, development of a successful vaccine or treatment would 
be most beneficial. Rather than conclude that these estimates have been 
prepared once and for all with micrometric precision, these estimates must 
be continually updated and refined. 

Finally, the further one projects into the future, the more likely it is that 
there will be significant deviations from current estimates. In setting re- 
serves, long-term estimates that are too conservative can be just as devas- 
tating as estimates that are too liberal. The initial course should be a moderate 
one with provision for correction as more data become available. 

8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The grim face of the AIDS epidemic is becoming recognizable. As those 
infected with HIV progress to AIDS and as more people become infected, 
the specter of this epidemic will become more ominous. At present, we are 
still at the early stages of comprehending the impact of AIDS and HIV 
infection on life and health insurance companies; however, we feel certain 
the impact of AIDS and HIV infection will be felt for years to come. 

As a Task Force, our charge was the short-term assignment of analyzing 
and reporting on the impact of AIDS and HIV on the solvency of life and 
health insurance companies. It is hoped that our report will be made available 
to the membership of the Society and that they will find it helpful in recog- 
nizing and responding to the impact of AIDS. 

The Task Force recommends that the Society assign standing committees 
the responsibility for continuing to monitor the spread of the AIDS and HIV 
epidemic and the responsibility for further analyzing the impact of AIDS on 
the role of the valuation actuary. The committee monitoring the spread of 
the epidemic should monitor and report data regarding the prevalence of 
HIV and AIDS, both from a population standpoint and that of the insurance 
industry, and should be involved with developing models for the spread of 
the epidemic. The committee responsible for considering the role of the 
valuation actuary in light of AIDS should consider and communicate to the 
membership valuation approaches to the recognition of the impact of AIDS 
via modeling for gross premium valuation, the development of alternative 
techniques for the recognition of AIDS, and the consideration of the devel- 
opment of new valuation mortality tables that would also recognize AIDS. 
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Although the Task Force has endeavored to produce a report that would 
be a useful guide for practicing actuaries, there are a number of insurance- 
related areas that were not addressed by the Task Force. For example, the 
Task Force did not specifically address the impact of AIDS on products such 
as annuities, supplementary benefits and options, etc. or on financial issues 
such as GAAP reporting and federal income tax. There also are a number 
of areas of interest to actuaries that were beyond the scope of an investigation 
of the impact of AIDS on life and health insurance companies. For example, 
AIDS may have a significant impact on social insurance programs such as 
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid in the U.S. and on comparable 
programs in Canada. AIDS also may have an impact on retirement and 
employee benefit programs, whether funded by insurance or not. The fact 
that such items were not addressed should be considered a function of time 
and resources rather than significance. It is recommended that subsequent 
Task Forces address additional insurance areas to the extent further research 
is needed, and particularly in modeling and monitoring the epidemic, it is 
recommended that the scope of the Task Force be expanded beyond insurance. 

APPENDIX 1 

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION REGARDING THE COWELL-HOSKINS MODEL 

A key challenge in measuring the impact of AIDS has been to develop a 
model to estimate the number of people infected with HIV and to measure 
the progression from infection through development of AIDS to ultimate 
death. The Cowell-Hoskins model used for financial projections shows 900,000 
people infected cumulative in 1987, rising to 2.5 million by the year 2000. 
By 2000, the cumulative number of AIDS cases is projected to be 1.6 
million, of which 1.3 million would have died. 

The Cowell-Hoskins paper represents a tremendous advance in modeling 
the impact of AIDS on the life insurance industry. Nevertheless, certain 
factors should be kept in mind when considering their results: 

a. The model is based on an assumed population at risk of AIDS of 3 million male 
homosexuals and bisexuals plus 750,000 IV drug abusers. These groups represent 
approximately 90 percent of the adult AIDS cases reported to date in the U.S. It 
should be noted that the assumed populations are based on broad estimates because 
exact data are unavailable. 

b. Additional information is needed on the spread of AIDS in the heterosexual pop- 
ulation. Reported cases of heterosexual transmission account for approximately 4 
percent of the AIDS victims overall, but 30 percent of the female cases. Because 
the heterosexual population is so large, a spread at even a much reduced rate could 
still result in a large infected population. 
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c. The model for estimating the number of people infected has been fitted to CDC 
data of AIDS cases and deaths. Although this is thought to be the most reliable 
information available, there are problems with underreporting and with delays in 
reporting to the CDC. A 20 percent increase in cases has been cited as a possible 
adjustment for underreporting. With respect to reporting delays, the December 29, 
1986 CDC report showed 2%003 cases had been reported through that date, but 
in the December 28, 1987 report, 34,984 cases are shown as having been incurred 
by the end of 1986. 

d. As of September 1, 1987, the CDC revised the definition of AIDS to include 
dementia and emaciation. These cases were previously considered AIDS Related 
Complex (ARC) rather than AIDS and were not in the AIDS tabulations. The 
revised data from the CDC should be carefully studied when available. 

e. Although the Cowell-Hoskins model is consistent with other models such as the 
one by Jeffrey Harris at M.I.T., there are other models that produce significantly 
different results. A report prepared by the RAND Corporation states that the CDC 

" . . . f i gu re  is now thought by many to be too low, particularly because it 
employs a very conservative estimate of HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) 
incubation or latency, which determines how many seropositives convert to 
symptomatic AIDS over a period of time. Others think that underreporting of 
AIDS cases is even more egregious than the official corrections would suggest 
and that the extent of heterosexual transmission has been underestimated. Thus, 
although 220,000 cases might serve as a low-range estimate, case load numbers 
of 400,000 and 750,000 in 1986-1991 are more credible mid- and high-range 
estimates." 

There appear to be little hard data supporting the RAND report; until more data 
become available, the CDC estimate must be considered more reliable. 

f. The Cowell-Hoskins financial models were fitted to AIDS preliminary reports of 
experience collected by the ACLI/HIAA for 1986. Data subsequently received 
indicate 1986 actual experience was higher than previously thought. Further, there 
are serious concerns that the most recent estimate of 1986 AIDS-related claims 
may be understated because of problems in identifying and reporting AIDS claims. 

g. The financial numbers are based on a model that assumes that the rate of infection 
will decline to zero by 1997. This reduces the ultimate risk group by approximately 
one-third. The model is further based on the assumption that the insured population 
that is HIV + will ultimately grow to only 58 percent of the total risk group. 

*h. The emergence of AIDS-related claims will be affected by the extent to which 
insurance companies are able to test applicants for HIV infection. Legislative and 
regulatory restrictions on risk classification could result in substantial increases in 
claims. 

i. In addition to claims from AIDS itself, increased claims can be expected for 
insureds who have the HIV infection and who will incur claims for sickness and 
death from complications of this infection without necessarily having reached full 
clinical AIDS. 
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Further developments in treatment may affect the course of the disease. Although 
this may be somewhat advantageous from a life insurance point of view, such 
treatments may increase claims for health and disability insurance. 

From the point of  v iew of  human compassion as well as concern over 
financial impact,  it is hoped that events will be more favorable than the 
projection indicates. However ,  Cowell and Hoskins were striving for as fair 
a presentation as possible and these projections should be considered as a 
likely scenario. 
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APPENDIX 3 

CDC ESTIMATES OF HIV PREVALENCE 

The following is a copy of pages 15-24 of "Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus Infection in the United States--A Review of Current Knowledge and 
Plans for Expansion of HIV Surveillance Activities" prepared by the De- 
partment of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers for 
Disease Control, November 30, 1987. 

VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL ESTIMATE OF H1V PREVALENCE 

A. The Public Health Service Estimate Approach Reconsidered 

In May 1986, during the Public Health Service (PHS) AIDS Planning 
Conference at Coolfont, West Virginia, a group of punic health experts 
estimated the number of HIV infected persons in the United States to be 1 
to 1.5 million. At the time, scientific speculation had focused on HIV levels 
several fold greater than this and no consensus had been attempted. The 
assembled group of nearly 100 individuals from within and outside Govern- 
ment who were experienced in the scientific and public health aspects of 
AIDS developed their working estimate based on the estimated size of pop- 
ulations at increased risk multiplied by the corresponding estimates of HIV 
prevalence from the limited data then available (Table 13). The group par- 
ticularly expressed concern about the uncertainty of the size of groups at 
risk. The figure 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 was consistent with what was then 
known about the progression of HIV infection to AIDS (20% to 30% in 5 
years) and the projected cumulative incidence of AIDS (270,000 diagnosed 
by the end of 1991). The Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sci- 
ences subsequently reviewed the PHS working estimate and considered it 
reasonable for planning purposes (Institute of Medicine, 1986). 
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TABLE 13 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ESTIMATE OF HIV PREVALENCE 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY POPULATION GROUP, 1986 

TOTAL POPULATION INFECTED 
ESTIMATED APPROXIMATE 

SIZE SEROPREVALENCE 

Exclusively homosexual 2,500,000 15%-20% 375,000-500,000 
throughout life j 

Other homosexual contacP 2,500,000- lIl'?,,,~ 250,000-750,000 
7,500,000 

Regular (at least weekly) 750,000 30% 225,000 
intravenous drug abuse ~ 

Less frequent IV drug use -~ 750,000 lOC~ 75,000 
Persons with hemophilia "~ 14,0/")0 70% 10,000 
Other groups (transfusion 

rccipients, other hetero- 
sexuals, infants) ? ? ? 

Total 1,000,000-I ,500,000 

JKinsey, et al: Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, Philadelphia, Saunders Publishing Co., 1948; 
and U.S. Census data, 1980. 
ZNationa[ Institute on Drug Abuse (personal communication), 1986. 
~National Hemophilia Foundation (personal communication), 1986. 

Since 1986, additional data have become available on seroprevalence in 
risk groups and in other populations, and estimates of the size of two of the 
risk groups have been modified. Based on the 1986 and 1987 seroprevalence 
observations, the average estimated prevalence can be adjusted from a range 
of 15-20% to the range of 20-25% for exclusively homosexual men; from 
10% to 5% for bisexuals and men with infrequent past homosexual expo- 
sures; from 30% to 25% for heavy users of IV drugs; and the rate of 35% 
can be used for hemophilia B patients. NIDA currently estimates there are 
900,000 heavy users of IV drugs, and 200,000 occasional or intermittent 
users (NIDA, personal communication). The current estimated number of 
hemophilia A patients is 12,400, and hemophilia B patients, 3,100 (Host 
Factors Division, CDC, and National Hemophilia Foundation, personal com- 
munication). For heterosexual adults 15-59 years of age without specific 
identifiable HIV risk factors, the population figure 142,000,000 was used 
based on the 1985 U.S. Census estimate of 148,000,000 less the totals for 
persons at higher risk in the table. The HIV prevalence in this population is 
difficult to estimate with the limited data available, but in blood donors and 
military applicants persons without identifiable risk have accounted for less 
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than about 15% of total infections when seropositives have been interviewed. 
Therefore, 15% of the age-, race-, and sex-adjusted rate for military appli- 
cants, or 0.021%, was selected as the HIV prevalence for this group. For 
the other groups (heterosexual partners of persons at high risk, heterosexuals 
born in Haiti and Central Africa, transfusion recipients, etc.) no population 
size or seroprevalence estimates are available. However, the data available 
from AIDS case surveillance suggest that this miscellaneous group may 
account for as many as 5% to 10% of total infections. 

The estimate obtained by incorporating these revisions into the 1986 cal- 
culation (Table 14)--945,000 to 1,408,000--differs little from the earlier 
figure. The major limitation of both the original and the reevaluated estimate 
is the unknown size of the population of homosexual and bisexual men and 
the distribution within this population of the level of risk activity. In view 
of the limited impact of the new data and population size estimates, modi- 
lying the overall PHS working estimate for HIV infection in the United 
States does not appear warranted at this time based on this approach. 

B. Extrapolation from Observed Rates 
What if the prevalence or a multiple thereof from the only large currently 

observed groups, blood donors and military applicants, is used to estimate 
a national number of infected persons? The prevalence for first-time-tested 
donors, 0.043%, multiplied by the size of the population 13-59 years of 
age, 148,000,000, gives a national figure of 64,000. This is clearly an 
underestimate since persons at recognized high risk are largely excluded 
from the blood donor pool. (There also have been 45,000 AIDS cases re- 
ported as of early November 1987.) The military applicant adjusted preva- 
lence of 0.14% multiplied by the size of the population 15-59 years of age 
gives an estimate of 207,000, also undoubtedly an underestimate because of 
the under-representation of persons at risk of HIV in the military applicant 
pool. Preliminary data from other populations including Massachusetts child- 
bearing women and sentinel hospitals provide prevalence estimates 2 to 3 
times as high as those in geographically corresponding military applicants. 
However, even a 3-fold multiple of the applicant prevalence-based extrap- 
olation, 621,000, is well below the PHS estimate. More representative prev- 
alence information will be needed to add precision to an estimate made by 
this approach. 

C. Mathematical Model Approach 
Several researchers, including Dr. Ron Brookmeyer of the Department of 

Biostatistics at the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Drs. Victor De 
Gruttola and Stephen Lagakos of the Department of Biostatistics at the Har- 
vard School of Public Health, Dr. Jeffrey Harris of the National Bureau of 
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TABLE 14 

REEVALUATED PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ESTIMATE OF HIV PREVALENCE 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY POPULATION GROUP, 1987 

ESTIMATED APPROXIMATE TOTAL 
POPU1.ATION SIZE SEROPREVALENCE INFECTED 

Exclusively homosexual 2,500,000 20-25% 500,000-625,000 
throughout lifc t 

Other homosexual contact 2,500,000- 5% 125,000-375,000 
including highly infrequent ~ 7,500,000 

Regular {at least weekly) 900,000 25c7( 225,000 
intravenous drug abuse ~- 

Occasional IV drug use 2 200,000 5% 10,000 
Persons with Hemophilia A ~ 12,400 70,% 8,700 
Persons with Hemophilia B 3 3,100 35% 1,100 
Hcterosexuals without specific 

identified risks 142,000,000 0.021%'* 30,000 

Nubtotal 

Other groups (heterosexual 
partners of persons at high 
risk, hcterosexuals born in 
Haiti and Central Africa, 
transfuskm recipients, 
other) 

additional 5-10c~ of total 
numbcr of infections a 

900,000-1,270,000 

45,000-127,000 

Total 945,000-1,400,000 

~Kinsey, et al: Se.xual Behavtor in the Human Male', Philadelphia, Saunders Publishing Co., 1948; 
and U.S. Census data, 1980. 
~National Institute on Drug Abuse (personal communication), 1987; excludes persons who have 
used drugs only once or twice. 
~Host Factors Div., CDC, and National Hemophilia Foundation (personal communication), 1987. 
%cc Text (VIII. A.) 

Economic Research in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as well as Mr. James 
Warner of the White House staff and AIDS coordinator for the Health Policy 
Group, have suggested that the number of persons infected with HIV can 
be estimated from data on reported AIDS cases in combination with data on 
the rate at which infected individuals progress on to AIDS. These approaches 
were considered in some detail at the October 15-17 workshop on mathe- 
matical modelling of AIDS and HIV infection sponsored by the Institute of 
Medicine, National Academy of Sciences. A variation of this technique is 
discussed below. 
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In all of the methods, the number of AIDS cases diagnosed each year can 
be calculated as the convolution of the number of persons infected in each 
preceding year and the number of those expected to be diagnosed with AIDS. 
For this particular approach, let a(t) be the number of AIDS cases diagnosed 
in year t (t = 1978, 1979 . . . . .  1987), let i(t) be the number newly infected 
in year t, and d(x) be the proportion of infected persons expected to develop 
AIDS after x years ( x = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . )  then: 

a(t) = ~ i(z) • d ( t - z )  (eq. 1) 
z = 1 9 7 8  

The number of cases of AIDS per year a(t) is known from surveillance 
data and the disease progression rates d(x) with accompanying 95% confi- 
dence bounds may be estimated from a prospective study of HIV-infected 
homosexual men in San Francisco. It is possible to estimate the number of 
persons infected, provided specific assumptions are made about the shape 
of i(t). Three different sets of progression data were considered: one rep- 
resenting the best estimates from the cohort data, one representing the lower 
95% confidence bounds (slowest rate of disease progression) and one rep- 
resenting the upper 95% confidence bounds (fastest rate of disease progres- 
sion). Three different distributions for the infection curve were considered 
as follows: 

logistic 1(0 = 1/(1 +k exp(-r t )) ;  
log-logistic I(t) = I/(1 + (rt)k); and 
damped exponential I (0=k  exp(rtX). 

AIDS cases reported to the CDC through November 2, 1987, were used 
in the analysis. The totals were adjusted for reporting delays to give the 
number of diagnosed AIDS cases each year through 1987. The parameters 
in the different infection curves and the total infections through 1987 were 
estimated from equation (1) using weighted non-linear least squares methods. 
The final estimates were adjusted for under-recognition and under-reporting 
of AIDS cases. Validation studies done in five major U.S. cities in 1985 
suggested that 20% or more of AIDS cases were either not reported to health 
departments, or were not diagnosed by a method which would allow them 
to be counted under the AIDS surveillance definition used prior to September 
1987. Variations over time in the completeness of reporting (such as a large 
number of early AIDS cases being missed) would also influence the projected 
number of cases, but were not considered in these analyses. 

The resulting estimates for the cumulative number infected by the end of 
1987 are shown in Table 15. The range of estimated values is large, from 
276,000 to 1,750,000 persons infected, reflecting both uncertainty in the 
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progression rate for AIDS and the varied assumptions about the shape of the 
underlying infection curve. Using only the best estimate of the progression 
rate data from the San Francisco prospective study, the range of estimates 
is smaller, from 420,000 to 1,649,000. 

TABLE 15 

PERSONS INFECTED WITH HIV AT THE END OF 1987, 
UNITED STATES, ESTIMATED j FROM REPORTED AIDS CASES, 

BY RATE OF DISEASE PROGRESSION AND ASSUMED INFECTION CURVE 

ASSUMED 

(with 95% confidence bounds in parentheses) 

Rate of Disease Progression 3 

INFECTION SLOWEST MOST LIKELY FASTEST 
CURVE 2 PROGRESSION PROGRESSION RATE PROGRESSION 

Logistic 420,000" 420,000* 420,000* 
(403,000--438,000) (312,000--528,000) (268,000-572,000) 

Log-logistic 1,363,000" 853,000* 276,000* 
(918,000-1,809,000) (186,000-1,519,000) (66,000-511,000) 

Damped- 1,750,000 1,649,000" 1,468,000" 
Exponential (576,000-2,936,000) (566,000-2,732,000) (556,000-2,380,500) 

*chi-square goodness-of-fit p:>.50 

Notes: 
~Each of the estimates for the number infected has been increased by 20% to account for unreported 
or unrecognized AIDS cases. 
"-See text (VIII.C.) for discussion of limitations of each curve. 
:'Data for disease progression are taken from a study of infecled homosexual men in San Francisco. 
The lower 95% confidence estimate (slowest progression rate) for the cumulative number of men 
developing AIDS after each of 1-11 years was taken as 0%, 0%, 0%, 2%, 5%, 9%, 17%, 21%, 
26%, 31%, 36%; lhe best estimate (most likely progression rate) was taken as 0%, 0%, 2%, 5%, 
10%, 15%, 24%, 30%, 36%, 42%; and the upper estimate (fastest progression rate) was 0%, 0%, 
4%, 8%, 15%, 21%, 31%, 39%, 46%, 52%, 58%. The rates for years 8-11 were not taken directly 
from the San Francisco data but were extrapolated from prior years. 

These estimates must be evaluated in light of the assumptions made in 
the models about the shape of the curve and, hence, the spread of the 
infection. The logistic curve assumes that the spread of infection is limited 
to a closed group and that all persons in that group have an identical, constant 
risk for infection. The model does not take into account the addition of 
individuals who are newly at-risk, for example persons who only recently 
became sexually active or started using IV drugs. The logistic model also 
assumes that likelihood of transmission is the same for all those at-risk, 
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whether they are homosexuals, IV drug users, hemophiliacs, transfusion 
recipients, or heterosexual partners of infected persons and that this risk is 
constant over time. As a consequence of these highly implausible assump- 
tions, the fitted model indicates that virtually all those who will ever become 
infected with HIV were already infected by 1984. Current data show that 
substantial numbers of new infections continue to occur in all population 
groups except hemophiliacs and transfusion recipients. For all of these rea- 
sons, the logistic model is inappropriate and will severely underestimate the 
total number of persons now infected. 

Although the log-logistic model also assumes a closed group at-risk, it 
allows for a relative slowing in the rate at which the virus is spreading. Such 
a slowing would be expected for two reasons. First, persons are not ho- 
mogeneous but have considerably varied risk. Risks will vary by type of 
exposure (homosexual, IV drug use, heterosexual, etc.) and by the frequency 
of exposure. Particularly in a closed or relatively closed group, those at 
highest risk would have become infected earliest in the epidemic while the 
virus might later spread more slowly among those with lower risk. Second, 
prevention and education efforts would slow the rate of infection. Countering 
this, however, is the argument that since the major groups at risk are not 
really "closed," the increasing prevalence of HIV infection could lead to 
increased spread simply because more infected persons are available to trans- 
mit the infection. The log-logistic model is much more appropriate than the 
logistic, but will likely still underestimate the eventual number of persons 
who will become infected with HIV. 

The third model, the damped-exponential, also allows for a relative slow- 
ing in the rate at which the infection is spread, but does not assume that the 
population at-risk is closed. On the contrary, it assumes that the number of 
HIV infections is limitless. While such an assumption may be unreasonable 
over the long-term, it may accurately represent the short-term spread of HIV 
in populations where prevalence is low and/or the number of persons entering 
the risk groups exceeds or equals number becoming infected. 

Both the log-logistic and the damped-exponential models fit the AIDS 
surveillance data well, and their curves have similar shapes in the early 
stages of the epidemic, but diverge rapidly beyond 1984 due to the different 
assumptions underlying them. Since very few persons infected with HIV 
progress to AIDS during the first 2-3 years, AIDS case data alone cannot 
determine which of these models is more appropriate and, hence, what is 
currently happening with regard to HIV infection. Rather the AIDS cases 
seen today reflect primarily trends in infection through and including 1984, 
before current prevention activities, including screening of blood donations, 
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testing and counseling efforts, and information and education activities be- 
gan. For example, application of the damped-exponential model to surveil- 
lance data for transfusion-associated cases would lead to the erroneous 
conclusion that HIV has spread rapidly in the blood supply since 1984, while 
application of the log-logistic model to the same data in 1985 would have 
been falsely reassuring at that time before blood donations were screened 
for HIV. 

It is unlikely that any one of these models accurately describes the trans- 
mission of HIV in the population. Many different models are consistent with 
currently available AIDS surveillance data, and these data alone are not 
sufficient to determine the extent of HIV infection. Procedures that produce 
such a wide range of results from the same data indicated that there are 
either insufficient data or insufficient models or both. Carefully obtained 
HIV incidence and prevalence data will be essential. 

Implications. The estimation of a total number of persons infected remains 
complex and inexact. The approaches described for computing or recom- 
puting a national HIV prevalence cannot be considered definitive. The re- 
sults, however, are consistent with the previous PHS working estimate of 1 
to 1.5 million. None of the approaches suggest that that estimate is currently 
too low or too high, and the available data and mathematical models do not 
at present warrant a change in the estimate. Since some HIV transmission 
clearly has occurred in the past 17 months, this implies that the 1.5 million 
upper limit of the original estimate may have been high at that time. There 
is no substitute for carefully obtained HIV incidence and prevalence data. 
Additional surveys and studies are needed to determine the extent to which 
HIV is spreading through the population. 

IX. OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENT 

This review of the extent and trends of infection with the human immu- 
nodeficiency virus in the United States is necessarily descriptive and quali- 
tative. The marked variability in study design, sampling, and biases among 
the available serologic surveys and studies makes quantitative comparisons 
only approximate. Nevertheless, the picture emerges of extensive HIV in- 
fection in the recognized risk groups of homosexual and bisexual men, in- 
travenous drug users, and hemophiliacs, and their heterosexual partners. 
Exclusively heterosexual persons who do not abuse drugs and who are not 
knowingly the partners of persons with or at risk of HIV infection are at 
present much less likely to be infected. However, no infection trend infor- 
mation is yet available to evaluate whether the risk is rising for this latter 
group. 
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With few exceptions, HIV prevalence in observed groups from the general 
population, which includes high-risk as well as low-risk persons, are a frac- 
tion of 1%. At this time, IV infection, like AIDS, occurs primarily in young 
to early middle-aged adults, although insufficient information is currently 
available on young children. In general, males are currently much more 
likely than females to be infected, blacks and Hispanics more likely than 
whites. Geographic differences in infection prevalence remain consistent 
with the distribution of AIDS cases. While new infections continue to occur, 
the rate of new infection in many groups of homosexual men appears to 
have declined, which may have major implications for the overall incidence 
of new infection, since this group has previously accounted for the largest 
number of AIDS cases. However, information is not currently sufficient to 
evaluate infection trends in IV drug users, heterosexually active persons, or 
in specific geographic areas. 

Many gaps in our knowledge remain. More precise and more consistently 
collected data on this prevalence of HIV infection must be collected for 
currently recognized risk groups, heterosexually active persons, and acces- 
sible segments of the general population. Better and more extensive infor- 
mation is essential for targeting and evaluating control and prevention efforts 
at local and State level, for predicting future health care needs, and for 
understanding where the HIV and AIDS epidemic is headed. Better models 
which make use of the specific data will also aid in our understanding of 
the spread of this virus. Surveillance of the prevalence and incidence of HIV 
infection by continually monitoring sentinel populations and expanding fo- 
cused seroprevalence surveys and studies, as well as developing models to 
help interpret the data remain a critical element of the Nation's response to 
this major public health crisis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A PRACTICAL PRIMER: AIDS AND LIFE 
AND HEALTH INSURANCE 

This primer gives an overview that can be a basis for further study about 
the effect of AIDS on a particular life or health insurer. This primer provides 
preliminary background information only--this is by no means a thorough 
study of the AIDS epidemic. 

Information was collected from materials gathered during Tillinghast's 
AIDS research. Since this summary is intended only to establish an initial 
understanding of AIDS, reference notations have been excluded. For an 
explanation of material presented here, contact Tom Reese at (714) 553- 
1277. 

These notes are condensed from the original studies and papers. For a full 
understanding, it is recommended that the original material be read. This 
overview is not a substitute for the papers listed as major references in the 
final section. 

This paper was written by Tom Reese (Tillinghast-lrvine), with contri- 
butions by Bob Beal (Hartford), Jay Boekhoff (Minneapolis), and John Tiller 
(Irvine). 

DElhi NITIONS 

AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus, the causative agent for 

AIDS; previously used names were: 
LAV, lymphadenopathy-associated virus 
HTLV-III, human T-cell lymphotropic virus type Ill 
ARV, AIDS-associated retrovirus 

HIV + HIV positive (seropositive), an indication of being infected 
with HIV, whether symptomatic or not 

H I V -  HIV negative (seronegative), not infected 
Seroconversion The appearance of antibodies directed against HIV in the 

serum of an exposed person 
LAS Lymphadenopathy Syndrome, the prolonged presence of 

greatly enlarged lymph nodes together with moderate cel- 
lular immune deficiency 

871 
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ARC 

CDC 
ELISA } 
Western Blot 
T-Cell Ratio 

AIDS-Related Complex, LAS plus severe cellular immune 
deficiency, but without the presence of an opportunistic 
infection that would meet the CDC definition of AIDS 
Public Health Service's Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta 
HIV antibody blood tests, described in the section on 
Underwriting 

CDC Criteria 

To facilitate accurate reporting, the CDC has established strict criteria for 
the diagnosis of AIDS ("CDC AIDS"): 

I. Without Laboratory Evidence of HIV Infection 
If HIV tests were not performed or were inconclusive, a case qualifies 
as "AIDS" if the patient both: 
A. Does not have a cause of immunodeficiency that disqualifies dis- 

eases as indicators of AIDS; a list of three types of causes is spec- 
ified, and 

B. Is definitively diagnosed for an AIDS indicator disease; a list of 12 
indicator disease categories is specified. 

II. With Laboratory Evidence of HIV Infection 
Regardless of the presence of other causes of immunodeficiency, a case 
qualifies as "AIDS" if the patient: 
A. Has a definitively diagnosed indicator disease from the list in I.B. 

or from another list of 12 specified disease categories, or 
B. Has a presumptively diagnosed indicator disease from a list of seven 

specified disease categories. 

III. With Laboratory Evidence Against HIV Infection 
A diagnosis of AIDS is ruled out unless both: 
A. All other causes of immunodeficiency (listed in I.A.) are ruled out, 

and 
B. The patient has had either 

1. Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia definitively diagnosed, or 
2. Both: 

a. A definitively diagnosed indicator disease from Section I.B., 
and 

b. A T-helper/inducer (CD4) lymphocyte count below a spec- 
ified level. 
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Note: Before September 1987, the CDC definition of AIDS was basically 
the test described in rule section I above. Laboratory evidence of HIV in- 
fection was not part of the definition. The first weekly surveillance report 
that used the new definition was the 10/12/87 report. The definition change 
added 265 AIDS cases to that report that met the new definition but not the 
old. 

There have been concerns that these criteria are too strict. The CDC 
definition is designed to be very specific in order to achieve accurate and 
uniform tracking of disease. The symptoms of ARC, however, can some- 
times be as debilitating as those of AIDS. Many have died without reaching 
the confines of the CDC surveillance definition. 

Cowell-Hoskins Paper 
Citations of this paper refer to the paper distributed to members of three 

special interest sections of the Society of Actuaries in August 1987. This 
significant early study provides some valuable estimates about AIDS epi- 
demic parameters. A summary of this paper, along with a complete refer- 
ence, is contained in the section: "Cowell-Hoskins Paper Summary." The 
entire paper is reproduced as Chapter 3 of this Task Force report. 

DESCRIPTION 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
"Acquired" because the disease arises by an infection. 
"Immune deficiency" because the condition results in the failure of the 

body's immune system. 
"Syndrome" because a number of rare but devastating diseases (oppor- 

tunistic infections) can take advantage of the body's weakened defenses. 

Discovery 
AIDS was first described in 1981. The first sign of a new disease was the 

appearance of a rare cancer (Kaposi's sarcoma) among the "wrong" patients 
and an increase in pneumonia caused by a normally harmless protozoan 
(Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, or PCP). It became evident that an infec- 
tious form of immune deficiency had appeared. The name "AIDS" was 
coined. The disease was apparently associated with lifestyle, since it was 
quickly spreading among homosexuals, intravenous drug users, recipients 
of frequent blood transfusions, and Haitians. 
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Although only identified in 1981, AIDS cases have been diagnosed as 
early as 1977. The diagnosis was declared retroactively after the identifi- 
cation of the disease. The earliest signs of the virus have been found in 
serum samples taken in a small region of Central Africa in the 1950s. 

Spread 
The HIV virus is present in most body fluids. The amount of viral particles 

present in tears, saliva, and urine are so small that it is apparently very 
difficult to contract the disease by exposure to those fluids. However, we 
don't know if exposure to extremely low concentrations means that infection 
will not occur or if the incubation period is just extremely long. 

Transmission of the virus is through blood, semen, and vaginal fluids. 
Transmission is through sexual activity, not by casual contact. The chance 
of infection is highly correlated with other sexually transmitted diseases. 

The HIV Virus 

Only three years after the disease was described, its cause was conclu- 
sively shown to be the HIV virus. HIV is the third human retrovirus discovered. 

The first human retrovirus was discovered in 1978. HTLV-I (Human T- 
lymphotropic Virus I) causes leukemia. The second human retrovirus was 
isolated in 1982. 

A retrovirus has RNA as its genetic material. When the virus enters a 
host cell, a viral enzyme called reverse transcriptase uses the viral RNA as 
a type of template to assemble a corresponding molecule of DNA. The DNA 
travels to the cell nucleus and inserts itself among the host's chromosomes. 
Then, as the cell multiplies, these altered chromosomes are copied into the 
new cells produced. 

The host cell for HIV is often a T4 lymphocyte, a white blood cell that 
has a central role in regulating the immune system. Once it is inside a T4 
cell, the virus may remain latent until the lymphocyte is immunologically 
stimulated by a secondary infection. Then the virus reproduces itself at a 
very rapid rate, and the lymphocyte dies. The resulting depletion of T4 cells 
leaves the patient vulnerable to "opportunistic" infections by agents that 
would not harm a healthy person. 

When a person is first infected, the immune system responds by making 
antibodies. That response is clearly not adequate, however, and the virus 
takes hold. In many cases, lymphocytes multiply abnormally in the lymph 
nodes. The nodes' structure collapses, and the number of lymphocytes in 
the blood decreases, leaving the patient open to opportunistic infections. 
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CDC STATISTICS 

United States AIDS cases reported as of October 12, 1987: 

Transmission Categories 

~dults/adolescents: 
Homosexual/bisexual males 
IV drug abusers 
Homosexual male and IV drugs 
Hemophiliacs/coagulation disorders 
Blood transfusions 
Heterosexual contact 
Heterosexual, other countries* 
Undetermined 

Subtotal 
2.hildren (under age 13) 

Total 

Males Females Total 

27,986 
5,516 
3,196 

407 
569 
220 
544 
977 

71%) 
14%) 
8%) 
1%) 
1%) 
1%) 
1%) 
3%) 

1,460 (49%) 

16, 1%) 
317 ~11%) 
710 124%) 
140q 5%) 
312 t10%) 

27,986 (66%) 
6,976 16%) 
3,196 / 8%) 

4 2 3 ( 1 % )  
886 (2%) 
930 ( 2 % )  
684 ( 2 % )  

1,289 ( 3 % )  
39,415 (93%) ' 2,955 { 7%) 42,370 (100%) 

i 
318 277 595 

3,~32 39,733 42,965 
*"Persons without other identified risks who were born in countries in which heterosexual transmission 
is believed to play a major role although precise means of transmission have not yet been fully 
developed." 

Age of Diagnosis 

Age Group Number of AIDS Cases Percer, t~ge 
0-5 
5-12 

13-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40--49 
50+ 

Total 

518 
77 

174 
8,996 

19,998 
8,936 
4,266 

1% 
0 
0 

21 
47 
21 
10 

42,965 100% 
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State of Residence 

Every  state has recorded at least five A I D S  cases.  

Percentage Cases per 
of U.S, P~,pulation ° Thousand 

Stales with More 'l~an 1,000 Cases Number AIDS Ca~s (million) Population 

New York 
California 
Florida 
Texas 
New Jersey 
Illinois 
Pennsylvania 

12,012 
9.747 
2,946 
2,894 
2,552 
1,186 
1,094 

28.0% 
22.7 

6.9 
6.7 
5.9 
2.8 
2.5 

17.77 
26.98 
11.68 
16.68 
7.62 

11.55 
11.89 

0.7 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 

*Preliminary 1986 year-end figures from the Census Bureau. 

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area of Residence 

Percentage Cases per 
SMSA's wilh Morc Than 1,000 of U.S. Populalion* Thousand 

Cases Number AIDS Cases (million) Poptdari~m 

New York 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Houston 
Washington, D.C. 
Miami 
Chicago 

10,924 
4,096 
3,627 
1,440 
1,278 
1,183 
1,069 

25.4% 
9.5 
8.4 
3.4 
3.0 
2.8 
2.5 

9.12 
3.25 
7.48 
2.91 
3.06 
1.63 
7.10 

1.2 
1.3 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.7 
0.2 

*Populations reported in the 1980 census. 

Underreporting 

The CDC has estimated that its statistics may be low by 20 percent, 10 
percent for cases not reported and 10 percent for cases not diagnosed. 

Even though California physicians are required by law to report AIDS 
cases to the California Department of Health Service, follow-up checking 
estimated undercounting at 17-25 percent in a study published April 1987. 
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Reporting Delays 
The following table shows how the CDC AIDS case reporting figures 

change over time: 

Year of ~ geporled End of Year 
Diagnosis I 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987t Ultimate* 

Before 1979 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
•985 
1986 
1987 

8 
45 

236 
932 

1,829 

10 
46 

251 
976 

2,628 
3,780 

12 
47 

260 
992 

2,717 
5,341 
6,571 

11 
13 
51 

261 
999 

2,764 
5,531 
9,475 
9,897 

11 
13 
52 

267 
1,013 
2,806 
5,641 
9,810 

13,954 
8,787 

11 
13 
52 

267 
1,013 
2,806 
5,705 

10,147 
15,210 
18,764 

*Projected by Roland Mandat (Tillinghast-Denver) using techniques for estimating unpaid claim 
liabilities. 
?Reported through the end of the third quarter, that is, before the change in the CDC's definition 
of AIDS. 

EXPERIENCE OUTSIDE THE U.S. 

Africa 
The World Health Organization reported in June 1986 that there were 

estimated to be at least 50,000 AIDS cases in Central Africa, with 1 to 2 
million people infected by HIV. 

Among adults in Zaire, Uganda, and other African countries, the propor- 
tion of HIV-infected adults is 6 to 10 percent of the total population. African 
men and women are infected in roughly equal numbers, suggesting hetero- 
sexual transmission of the disease. 

Australia 

Through July 30, 1987, there have been 562 AIDS cases reported in 
Australia, of which 254 are still living. The distribution of cases by trans- 
mission category is: homosexual/bisexual male, 86 percent; blood transfu- 
sions, 7 percent; heterosexual transmission, 2 percent; and IV drug abusers, 
0.5 percent. 

By some estimates, about 30 percent of Australia's homosexual population 
is HIV + .  It has been estimated that there are about 50,000 HIV carriers in 
Australia, approximately 0.3 percent of the total population. 
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Canada 

Reported September 8, 1987 by the Laboratory Centre for Disease Control 
(LCDC): 

New AIDS Cases 
Year of Diagnosis m Canada 

1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
Total 

1 
3 
6 

22 
53 

141 
314 
448 
245 

1,233 

Of adult cases, 84 percent are homosexual/bisexual males, 0.4 percent 
are IV drug users, 5 percent were transmitted through blood transfusions, 2 
percent are heterosexual partners of high-risk individuals, and 5 percent are 
persons from an endemic area. 

U.K. 

As reported in the October 5, 1987, report of the Department of Health 
and Social Security: 

"There  have been 1,067 AIDS cases reported in the U.K. through the end of September 
1987. Further, microbiologists have reported 7,557 HIV + cases to the Communicable 
Disease Surveillance Centre (CDSC) in England and the Communicable Disease (Scot- 
land) unit. The cases are reported by category:" 

Calegoty 

Homosexual/bisexual malc 
IV drug abuser (IVDA) 
Homosexual and IVDA 
Hemophilia 
Blood recipient 
Heterosexual: 

Contact of above groups 
Contact of other groups* 
No information 

Child of HIV + mother 
Othert 

Total 

Number 

901 
15 
17 
60 
23 

8 
29 

12 
2 

1,067 

AIDS Cases 

Perccnl~ge 

84% 
1 
2 
6 
2 
4 

Number 

3,381 
1,184 

45 
1,061 

70 

56 
155 
111 

1 74 
0 1,420 

100% 7,557 

HIV + C~ses 

Per~cm~ge 

45% 
16 

1 
14 

1 
4 

1 
19 

100% 
*"Includes persons without other identified risk from countries where heterosexual transmission is 
believed to play an important role." 
tlncludes 1,255 "no information" HIV+ cases from England and 157 "other risks/not known" 
HIV+ cases from Scotland. 
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"(The HIV+) data must be interpreted with care as not all those people who have been 
infected with HIV presented for testing. It is currently estimated that about 40,000 people 
in the U.K. have been infected." 

(Note: a January 10, 1987 article in the Times reported that leading spe- 
cialists believe that between 40,000 and 100,000 people in Britain are now 
carriers.) 

The H I V +  statistics come from stations set up in the U.K. to provide 
free HIV tests for whomever wants to be tested. Individuals' test results are 
strictly confidential and cannot be accessed by, for example, insurers or 
employers. Counseling is given before conducting the test, and post-test 
counseling is provided to HIV + persons. 

The progression of the AIDS epidemic in the U.K. is indicated by the 
growth in reported cases: 

Year of Cumu[alive Cumulative Cumuiative 
ReFmrling AIDS Cases Deaths HIV+ Cases 

1983 31 l 1 
1984 108 46 
1985 275 127 1,763 
1986 610 280 3,877 
1987" 1,067 605 7,557 

*Through the end of September. 

ESTIMATES OF THE INFECTION 

1 to 1.5 Mi l l i on -The  Famous Figure 

An estimate of the extent of the infection in the U.S. as of late 1 9 8 6 -  
Where did it come from? 

Known as the "Coolfont  estimates," they are part of the Public Health 
Service's official prediction. A group of about 10 scientists assembled in 
June 1986 at the Coolfont Conference Center in Berkeley Springs, W. Va. 

The estimate: 

Homosexual Men: estimated to be 4 percent of white men between ages 16 and 55 
(1948 Kinsey data), assumed to be 18 percent infected. 

Bisexual Men: estimated to be another 4 percent homosexual for three years or less 
plus another 10 percent bisexual (1948 Kinsey data), assumed to be 10 percent infected. 
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IV Drug Users: about 750,000 Americans use intravenous drugs at least weekly (Na- 
tional Institute on Drug Abuse data), assumed to be 30 percent infected. Another 
750,000 use IV drugs less than weekly, assumed to be 10 percent infected. 
Hemophiliacs: about 20,000, assumed to be 70 percent infected. 

Other Groups: accounting for less than 10 percent of AIDS cases at the time, assumed 
to have a negligible rate of infection. 

Summing these estimates produced a total of between 1 million and 1.5 
million Americans infected with the AIDS virus in 1986. 

The Coolfont projections assume that 20-30 percent of those infected in 
1986 will develop AIDS by the end of 1991. 

General Population Infection Rate 

The U.S. population was 238.740 million in 1985. Assuming 1 to 1.5 
million HIV infected results in a general population infection rate of about 
0.5 percent. If those infections are generally among the 63.467 million males. 
age 20 through 59 in 1985, the U.S. infection rate would be about 2 percent. 

Lincoln National has published an estimate of prevalence of HIV + cases 
under "probable scenario" assumptions. The mid-1987 HIV infection rate 
is estimated at 1.4 percent for males age 20-29, 3.4 percent for males age 
30-39, and 2.3 percent for males age 40-49. These rates are based on 2 
million persons infected in the U.S., eliminating certain classifications, such 
as IV drug users, not expected to be in the insurance market population. 

At the Society of Actuaries annual meeting in Montreal on October 19, 
1987, Howard Minuk (Chief Medical Officer of Mercantile & General Rein- 
surance in Toronto) gave these estimates of HIV + prevalence among males 
age 20-59:1 .0  percent in Canada, 1.8 percent in the U.S., 4.0 percent in 
California, and 5.7 percent in Los Angeles. 

U.S. Military Blood Tests 

From October 1985 through March 1986, blood samples from 306,061 
civilian applicants for military service from the U.S. were tested for HIV; 
460 subjects were HIV + (1.50 per thousand). Statistical breakdowns included: 

Age: Prevalences increased directly and linearly with age from 18 years (0.25 per 
thousand) to 27 years (4.94). "These data suggest that teenagers and young adults 
have an appreciable risk of infection, and that the risk may be relatively constant and 
cumulative throughout this age group." 
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Sex: Sex-specific prevalences were 1.65 for males (263,572 tests) and 0.61 for females 
(42,489 tests). 

Population Density: Low-density counties (less than 500 population per square mile) 
had a prevalence rate of 0.79 per thousand, while high-density counties had a rate of 
5.70. 

AIDS Endemicity: The prevalence rate among applicants from counties that were in 
metropolitan areas in which AIDS is considered endemic was 3.25. The rate for others 
was 1.25. 

Insurance Test Results 

The Home Office Reference Laboratory (HORL) in Shawnee Mission, 
Kans., reports these statistics for standard protocol HIV antibody tests per- 
formed in 1986 on specimens submitted to HORL by insurance companies: 

Age Percentage HIV + 

1-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60 + 
All ages 

0.25% 
1.02 
0.49 
0.19 
0.15 
0.04 

0.30 

The average HIV + age was age 36. 

Homosexuals 

The homosexual population has been estimated to be over 50 percent HIV 
infected in San Francisco. It is thought that the homosexual infection rate 
is as low as 20 percent in other communities. 

In a study of 799 homosexual/bisexual single men age 25-54 in San 
Francisco during the last half of 1984, seropositivity was 48 percent. The 
extent of the infection varied from 18 percent of those with no male sexual 
partners during the two years before entry to the study to 71 percent of those 
reporting 50 or more partners. Of the 65 men who gave a history of needle 
sharing within the past five years, 83 percent were HIV + .  

The homosexual population, especially in areas of high concentration, has 
clearly changed practices to slow the spread of the disease. In San Francisco, 
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the increase in new infections has slowed to a rate of about 1 percent per 
year, down about 12-14 percent annually during the peak years of the spread 
from 1980 through 1982. 

IV Drug Users 

In New York state, which has the greatest concentration of heroin addicts 
in the U.S., 60 percent are believed to be infected with the HIV virus. 

Hemophiliacs 

These are an estimated 20,000 individuals with hemophilia in the U.S. 
About half of these require infusion of clotting factor concentrates once a 
week. Commercial clotting factor concentrates are prepared from pools of 
plasma from as many as 20,000 donors and have long been associated with 
transmittable infections such as hepatitis. About 50--75 percent of hemophilia 
patients are HIV+.  

No evidence of exposure has been found prior to 1978. The majority of 
seroconversions occurred during 1981-1983. The chance of further infection 
is small now that clotting factor concentrates are routinely treated by heating. 

HETEROSEXUALS 

The Greatest Uncertainty 

The "first wave" of the AIDS epidemic is occurring among the initial 
"at risk" groups--primarily homosexuals and IV drug users. The "second 
wave" of the AIDS epidemic, if there is one at all, will be among heterosexuals. 

The size of this second wave will determine whether the AIDS epidemic 
will be only an enormous expense for the insurance industry or whether it 
will prove to be catastrophic for many companies. Even relatively low rates 
of infection will produce considerably more AIDS deaths than those that 
will result from the populations currently considered "at risk." 

Projections like those of the CDC and the August 1987 Cowell-Hoskins 
paper are based on the assumption that the epidemic will remain within the 
first "at risk" groups. The basis for such an assumption would be the theory 
that heterosexual transmission will be limited primarily to the sexual partners 
of IV drug users and the female sexual partners of bisexual males. 

If there is a second wave, why haven't we seen it yet? Three factors could 
explain why a second wave may be coming but years delayed from the first 
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wave. First, the risk of infection per exposure appears to be lower for het- 
erosexual practices than for homosexual practices. Second, the progression 
from infection to disease may be slower for heterosexual transmission. Third, 
the circulation of exposure is slower in the heterosexual population than it 
was in the first wave "at  risk" groups. 

Further, it must be remembered that current AIDS case statistics are a 
result of infections from perhaps 10 years ago. The infections occurring now 
won't become AIDS cases for several years. The current 13-to-1 ratio of 
male to female AIDS cases may be quite different than current infection 
statistics. The military recruits HIV test results (see the "Estimates of the 
Infection" section) show a male to female HIV + prevalence ratio of less 
than three to one. 

Reported Cases 
As of the October 12, 1987, CDC statistics: 

Heterosexual contact 
Heterosexual, other countries* 

Total 

Males Females Total 

220 
544 

764 

710 
140 

850 

930 
684 

1,614 
*"Persons without other identified risks who were born in countries in which heterosexual transmission 
is believed to play a major role although precise means of transmission have not yet been fully 
developed." 

Unreliability of Classifications 
In a study by health department officials in Colorado, 20 military men 

were identified as infected by HIV. When they were interviewed by other 
enlisted personnel, 12 claimed heterosexual contact as their source of infec- 
tion; but when they were reinterviewed by civilians, they described homo- 
sexual and bisexual practices. 

Probability of Infection 
A study published in August 1987 found 23 percent of 97 female partners 

of infected men were HIV + .  All the women in the study had sexual contact 
within the last year with a man known to be seropositive for HIV or diag- 
nosed as having AIDS or ARC. Women who used IV drugs or women with 
recent blood transfusions were eliminated from the analyses. 
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The number of sexual contacts was significantly associated with infec- 
tion--seropositive women were 4.6 times more likely than seronegative women 
to have had more than 100 sexual exposures with their infected partner. 

"The most likely interpretation of this funding is that each exposure is associated with 
a small probability of infection and that multiple contacts increase the probability of 
transmission." 

In a 1987 survey of U.S. hemophilia treatment centers and physicians, 
10 percent (77) of 772 spouses/sexual partners of HIV+ hemophiliac pa- 
tients tested for HIV were seropositive. 

Slower Progression Rate ? 

A section below discusses the rate of progression from HIV infection to 
AIDS. Studies available to date have been within the "first wave" risk 
groups. It is possible that the progression rate is slower for heterosexual 
transmission, just as the probability of infection per exposure seems to be 
less than for other risk groups. 

Slower Circulation of Exposures 

From a probability sampling of 1,034 single men age 25 to 54 in San 
Francisco: 

Bisexual Men 

No. of Sexual Partners Male Female 
in First Half of 1984 Homosexual Men Partners Partners Heterosexual Mcn 

0-1  2 9 %  3 5 %  8 3 %  5 2 %  
2-9 44% 44% 15% 45% 

10+ 27% 21% 2% 3% 

Over 20 percent of homosexual and bisexual men had more than ten 
partners in this half-year, compared with only 3 percent of heterosexual men. 

Household Study 

A study was undertaken to study the 45 spouses, 109 children, and 29 
household contacts of 45 adult AIDS patients at the University of Miami 
School of Medicine. Enrollment in the study occurred at the time of AIDS 
diagnosis, with follow-up testing every 4 to 6 months for 1 to 3 years. 
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Of the 45 spouses, 13 were seropositive at the time of enrollment. The 
initial seropositive rate was 53 percent (9 of 17) for males and 14 percent 
(4 of 28) for females. 

"The higher prevalence rate (for males) may be attributable to other factors, such as 
frequent other heterosexual contacts. Multiple other heterosexual partners were not noted 
among female spouses. When the seven male spouses with a history of other heterosexual 
partners were eliminated..., there was no significant difference... (20 percent for males, 
14 percent for females)." 

Of the 32 spouses who were seronegative at the time of enrollment, 13 
seroconverted during the study. 

"The length of sexual contact, number of contacts per week, and other types of sexual 
activity did not correlate with (HIV) antibody." 

Experience varied greatly by category: 

• Of the eight spouses no longer having sexual contact after enrollment, none became 
HIV +. 

• Of the ten spouses who used barrier contraceptives after enrollment, one became 
HIV +. 

• Of the other 14 spouses, 12 became HIV+. 

Three of the eight H I V -  male spouses converted to H I V +  during the 
study. 

"In each instance, the female index patient acquired HIV infection from either blood 
transfusions or previous intravenous drug use. There was no identifiable risk factor for 
(HIV) infection in the three male spouses, nor did they have other sexual partners." 

Ten of the 24 H I V -  female spouses seroconverted during the study. 

"We found that the seroconversion rate for male spouses (38%) was similar to that for 
female spouses (42%)." 

Of the 109 children (age 3 months to 24 years), three had AIDS, ten had 
ARC, and two had LAS at the time of enrollment. All of these 15 children 
were less than four years old and had been born to HIV + mothers. 

"Two infants who were clinically and immunologically normal had (HIV) antibody when 
first tested at 3 and 6 months of age. Both became seronegative for (HIV) after 12 to 18 
months of follow-up, suggesting passive transfer of maternal antibodies." 

Two older children who were both sexually active young adults of Haitian 
ancestry who had spent about 13 years in Zaire before entering the U.S. 
were seropositive. 

At entry to the study, 90 children were HIV - .  None converted to HIV + .  
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Of the 29 adult household members, 20 were directly involved in the care 
of the AIDS patients in the household. All were H I V -  at entry, and none 
converted to HIV + .  

Link to Other Diseases 

Heterosexual transmission is considered to be widespread in Africa, where 
there are often roughly equal numbers of males and females infected. Trans- 
mission may be higher in Africa than in developed countries because gon- 
orrhea, genital ulcers, syphilis, and other sexually transmitted diseases are 
widespread. These often cause spores or ulcers in the genital epithelia and 
thereby make it easier for HIV to pass from one person to another. 

Dr. Jay Levy, one of the two American discoverers of the AIDS virus, 
has been quoted as believing that the AIDS virus not only gives rise to 
opportunistic infections but is itself an opportunistic infection, flourishing 
in a body whose immune system has already been compromised by other 
agents, such as drugs, parasites, viruses, and malnutrition. That underlying 
immunodeficiency may be what the groups that have been associated with 
AIDS--namely, drug addicts, transfusion recipients, malnourished Africans 
and Haitians, and homosexuals--have in common. (Homosexuals are "im- 
muno-compromised" as a group, exposed through multiple sexual contact 
to all sorts of fungal and bacterial infections routinely treated with antibiotics.) 

PROGRESSION FROM INFECTION TO AIDS 

Ultimate Level 

No one knows what percentage of infected individuals will progress to 
full-blown AIDS. Early estimates were that only 20 percent would progress 
from HIV infection to AIDS. With the passage of time, it is now obvious 
that this early estimate was incorrect. Common estimates today are that 60 
percent to 80 percent will progress to AIDS. Some have theorized that 
eventually 100 percent may progress to AIDS; some may simply have very 
long incubation periods of perhaps 20 years or more. 

A research team in London claims to have identified genes that greatly 
affect the likelihood that a person infected by the AIDS virus will progress 
to AIDS. This work may be a basis for predicting that the ultimate progres- 
sion percentage will be less than 100 percent. 
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Progression Studies 
Data are very scarce, because it is usually not known when the virus was 

transmitted and when infection occurred. Some studies are available, how- 
ever, to give some insight into the rates of progression from infection to 
AIDS: 

• 83 cases of transfusion-associated AIDS diagnoses by 12/31/84 and reported to the 
CDC by 4,/1/85 yield important data because the transmission date can be determined 
accurately. 

• 543 subjects from groups at high risk of AIDS were studied at the University of 
Frankfurt from 1982 through 1985. This study is particularly valuable because it 
analyzed the progression through various discrete stages of the disease. 

• 725 subjects in four separate HIV-infected populations in the U.S. and one in Denmark 
were studied for three years beginning in late 1982. 

• Frozen blood samples dating back to 1978 for 719 San Francisco male homosexuals 
and bisexuals were available from a research project of Hepatitis B. 

Initial studies have been among the highest risk groups. It may well be 
that different categories of transmission produce different patterns, rates of 
progression, and even ultimate levels of progression, to AIDS. 

Progression Rates 

The most significant data to date come from the Frankfurt study listed 
above. Two studies of these data have produced estimated progression rates 
from seroconversion to AIDS. The Cowell-Hoskins paper describes the Mar- 
kov Chain model used in both studies. The second study was described by 
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Harry Panjer of the University of Waterloo in his paper dated August 24, 
1987. The resulting progression rates are: 

Years Since 
HIV Infection 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Cowell-Hoskins 

Annual 

0.2% 
2.5 
9.9 

12.9 
12.7 

12.3 
12.5 
12.9 
13.2 
13.5 
13.8 
14.1 
14.3 
14.5 
14.7 

14.9 
15.1 
15.2 
15.4 
15.5 

15.7 
15.8 
15.9 
16.0 
16.1 

ClJmulalJvc 

0.2% 
2.7 

12.4 
23.7 
33.4 
41.6 
48.8 
55.5 
61.4 
66.6 

71.2 
75.3 
78.8 
81.9 
84.6 

86.8 
88.8 
90.6 
92.0 
93.2 

94.3 
95.2 
96.0 
96.6 
97.2 

Partier 
Curnuliltivc 

1.6% 
8.1 

18.8 
31.3 
43.7 

55.0 
64.6 
72.6 
78.9 
83.9 
87.8 
90.8 
93.1 
94.8 
96.1 

97.1 
97.8 
98.4 
98.8 
99. ] 

99.4 
99.5 
99.6 
99.7 
99.8 

The Panjer rates of progression are uniformly higher than the Cowell- 
Hoskins rates. This is generally because the Cowell-Hoskins study used the 
maximum length of the observation periods as an offset to the unknown time 
between progression and the current stage. The Panjer study was based on 
the average length of the observation periods. 
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MORTALITY 

CDC Fatality Rates 

United States AIDS deaths reported October 12, 1987: 

Half-Year Number of Number of Case-Fatality 
of Diagnosis Cases Known Deaths Rate 

19811 
1982 
1982 
1983!!} 
1983 
1984 

/ 1985 

1986 
1986 1 
1987 1 
1987 (2) 

Total 

86 
181 
364 
641 

1,211 
1,580 
2,438 
3,179 
4,338 
5,437 
6,558 
7,456 
7,768 
1,652 

78 
164 
316 
560 

1,075 
1,354 
1,983 
2,551 
3,318 
3,825 
3,872 
3,133 
2,146 

259 

91% 
91 
87 
87 
89 
86 
81 
80 
76 
70 
59 
42 
28 
16 

42,965 24,698 57% 

Mortality Rates 

From such statistics, mortality rates can be developed. An estimate was 
developed by Mike Cowell and Walter Hoskins as part of their August 1987 
paper: 

Years Since AIDS Diagnosis Mortality Rate 

1 45% 
2 45 
3 35 
4+ 25 

ARC Mortality 
AIDS certainly has an effect on mortality before the point of being class- 

ified as "CDC AIDS." There are documented deaths from ARC, and there 
have certainly been suicides by persons after finding out they are infected. 
Since these deaths don't fall under the CDC's surveillance definitions, no 
data are available. 
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DRUGS/VACCINES 

Although just recently discovered, AIDS has been studied with such in- 
tensity that we know a great deal about the virus that causes it. The problems 
involved in HIV are so great, however, that there is little expectation of the 
discovery of a vaccine or a cure for AIDS at least within the next 5 years. 

Plan of Attack 
The virus can, hypothetically, be attacked at any of three points: 

1. Kill the virus while it is still in the bloodstream, 
2. Inhibit the action of the enzyme reverse transcriptase, preventing the RNA from 

producing its DNA copy and thus becoming part of the cell, and 
3. Kill infected cells. 

Human HIV antibodies do not kill the virus. The goal of a vaccine will 
be to cause the body to produce neutralizing antibodies that are different 
than those produced normally. This is not unusual; vaccines for polio and 
smallpox faced this obstacle. 

It is unlikely that researchers will try to make a killed-virus vaccine such 
as is used against measles. If every last virus is not killed or weakened, 
such a virus might infect someone rather than protecting against the virus. 

Another approach is to find a closely related, but nontoxic virus as a 
vaccine. Early smallpox vaccines used the cowpox viruses in this way. The 
goal will be to find a synthetic virus that is close enough to protect but far 
enough away not to cause disease. 

Changing Target for Vaccines 

HIV is like the flu virus--it keeps mutating into different forms. Just as 
an all-purpose flu vaccine does not exist, an AIDS vaccine may not be 
achievable. 

Unlike many viruses that only have a few strains, HIV has many variants 
that form a continuum of related strains. An infected individual may actually 
harbor several strains of the virus. Although some neutralizing antibodies 
have been produced, all have been type-specific, neutralizing many but not 
all HIV variants. 

AZT 
Axidothymidine was formulated about 20 years ago as an anti-cancer drug. 

It was a failure in that role, but began being tested against AIDS in 1984. 
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A newer name for the drug is Retrovir (Zidovudine). The U.S. FDA au- 
thorized AZT for use in seropositive persons beginning September 15, 1987. 

AZT follows the second plan of attack in the above list. The drug is a 
close chemical likeness of the virus' structure that forms DNA. When this 
likeness is supplied to an infected cell, reverse transcriptase incorporates it 
into a growing DNA chain. The likeness is enough different from the virus, 
however, that the altered DNA cannot integrate itself into the chromosomes 
or provide the basis for viral replication. Thus, the spread of the virus is 
stopped. 

The cost of administering AZT is expected to be about $10,000 per year, 
and there appear to be serious side effects, requiring additional lab testing 
and blood transfusions. One serious side effect is the gradual destruction of 
the bone marrow. 

A study of 160 AIDS and 122 ARC patients for 24 weeks revealed: 

Probability of survival for 24 weeks 
Probability of opportunistic 

infection in 24 weeks 
Probability of death after 

36 weeks (follow-up study) 

AZT 

96% 

36% 

6% 

AIDS 

Placehn 

76% 

54% 

39% 

AZT 

100% 

9% 

ARC 

Placebo 

81% 

30% 

"The finding that AZT delayed progression to AIDS and resulted in sustained increase 
in level of CD4 cells in many patients with ARC suggests that AZT may be particularly 
beneficial to patients with less severe HIV infection." 

It appears that AZT slows the progression of the disease but cannot reverse 
it. The impact on life insurance claims is apparently minor (simply pay the 
claim a little later). The impact on health and disability coverage should be 
major ($10,000 per year for the drug, plus a longer period of illness before 
death). 

Ampligen 

Described as "an experimental nontoxic drug,"  Ampligen "behaves like 
an artificial virus and causes the body to produce its own interferon." An- 
nouncing it in June 1987, the research team claimed the drug "showed ability 
both to strengthen the body's natural immune system and to suppress the 
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AIDS virus in patients with ARC and LAS." The U.S. FDA has approved 
a 6-month study of the drug. 

Peptide T 

The federal government has authorized tests on humans of a synthetic 
substance that appears to have a powerful inhibiting effect on the AIDS virus 
in laboratory experiments. Peptide T is a synthetic copy of a naturally oc- 
curring messenger chemical that permits communications between the brain 
and nerve cells. It appears to be able to block the virus from penetrating the 
cell membrane because it contains a pattern of amino acids similar to that 
of a piece of the AIDS virus. The hope is that Peptide T could prove effective 
as a vaccine against the AIDS virus. 

Castanospermine 

The National Cancer Institute has selected this "natural substance" drug 
for tests in animals. The drug is extracted from the seeds of an Australian 
chestnut tree. It appears to halt reproduction of the AIDS virus in the test 
tube. 

MODELS 

Micro vs. Macro 

The first choice in designing a mathematical model to project AIDS claims 
is the level of detail to be modeled. 

A "micro" model attempts to make projections from the finest level of 
detail, that is, the spread of the infection is modeled from assumptions about 
individual behavior. Example assumptions would be the frequency of dif- 
ferent types of exposure, the frequency and number of different partners, 
and probability of infection per exposure by type of exposure. 

The greatest difficulty with micro models at present is that the assumptions 
made are largely guesswork because there is so little known about individual 
exposure statistics. Further, there is no way to verify modeled results, be- 
cause AIDS cases data generally are not available on a number and type-of- 
exposure basis. 

Some AIDS micro models have been developed, however, and they are 
useful in understanding the spread of the virus. They also can be useful in 
helping to determine the reasonableness of assumptions for macro models. 
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Macro models begin by identifying a certain "a t  r isk" population. They 
then assume a certain spread of the infection within that population. No 
specific assumptions are made about details such as the underlying number 
of exposures per individual and the probability of infection per exposure. 

Key Assumptions 

The major macro model assumptions are: 

"At risk'" Population: All AIDS cases are assumed to occur within this subgroup of 
the general population. An example group would be a percentage of males age 20- 
60. In determining what percentage of the general population in this category is "at 
risk," choices range from using a smaller percentage (the "most" at risk) with higher 
rates of infection to using a higher percentage with a lower infected proportion. Another 
consideration is whether the group should be subdivided into different at-risk popu- 
lations with different assumptions. For example, males in their 20s will have a different 
level and pattern of infection spread than males in their 50s. 

Infection Spread: The progress of the infection through the at-risk population, from 
the beginning of the spread through the end of the modeling period. 

Progression from Infection to AIDS: The rates of conversion to AIDS (or perhaps 
ARC, if modeling medical or disability claims) after HIV infection. Different pro- 
gression rates may be assumed for different at-risk populations, for example, hetero- 
sexual vs. homosexual groups. 

AIDS Mortality: The rates of death from AIDS diagnosis. 

Verification 

While it can' t  be determined whether any model is " ' r ight ,"  it is important 
to compare modeled AIDS cases and AIDS deaths with actual past experi- 
ence to determine the reasonableness of results. It is important, in this process, 
to take account of the effects of reporting delays and underreporting. 

Further "ver i f ica t ion"  of the reasonableness of modeled results can be 
made by comparing model projections to other commonly used projections 
such as the CDC projections. It must be remembered, however, that common 
acceptance of a particular projection doesn't  make it va l id- -no  one knows 
the course this epidemic will take in the future. 

Insurance Models 

Once a general epidemic model has been constructed, adjustments are 
made to fit the model to a specific insured population. Factors to consider 
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include geographic distribution, distribution system, market, product, and 
underwriting standards. Because of changing forces in antiselection and un- 
derwriting, different assumptions might be used for business issued in dif- 
ferent eras. A large part of fitting the model to an insured population is 
verification based on experienced AIDS claims. 

Further assumptions required for insurance modes include claim size and, 
for medical and disability coverages, claim frequency and duration. 

Trend Projection 

Even model results that seem to be "verified" by reproducing historical 
AIDS statistics must be viewed in consideration of future changes in the 
course of the epidemic. Factors to consider include changes in the behavior 
of at-risk individuals, the possible spread of the epidemic beyond the "first 
wave" at-risk population, and the effects of vaccines and treatments. 

LIFE COVERAGE 

Net Single Premium Comparison 

The following net single premium values give a rough indication of the 
impact of AIDS mortality on life insurance claims: 

Newly HIV + cohort, considering AIDS death 
rates* only 

Newly diagnosed AIDS cohort, considering 
A1DS death rates* only 

Male age 35 alb, 1980 CSO mortality 
Male age 35 alb, 500% of 1980 CSO mortality 
Male age 35 alb, 1975-80 Basic Table select 

mortality 
Male age 35 alb, 500% of 1975-80 Basic 

Table selcct mortality 

Net Single Premium per Thousand Using 
I 

5.5q lntcrcsl I 7.0(;{ Interest 

$573 l $502 

876 849 

163 
346 
134 

277 

I l l  
274 
86 

208 

*Thcse calculations use assumptions to show rclative magnitudes only. Deaths and progression to 
AIDS are assumed to occur at the end of the year. Assumptions are: 

Years Since Rate of Progrc,,sion Rate uf Death 
In|eclion/Diagn~sis from lnfcclmn m AIDS from AIDS Diaglmsix 

l 0.2% 45q 
2 3 45 
3 10 35 
4+ I5 25 
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Insurance Company Experience 

A 1987 survey by Mel Young (Tillinghast-Darien) of 28 U.S. reinsurers 
produced these results: 

Reinsurance Accepted 
Direct Issues 

Total 

AIDS Claims As i~ Percent of Tt~tal 

By Number By Amount 

1985 1986 1985 198b 

0.5% 
0.1 

0.3 

0.9% 
0.2 

0.4 

0.9% 
0.6 

0.8 

1.7% 
1.l 

1.5 

Death Claim Projections 

Models such as the one described in the Cowell-Hoskins paper generally 
project AIDS death claims in the mid-1990s around 15% of projected indi- 
vidual life c la ims,  assuming no appreciable  amount  of  heterosexual  
transmission. 

Results are highly dependent on the assumptions used in the projection. 
Results are vastly different by age group. Further, there will be tremendous 
variation by company. Each company needs to model its own situation to 
measure the impact of AIDS on its business. For further explanation, see 
the " M o d e l s "  section. 

H E A L T H  C O V E R A G E  

Cost Estimates 

Data on the costs of treating AIDS patients are hard to come by. The 
following are some examples of estimates that have been published: 

• The CDC estimated lifetime hospital costs of $147,000 per AIDS patient in a report 
released January 1987. The estimate was based on a lifetime use of 168 hospital days, 
an average survival time of about 13 months, and an $878 average charge per hospital 
day (including inpatient professional charges). AIDS patients average 3.2 hospitali- 
zations per patient per 12-month period. The length of each hospital stay was generally 
in the 15- to 25-day range. 

• A State of California study released in April 1987 estimated average billed lifetime 
medical costs of $70,000 per AIDS patient. This was based on an average life ex- 
pectancy of 18 months after the onset of AIDS. The averages ranged from only $61,000 
in San Francisco to $88,000 in Los Angeles to $102,000 in San Diego. The average 
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hospital inpatient length of stay was 13.6 days, ranging from only 11.4 days in San 
Francisco to 15.8 days in Los Angeles to 17.9 days in San Diego. 

• ARC medical costs were estimated at $752 per month in the above California study. 
No lifetime estimate was made because they had no estimate of ARC life expectancy. 

Treatment Variations 

AIDS care in San Francisco is apparently about the best available, and it 
is achieved at about the lowest cost. A substantial support network has been 
developed in the homosexual community there. Nonprofit organizations pro- 
vide counseling and coordination of outpatient help and care. 

Hoping that the low costs in San Francisco can be repeated, the U.S. 
Public Health Service announced in October 1986 a $15-million program to 
fund AIDS home care hospice, case-management, and counseling. The pro- 
gram is targeted at the four areas hardest hit by the epidemic--New York, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Miami. 

AIDS patients are typically hospitalized about three times before death. 
In San Francisco, the average length of hospital stay has been 21 days, 
compared to 17 days in Los Angeles and more than 25 days in New York 
(1986 data). 

Those treatment variations strongly support the need for managed care 
among AIDS patients. Prompt identification of AIDS patients for large case 
management can provide the most cost-efficient and -effective treatment 
practices. 

Changing Costs 

AIDS medical costs have apparently decreased over time, because of 
better understanding of the disease (especially its terminal nature) and be- 
cause of better organization of treatment options. 

AIDS drugs, however, are likely to increase costs dramatically. This is 
due to the costs of the drugs, the prolonged life expectancy of patients that 
may be achieved, and the treatment of side effects of the drugs. 

Underwriting Implications 

For individual and small-group policies, the underwriting implication and 
required actions are similar to those necessary for life insurance. Because 
of the time that may exist between HIV infection or even initial AIDS 
symptoms and substantial medical expenses, normal preexisting exclusion 
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clauses may not be as effective in determining antiselection against health 
carriers. 

This puts a greater burden upon medical underwriting selection in order 
to avoid an adverse distribution of risk. In response, companies are raising 
the minimum number of lives required for nonmedical issue, strengthening 
medical questionnaires, and requiring more attending physicians' statements. 
These standards may apply in large groups to COBRA extenders. 

Other group underwriting standards, including excluded industries, min- 
imum group sizes written, and prior number of carriers, should be reviewed. 

D I S A B I L I T Y  C O V E R A G E  

Disability AIDS Risk vs. Life AIDS Risk 

A first impression is that disability insurance is relatively insulated from 
the AIDS risk because of the high mortality rate of AIDS patients. However, 
the expected number of monthly payments on a regular disability claim is 
not as long as one might expect: 

Average Monthly Payments ~r " ~  Age 65" Conlrac! 

Age at Disabili~ 30-Day Elimination Period 90-D~y Eliminalilm Pcrmd 

50 11 29 
40 14 36 
5O 15 38 

With a life expectancy of about 2 years from the diagnosis of AIDS, the 
expected length of claim is not dissimilar between AIDS claimants and other 
claimants with a "To  Age 65"  benefit period. The primary disability in- 
surance risk, as with life insurance, is the impact of AIDS on incidence of 
claims. In addition, drugs like AZT may lengthen the life expectancy of an 
AIDS patient, but not improve health sufficiently to allow return to work. 

Group Disability Insurance 

Group disability insurance has a significantly smaller AIDS risk than in- 
dividual disability insurance. 

• A group insurer may increase the rates of a case experiencing AIDS claims. On the 
other hand, the owner may choose to move the coverage to another insurer, leaving 
the first insurer with the AIDS claims. 
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• Group underwriting essentially eliminates the individual antiselection potential asso- 
ciated with individual insurance. 

• It is easier for a group insurer to vary rates by state. 
• Most group disability products integrate with Social Security, and most AIDS patients 

qualify for Social Security disability payments. 

Individual Disability Insurance 

The large majority of individual disability business involves noncancelable 
contracts (that is, rates and renewability guaranteed). Furthermore, non- 
cancelable rates for most plans do not anticipate AIDS experience. 

Guaranteed renewable contracts (that is, guaranteed renewability only) 
may increase rates, but such action can lead to high lapses of healthy insureds. 

Additional risk exists from those HIV + insureds not having progressed 
to AIDS to go on disability either as a result of involuntary termination of 
employment or voluntary termination because of fear of passing the virus to 
other people through normal duties of occupation. This latter situation might 
occur with doctors or dentists. 

In states that restrict or prohibit HIV blood testing, companies should 
consider eliminating shorter benefit periods and requiring Social Insurance 
Supplement riders. 

Market Trends in Individual Disability 

There is a trend to writing more individual disability insurance on small 
group cases with a minimum of three lives. This market can reduce the 
antiselection risk, but some of the more liberal underwriting requirements 
introduced to this market during the last several years should be reviewed 
with respect to the increased exposure to the AIDS risk. Premiums for this 
market are typically discounted by 10-25 percent. This practice should be 
reviewed in light of the overall adequacy of the guaranteed rates. 

Some companies have aggressively sought the endorsement of their prod- 
ucts by professional associations. This has been accomplished with premium 
discounts and some underwriting guarantees. There is more opportunity for 
antiselection in the association market. 

Individual Underwriting 

Companies are introducing blood testing--generally for amounts ranging 
from $2,500 to $4,000. One company uses a $3,000 testing limit in most 
states but $2,000 in states with higher concentrations of AIDS victims. 
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Claims Experience 

Companies are seeing an average number of payments on closed AIDS 
claims ranging from 7 to 13 months. This average reflects a high proportion 
of early deaths and should increase with time. 

Many companies have not observed a significant percentage of AIDS 
claims in the first two policy years. However, the potential antiselection 
from HIV + applicants extends far beyond the first two policy years. 

Claim Reserves 

Tabular claim reserves should be based on a different continuance table 
for AIDS claims. For non-AIDS claims, the recovery pattern causes in- 
creases in claim reserves with duration of claim, which is inappropriate for 
AIDS claims. Even though some AIDS claimants have returned to work, it 
may not be appropriate to release the claim reserve because the claimants 
will most likely go back on claim. 

If the Incurred But Not Reported formula were developed by using past 
experience, they may not anticipate an appropriate level of AIDS claims. 

Policy Reserves 

Policy reserves based upon the 1964 CDT may be conservative enough 
to absorb the AIDS risk on business written prior to 1983 or 1984. However, 
the antiselection from new business, particularly in states that restrict or 
prohibit blood testing and its impact on reserve adequacy should be examined 
separately. If companies adopt the Commissioners Individual Disability "'Ta- 
ble A "  valuation basis, policy reserves on new business will decrease sig- 
nificantly, leaving less cushion to absorb the AIDS claims. 

COWELL-HOSK[NS PAPER SUMMARY 

Epidemiological Model 

A "macro" model is used to model the spread of the infection through 
an assumed "at risk" population of 750,000 IV drug users and 3 million 
homosexuals. An underlying theory is taken from patterns of past epidemics. 

At a rate of transmission, " a , "  from infected to noninfected persons the 
spread of the infection is modeled from 0 percent of the population (before 
1975) to 100 percent of the population (assumed in the year 2000). An 
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alternative assumption stops the spread by 1997 at about two-thirds of the 
at-risk population being infected. The assumption in all scenarios is that 27 
percent of the risk group is infected as of early 1987. 

The rate of the spread of the infection is slowest at the beginning (when 
there are few infected persons to infect others) and at the end (when there 
are few noninfected persons to be infected). This produces the classical S- 
shaped curve that has been seen in historical epidemics. 

Progression from Infection to AIDS 

A Markov Chain model is used to study the progression of the disease 
through five stages, that is, At Risk But HIV - ,  HIV + But Asymptomatic, 
LAS, ARC, and CDC AIDS. The results of the study are shown in the 
"Progression from Infection to AIDS" section of this chapter. 

AIDS Mortality Rates 

CDC statistics are analyzed to obtain the mortality rates shown earlier in 
the "Mortality" section of this chapter. 

Verification of the Model 

Applying the assumed new infections each year to the assumed progres- 
sion rates and the assumed AIDS mortality rates produced modeled AIDS 
deaths in each year that are similar to the CDC's past reports and projections 
through 1991. Indeed, the assumed infections were obtained by experimen- 
tation until this approximate reproduction of CDC AIDS deaths was achieved. 

Projection Results 

Three scenarios are modeled: 

Czlmlll~lliv¢ Cttmohllive 

Year Cumul~ltivc Infections Cases De;iths 

"Infection continues to 101)% of ~lt-risk group" 

1987 919,566 46,864 30,018 
1991 2,312,760 255,092 177,796 
2000 3,687,388 1,937,640 1,602,979 

"Infection declines It) zero by 1997" 

1991 1,945,951 ] 252,266 176,336 
2000 2,485,433 I 1,554,819 1,316,711 

"Infection stops in 1987" 

1991 919,566 236,244 167,827 
2000 919,566 748,409 678,493 
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Implications for Life Insurance 

Under simplified assumptions, projections of  U.S.  AIDS-related life claims 
through the end of  this century are: 

• More than $30 billion from individual business in force 12/31/86 with approximately 
$14 billion in claims from those already infected and another $18 billion from those 
that will become infected, 

• $20 billion from group business in force 12/31/86, and 
• $20 billion from new individual business if no testing is done. 

By the mid-1990s,  total individual life AIDS claims could exceed $2 
billion annually or about 15 percent of  projected individual life insurance 
claims for all U.S .  companies .  

TESTING 

AIDS Antibody Tests 

A blood test for the ant ibody produced in response to the H I V  was  im- 
plemented in March 1985 for all blood donations.  The standard test protocol 
is so accurate that the U.S.  blood supply has been considered safe since that 
t ime.  Later in 1985, insurers began testing for H I V  on large-risk applica- 
tions. Tests available include: 

ELISA (Enzyme Immunosorbent Assay): The ELISA test is designed to be sensitive 
because its primary purpose was to prevent contaminated blood from being used for 
transfusion. This test is inexpensive and is used to screen out most negative samples. 
The charge to an insurer for a standard protocol (see below) test is generally less than 
$10. 

Western Blot: This test is specific for the AIDS antibody. It is expensive (about $90 
per test) and is usually used to identify actual positive samples after two ELISA 
screens. 

T-Cell Ratios: These tests look for abnormally low T-cell counts or an abnormally low 
ratio of T-helper cells (T4) to T-suppresser cells (T8). The cost to an insurer for this 
test is about $35. The test is not specific to AIDS. About 4 percent of the general 
population would fail a T-cell test. Worse, the test appears to miss approximately 15 
percent of HIV + cases. 

Test Protocol 

A negative ELISA result is interpreted as seronegat ive.  
To be considered seroposi t ive,  the standard test protocol requires two 

positive (repeatedly reactive) E L I S A  tests fol lowed by  a positive Western 
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Blot test. This is one of the most accurate tests used in insurance under- 
writing. The number of false positives is considered to be less than one out 
of 100,000. 

In states that prohibit the use of antibody tests (California and, temporar- 
ily, Wisconsin), the less sensitive and less specific tests of T-cell ratios are 
used to measure the immune competence of the individual. 

Seroconversion Delay 

Because the tests measure antibodies to HIV rather than the virus itself, 
they cannot detect infection until enough antibodies have been produced. 
Typical times between infection by the virus and seroconversion are between 
six to eight weeks, although reported cases have been documented as taking 
up to eight months. It is possible that this time delay could be longer for 
heterosexual transmission. 

Virus Tests 

Inexpensive tests may be available soon that detect the virus itself rather 
than antibodies to the virus. This development would eliminate the problems 
associated with "false negative" results because of seroconversion delay. 
Virus tests to date, however, are useful only before a large number of an- 
tibodies have been formed; thus these tests may be only a supplement to, 
rather than a replacement for, the antibody tests. 

UNDERWRITING 

Testing Limits 

The largest need for AIDS exists at the issue ages that have the highest 
nonmedical issue limits. Most companies responded by establishing AIDS 
blood testing procedures at low levels in 1987. 

In a May 1987 survey conducted by Denise Fagerberg (Tillinghast-Irvine), 
1986 and 1987 HIV blood test limits were obtained for 21 of the 26 top 
producing life insurance companies in the U.S. Among the survey results 
were: 

• Two companies had no established blood testing limit. 
• Seven implemented or changed limits in 1986. 
• Three had already changed limits in 1987. 
• Eight were in the process of lowering the current limits within the next two months. 
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Although the survey showed a definite trend toward decreasing blood 
testing limits, there was no change in nonmedical limits from 1986 to 1987. 
In a few cases, the blood testing limits were lower than nonmedical limits. 

The blood testing limits ranged from around $100,000 to more than 
$500,000, with a median of about $250,000. These results were measured 
in May 1987; it is important to remember that these limits are in the process 
of change during 1987. 

Given the high cost of insuring an infected individual, it appears that 
testing limits could be justified at levels that apply to most new business 
applications. 

Guidelines 

AIDS testing and underwriting is an extremely sensitive issue. The "'State 
Regulations" section that follows discusses state regulation of AIDS tests, 
underwriting rates, and application questions. Some basic underwriting 
guidelines are: 

• Sexual orientation is not to be used in underwriting. 
• Tests should be used on a nondiscriminating basis. Rules should apply equally to 

males and females and to marrieds and singles. 
• There must be a valid reason for ordering the test. A routine "age and amount" basis 

is acceptable. 
• The applicant should be notified in writing and should sign a permission slip for HIV 

tests. 
• Strict confidentially must be maintained. The agent should not be given the test results. 

For employer-sponsored insurance, the employer must not be notified of the reason 
for the declination. 

• An effort should be made to have the applicant discuss the test results with his or her 
physician. The applicant should be notified in writing that coverage was declined for 
an important reason and that you wish to correspond with the applicant's physician 
but need permission to release that information. 

Medical Information Bureau 

The MIB announced in mid-1987 that it will no longer keep records that 
show an applicant for insurance has tested positive for AIDS virus antibod- 
ies. Instead, information will be maintained only for nonspecific blood-test 
codes. MIB says that its decision is designed to assure confidentiality in 
AIDS testing of insurance applications. 
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ANTISELECTION 

Transamerica Life Companies Experience 

As reported by Lloyd  Von Sprecken ,  Vice President ,  Underwri t ing:  

• Business issued prior to 1980, when no one knew of AIDS risk--average AIDS death 
claim amount is less than one-half the average amount for claims for all causes. 

• Business issued 1980 through 1983, when awareness of the disease was amongst the 
groups at highest risk--average AIDS death claims soared to more than five times the 
average size claim. 

• Business issued 1984 and after, when medical directors and underwriters became aware 
of the mortality problems AIDS would create--average AIDS claims dropped to about 
three times the average. 

Insurance Company Surveys 

Denise  Fagerberg  (Ti l l inghast- l rvine)  conducted informal  surveys of  life 
insurance company  A I D S  c la ims:  

• 1985 Ordina~ Life Claims: 106 companies reported 438 AIDS claims. The average 
size AIDS claim was $53,600; the average size of the total claims was $7,000. 

• 1986 Ordinary Life Claims: 158 companies reported 1,913 AIDS claims. The average 
size AIDS claim was $44,500; the average size of the total claims was $8,400. The 
AIDS claims represented 0.05 percent of claims by volume and 0.2 percent by number. 

STATE REGULATIONS 

Examples  of state A I D S  regulat ions  are given be low.  

NAIC Model 

The N A I C  released a proposed  bullet in regarding "Med ica l /L i f e s ty l e  
Quest ions  and Underwr i t ing  G u i d e l i n e s "  in March 1987. Major  provisions 
are summar ized  be low:  

• Sexual orientation may not be used in the underwriting process, and application ques- 
tions may not be directed at this issue. 

• Questions relating to the actual presence of AIDS or ARC are generally permissible. 
• No adverse underwriting decision shall be made because the applicant has demon- 

strated AIDS-related concerns by seeking counseling from health care professionals. 
• The use of AIDS tests must be revealed to the applicant, and written consent must be 

obtained. Established test protocol must be followed. 
• An insurer may impose territorial rates for rating an applicant for health or life insur- 

ance if the rates are based on sound actuarial principles or are related to actual or 
reasonably anticipated experience. 
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District of Columbia 

An act passed by the City Council in mid-1986 prohibits insurers from 
using any AIDS test in underwriting or rate-making. The act also prohibits 
the use of personal characteristics for the purpose of seeking to predict the 
risk of developing AIDS or ARC. The act does not prohibit refusing to 
insure or rating an applicant who has actually been diagnosed as having 
AIDS, providing compliance with certain procedures. 

California 

The use of AIDS antibody blood tests is prohibited, thus restricting testing 
in California to T-cell ratio tests. 

Regulations prohibit refusing coverage because the applicant is homosex- 
ual or bisexual. This prohibition includes the use of special underwriting 
standards in certain geographical areas or occupations. 

Wisconsin 

An earlier prohibition against the use of HIV antibody testing was with- 
drawn after the state epidemiologist found that the standard test protocol "is 
highly predicative of a true infection with the HIV virus." The standard test 
protocol is still prohibited for individually underwritten group contracts, 
however. 

Maine 

Insurers must obtain written consent for AIDS testing on a approved form. 
All persons tested must be offered post-test counseling that provides test 
results, social and emotional consequences, preventive practices, and refer- 
rals for medical care and support services. 

New York and Massachusetts 

These insurance departments are attempting to adopt regulations prohib- 
iting AIDS testing, at least for health insurance. Temporary court restraining 
orders have blocked the regulations at present. 

Applications 

AIDS-related questions on insurance applications must be specific. States 
vary widely in the questions and wording they will accept. Some states will 
no longer approve questions they once permitted. 
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Health Insurance Mandates 

Some states have discussed requiring coverage of AIDS-related services, 
such as requiring coverage of AZT whether or not the contract has a pre- 
scription drug benefit. 

AIDS Exclusions 

A couple of states have regulations that would prohibit the exclusion of 
coverage for the treatment of AIDS or its complications. The prohibition 
also applies to the placing of dollar limits on the benefits payable for such 
illnesses (other than overall policy maximums).  
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CHAPTER 3 

AIDS, HIV MORTALITY AND LIFE INSURANCE 

FOREWORD 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome was first identified clinically in 
1981. However, it was some time before the epidemic became a serious 
issue for the general public. 

Until about 1984, most accounts in the popular press identified the disease 
with its principal group of victims, young homosexual males. In the minds 
of most of the general public, AIDS was not a concern for them personally. 
This same general attitude prevailed in the life and health insurance community. 

Few insurers thought in terms of the numbers of their policyholders, ex- 
isting or prospective, who might be infected. Not until the Centers for Dis- 
ease Control and the Surgeon General issued warnings of the epidemic spread 
of the disease did life and health companies begin to recognize its serious 
potential consequences for their operations. Most companies kept no records 
of AIDS-related deaths, disabilities or medical claims until 1985. It was 
1986 before industry-wide attention was given to the actions that insurers 
needed to take in order to manage the impact that this epidemic could have 
on the financial soundness of their companies. 

As of mid-1987, most writers of individual insurance that obtain medical 
evidence in their normal underwriting procedures are, within the require- 
ments of laws and regulations in the jurisdictions in which they operate, 
testing applicants at specified ages and amount levels for HIV, the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus. Few major life and health insurers believe that 
they have not paid at least one AIDS-related claim. For many, the numbers 
of claims so identified are amounting to several dozen and are growing 
monthly. The largest insurers in North America have already paid life, dis- 
ability and medical claims numbering in the thousands. Estimates of the 
financial impact of the disease to date are still fragmentary and are a subject 
of this joint special report. 

Estimates of AIDS-related life insurance claims based on company survey 
figures indicate that in 1986 alone they amounted to $100 million on indi- 
vidual policies and almost another $100 million under group insurance, or 
about 1 percent of total life claims paid. Taking into account claims prior 
to 1986 and AIDS-related disability income and medical insurance claims, 
the industry has already paid out several hundred million dollars on claims 
resulting from complications of HIV infection. 

909 
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Concerned that the impact of this epidemic could overwhelm the life and 
health insurance industry both financially and in terms of lack of reliable 
data on which to act, the Society of Actuaries in April 1987 formed a Task 
Force on AIDS. One member of that Task Force has been heavily involved 
since early 1986 with regulatory proposals in his home state that would 
restrict insurers' prerogatives to test for HIV infection in new applicants. He 
felt that his research and that of his co-author might be of value to the 
Society in advance of the Task Force's report. 

The information presented in this joint special report is the work of the 
two authors. The views expressed are theirs and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the three Sections. 

It is also hoped that much of this research will be valuable to the Society's 
Task Force on the subject, but the data and the opinions in this joint special 
report should not be construed as representing the views of the Task Force 
or of the Society of Actuaries as a whole. 

The two authors subjected their research to the review of actuaries, epi- 
demiologists and life insurance medical directors in Canada, the U.S.,  Brit- 
ain and other countries in Western Europe. We greatly appreciate the extensive 
and thorough analyses by our reviewers. We incorporated numerous changes 
in this final version of our report to reflect their comments and suggestions. 

Like most researchers of the subject, we have amassed a vast quantity of 
literature in a short period. In assembling our information and in our attempts 
to present it in a cohesive fashion, we have been acutely aware of the need 
of our members for data they can put to work quickly and of the demands 
of our profession that our work be reliable. We recognize that we are re- 
searching on the fringes of epidemiology, where neither of us claims ex- 
pertise, but we sensed that we had, nevertheless, reached a number of 
observations that could help " . . .  substitute facts for appearances and dem- 
onstrations for impressions." Accordingly, we concluded that, on balance, 
our responsibilities could best be met by presenting our research at this time 
as an interim report of our findings. 

In both gathering and analyzing our data, we relied on traditional ap- 
proaches that may be loosely defined as falling within the subject matter of 
what were previously Parts 3, 4 and 5 of the Society's examination syllabus. 
In many situations, however, we resorted to approaches that are not refer- 
enced in the Society's literature. Our professional responsibility to rely on 
" fac t s"  was tested in numerous instances where we needed information that 
existed only as fragmentary reports from items in the written or spoken news 
media. This was particularly problematic in the section of our report on the 
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extent of the spread of HIV infection in the general population and in the 
insured population, and our estimates of its financial impact on insurance 
operations. 

Our general approach was to validate as much of our information as 
possible with hard data from reliable sources. This was not always possible, 
and our projections must be interpreted in light of the paucity of data cur- 
rently available. 

Throughout this process, we were keenly aware that we would be pre- 
senting our findings long before all the "facts" became available. Indeed, 
we recognized that any report on this subject that waited for all the available 
facts would not be written in time for meaningful action to be taken. We 
incorporated some information in our report that did not become available 
until a few days before we went to press. This information was significant 
enough that we felt it should be included even though it could not all be 
fully validated. 

Although the focus of this report is on life insurance, we believe that 
much of our research is also applicable to disability income and medical 
care coverages. Indeed, the part of our analysis that projects the progression 
of HIV infection through its various stages may be especially helpful to 
researchers attempting to project the financial impact of complications of 
HIV infection on disabilities and medical care costs. 

Before proceeding into the body of our report, the reader might reflect on 
the efforts of an earlier researcher faced with the challenge of developing 
reliable information from fragmentary sources. In 1662, John Graunt con- 
structed the first English life table from the crude records of births and deaths 
that he found in parish churches--the only data then available. 

Reviewing that work at the tercentenary of its publication, a modern ep- 
idemiologist observed: 

"Graunt did not wait for better statistics; he did what he could with what was available 
to him. And by so doing, he also produced a much stronger case for supplying better 
data."* 

The authors will be satisfied if this joint special report is received in the 
spirit of the pragmatic ideals ascribed to John Graunt. 

*Glass, David V., cited in Lilienfeld, Abraham M., Four~d¢~tions of Epidemiology, New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1976, p. 23. 
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I. AIDS AND LIFE INSURANCE 

MICHAEL J. COWELL 

1. A B S T R A C T  

Since its clinical identification in 1981, the presence of the Human Im- 
munodeficiency Virus (HIV) [1] and its progression to Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and resultant death have become a matter of 
worldwide concern. In addition to the 38,000 cases of AIDS reported in the 
U.S. through mid-July 1987, of which 22,000 have already resulted in death, 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) of the U.S. Public Health Service 
estimate that as many as 1.5 million Americans may be infected with HIV. 
AIDS cases in Canada have just passed the 1,000 mark, with half of the 
victims already dead. HIV infection appears to be at a considerably lower 
per-capita level in Canada than in the U.S. 

The purposes of this report are to estimate the spread of HIV infection in 
the insured populations of the U.S. and Canada; to predict the mortality of 
those who test positive for HIV; to discuss the implications of immune 
deficiency disease for life insurance underwriting and pricing; and to project 
its long-term impact on insurance company solvency. 

Estimates vary widely as to the percentages of HIV cases that will progress 
through stages of immune deficiency disease to AIDs-related complex (ARC) 
or fully developed AIDS. The longer a population of HIV-infected subjects 
is studied, the higher are the estimates of ultimate progression to AIDS. 
Increasingly, public health authorities are predicting that the vast majority 
of all HIV-infected subjects will progress to a serious immune impairment 
and eventually succumb to its complications. 

Longevity prospects of HIV-infected populations studied to date are not 
encouraging. Mortality patterns of such populations bear no meaningful re- 
lationship to standard mortality in the general population nor to that of 
insured lives. From the time that fully developed AIDS is diagnosed, life 
expectancy is about 2.1 years. Mortality takes an extremely high toll, leaving 
fewer than one survivor in twenty after 8 years. 

Life and health insurers in Canada and the U.S. are experiencing signif- 
icant numbers of AIDS-related claims. Preliminary analysis of these claims 
suggests that the prevalence of HIV infection among the insured population 
is about half the rate in the general population, with infection among group 
insureds higher than among individual insureds. For those who are HIV- 
infected, the average amount of individual life insurance is substantially 

913 
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larger than the industry average. The disparity for group life insurance is 
less pronounced. 

Under the assumption that those covered by life insurance include no 
"hard core" intravenous (IV) drug abusers at risk of AIDS, we estimate 
that at year-end 1986 approximately $20 billion of individual and $15 billion 
of group life insurance in the U.S. are on the lives of HIV-infected subjects. 
We project that by the year 2000, individually insured claims could amount 
to more than $30 billion, with about $14 billion coming from insurance on 
those already infected and another $18 billion from new infections on ex- 
isting insureds. 

Because there is less information currently available on AIDS claims under 
group than under individual life insurance, our estimates for the group line 
are not as detailed; the limited information we have suggests the overall 
mortality patterns will not differ significantly. 

At the levels projected, AIDS-related deaths from existing business in 
force could alone exceed 10 percent of the life insurance industry's total 
claims for individual and group coverages by the mid-1990s. The cost of 
not screening new applicants for individual life insurance for HIV infection 
could amount to many additional billions in claims by the end of the century. 

2. N A T U R E  OF T H E  E P I D E M I C  - -  S P R E A D  OF I N F E C T I O N  

2.1. Introduction 

Acquired immune deficiency disease is an epidemic different from any 
that has affected humans in recorded medical history. All previously reported 
epidemics were relatively short in duration -- weeks or, at most, months 

- -  from infection to manifestation. 
Epidemics within living memory or recent history -- influenza, cholera, 

bubonic plague -- spread rapidly, with a large percentage of the population 
either immune or dead within a relatively short period. The Black Death is 
believed to have killed as much as one-quarter of Europe's population in the 
14th century. In that sense it was a much greater disaster than what we are 
now facing, yet in some respects it fitted the classic epidemiological mold 
more closely than does AIDS. In more recent memory, the influenza epi- 
demic of 1918-1919 clairned almost 550,000 victims in the U.S and an 
estimated 20 million worldwide, but ran its entire course in less than a year. 

Acquired immune deficiency disease has, in contrast, an unusually long 
latency period. 
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It is estimated that after 5 years from HIV infection, approximately 15 
percent will reach full clinical AIDS. Data from the CDC and from other 
studies suggest that higher percentages of an HIV-infected population will 
progress to AIDS in the second five years following infection. 

Prevailing medical thinking now is that the vast majority of those infected 
with HIV will eventually incur a serious impairment to their immune system 
and die prematurely from its complications. The emphasis is on prevailing 
medical thinking, because knowledge about HIV infection is so new, and 
constantly undergoing change, that researchers are not of one mind on this 
or on many other aspects of the disease. 

Analysis of the progression of HIV infection and its ultimate mortality 
toll produces estimates of survival that we believe are reliable for insurance 
purposes. In other words, we believe that the mortality pattern for a given 
cohort of newly infected subjects can be predicted with reasonable certainty. 
This information is helpful in evaluating the financial consequences of not 
screening out cohorts of subjects who are HIV-infected at the time they 
apply for insurance, but who could have been detected if such screening had 
been part of the underwriting process. 

What we do not know with any degree of certainty is the impact on 
financial operations of the disease in existing insureds who are already HIV- 
infected, including those who were HIV-infected at the time they applied 
for amounts of insurance below the company's testing level, in existing 
insureds who may still become infected, and in new insureds who become 
infected after testing negative at time of issue. 

The impact of existing insureds who are already HIV-infected depends 
primarily on the percentage who are HIV-infected and when they became 
infected. Estimates from the Surgeon General and the CDC are that between 
one and one-and-a-half million Americans would test HIV-positive [2]. This 
translates to an overall population average of 8 per 1,000 in the population 
age 20 and above. Within the age group 20-59, the most important range 
for insurance purposes, the rate may be as high as 18 per 1,000 men, but 
is probably less than 1 per 1,000 women. Above age 60, however, infection 
rates are so low that they may be ignored for practical purposes. 

The estimated level of HIV infection in Canada is believed to be still quite 
low, perhaps as few as 50,000 to 75,000 as of early 1987. With over 90 
percent of all AIDS cases in Canada confined to males, this translates to an 
infection rate of 10 or fewer per 1,000 men aged 20-59. Among Canadian 
women, the infection rate is still so low as to be barely measurable in the 
overall population. 
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2. 2. H I V  Infection --  An  Epidemiological Puzzle 

Because the epidemiology of acquired immune deficiency disease is so 
different from that of any other on record, it requires particularly careful 
analysis. 

With a new strain of influenza, for example, symptoms are quickly man- 
ifested, and its overall effects soon become measurable. In contrast, HIV 
infection by itself gives its victims no warning signs. The long latency period 
before symptoms of the disease become apparent means that large numbers 
of the population can become infected before the impact of their disabilities 
and deaths is known. 

Identifying the numbers of the population infected by such a "silent" 
disease is the most difficult phase of this epidemiological puzzle. Yet it is 
critical that we obtain as accurate a measure as possible of the course of 
HIV infection in order to make credible estimates of its financial impact. 
The frustration of researchers of this epidemic is that the most important 
part of the puzzle is the most unyielding to attempts to unravel it. 

We are navigating through a thick fog with only the crudest of instruments 
to plot our current position, let alone our course. 

Our approach to this problem was to start with the best estimates of the 
Surgeon General and the CDC and to fit these data to a mathematical model 
based on a plausible rationale. We then validated the results of the modeling 
process against reported numbers of AIDS cases and deaths. We constructed 
our model as a series of fairly simple processes, each one of which may be 
separately refined as more information becomes available. 

We recognize that the ultimate goal is to obtain credible numbers from 
which to project the financial impact of the epidemic on the insurance in- 
dustry. However, at this stage of our analysis, we place more importance 
on validating the reasonableness of the processes of our model than on the 
absolute numbers that it generates. 

Also, it cannot be emphasized too strongly that we are attempting to use 
mathematical models developed by researchers on the experience of "tra- 
ditional" epidemics. We are encouraged by the closeness of fit of our models 
to actual numbers of AIDS cases and deaths reported to the CDC. However, 
like most other projections in this report, results based on fitting a totally 
different kind of epidemic to classical models must be interpreted cautiously. 
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2. 3. Ep idemio log ica l  Mode l s  - " M i c r o  "" and  " M a c r o  "" 

Epidemiologists use a variety of mathematical models to simulate the 
spread of an infectious disease throughout a population. The models of the 
"micro" variety are based on detailed assumptions about such factors as 
frequency of activities that expose people to infection, probabilities of trans- 
mission from an infected to an uninfected person, and average duration of 
infectiousness. A "micro" model of HIV transmission based on numbers 
of partners in various kinds of sexual activity is described by Knox [3]. 

Models at the other end of the spectrum make broad "macro" assumptions 
as to population aggregates, without attempting to simulate transmission on 
a person-by-person basis. Between these two extremes, some approaches 
model the spread of the disease within stratified subgroups of the population 
and among such groups. 

The principal focus of this report is the impact of the disease not on 
individuals but on the insured population in the aggregate and, as a conse- 
quence, on the solvency of the insurance industry. Thus, we chose a model 
of the "macro" form. We did review the work of researchers whose models 
track the epidemic by stratifying the population into groups according to 
degree of risk. We expect that further analysis of the spread of infection 
will depend on such models that address the process of transmission of the 
disease within and among significant subpopulations and also from subject 
to subject. 

The underlying theory of the form of epidemiological model we used [4] 
is that the incidence of new infection at any time (t) is proportional to the 
product of the prevalence (p,) of the infection in the population and the 
portion (1-p , )  of the population uninfected, all reduced by the portion of 
the infected population that dies (q,). The product of p, and 1 -p ,  is assumed 
to be related to the incidence of new infection by an infection factor that 
may be expressed as a constant (e 0 over time or in a more generalized form 
(c~,) as a function of time also. In the infinitesimal calculus mode, the in- 
cidence of new infection may thus be expressed as: 

alp, 
d-t = a , - p , - ( 1  - p,) - q, [1] 

In its simpler form, where the infection factor is assumed to be a constant 
(a) over time and where the mortality term (q,) is assumed to be sufficiently 
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small to be treated separately, this formulation leads to the following expres- 
sion for the prevalence of infection: 

p , = ( 1 + ~ %  i [2] 

This formula produces the classical S-curve of the progress of an epidemic 
throughout a population, which is identified in Chart 1 as "'theoretical" 
more for illustrative purposes than as necessarily representative of the likely 
future course of the disease. Estimates of the parameters for this equation, 
and its development in discrete form, more useful for period-by-period cal- 
culations where the infection factor (o~,) is assumed to vary over time, are 
contained in Appendix 1. 
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2. 4. How Large Are the Groups "'At Risk"? 

The next step was to fit what we know about the actual spread of infection 
to a "macro" model based on a classical S-curve as described above. 

CDC data indicate that in the U.S., 17 percent of reported AIDS cases 
among adults are in the IV-drug-abusing population and 73 percent are in 
the male homosexual and bisexual populations. Canada, in contrast, has a 
minuscule IV drug abuse problem. The Canadian Laboratory Centre for 
Disease Control (LCDC) reports that almost 83 percent of its AIDS victims 
are male homosexuals and bisexuals. 

The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) estimates that the U.S. has a 
"hard core" IV-drug-abusing population numbering about 750,000. Male 
homosexuals in the U.S. are estimated to number 3 percent of the adult 
population, or about 2.5 million. NAS also estimates that another 2.5 million 
U.S. men are bisexual during some part of their lives [5]. 

To date, we have no comparable estimates of such populations in Canada; 
the geographic distribution of Canada's 1,000 or so AIDS cases suggests 
that they are concentrated almost entirely among the male homosexual com- 
munities of Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. 

We took the NAS figure of 750,000 IV drug abusers and assumed that 
the highest at-risk group in the male homosexual and bisexual community 
in the U.S. numbers at least 3 million. This would mean that if the disease 
had progressed uniformly throughout these two highest at-risk populations 

- -  and CDC information suggests that it has -- then approximately 30 
percent of each group would be HIV-infected as of early 1987. 

Estimates of the extent of infection in Canada are still sketchy, but if 
Canada has a similar representation of homosexuals in its male population 
as the U.S., then the corresponding figure for that group would be 350,000, 
with between 15 percent and 20 percent infected. 

Recent studies of IV-drug-abusing populations in New York City and of 
male homosexual communities in New York and San Francisco show a 
prevalence of HIV infection ranging from a low of less than 20 percent to 
a high of 70% or more. Especially among homosexuals, infection rates are 
believed to be lower in communities further away from the principal con- 
centrations of these populations. Data from the San Francisco studies show 
that infection rates among male homosexuals rise rapidly with increases in 
the numbers of reported partners [6]. 

We also know from the SFCC/CDC Study discussed in Section 3.4 that 
HIV infection was already established in San Francisco's male homosexual 
community by 1978, at which time it is estimated to have been 4 percent. 
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AIDS cases and deaths in the U.S. may be closely replicated under the 
assumption that HIV entered both the male homosexual and the IV-drug- 
abusing populations in 1975 and that it progressed along the modeled S- 
curve shown in Chart 1 to the point that by early 1987 it had infected 
approximately 27 percent of each population. The resulting numbers are an 
HIV-infected population of about 1 million. When taken together with in- 
dependent estimates of fewer than 100,000 HIV-infected women -- believed 
to be mostly partners of IV-drug-abusing men or of male bisexuals -- and 
with a small but as yet unestimated number of infected heterosexuals, these 
numbers aggregate reasonably well to overall estimates by CDC and the 
Surgeon General of the extent of the infection in the U.S. population. 

These population aggregates were used solely for purpose of validating 
the assumptions in the model. In reducing these numbers to the individually 
insured population, we excluded IV drug abusers and females. 

3. MORTALITY OF AN HIV-INFECFED POPULATION 

3.1. Introduction 

The principal focus of this analysis, and a significant part of this entire 
report, is to determine the progression from HIV infection to AIDS. 

Several reports have been published on the incidence of AIDS in HIV- 
infected populations. Three studies were identified that provide the most 
reliable data with respect to the progression to AIDS in persons who tested 
positive for HIV but were otherwise asymptomatic or who had progressed 
to more serious stages of the disease. The first of these studies also provides 
reliable data on the conversion to HIV of persons at high risk. The other 
two studies corroborate the patterns of progression observed from the first. 

3. 2. The Frankfurt Study 

The major source of data for this report is the study by the Center for 
Internal Medicine of the University of Frankfurt, West Germany. It observed 
subjects in groups at high risk of AIDS through various stages in the pro- 
gression from apparent good health to death primarily caused by AIDS [7]. 

The Frankfurt Study is the first published analysis of progression from 
HIV-infected status in otherwise asymptomatic subjects, through the more 
serious stages of immune system impairment, all the way to fully developed 
AIDS and resulting death. 
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The study uses five classifications, or stages, to identify progression from 
healthy status to AIDS. This approach closely follows what has been iden- 
tified as the "Walter Reed Staging Method" [8]: 

• Healthy persons at risk for HIV infection, but testing negative 
• Otherwise asymptomatic persons testing HIV positive (HIV + ) 
• Patients with HIV infection and lymphadenopathy syndrome (LAS), together with 

moderate cellular immune deficiency 
• Patients with HIV infection and LAS, together with severe cellular immune deficiency 

(AIDS-Related Complex, or ARC, as defined by CDC) 
• Patients with AIDS as currently defined by CDC. 

The sixth and final stage is death. 
The Frankfurt Study yields information more valuable than that provided 

by other studies in one major respect. Rather than studying just the single 
rate of progression from HIV infection to AIDS, it analyzed the progression 
of impairment to the immune system through these various stages to AIDS 
and ultimate death in terms of a number of discrete steps. In this respect, it 
presents a particularly valuable link previously missing from the literature. 

The Frankfurt Study observed 543 subjects from groups at high risk of 
AIDS from 1982 through 1985; 377 of the subjects were HIV-infected on 
entry into the study. A total of 307 subjects were observed from 3 months 
to as long as 3 years; 259 of these were HIV-infected on entry into the study. 

A detailed analysis of the Frankfurt Study is presented in the Actuarial 
Note, "HIVMortality," which is part II of this chapter. 

3.3. National Cancer Institute (NCI) Study* 

The second report presented the results of a prospective study of the 3- 
year incidence of AIDS in four separate HIV-infected populations in the 
U.S. and of one in Denmark [9]. 

The NCI Study was based on clinical observation of 725 persons at high 
risk of AIDS who had enrolled before October 1982 in cohort studies of 
male homosexuals in Manhattan, NY, Washington, D.C., and Copenhagen, 
Denmark, of IV drug abusers in Queens, NY, and of hemophiliacs in Her- 
shey, PA. 

A total of 276 of the subjects were either HIV-infected at enrollment or 
developed the antibody during the course of the study. The 3-year incidence 

*This study was not cited as having NCl sponsorship; it is identified here as the NCI study for 
convenient reference since its four principal authors are associated with that institution. 
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of AIDS ranged from a high of 34.2 percent in the cohort of Manhattan 
homosexuals, to a low of 8.0 percent in the Copenhagen homosexuals. These 
results gave rise to estimates during 1986 that perhaps 25 percent, or at most 
35 percent of HIV-infected subjects would progress to AIDS. 

The results from the NCI Study tend to corroborate those in the Frankfurt 
Study. However, it should be noted that the observed conversions in the 
NCI Study, all the way from HIV infection to AIDS without reference to 
intermediate stages of the disease, suggested faster progressions than those 
used in the model from the Frankfurt Study. 

3.4. San Francisco City Clinic/CDC Study 

A study by the CDC in cooperation with the San Francisco City Clinic 
(SFCC) was begun in 1978 as a research project on Hepatitis B [10]. Once 
AIDS was identified, the CDC and the SFCC recognized that the stored, 
frozen blood samples collected since 1978 on 6,700 male homosexuals and 
bisexuals could yield information about HIV infections and AIDS. Stored 
blood samples of two groups of volunteers showed that 4 percent were HIV 
positive as early as 1978. In one group, 19 percent had progressed to AIDS 
by 1985; in the other, 29 percent had progressed to AIDS and another 42 
percent to ARC. Analysis of the SFCC/CDC data shows 14-15 percent of 
HIV subjects developing AIDS within 5 years after infection, 22-25 percent 
after 6 years, and 32-36 percent after 7 years. 

The more rapid progression to AIDS after 5 years from infection has led 
the SFCC study director to observe that there is an increased risk of AIDS 
in the second 5 years. 

More recently, both the CDC and the Surgeon General have supported 
what is coming to be viewed as a prevailing medical view, namely, that the 
vast majority of HIV-infected subjects will eventually progress to a more 
serious stage of the disease and succumb to its complications. 

3. 5. AIDS Cases and Deaths 

Weekly reports from the CDC are the principal source of data on aggregate 
AIDS cases and deaths. Through June 29, 1987, the CDC reported a total of 
37,867 cases of AIDS in the U.S., of which 21,776 had resulted in death [11]. 

The Laboratory Centre for Disease Control in Ottawa reported 1,001 
cases of AIDS in Canada as of May 4, 1987, of which 503 had resulted 
in death [12]. 
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CDC data are in the form of AIDS case fatality rates (ratio of known 
AIDS deaths to reported AIDS cases) by half-year of AIDS diagnosis. We 
derived annual AIDS mortality rates by assuming that CDC AIDS case 
fatality rates fully represent the underlying cumulative AIDS mortality. These 
annual AIDS mortality rates are 45 percent in the first and second years 
since progression to AIDS, 35 percent in the third year, and 25 percent 
thereafter. These rates produce a life expectancy of about 2.1 years from 
progression to AIDS and an 8-year AIDS survival rate of 4.7 percent. 

Chart 2 compares CDC AIDS case fatality rates to modeled cumulative 
AIDS mortality for 8l/2 years. As nearly as can be determined from CDC 
AIDS Weekly Surveillance Reports, the case fatality rates for durations 7 
years through 81/2 or more years are based on only 16, 9, 2, and 6 deaths, 
respectively. 

Canadian data are not yet presented by time since progression to AIDS. 
Although the incidence of HIV infection appears to be much lower in Can- 
ada, there is no reason to believe that AIDS mortality rates in the infected 
population are any different from those in the U.S. 

A detailed analysis of the CDC data is presented in "HIV Mortality,'" 
part II of this chapter. 

3.6. HIV Mortality Model Based on Frankfurt and CDC Data 

It might have been desirable to study the mortality of HIV-infected persons 
directly from the Frankfurt HIV progression rates and AIDS mortality rates 
based on CDC data. However, because of the multiple stages of the disease 
and the high periodic probabilities of progression from HIV to AIDS and 
resulting death, traditional actuarial approaches based on single decrement 
table formulae to study the mortality of an impaired group were of limited 
value in this analysis. A different approach was needed. 

A Markov Chain model was used to study HIV mortality based on Frank- 
furt and CDC data. This model simulates the progression of a group of 
newly infected subjects through the stages of HIV disease to AIDS and death. 
The process is not unlike that of creating a life, or multiple decrement, table 
from a limited period of observation, by joining together the experience of 
successive cohorts, even though no one cohort was observed to progress 
through the entire range of ages or decrements represented in the table. 

In the Frankfurt Study, a sufficient number progressed from HIV infection 
or from a more serious stage of the disease to one or more successively 
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worse stages, or to death, to enable the results from one stage progression 
to the next to be linked together. 

A detailed description of development and results of this model is pre- 
sented in "'HIV Mortality," part II of this chapter. 

The results of this modeling process are illustrated in Chart 3, which shows 
the percentage of an HIV cohort by stage and duration since infection. For 
an explanation of the legend, see the description of the "The Walter Reed 
Staging method" in Section 3.2 (The Frankfurt Study). 

For illustrative purposes only, we calculated the level equivalent multiple 
of 1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker Table rates that produces the same life 
expectancy as that of a 35-year-old cohort of newly infected males. To match 
the same life expectancy as produced by projecting Frankfurt and CDC data, 
mortality would have to be elevated to over 5,100 percent of 1980 CSO 
Basic rates. In other words, the level of HIV mortality at this age is over 
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10 times higher than the upper limit of what are considered by most insurers 
to be marginally acceptable substandard life insurance risks (500 percent). 

As this analysis shows, the mortality patterns of an HIV-infected cohort 
are so different from those of insurable lives that comparisons to multiples 
of standard life mortality may result in misleading conclusions. This subject 
is addressed further in Sections 3.7 and 4.2. 

Further discussion of comparisons to standard is presented in "HIVMor- 
taliO,," part II of this chapter. 

3. 7. Summary of All Studies 
Progression from HIV infection to AIDS as described in the various stud- 

ies and models is summarized in Chart 4. The Frankfurt and SFCC/CDC 
models are compared to the New York City, D.C., and Danish data from 
the NCI Study. While these patterns are not identical, the results are quite 
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consistent in light of the different approaches used, the non-uniformity of 
identifying the time of infection, and the diversity of subjects studied. 

Chart 4 also shows a fit of a Weibull function to the SFCC/CDC pro- 
gression rates through the first seven years after infection. This progression 
pattern is based on an epidemiological model suggested, in slightly modified 
forms, by Brookmeyer and Gall [13], Elandt-Johnson and Johnson [14], Lui 
[15], and May and Anderson [16]. Referred to as a Weibull distribution, it 
assumes that the probability per unit time of progression to AIDS, for those 
HIV-infected subjects who ultimately reach that stage, increases with time 
(t) since infection. Under this assumption, the cumulative probability of 
progressing to AIDS by time t is expressed as: 

F(t) = 1 - e -g'2 [31 

In its more general form, the Weibull function is expressed as: 

F(t) = 1 - e g.,c [41 

We found that the formula fitted SFCC/CDC progression rates quite closely 
for seven years with c = 2. The Weibull distribution in Chart 4 uses a value 
of g = 0.009. 

The SFCC/CDC data measure progression from HIV infection to AIDS 
as a single-step progression without identifying intermediate stages of the 
disease. The application of a Weibull model to such rates results in a pro- 
gression to AIDS that is initially slower than that from a model based on 
multiple step progressions from HIV infection to AIDS such as the Frankfurt 
Study. 

The SFCC/CDC model was produced by projecting SFCC/CDC progres- 
sion rates such that 82 percent of an infected cohort progresses to AIDS 
within 15 years of infection, as in the Frankfurt model. Beyond that stage, 
so few of an initial cohort of HIV-infected subjects are alive that the financial 
impact is quite insensitive to the minor differences among the various 
projections. 

Even in the early years after infection, the differences between the faster 
progressions under the Frankfurt model and the slower progressions under 
the SFCC/CDC model are far less significant than they may appear from 
inspection of Chart 4. 

Under the Frankfurt model, 77 percent of HIV-infected subjects will have 
progressed to a more serious stage of the disease or all the way to AIDS 
and will have died within 15 years of infection. Males who become HIV- 
infected at age 35, for example, can anticipate a life expectancy of almost 
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l l years from time of infection compared to almost 43 years for healthy 
uninfected men the same age. Looked at another way, infection with HIV 
has the same effect on a 35-year-old as advancing by almost 40 years along 
the mortality scale. 

Under the SFCC/CDC model, 74 percent of HIV-infected subjects will 
have progressed to AIDS and died within 15 years of infection. Under these 
assumptions, males who become HIV-infected at age 35, for example, can 
anticipate a life expectancy of approximately 12 years from time of infection. 

The progression rates from the Frankfurt and SFCC/CDC models may be 
thought of as the upper and lower bounds of a realistic set of progression 
rates developed from the most detailed and the longest duration of studies 
available. Notwithstanding the qualifications made earlier about modeling 
the progression of this epidemic, the available data clearly support prevailing 
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medical opinion that longevity prospects of HIV-infected subjects are not 
encouraging. 

As Chart 5 illustrates, the mortality of such populations rises steeply 
following infection. Because of the unusually high number of early deaths, 
mortality of an HIV-infected population cannot be expressed in multiples of 
standard that are meaningful in a life insurance underwriting context. 

C I - t . A . R T  5 

~'lnual Mortality Pates 
HIV Infection at Age 35 

5~ 
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Both models assume that the mortality patterns observed in the studied 
populations persist, that is, that no major breakthroughs in medical tech- 
nology will occur to arrest or control the progression of the disease in HIV- 
infected subjects or to extend the life of those who progress to AIDS. Recent 
experimentation with AZT and other "retroviral" drugs has offered hope 
for some limited progress in delaying death once the disease has progressed 
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to full clinical AIDS. However, it will require documentation of significant 
success with such treatment before its impact can be translated into additional 
life expectancy. 

Early estimates by CDC and others were that 10-20 percent of otherwise 
asymptomatic HIV-infected subjects would eventually progress to AIDS. 
Later, as the numbers of AIDS cases and related deaths grew, this estimate 
was revised upward closer to 50 percent. In a recent interview, the Surgeon 
General of the U.S. suggested that the ultimate progression rate might be 
closer to 100 percent. His view is consistent with the results suggested by 
projections based on the Frankfurt and SFCC/CDC data. 

One final comment on these projections is that they reflect almost exclu- 
sively the progression of the disease and its ultimate death toll among the 
highest risk groups studied, namely, male homosexuals and IV drug abusers. 
There are some suggestions in the literature to the effect that the immune 
systems of these two groups were already seriously compromised before the 
introduction of the AIDS virus to Europe and North America. Increasingly, 
however, medical observers appear to be reaching the conclusion that the 
only factor of significance in the progress of the disease from HIV infection 
to AIDS is time. 

Until much more is known about the spread of the disease in the healthy 
non-IV-drug-abusing heterosexual population, it remains somewhat conjec- 
tural whether this group will necessarily follow the same patterns of disease 
progression and mortality observed among the two highest-risk groups. In 
the absence of such data, we made no assumptions as to the extent of the 
spread of the disease beyond the existing groups considered to be at high 
risk of infection. To this extent, our estimates of AIDS deaths and claims 
costs are probably understated. However, a model developed by Harris [17] 
of HIV spread in the heterosexual population tends to confirm that it will 
be quite small relative to the high-risk groups for at least several years. 

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR LIFE INSURANCE 

4.1. Preliminary Observations 

In a relatively free market environment, several conditions must exist for 
a risk to be insurable. Three of these conditions are fundamental to the 
actuarial soundness of an insurance plan. First, the risk must exist in suffi- 
ciently large numbers in the population to enable underwriters to establish 
a class in which each member has similar a priori likelihood of incurring a 
claim. Second, the likelihood of any one member incurring a claim must be 
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random and relatively small within an initial time period, so that premium 
levels can be kept to a small fraction of the amount insured. Third, members 
of the insured class should have no influence over the occurrence of a claim. 

Life insurance meets the first two conditions and sufficiently meets the 
third for practical purposes. Underwriters apply selection criteria to attempt 
to keep death claims among new entrants to the risk pool within a fairly 
narrow band around "standard" or "expected" mortality. Even up to the 
higher ages at which life insurance is sold, standard mortality is still in the 
range of 2 to 3 percent a year. For example, even as high as age 60, the 
1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker mortality is less than 1 percent a year.* 

4. 2. Underwriting and Pricing 

Most major direct writers of life insurance that use a selection process are 
able to justify including a high percentage of all applicants in their "stan- 
dard" class. For a combination of economic, marketing and other practical 
reasons, this may mean including some risks that are underwritten at 125- 
150 percent of standard. Most writers, however, will treat as "substandard" 
risks that they expect will incur claims two or more times standard. Even at 
three or four multiples of standard, mortality associated with certain coronary 
diseases, for example, rates may still be low enough to meet the insuring 
criteria. Even at 500 percent of standard, for example, the 1980 CSO Basic 
Nonsmoker mortality is less than 1 percent a year at age 45.t  

In the vicinity of 400-500 percent of standard mortality, typified by more 
severe coronary cases, few direct writers issue enough cases to achieve an 
adequate spread of risk. Coverage at these levels of mortality is typically 
made available through reinsurance arrangements with specialty companies. 
Above these levels, the probability of claim becomes so high that the pre- 
miums required would attract few buyers and the potential for antiselection 
would be severe. While insurance arrangements are sometimes made even 
beyond these extremely high multiples of standard, they often take on char- 
acteristics more usually associated with catastrophe risks and frequently in- 
volve serious limitations on benefit levels during the early years of such 
coverage. 

As stated in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, the mortality patterns of populations 
that test positive for HIV bear no meaningful relationship to multiples of 
standard mortality in the general population or of insured life mortality. 

"1980 C S O  Basic Male Nonsmoker  Table:  1000 x q~., = 9 .76.  
t 1 9 8 0  CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker  Table:  1000 x q4~ = 1.96. 
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On the basis of these criteria and the likelihood that an extremely high 
percentage of HIV-infected subjects will progress to AIDS, we conclude that 
such subjects are not insurable for individually underwritten coverage in the 
normal context that such coverage is understood. We recognize that any 
conclusion leaving underwriters no alternative but outright declination will 
appear harsh. We are hopeful that others will, in due course, find more 
options. Our solution is the only course of action we can honestly recom- 
mend as being responsible in light of the information we have analyzed. 

Readers interested in a more thorough treatment of theory of insurability 
in general, and of HIV-infected subjects in particular, may wish to refer to 
the technical paper by Hammond and Shapiro [18]. 

The issue of HIV infection as it affects pricing is similar in some respects 
to dealing with any other impairment. A company sets its underwriting 
guidelines in an attempt to screen for the impairment above a certain amount 
limit. These limits are established so that the cost of underwriting is more 
than offset by the mortality "saved" by not issuing at standard rates. 

Depending on the severity of the impairment, the insurer may offer the 
applicant insurance at rates that reflect the expected higher mortality of the 
specific impairment. If the expected mortality is so high that the company 
cannot afford to bear the risk, it may decline the case outright or seek 
specialty reinsurance facilities. 

The process is not dissimilar in underwriting for HIV infection, although 
the outcome will almost certainly be to decline known HIV-infected appli- 
cants. On the basis of the more optimistic life expectancy projections of the 
SFCC/CDC model described in Section 3.4, the discounted present value of 
AIDS-related claims in a cohort of newly infected individuals at 6 percent 
is $515 per $1,000 of potential insurance. On the basis of the faster pro- 
gression to AIDS modeled from the Frankfurt Study described in Section 
3.6, this value is $545. We believe that this clearly fits the situation described 
earlier, namely, that the required premium would attract few buyers and the 
potential for antiselection would be severe. 

Given this information and on the basis of estimates of HIV infection at 
different ages, companies can calculate the mortality saved by screening for 
HIV infection at various amount thresholds. The costs of screening can be 
evaluated against the benefit of saving claims with a present value of more 
than $500 per $1,000 of insurance that would presumably be declined. 

By way of a simplified example, if the HIV infection rate among all males 
age 20-59 applying for life insurance is 1 percent, then testing all such 
applicants could be justified at a cost of less than $5 per $1,000. At a cost 
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of less than $50 for a three-test procedure of two ELISA tests followed by 
a Western Blot test, an insurer might justify HIV screening for amounts of 
insurance as low as $10,000. This three-test procedure has been reported to 
have only one false positive per 1,000 positive tests. 

The decision as to testing level will, of course, depend on each insurer's 
specific situation, taking into account the additional underwriting complexity 
and delay involved in testing, the regulatory situation in each jurisdiction in 
which the company operates, and the marketing resistance to requiring tests 
for all but large amounts of insurance. Responsible underwriting manage- 
ment will include this kind of evaluation based on analysis of a company's 
known AIDS claims and its financial capacity to absorb claims below its 
screening threshold. 

As with any testing procedure, a negative result does not always mean 
the individual is free of the disease. False negatives are, of course, much 
more difficult to identify than false positives. The latter can be detected from 
follow-up testing. The standard ELISA test has been reported to show neg- 
ative results in a few cases per 1,000 individuals who subsequently are 
discovered to be HIV-infected. However, even for a company with well- 
developed testing procedures, it would be extremely difficult to estimate the 
impact of false negatives on mortality in a meaningful way that could be 
translated into pricing. 

In addition to the cost of testing at the threshold the company establishes, 
some provision should be made for AiDS-related deaths among those who 
are HIV-infected when they apply, but who are applying for amounts of 
insurance below the company's testing threshold and are not discovered 
through other underwriting procedures. In the absence of specific knowledge 
about the makeup of a company's market, it is difficult to estimate this cost 
also. At the estimated population average infection rate exclusive of IV drug 
abusers, who are probably not purchasers of individual life insurance to any 
significant extent, we would again suggest an initial liability of $5 per $1,000 
of insurance issued to males from 20 to 59. This estimate is based on $500 
per $1,000 for each one newly insured assumed to be HIV-infected per 100 
issues. 

Finally, insurers should recognize that even with the most thorough testing 
procedures, some policyholders will become infected after issue. This is 
another potential source of AIDS-related claims that is difficult to quantify. 
While the potential spread of HIV infection among the non-IV-drug-abusing 
heterosexual population cannot be ignored, the most significant component 
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of such claims for the next several years will be the further spread of HIV 
infection within the groups currently at high risk. 

4. 3. Life Company Solvency 
As indicated in Section 3.7, estimates of the spread of the epidemic into 

the heterosexual population will for some time be even more speculative 
than for those groups at high risk. In the estimates that follow, we assumed 
no significant spread of HIV infection into the non-IV-drug-abusing hetero- 
sexual population and no AIDS-related claims on females. As discussed 
previously, we acknowledge that both assumptions understate the eventual 
magnitude of AIDS deaths. However, at this stage of the epidemic we have 
no reliable data on which to make such estimates. The model developed by 
Harris [17] suggests that 120,000 non-IV-drug-abusing heterosexuals will 
be HIV-infected by 1990; while not negligible, even at this number, our 
assumptions as to financial impact would not be seriously affected. Rather 
than adding estimates based on conjecture to our partially validated projec- 
tions, we elected to defer making estimates of the epidemic's spread beyond 
the existing groups at high risk. 

This leaves the cost of the epidemic as it spreads further into the yet 
uninfected segments of the population considered to be at high risk. This 
cost has two major components: the financial impact of AIDS and related 
claims on in-force business, and the impact of taking on additional risks 
from new business. Both components depend for their analysis on the in- 
cidence of HIV infection in the insured and potentially insurable populations 
and on the prognosis for its further spread. 

To estimate the first component, we assumed that new individual life 
business had been written on adult males since 1975 with the HIV infection 
levels developed in our model and that infection would begin to decline, 
peaking in 1997 as shown in Chart 1 at about 2 million, or just over 3 
percent of all males age 20-59. 

Information from the ACLI's Fact Book [19] and estimates for year-end 
1986 put the amount of life insurance in force in the U.S. at $6.65 trillion. 
Of this total, $3.65 trillion was written individually, and the other $3 trillion 
was written on a group or credit basis. 

From the ACLI's information on amounts of coverage by age and sex, 
we developed the following estimates of insurance coverage among U.S. 
males at the age groups most susceptible to HIV infection: 
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Tolal Insurance In Force 1/I/87 Eslimalcd HIV-Infecled 1/l/~7 
U.S. Males (l',illions of dollars) (bdlions of d¢~llarsl 

Allained Ages 

20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 

20-59 

Individual Group 

$ 658 $ 209 
675 504 
505 436 
277 301 

$ 2,115 $ 1,450 

Individual Group 

$ 2.6 $ 0.9 
9.9 6.3 
6.6 4.7 
1.5 1.1 

$ 20.6 $ 13.0 

Based on our estimates of the further growth of HIV infection and rates 
of progression to AIDS modeled from the SFCC/CDC data, we would expect 
individual life insurance in force in the U.S. as of year-end 1986 for these 
four 10-year male age groups to generate AIDS-related claims of over $30 
billion through the end of the century. Approximately $14 billion of these 
claims will come from insurance on those already infected, and another $18 
billion from new infections on existing insureds. In addition, we would 
expect approximately $20 billion of additional AIDS-related claims from 
group life insurance in force at year-end 1986. A projection of individual 
life claims under these assumptions is shown in Appendix 2. As more data 
become available on group life claims, we would expect to refine our esti- 
mates for this line. 

Data on the extent of the epidemic in Canada are so sketchy at this time 
that our estimates of the financial impact on life operations in that country 
must be hedged. 

Based on the lower incidence of AIDS cases and assumed HIV infection 
levels in Canada, it would appear that not much more than about $1 billion 
of the approximately $200 billion of individual, nor more than about $1.25 
billion of the $200 billion or so group life coverage, as of year-end 1986 is 
on HIV-infected insureds. The apparently later entry of the infection into 
Canada suggests that the emergence of death claims may be somewhat slower 
than in the U.S. and that perhaps less than three-fourths of these HIV- 
infected amounts will show up as AIDS-related claims by the year 2000. 
The assumption of no significant spread of HIV infection beyond the male 
homosexual and bisexual community would, at this time, appear to represent 
less serious a problem of understatement of financial impact in Canada than 
in the U.S. 

The second component of the financial impact is the additional risks the 
industry will assume by writing new business. 
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As discussed in Section 4.2, "Underwriting and Pricing," insurers will 
have to evaluate the risk not only of writing new business among the already 
I/IV-infected population but also of insuring a population that will likely 
have even higher incidences of infection than today's levels. Although some 
limited testing may be undertaken for group insurance situations where in- 
dividual evidence of insurability is routinely obtained, we assumed that new 
entrants into group plans would not normally be screened for HIV infection. 
Whatever impact AIDS deaths may have on group life claims will be re- 
flected in rates for that business generally. However, if AIDS mortality were 
fully reflected in group life rates to such an extent that they were eventually 
to exceed individual life premium levels, it seems that a point could be 
reached at which employers might be unwilling to provide group life coverage. 

For individual coverage, on the other hand, most insurers who obtain 
medical evidence are already screening new business applications, especially 
for high amounts of insurance. Although at the time of this report, each state 
allows some form of testing for individually underwritten life and disability 
income coverage, insurers' prerogatives to screen for HIV infection have 
already been challenged in some jurisdictions. In only one, however, the 
District of Columbia, has testing for HIV been entirely barred for insurance 
purposes. To date, there have been no such restrictions in Canada. 

The ACLI estimates that approximately $1 trillion of new individual life 
insurance will be written in the U.S. in 1987. Of this total, over 60 percent 
will be written on males, and of that $600+ billion, approximately 85 
percent will be written at the most critical ages for risk of AIDS, 20--59. 
We assumed $500 billion of new coverage distributed as follows: 

Eslimaled New lndividuul Life |nsurancc Writtt:n in 1987 

U.S. Males Amour~t of New h'~surancc 
Issue Ages Number of New Policies (millmns) (hillicms of dollar,. / 

20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 

20-59 

2.400 
2.350 
1.650 
1.125 

7.525 

$ 155 
160 
120 
65 

$ 500 

With no testing, we estimate that approximately 55,000 of these 7.5 mil- 
lion policies would be issued on HIV-infected individuals, for a total insur- 
ance amount of more than $4 billion. The likelihood is that most, if not all, 
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of this amount would result in premature death claims from complications 
of HIV infection. Progression to AIDS and death under the slower SFCC/ 
CDC assumptions produces death claims that, discounted at 6 percent inter- 
est, would require a net single premium of $515 per $1,000 issued to an 
HIV-infected individual. In other words, new individual life insurance writ- 
ten in the U.S. in 1987 could, if not screened for HIV infection, create an 
immediate additional liability for AIDS claims of over $2 billion. 

With a 5 percent annual increase in new sales and the spread of new HIV 
infection declining to zero by 1997, then with no testing we could expect 
new business written from 1987 forward to generate $20 billion of AIDS 
claims by year-end 2000. With testing at successively lower dollar levels, 
an increasing proportion of this $20 billion would not have become insured. 

We project that by the mid-1990s, annual claims from individual insurance 
in force at year-end 1986 and already HIV-infected will exceed $1 billion. 
Depending on the extent of the spread of infection among existing insureds, 
total AIDS claims could exceed $2 billion annually, or about 15 percent of 
projected individual life insurance claims for all U.S. companies. Even at 
this level, such extra claims would probably be within the ability of the 
industry to pay. Prudent financial management, in anticipation of additional 
claims at these levels, would probably call for reserves to be strengthened. 
At 10-15 percent of total claims, AIDS mortality would not likely lead to 
widespread insolvency. 

However, without effective screening for HIV, the addition of several 
years of new business issued on infected applicants could double the level 
of projected AIDS claims by the mid- to late-1990s, at which point the 
industry would experience more serious problems, and some companies could 
face financial difficulties. 

Preliminary analysis indicates that the cost of AIDS claims is not falling 
uniformly on all insurers. Companies that have grown faster in recent years 
during the very period that most HIV infections have occurred are bearing 
a disproportionate share of the added claims burden. Those marketing high- 
amount, low-premium-level products, especially at the most critical male 
ages 30-49 where infection levels are highest, will be harder hit than others. 
Companies with heavy concentrations of business in locations where the 
epidemic is more widespread will experience higher-than-average AIDS claims. 
Companies unfortunate enough to have combinations of two or more such 
sales patterns will obviously be the most seriously affected. 

Further analysis will have to be performed on a company-by-company 
basis before conclusions can be drawn as to the magnitude of the problem 
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in terms of AIDS claims that might exceed a company's ability to pay. Such 
analysis also will have to take account of the surplus strain that many insurers 
will incur from other fixed-premium, noncancelable lines of business and 
from the lag in pricing group life and health coverages to reflect the increas- 
ing levels of AIDS claims being experienced in those lines. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

HIV is the most serious epidemic that society has faced in modern times. 
It will have a profound impact on the insurance industry. It appears that the 
HIV epidemic will not be as serious in Canada as in the U.S., but it will 
cost the life insurance industry in the two countries tens of billions of dollars 
in premature death claims from its complications before it runs its course. 

Massive education efforts to change practices that spread the disease could 
bring the epidemic under control by early in the 21st century. Major break- 
throughs in medical technology could significantly improve this prospect. 

Insurance industry executives must take strong leadership positions in 
educating the public about the implications of this disease for the availability 
and affordability of insurance. The leaders of our industry must communicate 
these messages clearly to policyholders, home office employees, agents, the 
news media, and legislative and regulatory officials. 

The impact of HIV infection and AIDS will be serious, but if the industry 
addresses quickly and responsibly the underwriting and financial manage- 
ment challenges presented, even an epidemic of this magnitude need not be 
catastrophic. 
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A P P E N D I X  1 

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL MODEL OF H I V  INFECTION, A I D S  CASES AND DEATHS, WITH C D C  DATA 

',D 
',..,O 
',D 

Infection Continues to 100% of At-Risk Group 

New HIV Total HIV 
Yealr air] Infections Infections 

1975 113 
1976 1.50 392 
1977 1.32 1,382 
1978 1.16 4,125 
1979 1.00 10,284 
1980 0.85 21,609 

1981 0.71 38,395 
1982 0.59 59,129 
1983 0.50 82,744 
1984 0.44 110,032 
1985 0.42 149,488 

1986 0.40 192,926 
1987 0.40 248,947 

113 
5O4 

1,887 3 
6,011 15 

16,295 59 
37,904 199 

76,300 588 
135,429 1,538 
218,173 3,607 
328,205 7,677 
477,693 15,020 

670,619 27,354 
919,566 46,864 

1988 0.40 304,623 1,224,189 
1989 0.40 349,432 1,573,621 
1990 0.40 372,330 1,945,951 

1991 0.40 366,809 2,312,760 
1992 O.dO 334,492 2,647,252 
1993 0.40 284,197 2,931,449 
1994 0.40 227,313 3,158,762 
1995 0 .40  173,190 3,331,952 821,073 615,501 

1996 0.40 127,130 3,459,082 1,025,399 , 783,492 
1997 0.401 90,791 3,549,873 1,246,771 971,550 
1998 0M0 I 63,575 3,613,,149 1,477,774 1,174,839 
1999 0.40 i 43,906 3,657,355 1,710,496 1,387,404 
2000 0.40 30,033 3,687,388 1,937,640 1,602,979 

I CDC Infection Declines to 0 by 1997 
I 

I 
Modeled Modeled ' i Modeled I Modeled 

Cumulative Cumulative i ] I Cumulative Cumulative 
AIDS A/DS AIDS AIDS ! New HIV ~ Total HIV AIDS 

i 
Cases Deaths Cases Deaths a/t] I Infect ons I Infections Cases 

113 113 
1.50 392 504 

I 1.32 1,382 1,887 3 
8 1.16 4,125 6,011 15 

30 I.D0 10,284 16,295 59 
106 0.85 21,609 37,904 199 

321 337 146 0.71 38,395 76,300 588 
862 1,337 528 0.59 59,129 135,429 1,538 

2,078 4,11~J 1,753 0.50 82,744 t 218,173 3,607 
4,548 9,69"~ 4,582 0.44 110,032 [ 328,205 7,677 
9,145 15,94~ 8,161 0.42 149,488 ~ 477,693 15,020 

1 17,095 29,002 16,301 0.40 192,926 ] 670,619 27,354 
30,018 55,00C 30,0[~ 0.40 248,947 i 919,566 46,864 

76,182 49,942:88,00(  51,00~ 0.36 271,87311,191,439 76,182 
118,354 79,294 ;133,001 81,00C 0.32 273,764 ~ 1,465,203 I18,255 
176,780 120,877 1191,00C 122,00C 0.28 256,127 1,721,330 176,062 

! 
255,092 177,796 265,01X 176,00C 0.24 224,621 1,945,951 252,266 
356,776 253,259 0.20 185,909 2,131,859 348,753 
484,541 350,187 0.16 145,283 2,277,142 
639,622 470,692 0.12 105,836 2,382,978 

68,714 2,¢51,692 

466,060 
602,741 

0.08 755,065 

0.04 33,740 2,485,433 917,678 
0.0D 0 2,485,433 1,084,550 
0.00 0 2,485,433 1,249,705 1,015,318 0.00 
0.00 0 2,485,433 1,407,848 1,168,294 0.O0 
0.00 0 2,485,433 1,554,819 1,316,7ll 0.00 

Infeclion Stops in 1987 

Modeled Modeled 
Cumulative Cumulaliv¢ 

AIDS New HIV Total HIV AIDS AIDS 
Deaths a/t] lnfecdons infections Cases Deaths 

113 113 
1.50 392 504 

1 1.32 1.382 1,887 3 1 
8 1.16 4,125 6,011 15 8 

30 l.O0 10 ,284  16,295 59 30 
106 0.85 21,609 37,904 199 106 

321 0 . 7 1  38,395 76,300 588 321 
862 0.59 59,129 135,429 1,538 862 

2,078 0.50 82,744 218,173 3,607 2,078 
4,548 0.44 110,032 328,205 7,677 4,548 
9,145 0,42 149,488 477,693 15,0"20 9,145 

! 
17.095 i 0.40 192,926 670,619 27,354 17,095 
30,018 0.40 248,947 919,566 46,864 30,018 
49,942 0.00 0 919,566 76,182 49,942 
79,250 ~ 0.00 0 919,566 117,4,:10 78,883 

120,529 0.O0 0 919,566 171,162 118,123 

176,335 ~ 0.00 0 919,566 236,2,t4 167,827 
248,868 0.00 0 919,566 310,175 226,984 
339,547 0.00 0 919,566 388,943 293,329 
448,504 0.O0 0 919,566 465,748 362,695 
574,192 0.00 0 919,566 533,821 429,922 

713,476 0.00 0 919,566 591,682 491,746 
862,114 0.0O 0 919,566 640,865 547,286 

0 919,566 682,670 596,654 
0 919,566 718,205 640,235 
0 919,566 748,409 678,493 
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As described in Section 2.3, the continuous form of the underlying epi- 
demiological model, where the mortality term (q,) is assumed to be suffi- 
ciently small to be treated separately, is: 

Up, 
d t =  a, . p , -  (1 - p,)  [1] 

The solution of  this equation is: 

p,  = (1 + e-'~'t) -1 [21 

The discrete form is developed as follows: 

,:Xp, = p , . ~  - p ,  [31 

= (1 + e --(,.l))-x _ (1 + e-'~") - '  [41 

(1 _ 
= (1 + e - ' ~ ( ' ~ ) ) - ( 1  + e -'~'') [5] 

= (1 - e-'~) • (1 - p , )  "p,+~ [6] 

(1 - e - " )  - p , -  (1 - p , )  
= [7] 

1 - (1 - e - ~ )  • (1 - p , )  

The projections in this Appendix were developed from the discrete form 
with the value ct varying over time. The values of ott ( "a [ t ] "  in the projec- 
tions) were chosen empirically to produce AIDS cases and deaths that most 
closely matched C D C  reported numbers through 1986 and projections to 
1991. 

The theoretical expression of the S-curve in Chart 1 is based on a constant 
value of et = 0.485, and the use of 1989 as tin, the inflection year of the 
curve, in the formula: 

p, = (1 + e -~'(` ,,.2) , [81 

Note that: 

p,~ = 0 .5  [91 



APPENDIX 2 

ESTrMATE OF U.S. Ir~OIVIDUAL LIFE AIDS Ct.~MS 1976-2000 
HIV l r~c 'noN DECLINES TO 0 BY 1997 

HIV lnfe~ion 

Insured Insured 
Told Insured HI,/Io CDC E~aths to 1991 Insured as % of ! Insurance 
HIV [ HIV Total Model to 2000 Deaths , U.S. Deaths 

Year infection ~ Infection Infection I Cumulative Annual Annual Deaths Cumulative 

1976 504 64 12.6% 
1977 1,887 i 312 16.5% 
1978 6,011 ~ 1,137 18.9% 
1979 16,295 j 3,442 21.1% 
1980 37,904 j 8,908 23.5% 

1981 76,300 20,065 26.3% 
1982 135,429 39,907 29.5% 
1983 218,173 72,548 33.3% 
1984 328,205 123,402 37.6% 
1985 477,693 203,757 42.7% 

1986 670,619 323,658 48.3% 
1987 919,566 478,375 52.0% 
1988 1,191,439 647,339 54.3% 
1989 1,465,203 817,479 55.8% 
1990 1,721,330 976,658 56.7% 

1991 1,945,951 , 1,116,256 57.4% 
1992 2,1.31,859 1,231,795 57.8% 
1993 2,277,142 1.322,086 58.1% 
1994 2,382,978 1,387,862 58.2% 
1995 2,451,692 1,430,566 58.4% 

1996 2,485,433 1,451,535 58.4% 
1997 2,485,433 1,451,535 58.4% 

U.S. 
Individual AIDS 

Insured Claims , 
Deaths to Total 

Annually Ind. Average 
(mil.) Claims Claim 

$4,635 0.0% 
$4,879 0.0% $15,91)9 
$5,312 0.0% $16,421 
$5,548 0.0% $17,177 
$6,094 0.0% $18,168 

146 146 $6,640 
528 382 120 31% $6,993 

1,753 1,225 295 24% $7,306 
4,582 2,829 653 23% $7,959 
8,161 3,579 1,330 37% $8,789 

16,301 8,140 2,524 $9,600 
30,1)00 13 ,699  4,527 $10,368 
51,000 21,000 7,713 $11,197 
81,ooo I 3 o , ~  12,468 $12,093 

122,000j 41,000 19,088 $13,1)61 
I 

176,000 I 54,000 27,687 $14,106 
249,000[ 73,000 38,t08 $15,234 
340,000] 91,1)00 49,795 $16,453 
~190CO I 109,000 61,757 
574,000 125,000 72,792 

713,000 ! 139,000 81,851 
862,000 149,000 88,229 

0 0 
0 0 
1 I 
4 4 

14 18 

43 30% 61 
181 
476 

1,129 
2,459 

31% 4,983 
33% 9,510 
37% 17,223 
42% 29,691 
47% 48,779 

51% 76,466 
52% 114,574 
55% 164,369 
57% 
58% 

59% 
59% 
60% 
60% 652,488 

88 60% 741.976 

1998 2,485,433 1,451,535 58.4% 1,015,000 153,000 91,583 
1999 2,485,433 1,451,535 85.4% 1,168,0(20 153,000 91,906 
2000 2,485,433 1,451,535 58.4% i 1,317,000 149,1~0 89,488 

0.0% $19,367 
0.0% $20,798 
0.1% $22,472 
0.2% $24,414 
0.4% $26,625 

0.8% $29,118 
1.4% $31,903 
2.4% $34,782 
3.9% $37,461 

AIDS Claims Inaction 

Annual S~ps 
Claims Cumulative 1987 
(000) , (000) , (000) 

$0 $0 $0 
$I $1 $1 

$12 $13 $13 
$62 $75 $75 

$248 $323 $323 

$839 $1,162 $1,162 
$2,494 $3,655 $3,655 
$6,619 $10,275 $10,275 

$15,950 $26,225 $26,225 
$35,403 $61,628 $61,628 

$73,499 $135,127 $135.127 
$144,431 $279,558 $279,558 
$268,257 $547,815 $547,815 

Cumulalive AIDS Claims 

Claims 
from 

Infeclions 
after 

1987 (0(30) 

$467,060 $1,014,875 $1,004,025 $10,850 
5.8% $39,766 $759,076 $1,773,951 $1,702,810 $71,140 

8.2% $41,667 $1,153,652 $2,927,603 $2,676,080 $251,523 
10.8% $43,202 $1,646,325 $4,573,928 $3,927,022 $646,906 
13.4% $44.385 $2,210,158 $6,784,086 $5,417,846 $1,366,240 

226,127 $17,769 15 .7% $45,224 $2,792,907 $9,576,993 $7,04.0,435 $2,536,558 
298,919 $19,190 17.4% $45,786 $3,332.839 $12,909,833 $8,645,117 $4,264,716 

380,770 $20,726 18 .2% $46,161 $3,778,322 $16,688,155 $10,133,655 $6,554,500 
468,999 $22,384 18.3% $46,417 $4,095,322 $20,783,477 $ll,476,947 $9,306,531 
560,582 $24,174 17.7% $46,595 $4,267,300 $25,050,778 $12,674,777 I $12,376,001 

$26,108 16.4% $46,721 $4,293,973 $29,344,751 $13,734,957 $15,609,794 
741,976 $28,197 I 14.9% $46,811 $4,189,059 $33,533,810 $14,667,629 $18,866,181 



ESTIMATE OF U . S .  INDIVIDUAL LIFE A I D S  CLAIMS 1976--2000 
H I V  INFECTIO~ STOPS I~ 1987 

HIV Infection 
Insured Insured HIV CDC Deaths to 1991 

Total HIV HIV to Total Model to 2000 

Year Infection infection Infection Cumulative Annual 

1976 504 64 12.6% 
1977 1,887 312 16.5% 
1978 6,01l 1,137 18.9% 
1979 16,295 3,442 21.1% 
1980 37,904 8,908 23.5% 

1981 76,300 20,065 26.3% 146 146 
1982 135,429 39,907 29.5% 528 382 
1983 218,173 72,548 33.3% 1,753 1,225 
1984 328,205 123,402 37.6% 4,582 2,829 
1985 477,693 203,757 42.7% 8,161 3,579 

1986 670,619 3~,658 48.3% 16,301 8,140 
1987 919,566 478,375 52.0% 30,000 13,699 
1988 919,566 478,375 52.0% 50,000 20,000 
1989 919,566 478,375 52.0% 79,000 29,000 
1990 919,566 478,375 52.0% 118,000 39,0C0 

1991 919,566 478,375 52.0% 168,000 50,~0 
1992 919,566 478,375 52.0% 227,000 59,000 
1993 919,566 478,375 52.0% 293,000 66,090 
1994 919,566 478,375 52.0% 363,000 70,000 
1995 919,566 478,375 52.0% 430,000 67,0(20 

1996 919,566 i 478,375 52.0% 492,000 62,000 
1997 919,566 478,375 52.0% 547,000 55,000 
1998 91.9,566 478,375 52.0% 597,000 50,000 
1999 919,566 478,375 52.0% 640,000 43,000 
2000 919,566 478,375 52.0% 678,000 38,000 

U.S. 
Individual 

Insured AIDS 1 
Insured Insured Insurance Deaths Claims 
Deaths as % of Deaths Annually to Total Average 
Annual U.S. Deaths Cumulative (rail.) Ind. Claims ! Claim 

t 
0 0 $4,635 0.0% 
0 0 $4,879 0.0% $15,°AD 
1 1 $5,312 0.0% $16,421 
4 4 $5,548 0.0% $17,177 

14 18 $6,094 0.0% $18,168 

43 30% 61 $6,640 0.0% $19,367 
120 31% 181 $6,993 0.0% $20,798 
295 24% 476 $7,306 0. 1% $22,472 
653 23% 1,129 $7,959 0.2% $24,414 

1,330 37% 2,459 $8,789 0.4% $26,625 

2,524 31% 4,983 $9,600 0.8% $29,118 
4,527 33% 9,510 $10,368 1.4% $31,903 
7,713 39% 17,i23 $11,197 2.4% $34,782 

12,240 42% 29,462 $12,093 3.8% $37,273 
17,821 46% 47,283 $13,061 5.4% $39,212 

23,895 48% 71,178 $14,1~6 6.9% $40,731 
29,795 50% 100,973 $15,234 8.2% 
34,672 53% 135,645 $16,453 9.I% 
37,153 53% 172,798 $17,769 9.1% 
36,459 54% 209,257 $19,190 8.4% 

33,711 54% 242,968 $20,726 7.2% 
30,371 55% 273,338 $22,384 6.0% 
27,050 54% 300,389 $24,174 5.0% 
23,919 56% 324,307 $26,108 4.1% 
21,026 55% 345,333 $28,197 3.3% 

AIDS Claims 

Annual 
Claims Cumulative 
(000) ~0001 

$0 $0 
$I $1 

$12 $13 
$62 $75 

$248 $323 

$839 $1,162 
$2,494 $3,655 
$6,619 $10,275 

$15,950 $26,225 
S35,403 $61,628 

$73,499 $135,127 
$144,431 $279,558 
$268,257 $547,815 
$456,210 $1,004,025 
$698,785 $1,702,810 

$973,270 $2,676,080 
$41,985 $1,250,942 $3,927,022 
$42,998 $1,490,824 $5,417,846 
$43,674 $1,622,589 $7,040,435 
$44,013 $1,604,682 $8,645,117 

$44,156 $ 1,488,538 $10,133,655 
$4.0,,230 $1,3~.3,292 $11,476,947 
$44,282 $1,197,831 $I2,674,777 
$44,324 $1,060,180 $13,734,957 
$44,358 $932,672 $14,667,629 



II. HIV MORTALITY 

WALTER H. HOSKINS 

1. ABSTRACT 

In studying Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and its caus- 
ative agent Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) to assess their impact on 
life insurance underwriting, pricing, and solvency, the authors were faced 
with a scarcity of data about the progression from HIV to AIDS. While the 
mortality of AIDS patients is well documented, the long latency period of 
HIV has not allowed long-term studies of HIV-infected patients. 

Estimates vary widely as to the percentages of HIV-infected patients that 
will progress to fully developed AIDS. The longer a population of HIV- 
infected subjects is studied, the higher are the estimates of ultimate pro- 
gression to AIDS. Early estimates by CDC and others were that 10-20 
percent of otherwise asymptomatic HIV-infected subjects would eventually 
progress to AIDS. Later, as the numbers of AIDS cases and related deaths 
grew, this estimate was revised upward closer to 50 percent. In a recent 
interview, the Surgeon General of the U.S. suggested that the ultimate pro- 
gression rate might be closer to 100 percent. 

The purpose of this Actuarial Note is to estimate the mortality of a pop- 
ulation that has just become infected with HIV. Data for studying progression 
from HIV infection to AIDS (Frankfurt) and AIDS mortality (CDC) were 
analyzed, and a model was built to use the data. 

This note is a detailed discussion of the sources of data used in the model; 
the reasons for modeling; the assumptions, formulas, and methods used in 
the development of the model; the derivation of the modeled progression 
rates; and the results of the model. 

2. SOURCES OF DATA 

2.1. HIV Progression Rates -- The Frankfurt Study' 

The major source of data for this note is a study by the Center for Internal 
Medicine of the University of Frankfurt, West Germany [1]. It observed 
subjects in groups at high risk of AIDS through various stages in the pro- 
gression from apparent good health to death primarily caused by AIDS. 

It appears to have been an extremely well-run prospective study, com- 
pletely documented on a subject-by-subject basis. It is the first published 
study of its kind that analyzes the progression from an HIV-infected status 

943 
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in otherwise asymptomatic patients, through more serious stages of immune 
system impairment, all the way to fully developed AIDS and resulting death. 

The design of the Frankfurt Study yielded information of more value than 
that from other studies available in one major respect. Rather than studying 
the single rate of progression from HIV infection to AIDS, it analyzed the 
progression of the disease as a process involving a number of discrete steps. 

The Frankfurt Study observed 543 subjects from groups at high risk of 
AIDS from 1982 through 1985; 377 of the subjects were HIV infected on 
initial examination. A total of 307 subjects were observed for 3 months or 
longer; 259 of these were HIV infected on initial examination. 

The study uses five classifications, or stages, to identify progression from 
healthy status to AIDS. This approach closely follows what has been iden- 
tified as the "Walter Reed Staging Method" [2]: 

la Healthy persons at risk for HIV infection, but testing negative for HIV (At-Risk) 
infection. 

lb Patients testing positive for HIV infection but otherwise asymptomatic. (HIV +) 
2a Patients with HIV infection and lyrnphadenopathy syndrome (LAS), (LAS) 

together with moderate cellular immune deficiency. 

2b Patients with HIV infection and LAS, together with severe cellular (ARC) 
immune deficiency (AIDS-Related Complex, or ARC, as defined by 
CDC). 
Patients with AIDS as currently defined by CDC. (AIDS) 3 

The sixth and final stage was death. 
The most significant data for the purposes of our analysis are summarized 

in Table 1. This table is essentially a restatement of Table 5 of the Frankfurt 
Study. It shows the results of a longitudinal study of all patients who were 
observed for at least three months. 

Patients were grouped by: 

1. the length of time they were observed in the study (Range of Observation Periods), 
and 

2. their status at the start of their observation period (Stage la through Stage 3). 

Each observation period/stage cell comprises a different, independent group 
of patients. For example, 120 patients were classified as stage 2a at the start 
of their observation period. Of these, 19 were observed for anywhere be- 
tween 24 and 36 months. Of these patients, 14 progressed at least to stage 



CHAPTER 3 

TABLE 1 

FRANKFURT STUDY "TABLE 5 "  DATA 

945 

.... + l + , + l a  + + l b l s + 2 0 l + + 2 +  sta+e  
- . ,  Periods (At-Risk} (HIV+) (LAS) (ARC} (AIDS} All Stages 

(A) Number of Patients Observed by Stage and Obscrvalion Period 

3-6 months 10 9 21 8 6 54 
6-12 months 14 18 51 29 9 121 

12-24 months 21 20 29 20 7 97 
24-36 months 3 5 9 7 1 * 35 

All Periods 48 52 120 64 23 307 

(13) Number of Patients Wht)se Health Worsened by at Least One Stage or Who Died during the 0bserv;ntJoll Period 

3-6 months 1 1 3 0 4 9 
6-12 months 6 10 20 3 6 45 

12-24 months 9 15 14 10 5 53 
24-36 months 2 4 J 14 4 0* 24 

All Periods 18 30 I 51 17 15 131 
(C) Percentage of Patients Observed Whose Hearth Worsened by at Least One 

Stage or Who Died During the Obscr~a6~m Periled 

3-6 months 10% 11% 14% 0% 67% 17% 
6-12 months 43 56 39 10 67 37 

12-24 months 43 75 48 50 71 55 
24-36 months 67 80 74 57 0* 69 

All Periods 38% 58% 42% 27% 65% 43% 

• One patient with AIDS was still alive 28 months after diagnosis of Kaposi's sarcoma; all others 
with AIDS had died before the end of 24 months. 

2b while under observation. Progression to stage 2b could have occurred 
any time during the patient's observation period (between 0 and 36 months). 

Table 1A shows the number of patients observed. Table 1B shows the 
number of patients whose health worsened while under observation. Table 
1C shows cumulative HIV progression rates (cumulative HIV infection rates 
in the case of stage la, cumulative AIDS mortality in the case of stage 3) 
for the patients under study. These cumulative progression rates are not  

periodic progression rates. 
Of the 20 observation period/stage cells, 19 had three or more patients 

under observation. The raw cumulative progression rates to the next stage 
of the disease increased with length of observation period for all of these 19 
cells except for two cells, where they remained level. This is remarkable 
consistency considering that each cell was independent of all the others. 
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2. 2. AIDS Mortali ty  Rates - C D C  Data 

AIDS Weekly Surveillance Reports [3] from the U.S. Public Health Ser- 
rice's Centers for Disease Control (CDC) are the best available source of 
data on AIDS mortality. While the Frankfurt Study provided data on AIDS 
mortality, CDC data were used in our model because of the CDC data's 
high reliability resulting from the large numbers of patients studied. Through 
March 30, 1987, the CDC reported a total of 33,482 cases of AIDS in the 
U.S., of which 19,394 had resulted in death. 

Table 2 is an excerpt from the March 30, 1987 CDC AIDS Weekly 
Surveillance Report. The deaths shown are those cases, reported by half- 
year of the date of AIDS diagnosis, that are known to have resulted in death. 
For example, of the 6,420 AIDS cases diagnosed between July 1, 1986 and 
December 31, 1986 and reported to CDC through March 30, 1987, a total 
of 1,817 AIDS deaths have been reported to CDC through March 30, 1987. 
It is probable that some AIDS deaths may go unreported even though their 
cases were reported. 

TABLE 2 

EXCERPT FROM SECTION G 
AIDS WEEKLY SURVEILLANCE REPORT 

UNITED STATES AIDS PROGRAM 
CENTER FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL 
MARCH 30, 1987 

UNITED STATES CASES REPORTED TO CDC 

Date of Known Deaths 
AIDS Diagnosis Cases Rcporlcd to CDC Rept)rtcd Io Ct3C; Case Fatali .ty Ralc 
(by Half-Years) through 3/30/87 through 3/30/87 through 3t30/87 

1987 Jan. - March 
1986 July - Dec. 
1986 Jan. - June 
1985 July - Dec. 
1985 Jan. - June 
1984 July - Dec. 
1984 Jan. - June 

1983 July - Dec. 
1983 Jan. - June 
1982 July - Dec. 
1982 Jan. - June 
1981 July - Dec. 
1981 Jan. - June 
1980 and Earlier 

Total 

1,460 

6,420 
6,260 

5,335 
4,314 

3,166 
2,410 

1,578 
1,203 

637 
363 

178 
84 

74 

33,482 

229 

1,817 
3,013 

3,343 
3,081 

2,464 
1,916 

1,316 
1,045 

553 
318 

160 
77 

62 

19,394 

16% 

28 
48 

63 
71 

78 
8O 

83 
87 

87 
88 

9O 
92 

84 

58 
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3. HIV MORTALITY MODEL BASED ON FRANKFURT AND CDC DATA 

Analysis of Frankfurt HIV progression rates and CDC AIDS mortality 
rates yields valuable data needed for the development of HIV mortality rates. 
It would be desirable to be able to calculate HIV mortality rates directly 
from these data. However, traditional actuarial methods of analyzing mor- 
tality and other contingencies using single decrement formulae were of lim- 
ited value in this situation. This is because of the multiple stages of the HIV 
disease and the high periodic probabilities of progression from one stage to 
the next. Multistage progression systems are not directly nor easily calcul- 
able. A different approach was needed. 

A Markov Chain model was developed to study HIV mortality based on 
Frankfurt and CDC data. This model simulates the progression of a group 
of newly HIV-infected patients through the stages of the HIV disease to 
AIDS and death. 

The process is not unlike that of creating a life, or multiple decrement, 
table from a limited period of observation, by joining together the experience 
of successive cohorts, even though no one cohort was observed to progress 
through the entire range of ages or decrements represented in the table. In 
the Frankfurt Study, a sufficient number progressed from one stage of the 
HIV disease to the next to enable the results from one stage progression to 
the next to be linked together. 

The format of the data presented in the Frankfurt Study, showing pro- 
gression from one stage of the disease to the next, is particularly useful for 
this method of modeling in that increasing the detail of the model decreases 
the impact that a specific graduation, projection, or other statistical technique 
has on the overall results of the model. 

It is important to note that the assumptions of the model are determined 
by the format of the available data (in the case of the Frankfurt Study, rates 
of progression based on duration since progression to current stage). Dif- 
ferent assumptions would almost certainly be used to build a model based 
on data available in a different format. 

4. ASSUMPTIONS OF MODEL 

4.1. Assumption 1 -- Classification 

At a particular time, everyone can be classified by stage and duration in 
stage (duration since progression to that stage). Note that duration for the 
stage "dead" is not applicable. 
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4.2. Assumption 2 -- Progression or Nonprogression 

In a particular time period, everyone either 

1. progresses to the next stage, or 
2. remains in current stage. 

In other words, it is assumed that the disease is progressive and irreversible 
and that: 

1. no one goes back a stage (The Frankfurt Study notes seven out of 307 
[2.3 percent] going back one or more stages but suggests that this could 
be attributed to a misjudgment of initial condition as opposed to an actual 
improvement) 

2. no one skips a stage (although rapid, almost instantaneous, successive 
progressions are allowed). 

4. 3. Assumption 3 -- Probability of  Progression 

The probability of progression is: 

1. dependent only on: 
a. stage, and 
b. duration in stage (duration since progression to that stage) 

2. independent of: 
a. age, sex, and other usual underwriting factors, 
b. duration since HIV infection (This is different from duration since 

progression to current stage, factor 1.b. above. For example, the prob- 
ability of progressing from ARC to AIDS depends on duration since 
progression to ARC, and not the time it took to progress from HIV 
infection to ARC.), and 

c. calendar year. (The model assumes persistence of current conditions 
and environment, i.e., no changes in attitudes especially with regard 
to sexual activity, no changes in available medical treatment, and no 
changes in the reportability of the HIV disease.) 

By way of contrast to these assumptions, the number of HIV infections 
can be estimated by multiplying the "at-risk" population by the probability 
of HIV infection. The probability of HIV infection is almost certainly more 
dependent than successive progressions on: 

a. age, sex, and other usual underwriting factors, because of the character- 
istics of observed "High-Risk" groups, and 
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b. calendar year because of changes in attitude especially with regard to 
sexual activity, changes in available medical treatments, and changes in 
the reportability of the HIV disease. 

4. 4. Assumption 4 -- Uniform Force of Progression 

A uniform force of progression is acceptable for time periods shorter than 
observation periods. 

5. MODEL FORMULAS A N D  METHODS 

5.1. Levels 

Levels in this model are counts of patients by stage, duration in stage, 
and time since the start of the model. Levels are known as "states" in 
Markov Chain models and "nodes" in Operations Research models. 

The count of patients in stage S, at duration D in stage, at time T since 
the start of the model, for a model using N time periods per year is: 

[1] S,D,T 

where N is the number of time periods per year, 
S is the stage,* 
D is the duration in stage (in years), and 
T is the time since the start of the model (in years). 

Note that T is used only for recording the results of the model at a time 
since the start of the model and does not affect the probability of progression. 

5.2. Flows 

Since progression or nonprogression are the only two possible events, 
there are only two flows in the model: 

1. Progression (from one stage to the next), and 
2. Nonprogression. 

Flows are known as "decisions" in Markov Chain and Operations Re- 
search models. 

* 0 = " l b " = " H I V + " ,  I = " 2 a " = " L A S " ,  2 = " 2 b " = " A R C " ,  3 = " 3 " = " A I D S " ,  and 
4 = "Dead." 
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The probability of patients from stage S at duration D in stage, progressing 
to stage S + 1 at duration 0 in stage, for a single time period, for a model 
using N time periods per year is: 

O{~) [2] &D 

where N is the number of time periods per year, 
S is the stage, and 
D is the duration in stage (in years). 

The probability of patients from stage S at duration D stage, remaining 
in stage S at duration D + 1 in stage, for a single time period, for a model 
using N time periods per year is: 

1 - o(N} [3] US, 1) 

Where annual progression rates are defined, progression rates for an Nth 
of period are derived as follows: 

I/N 
0 (~ = 1 - ( 1  - "~(')) S,D ~S.O [4] 

and 

Q(N) ,'wv)). for H = 0 to N - 1 [5] 
S,D+N/N ~ S,D" 

Where semiannual progression rates are defined, progression rates for an 
Nth of period are derived as follows: 

Q(~ : 1 - (1 - Q ~  (_,N [61 S,D S,D/ 

and 

Q~s.%,x/N = O(N"-~S.D, f o r H  = 0 t o ( N )  - 1 [71 

5.3. Progression 
The number of patients in a stage for duration of zero is equal to the 

number of patients in the previous stage at any duration who did progress 
during the previous time period. 

( ) 
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5. 4. Nonprogress ion  

The number of patients in a stage for a duration greater than zero is equal 
to the number of patients in that stage in the previous duration who did not  

progress during the previous time period. 

nl~) '~ L ~N) = L IN) x 1 - ~S.D-~/N}'  forD > 0 [9] s,o.r s,D-~,~.r- ~m 

5. 5. E m e  Per iods  - -  The Cont inuous  M o d e l  

A significant issue in developing the model was the number of time pe- 
riods per year to be used. Recall that " N "  is the number of time periods 
per year. Since the first year of observation in the Frankfurt Study was in 
six-month intervals, the model should have at least two time periods per 
year (N>_2). Also, the number of time periods per year should be even. 

However, the use of a six-month time period (N=2) would result in 
artificial restraint of a minimum time to progress four stages (from HIV 
infection to death) of two years. This would produce unacceptable distor- 
tions. Therefore a shorter time period (a larger N) had to be used. A con- 
tinuous model (N = ~, or an infinite number of infinitely short time periods 
per year) would eliminate the artificial minimum time to progress four stages. 

Since a count was kept of all patients by stage and duration in that stage, 
doubling the number of time periods per year would double the number of 
cells modeled. In addition, the number of time periods in the duration of 
the model would also double. Therefore doubling the number of time periods 
per year would quadruple the time necessary to run the model. A continuous 
model therefore implies an infinitely long time to run a model. 

However, it was discovered by experimentation that the counts of patients 
produced by a model based on a certain number (/V) of time periods per year 
was nearly linearly related to the length (l/N) of the time period used. This 
near linearity was confirmed by testing up to N = 36, a model of which took 
a prohibitively long time to run. The reason for this near linearity is unknown. 

Using this discovery, we approximated a continuous model (N= :~) from 
a one-month model (N = 12) and a two-month model (N = 6) by the following 
formula: 

L~') = 2 x ] ' ( 1 2 )  - -  L (6) [10] s,o.r ~s .o,r  s,o,r 

The derivation of this formula is in the Appendix. 
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5. 6. Initial Values 

The model starts with a single cohort group of 100,000 newly HIV in- 
fected patients. (Stage = 0 = " l b "  = "HIV + " ,  duration = 0, and time = 0.) 

L (m = 100,000 [11] 0,0,0 

else L (N) = 0 [12] S,T,D 

5. 7. Reported Results 

The model reported the number of patients by stage for successive six- 
month intervals. Duration within stage was not reported. Reporting results 
for intervals shorter than six months would not be helpful because the model 
assumptions are based on six-month data and the model produces rough 
linearity between six-month intervals. 

6. MODELED PERIODIC PROGRESSION RATES 

6.1. Date of HIV Infection 

One issue in this and subsequent analysis is the difficulty in determining 
the precise time at which HIV infection occurs. HIV infection is defined as 
the initial progression from HIV negative status to HIV positive status. Even 
under clinically controlled conditions, it is difficult to precisely pinpoint 
such time. 

Unless subjects at high risk of HIV infection, but actually HIV negative, 
are examined frequently enough to have a negative test closely followed by 
a positive test, the precise date of HIV infection cannot be determined. 
Because ofthe unknown time between HIV infection and initial observation 
of the infection, it is likely that progression appears to take place faster in 
studies than it does in reality. As the disease progresses, however, and more 
subjects come under medical observation, the measurements of progression 
to later stages are likely to be more precise. 

6. 2. HIV Progression Rates for the First Three Years 

In building periodic HIV progression rates, it was assumed that each of 
the four ranges of observation periods fully represented the underlying cu- 
mulative HIV progression through the upper limit of the range. Specifically 
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that the 3-6 month range represented the underlying cumulative HIV pro- 
gression through the 6th month, the 6--12 month range represented the un- 
derlying cumulative HIV progression through the 12th month, and so on. 
Assumed periodic rates were derived from these assumed cumulative rates. 
Table 3 shows the development of the assumed periodic HIV progression 
rates. Section 6.6 discusses the choice of the upper limit of the range of 
length of the observation period as opposed to the average length. 

TABLE 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF ASSUMED PERIODIC HIV PROGRESSION RATES 

Cumulative 
Period 

(monlhs) 

Assumed 
Cumulative 

Progression Rates I l Assumed 
Period Not Yet Progressed Progres~d Periodic 

(months) at Start of Period during Period Progression Rates 

(A) Progression from Stage [b to Stage 2a 
0--6 11% 0--6 100% 11% 11% 
0-12 56 6-12 89 44 50 
0-24 75 12-24 44 19 44 
0-36 80 24-36 25 5 20 

(B) Progression from Stage 2a to Stage 2b 
0-6 
0-12 
0-24 
0-36 

14 
39 
48 
74 

0--6 100 
6-12 86 

12-24 61 
24-36 52 

(C) Progression from Stage 2b to Stage 3 

14 
25 

9 
25 

14 
29 
15 
49 

0--6 0 0--6 100 0 0 
0-12 10 6-12 100 10 10 
0--24 50 12"-24 90 40 44 
0-36 57 24--36 50 7 14 

The raw assumed periodic progression rates were then graduated where 
necessary, with the objective of preserving as closely as possible the raw 
assumed cumulative progression rates. The amount of graduation was min- 
imal because the high consistency of the raw progression rates implied little 
need for graduation. The impact of the minimal graduation was negligible 
and was tested by running the model with the raw progression rates. 

The graduated periodic HIV progression rates for Stages lb, 2a, and 2b for 
the first three years since progression to that stage are included in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 

PERIODIC PROGRESSION RATES USED IN THE MODEL 

stage la Stage lb Stage 2a Slage 21, Stage 3 
Period (At-Risk) (HIV+ / (A/DS) 

First Six Months 
Second Six Months 

First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 

Fourth and 
Subsequent Years 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 

Notes: Stage la progression rates 

10% 
50 

[SSl 
45 
20 
20 

(LAS) (ARC} 

15% I5%1 
30 [sl 

[401 1o 
35 45 
35 15 
20 20 

HIV Infection Rates) are not used in the Model. 

{26%] 
[261 
45 
45 
35 
25 

Stage lb, 2a, and 2b progression rates are derived from Frankfurt Study data. These rates 
are graduated for the first three years and projected for the fourth and subsequent years. 
Stage 3 progression rates (AIDS Mortality Rates) are derived from CDC data. These rates 
are graduated for the first six years and projected for the seventh and subsequent years. 
[ ] indicate effective rates calculated from either First and Second Six Month rates, or from 
First Year rates. 

6.3. HIV Progression Rates for the Fourth Year and On 

HIV progression rates for Stages lb, 2a, and 2b for the fourth and sub- 
sequent years since progression to those stages were projected to be 20 
percent. This is approximately the average of the third-year HIV progression 
rates for those stages. Results of models using this rate closely approximate 
the result of models using a continuation of the third-year rates. We consider 
this to be the most reasonable assumption. 

The impact of projection is lessened because of the small number of 
survivors in a stage when the projected progression rates start being used. 
Since only 20 percent to 42 percent of the patients did not progress to the 
next stage of the disease before the start of the fourth year, the ultimate 
progression rates do not have as much impact on the model as do the rates 
for the first three years. 

The projected periodic HIV progression rates for Stages lb, 2a, and 2b 
for the fourth and subsequent years since progression to that stage are in- 
cluded in Table 4. 

6. 4. AIDS Mortality Rates 

Table 5 shows the development of modeled AIDS mortality rates. These 
rates were developed from CDC data by assuming that CDC Case Fatality 
Rates for each half-year of AIDS diagnosis fully represented the underlying 
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cumulative AIDS mortality from the midpoint of the half-year through the 
date of the report. 

T A B L E  5 

MODELED AIDS MORTALITY RATES DERIVED FROM SECTION O 
AIDS WEEKLY SURVEILLANCE REPORT 

UNITED STATES AIDS PROGRAM 
CENTER FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL 
MARCH 30, 1987 

Date of Assumed Average 
AIDS Di~gn,:~sis Years Since Actual Cumulalivc Modeled Annual Modeled Cumulative 
(by H~df-Ycars) AIDS Diagnosis AIDS Mortality AIDS M,sr~aliry Rate AIDS Mortality 

1986 July  - Dcc.  
1986 Jan. - June 

1985 July - Dec.  
1985 Jan. - June 

1984 July - Dec.  
1984 Jan. - June 

1983 July - Dec.  
1983 Jan. - June 

1982 July - Dec.  
1982 Jan. - June 

1981 July - Dec.  
1981 Jan. - June 

0.5 
1 

1.5 
2 

2.5 
3 

3.5 
4 

4.5  
5 

5 .5  
6 

28% 
48 

63 
71 

78 
80 

83 
87 

87 
88 

90 
92 

45% 
45 

45 
45 

35 
35 

25 
25 

25 
25 

25 
25 

26% 
45 

59 
70 

76 
80 

83 
85 

87 
89 

90 
92 

Modeled AIDS mortality rates are 45 percent annually in the first and 
second years since the progression to AIDS, 35 percent in the third year, 
and 25 percent thereafter. This produces a life expectancy of about 2.1 years 
from progression to AIDS and a 6-year AIDS survival rate of 8 percent. 

Chart 1 compares modeled cumulative AIDS mortality to actual CDC Case 
Fatality Rates for the first six years since diagnosis of AIDS. 

6. 5. Summary of Modeled Periodic Progression Rates 

Stage la progression rates (HIV Infection Rates) were not used in the 
model. 

Stage lb, 2a, and 2b progression rates were derived from graduated Frank- 
furt data for the first three years since progression to that stage and projected 
for the fourth and subsequent years. 
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C I ' / _ A  1:~ T 1 

IOOZ 

C u m u l a t i v e  AIDS M o r t a l i t y  

907. 

80Z 

7C~ 

50~ 

50Z 

4OZ 

30~ 

20Z 

IOZ 

OZ 

/- 

oJ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Years Since AIDS Reported 
[] CDC + Model 

N o t e s :  

O CDC D a t a  a r e  CDC AIDS C a s e  F a t a l i t y  R a t e s  a s  o f  M a r c h  30, 1987. 

+ Model Data are Cumulative AIDS Mortality based on Annual AIDS 

M o r t a l i t y  R a t e s  o f  45%, 45~ ,  35%, a n d  25~  t h e r e a f t e r .  

Stage 3 progression rates (AIDS Mortality Rates) were derived from grad- 
uated CDC data for the first six years since progression of AIDS and pro- 
jected for the seventh and subsequent years. 

Table 4 shows the progression rates used in the model. The rates are 
periodic progression rates (i.e., second-year progression rates show the per- 
cent of patients who have been in the stage for one year who will progress 
to the next stage in the second year). 
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Table 6 shows modeled cumulative progression rates resulting from the 
periodic progression rates in Table 4 for comparison to the raw cumulative 
progression rates in Tables 1-3 and 5. Not only are the modeled progression 
close to the assumed raw progression rates, but the results of models based 
on either set of rates are similar. 

TABLE 6 

MODELED CUMULATIVE PROGRESSION 
i 

I Slage la I Stage lb Stage 2a Stage 2h Stage 3 Duration Duration I J 
(monlhs) (year:,;) 1 (AI-Risk) ] (HIV ÷ ) (LAS) ' (ARC) (AIDS) 

6 
12 
24 
36 
48 
60 
72 

0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

10% 
55 
75 
80 
84 
87 
90 

15% 
41 
6] 
75 
80 
84 
87 

5% 
10 
51 
58 
66 
73 
78 

26% 
45 
70 
80 
85 
89 
92 

Note: These cumulative progression rates were derived from the periodic progression rates in Table 
4 for comparison with cumulative progression rates in Tables 1-3 and 5. 

The expected number of years to progress from one stage of the disease 
to the next, based on Table 4 periodic progression rates, is: 

2.25 years from Stage l b  (HIV + )  to 2a (LAS), 
2.74 years from Stage 2a (I..AS) to 2b (ARC), 
3.97 years from Stage 2b (ARC) to 3 (AIDS), and 
2.10 years from Stage 3 (AIDS) to death. 

This results in an expected number of years from HIV infection to death 
(HIV life expectancy) of 11.06 years. 

6. 6. "'Low Assumptions" Versus "High Assumptions" 

Where possible, "low assumptions" (i.e., lower progression rates) were 
used to offset any assumptions that might be construed as "high assump- 
tions" (i.e., higher progression rates). 

Periodic progression rates based on the duration since the start of the 
observation period would be considered "high assumptions" because this 
assumes the patients progressed to their stage at the start of their observation 
period, whereas they had probably been in the stage for some unknown time 
before the start of their observation period. 
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Periodic progression rates based on the maximum length of observation 
period (as opposed to the average length) would be considered "low as- 
sumptions" because this overstates the assumed duration of observed 
progressions. 

It is likely that using the maximum length of observation periods offsets 
somewhat the unknown time between progression to current stage and the 
start of the observation period. This is why we used the maximum length 
of observation period, and not the average length, in deriving assumed pro- 
gression rates. 

Table 7 compares the maximum and average lengths of observation pe- 
riods. This table shows that the use of the average length of observation 
period would result in progressions in approximately 80 percent (75-83 
percent) of the time of progressions based on the maximum length. 

TABLE 7 

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE LENGTHS OF OBSERVATION PERIODS 

Range <If Length of Maximum Length t~f Average Length of Ratio of 
Ohscrvalion Periods Observation Periods Observation Periods Average Length 

(months) (m~mlhs) {months) to Maximum Length 

3-6 6 4.5 75% 
6--12 12 9 75 

12-24 24 18 75 
24-36 36 30 83 

7. MODEL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS 

The results of the model based on Frankfurt HIV progression rates and 
CDC AIDS mortality rates are shown in Tables 8 and 9 and in Chart 2. 
These results are compared to other mortality scenarios in Tables 10 and 11 
and in Charts 3 and 4. 

7.1. Frankfurt/CDC Model Results 

The major results of the model, specifically the progression of the HIV 
disease in terms of the percent of a newly HIV infected cohort by stage of 
the disease and duration since HIV infection, are shown in Table 8 and 
illustrated in Chart 2. Half-year results not shown in Table 8 can be calcu- 
lated by interpolation. 



TABLE 8 

RESULTS OF MODEL 
BASED ON FRANKFURT STUDY HIV PROGRESSION RATES 

• ~',ND CDC AIDS MORTALrTY RATES 

I Prt)gressitm fr~m HIV Infection to Death (Percent Distfibutit~r, by Stage) 

Years Since Stage lb Stage 20 Stage 2b Stage 3 
HIV Infection (HIV + ) (LAS) (ARC) (AIDS) Dead 

0 
0.5 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 

100.0% 0.0 
90.0 9.2% 
45.0 48.2 
33.4 47.5 
24.8 44.2 
22.1 37.3 
19.8 31.8 
17.7 27.5 
15.8 24.6 
14.2 22.5 

12.7 20.7 
10.1 17.7 
8.1 15.0 
6.5 12.7 
5.2 10.8 

4.2 9.1 
3.3 7.6 
2.7 6.4 
2.1 5.3 
1.7 4.5 

1.4 3.7 
1.1 3.1 
0.9 2.6 
0.7 2.1 
0.6 1.8 

O.4 1.5 
0.4 1.2 
O.3 1.0 
O.2 0.8 
0.2 0.7 

0.1 0.6 

0.0 
0.8% 
6.6 

18.3 
28.3 
33.9 
36.0 
36.5 
35.9 
34.6 

33.2 
30.6 
28.0 
25.3 
22.7 

20.2 
17.9 
15.7 
13.7 
12.0 

10.4 
9.0 
7.7 
6.6 
5.7 

4.9 
4.1 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 

2.1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.2% 
0.7 
2.2 
5.1 
8.8 

11.6 
13.3 
14.3 

14.8 
14.9 
14.6 
14.2 
13.5 

12.6 
11.7 
10.7 
9.7 
8.7 

7.8 
6.9 
6.l 
5.4 
4.7 

4.1 
3.6 
3.1 
2.7 
2.3 

2.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1% 
0.5 
1.5 
3.6 
6.7 

10.4 
14.4 

18.6 
26.7 
34.2 
41.3 
47.9 

54.0 
59.5 
64.6 
69.1 
73.2 

76.8 
79.9 
82.7 
85.2 
87.3 

89.1 
90.7 
92.1 
93.3 
94.3 

95.2 
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"Walter Reed Staging Method": 

Ib Patients testing positive for HIV infection but otherwise 
asymptomatic. 

2a P a t i e n t s  w i t h  HIV i n f e c t i o n  a n d  l y m p h a d e n o p a t h y  s y n d r o m e  
{LAS), t o g e t h e r  w i t h  m o d e r a t e  c e l l u l a r  i m m u n e  d e f i c i e n c y .  

2b  P a t i e n t s  w i t h  HIV i n f e c t i o n  a n d  LASt t o g e t h e r  wi th  s e v e r e  
c e l l u l a r  i m m u n e  d e f i c i e n c y  ( A I D S - R e l a t e d  Complex ,  o r  ARC, 
a s  d e f i n e d  by  CDC). 

P a t i e n t s  w i t h  AIDS a s  c u r r e n t l y  d e f i n e d  b y  CDC. 

960 
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Table 9 shows annual rates of progression to AIDS, cumulative progres- 
sion to AIDS, annual HIV mortality rates, and cumulative HIV mortality. 
Annual rates of progression to AIDS are defined as those progressing to 
AIDS during the year divided by those not yet progressed to AIDS as of the 
start of the year. 

TABLE 9 

RESULTS OF MODEL 
BASED ON FRANKFURT STUDY H1V PROGRESSION RATES 

AND CDC AIDS MORTALITY RATES 

(A) Progression from (B) HIV Mortality 
HIV Infection to AIDS (H|V lnfectilm to Death) 

Years Since I Cumulative Cumulative 
HIV Infection Annual Rate* Progression Annual Rater Mortality 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

0,2% 
2,5 
9.9 

12,9 
12,7 
12.3 
12,5 
12.9 
13.2 
13.5 
13.8 
14.1 
14,3 
14.5 
14,7 
14,9 
15,1 
15,2 
15,4 
15,5 
15,7 
15.8 
15,9 
16.0 
16,1 
16.2 

0,0 
0.2% 
2.7 

12.4 
23.7 
33.4 
41,6 
48,9 
55.5 
61.4 
66.6 
71.2 
75.3 
78.8 
81,9 
84.6 
86.9 
88.8 
90.5 
92.0 
93.2 
94.3 
95.2 
96,0 
96,6 
97.2 

0.0 
0.5% 
3.1 
7.0 
9.2 

10.0 
10.3 
10,7 
11.2 
11.7 
12.1 
12.5 
12.8 
13.1 
13.4 
13.7 
13.9 
14.1 
14.3 
14.5 
14.7 
14.9 
15.0 
15.2 
15.3 
15.4 

0.0 
0.0 
0.5% 
3.6 

10.4 
18.6 
26.7 
34.2 
41.3 
47.9 
54.0 
59.5 
64.6 
69.1 
73.2 
76.8 
79.9 
82.7 
85,2 
87.3 
89.1 
90.7 
92.1 
93.3 
94.3 
95.2 

*Of those H|V infected but not yet progressed to AIDS. 
?Of those HIV infected but not yet dead. 

Z 2. Comparisons to Other Mortality Scenarios 

Table 10 adds standard mortality to modeled HIV mortality and compares 
the results to standard mortality, marginally insurable substandard mortality, 
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and two alternative HIV mortality scenarios. The standard mortality in this 
model is 1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker. Marginally insurable substand- 
ard mortality is defined for this analysis as five times standard (500% of 
standard). 

TABLE 10 

EXPECTED MORTALITY UNDER VARIOUS SCENARIOS 

A,, ,ne0 I I } 
Age Years "FM-High . . . .  FM-Mid . . . .  FM-L~Iw . . . .  500% . . . .  100%" 

(A) Annual Mortality Rates 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

45 
50 
55 
60 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 

0.2% 
2.0 
6.9 

10.9 
12.4 
13.0 
16.2 
18.1 
19.4 
20.5 

0.1% 
0.6 
3.2 
7.1 
9.3 

10.1 
12.3 
14.0 
15.3 
16.4 

(B) Cumulative Morality 

0.1% 
0.3 
1.6 
3.6 
4.7 
5.1 
6.2 
7.2 
7.9 
8.7 

0.4% 0.1% 
0.4 0.1 
0.4 0.1 
0.5 0.1 
0.5 0.1 
0.6 0.1 

1.0 0.2 
1.6 0.3 
2.8 0.6 
4.9 1.0 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

45 
50 
55 
60 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 

0.2% 
2.2 
8.9 

•8.9 
28.9 
67.3 
87.1 
95.4 
98.5 

0.1% 
0.7 
3.8 

10.7 
19.0 
54.6 
77.4 
89.7 
95.6 

0.1% 
0.4 
2.1 
5.6 

10.0 
32.3 
52.0 
67.4 
78.8 

0.4% 
0.8 
1.2 
1.7 
2.2 
5.8 

11.3 
19.9 
33.2 

0.1% 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 

1.2 
2.4 
4.3 
7.7 

Sccnario Descriptions: "FM-High"--H1V Mortality 2[)% faster than Mode/ HIV Mortality plus 
100% Standard Mortality. 
"FM-Mid"--Model HIV Mortality plus 10(1% Standard Mortality. 
"FM-Low"--Onc-Half of Model HtV Mortality plus 100% Standard 
Mortality. 
"500%"--"Marginal}y Insurable Substandard Mort;tlity" (500% Standard 
Mortality). 
"100%"--"Standard Mortality" (1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker Age 
35). 

The two alternative HIV mortality scenarios are introduced solely to pro- 
vide a range of estimates around the best estimate. The original and two 
alternative HIV mortality scenarios are defined as follows. 

FM-Mid is the original best-estimate model results discussed up to this point. FM-Mid 

is short for Frankfurt/CDC Model Midrange results. 
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FM-High approximates using the average observation period in determining the raw 
cumulative progression rates as opposed to using the maximum observation 
period. FM-High cumulative HIV mortality rates at Y years were set to FM- 
Mid cumulative HIV mortality rates at Y/0.80 years. In other words, FM-High 
takes only 80 percent of the time that FM-Mid takes to progress to a given 
cumulative HIV mortality. See Section 6.6 for the derivation of the 0.80 factor. 

FM-Low arbitrarily uses one-half of the HIV mortality rates used in FM-Mid. 

Annual mortality rates for each scenario is shown in Table 10A and il- 
lustrated in Chart 3. Cumulative mortality for each scenario are shown in 
Table 10B and illustrated in Chart 4. 

Table 11A shows the complete expectation of life at HIV infection at age 
35. HIV mortality rates under the three "FM'" scenarios for the 26th and 
subsequent years were held at the 25th year rates for purposes of calculating 
the complete expectation of life. 

For illustrative purposes only, the equivalent level multiples of 1980 CSO 
Basic Male Nonsmoker Table rates were calculated that would produce the 
same life expectancy of a 35-year-old cohort of males newly HIV infected. 
Table l l B  shows the multiple of standard mortality that yields the same 
complete expectation of life as in Table I lA .  

To match the same life expectancy as produced by projecting Frankfurt 
and CDC data, mortality would have to be elevated to over 51 times stan- 
dard. In other words, this level of mortality is over 10 times higher than the 
upper limit of marginally acceptable substandard life insurance risks (5 times 
standard). 

Table l l C  shows the expected "half- l i fe" of a group of patients HIV 
infected at age 35. "Half- l i fe"  is defined as the time in years at which 
cumulative mortality is expected to be 50 percent (i.e., half the patients are 
dead). Table l i D  shows the multiple of standard mortality that yields the 
same expected "half- l i fe" as in Table l l C .  

Further analysis shows significant differences between the patterns of 
cumulative HIV mortality and cumulative mortality based on extreme mul- 
tiples of standard mortality. As Chart 3 shows, HIM mortality rises steeply 
following infection. This produces an usually high number of early deaths 
even when compared to high multiples of standard. Such significant differ- 
ences make comparisons of HIV mortality to multiples of standard mortality 
potentially misleading. This is demonstrated by the different "Equivalent 
Multiples of Standard Mortality" shown in Tables l i B  and l iD .  
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A n n u a l  HIV M o r t a l i t y  R a t e s  
HIV Infectl0• at A£e 3~ 

14% 

f I~% 

'°" / . #  

4Z " 

~Z 

QZ 

~ t a i n ~  ~ e  
O 'FM- High" ÷ "FM- Mid" o " f~- [~w" A "500Z" × "IOCZ" 

S c e n a r i o  D e s c r i p t i o n s :  

+ "FM-Mid" 

0 "FM-Low" 

"500%" 

x "I00%" 

"FM-lligh" HIV Mortality 20~ faster than Model HIV Mortality 
plus 100% Standard Mortality. 

Model HIV Mortality 
plus 100% Standard Mortality. 

One Half of Model HIV Mortality 
plus 100% Standard Mortality. 

"Marginally Insurable Substandard Mortality" 
{500% Standard Mortality). 

"Standard Mortality" 
(1980 CSO Basic Male Non Smoker Age 35). 
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ICC• 

C u m u l a t i v e  H1V M o r t a l i t y  
HIV Infertion st Age 35 

q0n 

7cz 

4cz 

.3(]Z 

EGZ 

" FM - High" 

// ~v"" J j l  
Y,, j -  

J f J  

I0 15 50 5J~ 6O 

Attained A~e 
+ "FM-Mid" ¢ ~FM- bow~ ~ "500Z" × "IOOZ" 

[~ "FM-High" 

-~ "FM-Mid" 

O "FM-Low" 

"500~" 

x "lOOX" 

S c e n a r i o  D e s c r i p t i o n s :  

HIV M o r t a l i t y  20% f a s t e r  t h a n  Model HIV M o r t a l i t y  
p l u s  100% S t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y .  

Model HIV M o r t a l i t y  
p l u s  100% S t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y .  

One  Half  o f  Model HIV M o r t a l i t y  
p l u s  I00% S t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y .  

" M a r g i n a l l y  I n s u r a b l e  S u b s t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y "  
(500X S t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y ) .  

" S t a n d a r d  M o r t a l i t y "  
(]980 CSO Bas ic  Male Non S m o k e r  Age  35). 
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TABLE 11 

EXPECTATIONS OF LIFE UNDER VARIOUS SCENARIOS 

• I '*M-Mid'" I "FM- w" I 500 " I 
(a) Complete Expectalion of Life in Years al Age 35 

8.75 1 10.89 I 16.93 1 28.24 I 42.62 
(B) Multiple of Standard M~mality for Same Complelu Expectation of Life at Age 35 

74.6 l 51.3 I 20.8 ] 5.0 I 1.0 
(C) Expected "Half-Life" in Years at Age 35 tYcars emil 50G Cumulalive Mort;~lity/ 

7.43 I 9.25 1 14.46 l 29.63 I 44.10 
(D) Multiple of Standard Mortality 

for Same Expected "Half-Life" at Age 35 
(Ycars until 50% Cumulative Mortally) 

87.0 1 63.6 ] 30.2 I 5.0 ] l.t) 
Scenario Descriptions: "FM-High"- -HIV Mortality 20% faster than Model HIV Mortality plus 

100% Standard Mortality. 
"FM-Mid"- -Model  HIV Mortality plus 100% Standard Mortality. 
"FM-Low"--One-Half  of Model HIV Mortality plus 100% Standard 
Mortality. 
"500%"- -"Marg ina l ly  Insurable Substandard Mortality" (500% Standard 
Mortality). 
"100%"- -"S tandard  Mortality" (1980 CSO Basic Male Nonsmoker Age 
35). 

8. CONCLUSION 

The model based on Frankfurt HIV progression rates and CDC AIDS 
mortality rates shows cumulative HIV mortality rates of approximately 19 
percent for 5 years, 55 percent for 10 years, 77 percent for 15 years, 90 
percent for 20 years, and 96 percent for 25 years. The results are consistent 
with the view of the U.S. Surgeon General that the progression from HIV 
infection to AIDS might ultimately reach close to 100 percent. 

The magnitude of the results was corroborated by other studies discussed 
in AIDS and Life Insurance, part I of this chapter, and were useful in gen- 
erating models of HIV infection and progression to AIDS and death. 

Please read Section 3.7 of AIDS and Life Insurance for a discussion of 
the persistence of current HIV mortality and the appropriateness of deriving 
HIV progression rates from studies of high-risk groups and then applying 
them to other dissimilar groups. 

Finally, a few closing observations on the usefulness of  modeling: 

• A mathemat ical  model is a representat ion of an actual real-world system. Knowledge 
of the system is incorporated in the model  and then the model can be used to predict 
the system. A model can confirm or refute an " in tu i t ive  f ee l "  for the overall system. 
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A model has the ability to test the effect of changes in assumptions, including 
extrapolations. 

• A model is especially useful in that a challenge to the overall results of a model must 
be supported by challenges to specific factors and/or assumptions. In other words, 
someone disagreeing with the results of a model must be able to dispute a specific 
assumption, relationship, or methodology. 

• Forrester [4] has an excellent and highly recommended presentation on the construction 
and validation of mathematical models. 
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10. APPENDIX 

DERIVATION OF APPROXIMATION OF CONTINUOUS MARKOV CHAIN MODEL 

Linearity between the counts (U N)) resulting from a model with N time 
periods per year and the length (l/N) of  time period used gives: 

a (LIN) )  
- a constant [1] AO/N) 

and 

1/ 1 1/C1 [2] 

Solving for L ~A~ gives:  

(1/A - 1/B I 
L(A) = L(I~) + \ ~  1/C] x - [3] 
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If  B = 2C,  then:  

( 1 / / t  _-2. 1 / 2 C ~  (L~_c , 
L(A) = L(2C) + \ 1 / 2 C  - 1 / C ]  x - L (c)) [4] 

= LI2C) + (1 - 2 C / A )  × (L  ~2c) - L (c)) [5] 

= 2 × L (2c) - L (c) - ( 2 C / A )  x (L  (2c) - L (c)) [6] 

If  we  def ine  L (~) = l im L I'~), then:  
A ~ z  

L (~) = l im [2 × L (2c) - -  L (c) - ( 2 C / A )  x (L (2c) - L(C))] [7] 

= 2 x L (2c) - L (c) - l im [ 2 C / A ]  × (L (2c) - L (c)) [8] 
A ~ z  

= 2 x L (2c) - L (c - 0 x (L C2c) - L Cc)) [9] 

= 2 x L (2c) - L (c) [10] 

I f C  = 6 ( a n d B  = 2C = 2 × 6 = 1 2 ) , t h e n :  

L c~) = 2 × L (x2) - L (6) [11] 

Note: The model was designed to be capable of using any even number of 
time periods per year. 
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ADDENDUM #1 

The following comments and tables should be of benefit to those working 
to reproduce Appendices 1 and 2 of part I of this chapter. 

In developing the Appendices of part I, Mike Cowell used HIV progres- 
sion rates from the SFCC/CDC Model instead of from the Frankfurt Model 
as might be expected. SFCC/CDC Model HIV progression rates are lower 
than Frankfurt Model HIV progression rates. 

The SFCC/CDC Model 

The SFCC/CDC Model is described in part I, Section 3.7. It is based on 
HIV progression rates from the San Francisco City Clinic/CDC Study (part 
I, Section 3.4), and AIDS mortality rates from CDC AIDS Cases and Deaths 
data (part I, Section 3.5). 

The results of the SFCC/CDC Model are shown in the following tables. 
These tables are analogous to Tables 8 through 11 of part II, which show 
the results of the Frankfurt Model. 

The results of the SFCC/CDC Model and the Frankfurt Model are illus- 
trated in Charts 4 and 5 of part I. 

The Frankfurt Model 

The Frankfurt Model is described in part I, Section 3.6 and in part II. 



TABLE 8 

SFCC/CDC MODEL 
RESULTS OF MODEL BASED ON 

SAN FRANCISCO CITY CLINIC/CDC HIV PROGRESSION RATES 
AND CDC AIDS MORTALITY RATES 

Years Since STage lb Slage 2a Stage 2b Stage 3 
HIV Infection (HIV + )) (LAS) (ARC) (AIDSJ) Dead 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 

1 0 0 . 0  * 
99.7 * 
98.5 * 
95.9 * 
91.6 * 

85.4 * 
76.8 * 
66.4 * 
56.4 * 
48.0 * 

40.8 * 
34.7 * 
29.5 * 
25.0 * 
21.3 * 

18.1 * 
15.4 * 
13.1 * 
11.1 * 

9.4 * 

8.0 * 
6.8 * 
5.8 * 
4.9 * 
4.2 * 

3.6 * 

* 0 . 0  
* 0 . 2  
* 0 . 8  
* 1 . 9  
* 3 . 4  

* 5 . 4  
* 8 . 0  
* 1 0 . 6  
* 1 2 . 0  
* 1 2 . 3  

* 1 1 . 9  
* 1 1 . 3  
* 1 0 . 4  
* 9 . 5  

* 8 . 5  

* 7 . 6  
* 6 . 7  
* 5 . 9  

* 5.2 
* 4.5 

* 3.9 
* 3 . 4  
* 2 . 9  
* 2 . 5  
* 2 . 2  

* 1 . 9  

*Included in Stage lb ( H I V + ) .  

0.0 
0.1 
0.7 
2.2 
5.0 

9.2 
15.2 
23.0 
31.6 
39.8 

47.3 
54.1 
60. l  
65.5 
70.2 

74.3 
77.9 
81.0 
83.7 
86.0 

88.0 
89.8 
91.3 
92.5 
93.6 

94.6 
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TABLE 9 

SFCC/CDC MODEL 
RESULTS OF MODEL BASED ON 

SAN FRANCISCO CITY CLINIC/CDC HIV PROGRESSION RATES 
ANt) CDC AIDS MORTALITY RATES 

(A) Progression frum (B) HIV Mortality 
HIV Infection to AIDS (HIV Infcction m Death) 

Years Since Cumulative Cumulative 
HIV Infection Annual Role Progression Anrlual Rate Mortality 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
2d 

25 

0.3% 
1.2 
2.6 
4.5 
6.8 

10.1 
13.5 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.0 

0.0 
0.3% 
1.5 
4,1 
8.4 

14.6 
23.2 
33.6 
43.6 
52.0 

59.2 
65.3 
70.5 
75.0 
78.7 

81.9 
84.6 
86.9 
88.9 
90.6 

92.0 
93.2 
94.2 
95.1 
95.8 

96.4 

0.1% 
0.6 
1.5 
2.8 
4.4 

6.6 
9.2 

11.1 
12.0 
12.5 

12.9 
13.2 
13.4 
13.6 
13.8 

14.0 
14.1 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 

14.5 
14.5 
14.6 
14.6 
14.7 

14.7 

o,0 
o,1% 
0,7 
2,2 
5,0 

9,2 
15,2 
23.0 
31,6 
39,8 

47,3 
54,1 
6o,1 
65,5 
70,2 

74,3 
77,9 
81,0 
83,7 
86.0 

88.0 
89,8 
91,3 
92.5 
93,6 

94,6 
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TABLE 10 

SFCC/CDC MODEL 
EXPECTED MORTALITY UNDER VARIOUS SCENARIOS 

t I 
Attained Age I Y . . . .  ] SFCC/CDC Model 

(A) Annual Mortality Ratcs 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 

0.1 
0.6 
1.5 
2.8 
4.4 
6.6 

12.9 
14.0 
14.5 
14.7 

(B) Cumulative Mortality 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 

0.1 
0.7 
2.2 
5.0 
9.2 

47.3 
74.3 
88.0 
94.6 

TABLE 11 

SFCC/CDC MODEL 
EXPECTED MORTALITY UNDER VARIOUS SCENARIOS 

(A) Complete Expectation of Life in Years 
at Age 35 

(B) Multiple of Standard Mortality 
for Same Complete Expectation of Life 
at Age 35 

SFCC/CDC Model 

11.85 

43.9 

(C) Expected "Half-Life" in Years at Age 35 11.30 
(Years until 50% Cumulative Mortality) 

(D) Multiple of Standard Mortality 54.0 
for Same Expected "Half-Life" at Age 35 
(Years until 50% Cumulative Mortality) 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING THE IMPACT OF AIDS-RELATED 
LIFE INSURANCE CLAIMS 

SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES 

AIDS TASK FORCE SUBCOMMITTEE* 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to provide the information, considerations 
and framework needed to formulate a model for estimating the effect of 
future AIDS-related life insurance claims. This paper is not meant to be an 
exhaustive treatment of the subject. It presents background information set- 
ting forth the main considerations in constructing a model and provides 
pertinent information about the nature and incidence of AIDS deaths, es- 
pecially with respect to life insurance risks. 

Alternative approaches for constructing a company model are then pre- 
sented with some ways to explore implications on company mortality. Fi- 
nally, sample models have been included. These are provided for demonstration 
only and are not meant to sewe as actual projections of any company's 
experience. Each company must assess its own unique situation. The three 
models illustrate the range of detail that may be considered, from the simpler 
approach of example 1 to the more refined of example 3. 

There are a variety of methods that can be used to construct an AIDS 
model. This paper will be successful if it provides some background and 
framework so that the reader can construct a model to fit his or her own 
unique needs. There is still much to be learned, and the actuary is encouraged 
to pursue alternative approaches. 

I, GENERAL CRITERIA TO BE CONSIDERED IN MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

A. Resources and Time Available 

Resources available may dictate the type of model to be used. Data avail- 
ability is another consideration. It makes little sense to use a very sophisti- 
cated model if detailed data on claims and in-force contracts are not available 
or are not credible. Creating models with PCs and speadsheet programs will 

*Philip J. Barackman, David J. Christianson, William C. Koenig, and Harry A. Woodman; 
assisted by Steven D. Lash, Jeffrey S. Marks, and John K, Wilbur. 
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likely give good initial results as well as flexibility to make future modifi- 
cations. Of course, mainframe applications might also be quite successful. 
If modeling is done manually, the model needs to be much simpler. One 
must consider what personnel are available to gather data, create models, 
run and update them. Finally, the time frame within which the results must 
be developed may have an impact. 

B. Level of Detail 

The level of detail needed depends in large part on the audience for which 
a report is being prepared, such as management, the board of directors, 
shareholders, or regulators, and the purpose for which the model is being 
run. More complex models should increase predictability as well as provide 
answers to a broader variety of questions and hypotheses regarding the po- 
tential impact of AIDS. On the other hand, complex models may be harder 
to understand than simpler models. They may also obscure the effect of 
weak assumptions in the model. It may be advantageous to run a simple 
model to check the results of a more complex model. 

C. Frequency of Model Revisions 

Any model must be occasionally revised to reflect evolving knowledge. 
If frequent revisions are expected, one must consider the flexibility of the 
model to accept improved or additional data and assumptions. In order to 
gain facility with assumptions of various types and degrees of refinement, 
it may be instructive to work with simple models prior to constructing a 
comprehensive one. 

D. Intended Use of Model Results 

The purpose for running the model should dictate the type of model con- 
structed. There are a variety of reasons to run an AIDS model. The purpose 
may be to examine one or more of the following: 

1. Viability of certain products or markets 
2. Underwriting and blood-testing limits 
3. Retention limits 
4. Pricing changes 
5. Policyholder dividend changes 
6. Stockholder dividends 
7. Company solvency and profitability 
8. Setting aside extra reserves 
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9. Setting aside or earmarking surplus 
10. Setting realistic GAAP benefit reserves 
I 1. Tax effects of additional mortality 
12. Effect on uet worth of company. 

In most cases, the actuary will be trying to estimate future claims from 
AIDS. However, projecting old and new business separately may be desir- 
able to permit use of the data to set underwriting and blood-testing limits. 
If the issue is stockholder dividends, the model must produce current as well 
as future earnings or at least be able to tie into other models that will produce 
earnings. Reserves may be looked at in total in examining solvency issues 
for the company, but it may be necessary to look at them at selected ages 
for GAAP benefit reserves. 

E. Willingness to Undertake Original Research 

The actuary must decide whether to perform original research into the 
likely spread of AIDS or to accept someone else's projections. Advantages 
of the former include the possibility of a new model contributing to every- 
one's understanding of AIDS. The actuary doing the work will certainly gain 
a fuller understanding of the disease. Disadvantages include the difficult and 
specialized nature of the disciplines involved, which are likely to be unfa- 
miliar to the actuary. Further, results will be questioned to the extent they 
differ from prevailing "expert" opinion. 

The advantages of using previously published estimates of the disease's 
spread include: 

1. Instant credibility, if CDC estimates are used; 
2. Ease of interpretation, in that estimates can fairly easily be described as more or less 

severe than the CDC estimates, or be related to a specific environmental assumption; 
and, 

3. Ease in effort, in that little or no original work is required. 

II. CONSTRUCTING A POPULATION FRAMEWORK 

A. Micro and Macro Projections 

Macro projections are estimates of total AIDS deaths without subdivision 
into risk groups. Micro projections subdivide AIDS risk groups by extent of 
sexual activity or other exposure characteristics with different assumptions 
as to probabilities of infection for each group. Depending on the resources 
available and the purpose of the model, either a greater or lesser reliance on 
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micro assumptions may be appropriate. At this point in time, the degree of 
certainty in any projection is so limited that any significant degree of re- 
finement generally seems unwarranted. Further information is needed before 
micro projections will achieve any degree of reliability. However, work on 
micro projections should be encouraged in order to develop and refine meth- 
odology as data become available and also to determine what data will be 
useful and hence to focus efforts on obtaining such data. One micro consid- 
eration, the spread of the disease through the heterosexual population, be- 
comes more and more important as the length of the projection period increases. 

The actuary will choose whether to use a model incorporating macro 
population assumptions or a more sophisticated projection using micro as- 
sumptions. Should the actuary choose to segment a population AIDS pro- 
jection into currently recognized at-risk groups, the effort will be most useful 
to: 

1. Recognize that different at-risk groups have had different insurance needs and buying 
characteristics; 

2. Separate the more certain parts of the analysis (the disease's spread through the male 
homosexual population) from the more speculative (the disease's spread into the 
heterosexual population); and 

3. Recognize differences in transmission rates for the infection among different at-risk 
groups, to the extent these differences are shown to exist. 

B. Characteristics of At-Risk Groups 

1. HomosexualAIDS Susceptibles. The Cowell-Hoskins model makes rea- 
sonable assumptions as to the numbers of males infected because of ho- 
mosexual activity. Their assumption is that only 60 percent of an estimated 
2.5 million homosexuals and 2.5 million bisexuals are "AIDS susceptible," 
i.e., engage in high-risk activity that exposes them to infection. 

2. Heterosexual AIDS Susceptibles. The Cowell-Hoskins model does not 
account for any significant extent of AIDS infection in the heterosexual 
population. Some experts feel that infection through heterosexual activity 
will become extensive. Others feel that it will not be a problem. Though a 
spread through heterosexual contact is not a principal problem currently 
(CDC data indicate that U.S. born heterosexuals account for only 2 percent 
of AIDS deaths), it should not be ignored. Factors to consider are: 

a. AIDS Susceptibles. Those likely to be at significant risk are those who have prom- 
iscuous sexual activity or who have an infected partner (e.g., a partner who is an IV 
drug user or who received contaminated blood). The percent of heterosexuals who 
are AIDS susceptible is unknown. 
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b. Infection Incidence. Because transmission of the AIDS virus appears to be less likely 
through vaginal sex than anal sex, the prevalence of infection among AIDS-susceptible 
heterosexuals may be at a lower rate than among homosexuals, 

c. Progression from Infection to AIDS. Some experts speculate that repeated exposure 
quickens the progression from infection to AIDS. Should this be shown to be the 
case, progression may be slower among heterosexuals than among homosexuals be- 
cause of a lower frequency of exposure to infected persons after initial infection. 

The combination of the above three factors may account for the present 
low number of heterosexuals who have AIDS. 

3. IV Drug Users. As suggested in the Cowell-Hoskins paper, they are 
not likely to be a significant factor in estimating life insurance AIDS claims. 
They do represent, however, a significant proportion of current AIDS vic- 
tims. It is possible that the spread of infection and/or progression from 
infection to AIDS may be faster among IV drug users than among homosexuals. 

4. Contaminated-Blood Victims. These persons are a factor in estimating 
life insurance AIDS claims although, according to CDC figures, they rep- 
resent only 4 percent of AIDS deaths. The spread of infection is currently 
well contained because of testing of blood donors. However, the progression 
from infection to AIDS may be slower than average, suggesting that the 
number of such persons getting AIDS may not decrease rapidly. 

C Course of the Disease 

The ultimate spread of the disease through the population is as yet un- 
known. However, there is no shortage of estimates, and they vary widely. 
Factors that contribute to wide differences in estimates include assumptions 
as to: 

a. The number of lives presently HIV + ; 
b. The progression rate from initial infection to full-blown AIDS; 
c. The future rate of infection among high-risk groups given modified behavior; 
d. The extent to which the disease crosses into the heterosexual population, and how 

easily it is transmitted once there; and, 
e. The likelihood of discovering an effective vaccine. 

A projection of AIDS claims will be relatively meaningless unless placed 
in the context of a particular set of assumptions as to the course of the 
disease through the total population. Once this environmental assumption is 
made, the impact of AIDS on a particular company operating in this envi- 
ronment can be projected with due recognition to the company's particular 
characteristics. 
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D. Elements of  an AIDS Projection 

The elements of  an AIDS population projection will include: 

1. The total HIV-infected lives in each year of the projection; 
2. The number of AIDS cases in each year; 
3. The number of AIDS deaths in each year; and, 
4. An estimate of the population death rate due to AIDS. 

In addition, a projection may  include the number  of  lives at each AIDS 
classification by the " W a l t e r  Reed Staging M e t h o d . "  This will be more 
useful for lines other than life insurance. As more information becomes  
available,  it will be useful to estimate the number  of  lives by age groupings.  

E. Credibility of  Projections 

A satisfactory population AIDS projection will be one that either repro- 
duces credible data or differs only in ways  that can be explained and justified. 
The projection must  be internally consistent with respect to: 

1. Total lives infected each year; 
2. The probability of HIV + lives progressing to AIDS in any year; 
3. AIDS mortality rates; and 
4. Total AIDS deaths each year. 

With the current state of  knowledge,  all long-term projections are ex t remely  
speculative.  

l i t .  INFORMATION NEEDED AT THE COMPANY LEVEL 

A. Lapse Rates 

At this t ime, the actuary will have little concrete basis for sett ing lapse 
assumptions of  H I V  + and high-risk insureds. It is prudent to be conservat ive  
and to test the effect  of  variat ions in this assumption.  

1. Lower lapse rates can be expected of persons who have a higher expectation of 
becoming a claimant or who believe that they would be prohibited from reestablishing 
coverage should their current coverage be lost. In modeling the future impact of AIDS 
on life insurance, ignoring this fact can lead to a serious understatement. 

2. AIDS victims are unlikely to allow life insurance coverage to lapse, although some 
may be forced into lapsing by financial difficulty and/or the placement of a higher 
priority on maintaining health coverage. 

3. Asymptomatic HIV+ insureds will no doubt exhibit much better persistency than 
average if they have knowledge of their HIV status or if they perceive themselves as 
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being at high risk. Increased testing and education will likely increase the portion of 
HIV + insureds exhibiting better persistency. 

B. Nature of In-Force Business 

To project the impact of AIDS for a particular company, the actuary will 
need to analyze the impact on both the in-force business and new business. 
For the in-force business, cells must be defined that are significantly relevant 
for the purpose at hand, but not more refined than is warranted by the tenuous 
nature of some of the required assumptions. However, it may pay to con- 
struct a somewhat more refined model than is warranted by current assump- 
tions with the hope that in the future, assumptions can become more refined. 

In representing the in-force business by ceils, the following factors are 
especially relevant: 

a. Sex of lnsureds. Over the near term, AIDS will predominantly be a male disease. 
Females represent only about 7 percent of cases reported to date with about half of 
those being IV drug abusers, who are probably not in the insured population. Projec- 
tions over longer terms should reflect an increase in HIV infection in females ac- 
cording to the results of epidemiological modeling of HIV spread beyond the current 
high-risk groups. 

b. Age of Insureds. Since AIDS does not follow the typical mortality age pattern, it is 
important to consider age in analyzing its impact on life insurance business. By age 
at diagnosis, about 90 percent of AIDS cases fall into the 20 to 49 age range and 10 
percent into the age 50+ range. Of the 90 percent, about half fall into the 30s and 
one quarter each fall into the 20s and 40s. It is not clear how this distribution will 
change over the long term. 

C. Antiselection Scenario 

Any estimate of future claims from "new sales" must recognize the like- 
lihood that at-risk lives will select against companies in their own best in- 
terests. HIM testing, and underwriter awareness of the medical problems that 
are often associated with the early stages of immune deficiency disease, are 
the defenses available to combat antiselection. Below the testing limit, the 
actuary should expect both larger-size issues (bounded, of course, by the 
testing limit) and more issues to HIV + lives. Above the limit, known HIV + 's 
are excluded, but at-risk H I V - ' s  will buy more often and in larger amounts 
than they would have before. Testing limits should be assumed to be public 
knowledge. 
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D. Current Underwriting Standards 

Underwriting needs to perform two critical functions with respect to AIDS: 

a. The screening of AIDS victims. These are clearly uninsurable. 
b. The screening of HIV + applicants who do not yet have AIDS. These are also un- 

insurable. The Cowell-Hoskins Report (see Chapter 3) is required reading on this 
point. 

Several factors need to be considered relating to underwriting. 

a. Full use of the company's rights during the contestable period will be necessary for 
those AIDS or ARC deaths where it appears the insured misrepresented his medical 
condition. 

b. Only testing for HIV or HIV antibodies can screen asymptomatic HIV + applicants. 
In states where testing is not allowed or only the T-cell test allowed, assumptions 
will be required regarding how many HIV + applicants are being accepted for insur- 
ance, recognizing the greater likelihood of antiselection. The T-cell test is a test of 
the immune system. It is not an AIDS-specific test. It will produce negative results 
for some individuals who would have given a positive HIV test. The actuary must 
recognize the limited effectiveness of the T-cell test. 

c. Even HIV testing is not 100 percent effective for newly infected individuals nor for 
those with a ravaged immune system. An assumption reflecting lack of total effec- 
tiveness needs to be developed. (Of course, HIV testing does not prevent claims from 
those who become infected after testing negative.) 

d. Many companies continue to write life insurance without required testing below a 
threshold amount of insurance. This presents an opportunity for HIV + applicants to 
obtain coverage. Testing limits may not be low enough to discourage antiselection. 
The market is not ignorant of testing limits. The presence of HIV + insureds in new 
business at subtesting threshold amounts should not be ignored in AIDS impact modeling. 

E. Geographic Distribution 

AIDS cases reported to date are not distributed geographical ly in propor-  
tion to the U.S.  population nor probably  to any c o m p a n y ' s  insured popu- 
lation. It is also clear that the distribution is changing over  time (see recent 
CDC AIDS Week ly  Surveillance Reports  showing cases by S M S A  and date 
of  diagnosis).  It is reasonable to assume that the geographic distribution of 
current H I V + ' s  bears some semblance to the current reported A I D S  case 
distribution (but, unfortunately,  more  like what  the reported case distribution 
will look like several years from now). 

Companies  with concentrations of  in-force in the high AIDS-per -capi ta  
states and cities will need to make appropriate adjustments to total populat ion 
H I V  + est imates.  
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Companies with low concentrations in these areas should be cautious in 
fully adjusting total population HIV+ estimates based on the geographic 
distribution of cases reported to date. The latter actually reflect the HIV + 
distribution several years ago. 

F. Markets Served~Marketing Objectives 
It will be important to consider how the current markets served and future 

marketing objectives are different than those which have generated the ex- 
isting in-force business. 

Representation of current and future new business by cells for the purpose 
of AIDS impact modeling will need to reflect any changes in relevant char- 
acteristics implied by changes in markets or marketing. Such characteristics 
would include sex, age, socioeconomic group, and geographic distributions, 
as well as target market selection of at-risk groupings and any underwriting 
changes. 

The results of this analysis may be critical input to reshaping a company's 
marketing strategies and objectives in light of AIDS. Although the initial 
response to AIDS has been primarily one of underwriting, changes in mar- 
keting may also be required to provide safe passage through the AIDS era. 

G. Company AIDS Experience~AIDS Claim Profile 
AIDS impact modeling should be viewed not as a one-shot task, but as 

an iterative process in which actual company experience plays a key func- 
tion. In order to validate an AIDS impact model and to provide a firmer and 
more refined basis for future assumptions, it is imperative that each company 
monitor and analyze its own AIDS experience. Results will vary significantly 
by company. Each model must be customized to reflect particular company 
characteristics. (Unfortunately, the fact that a model replicates past experi- 
ence is no guarantee as to its predictive value. This is a necessary, not 
sufficient, requirement.) 

It may become of increasing importance to determine what portion of 
AIDS claims are coming from insureds who tested negative at issue. As 
HIV spreads, assumptions regarding post-issue infection will need to be 
refined. 

A basic problem is the identification of AIDS-related claims. Adjustments 
should be made for underreporting of AIDS claims, both in U.S. data and 
company statistics. Many claimants and attending physicians do not disclose 
the true cause of the claim. A working definition of a "suspected AIDS 
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claim" needs to be developed to help offset the veiled or misstated cause 
problem. Following are some AIDS-related diseases that may be helpful in 
developing such a definition: 

a, Kaposi's sarcoma 
b, Pnettmocystis carinii pneumonia 
c, Toxoplasmosis 
d. Cryptosporidiosis 
e. Cytomegalovirus infection 
f. Primary lymphoma of the brain 
g, Candida esophagitis 
h. Atypical mycobacterial infection 
i. Cryptococcal infection 
j. Chronic mucocutaneous herpes simplex infection 
k. Chronic interstitial pneumonitis (pediatric). 

The AIDS claim profile for a specific company is an invaluable source 
of information regarding the characteristics of HIV + insureds (as of several 
years ago) and the degree of antiselection by amount, etc. Studying individ- 
ual claims will provide pointers for sharpening underwriting procedures and 
skills. 

IV.  A D J U S T I N G  P O P U L A T I O N  A S S U M P T I O N S  F O  R E F I . E C T  C O M P A N Y  

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  

A. Company Characteristics 

Once an environmental scenario has been constructed, the actuary must 
review the particular characteristics of a company to estimate the extent of 
its exposure to the assumed AIDS deaths. If the population AIDS projection 
were segmented by at-risk grouping, then each segment can be considered 
individually. The ultimate impact of the disease on any company is as yet 
unknown. Estimates can vary widely, based not only on differences in pop- 
ulation AIDS projections, but also on differences in estimates as to: 

1. The rate at which at-risk lives select against companies through larger purchases, 
more frequent purchases, mr through purchases at amounts designed to avoid automatic 
testing; 

2. The effectiveness of testing, especially the T-cell test; 
3. The remedial effect of heightened underwriter awareness of AIDS symptoms; 
4. The protective value of publicity about testing; 
5. The unproven effectiveness of AIDS exclusion riders when used; and 
6, The degree to which the company differs from the general population with respect to 
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the percentage of its insureds in high-risk groups (as indicated by geographical/age/ 
sex distributions). 

B. At-Risk Groupings 

Although it is impossible to classify individual policies by sexual pref- 
erence and activity or drug use, it will be quite important to make such a 
classification in defining representative cells based on population estimates 
and judgment. (Different groups may well have different insurance-buying 
habits.) AIDS claims over the near term will come mainly from the current 
high-risk groups (homosexuals, bisexuals, and IV drug abusers). Over the 
longer term, promiscuous heterosexuals may contribute more to claims. Some 
degree of cell definition by at-risk group allows the results of epidemiological 
modeling to be easily included in the impact model. This will be particularly 
important as the question regarding heterosexual spread becomes better quan- 
tified and projected. 

1. Homosexual and Bisexual AIDS Susceptibles. The proportion of this 
group may be significantly lower among insureds than in the general pop- 
ulation because such persons do not have a high level of personal need for 
insurance and, in some cases, lifestyle may not be consistent with an interest 
in insurance. The proportion among those insured (before antiselection be- 
came a factor) may only be 25-50 percent of that in the general population. 

2. Heterosexual AIDS Susceptibles. The proportion of this group among 
insureds may also be lower than that in the general population. However, it 
is likely that the proportion will be higher than for homosexuals, perhaps 
50-75 percent. There is some speculation that women in this group are more 
susceptible to AIDS infection than men. This may further reduce the pro- 
portion of AIDS susceptibles among insureds if the company insures a lower 
proportion of women than in the general population. 

3. IV Drug Users. They are not a significant factor in an insurance pop- 
ulation. Not only is the lifestyle inconsistent with an interest in insurance, 
but insurers routinely underwrite for drug abuse. 

4. Contaminated-Blood Victims. The proportion of this group in the com- 
pany population is likely to be somewhat lower than in the general popu- 
lation. Hemophiliacs are less likely to obtain insurance because of uninsurability 
or high extra premiums. Others that have received blood may also have 
insurability problems related to underlying disease. 
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V. UNDERWRITING ERA 

The actuary will probably want to differentiate in his/her analysis between 
" i n - f o r c e "  business and " n e w  sa les ."  There are probably three distinct 
blocks of  business for most companies:  

A. The first era would include business written before the early 1980s, predating any 
underwriting response to AIDS, but also predating a level of knowledge regarding 
AIDS necessary for significant antiselection. This business presumably would reflect 
little antiselection, but would still be subject to post-issue HIV infection. The level 
of AIDS claims in this group would likely represent the underlying proportion of 
company exposure to AIDS out of the general population. 

B. The second era would include business written between the early 1980s and the 
implementation of the company's underwriting response to AIDS. This business could 
reflect a significant degree of antiselection and contain more HIV + insureds at issue 
purchasing large policies. 

C. The third era would reflect business written after implementation of the company's 
underwriting response to AIDS. The second and third eras may have an imprecise 
boundary, since underwriting for AIDS has and continues to evolve. 

VI. CONSTRUCI'ING THE COMPANY MODEL 

A. General Criteria 

In setting up an AIDS model the general criteria to consider are: 

1. The medium to be used, PCs or mainframes, spreadsheet or specifically written 
programs. 

2. The level of detail of the model. 
3. The flexibility to change data and assumptions. 
4. The purpose of creating a model, will the desired results be produced? 

B. Population Assumptions 

A general AIDS population projection must be incorporated. 

1. Select whether it will be based on original research or published data. 
2. The data will be incorporated in either a macro or micro model. 
3. No matter which is selected (macro or micro), estimates of the future course of the 

disease must be considered. In a macro projection, overall factors should be applied 
to estimate future changes. In a micro model each subgroup projection is tailored to 
the estimate. 

4. The AIDS projection will include the following elements: 
a. The total HIV-infected lives in each year of the projection; 
b. The number of AIDS cases in each year; 
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c. The number of AIDS deaths in each year; and, 
d. An estimate of the population death rate due to AIDS. 

C. Profile of In-Force Contracts 

Given that HIV + lives are assumed to be a percentage of the population 
(by sex, age, and geographical cells, if available), a company can review 
its " in - fo rce"  to see what percentage of the population it insures and thus 
estimate the number of H I V + ' s  in its insured population. However,  this 
simple estimate must be tempered by recognizing particular company 
characteristics: 

1. Some IV drug users and victims of contaminated blood transfusions, to whatever 
extent they sought insurance, may have been screened out by pre-AIDS underwriting; 

2. Unmarried and childless homosexual or bisexual males have had less traditional need 
for life insurance; 

3. HIV + 's are heavily concentrated in a relatively few geographic areas. The actuary 
should consider whether the company's in-force has a higher or lower than expected 
concentration in those areas and to what extent the geographical distribution of AIDS 
claims is expected to change over time. 

D. Comparison with Recent Death Claims 

Once an estimate of  the company 's  percentage of HIV + lives among its 
in-force is made, it can be validated by a comparison with actual recent 
AIDS claims. Care must be taken to identify all company AIDS deaths, 
since underreporting could lead to a major understatement of the company ' s  
exposure among H I V +  lives. Even after careful checking, some estimate 
of further underreporting should probably be included. 

E. 1n-Force Exposure 

Future claims arising from in-force business can then be estimated. Either: 

1. An average policy size is determined, perhaps increasing over time to recognize 
additions. This average size is applied to the number of company AIDS deaths ex- 
pected from the in-force block, given: 
a. The population pattern of AIDS deaths; 
b. The company's share of the population; 
c. The company's estimated share of the HIV + population. 

2. Or, the estimated population death rates due to AIDS can be applied directly to the 
amount of business assumed to be in-force on AIDS susceptibles, if the actuary has 
segmented the population AIDS projection by at-risk group. 
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In either case, the implicit assumption is that current H I V -  lives in the 
company 's  population will become infected and die of AIDS at the same 
rate as the general population, but in the same reduced proportion as indi- 
cated by the analysis in Section VI.B. If population estimates are segmented 
by risk group, the future claims from the in-force can be split as well, 
highlighting differences in company exposure and the estimated future course 
of the disease among the groups. 

F. Persistency 

One further refinement is suggested. It is to be expected that at-risk lives 
will exhibit excellent persistency. This may be reflected in a number of 
ways: 

1. If the population AIDS projection has been segmented by at-risk groups, the com- 
pany's block of business within each group may be assumed to experience a signif- 
icantly reduced lapse rate; 

2. A less satisfactory solution focuses on HIV + lives rather than at-risk groups. The 
HIV + ' s  in the insured population are assumed to experience a significantly reduced 
(zero?) lapse rate; or, 

3. At least, the actuary should estimate the effect on the company's mix of HIV+/ 
HIV-  lives of a reduced HIV + lapse rate and increase the assumption of the com- 
pany's share of HIV + 's, over time, as a proxy for a more direct approach. 

G. An#selection and Remedial Action 

Antiselection and remedial action can be recognized in two ways: 

1. The business can be split into tested and nontested blocks. This permits specific 
recognition of the different characteristics of the blocks, both estimates of antiselection 
as to lives and amounts, the heavier mix of HIV + lives expected in the nontested 
group, and the effectiveness of HIV testing; or 

2. An overall "protective factor" may be estimated and applied to the company's per- 
centage of participation in the epidemic. The factor would be made up of separate 
elements for fear of testing (publicity), underwriter awareness, and the proportion of 
business tested. 

Under either approach the value of changing testing limits can be estimated. 

H. Weakness of the T-Cell Test 

The actuary must recognize the limited effectiveness of the T-cell test. 
Business written in jurisdictions where only the T-cell test is permitted may 
be recognized by: 
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1. Setting up a separate block for that business, with appropriate assumptions as to the 
percentage of HIV+ lives accepted; or 

2. Adjusting the "protective factor." 

L New Sales 

Future claims arising from new sales can then be estimated by: 

1. If new sales are segmented by testing status: 
a. Average policy sizes are determined for each block; 
b. These are increased to reflect antiselection; and 
c. The results are applied to the anticipated deaths in each block given the assumed 

percentage of HIV+ new entrants in each (near zero for HIV-tested, company 
average for untested); 

2. If new sales are not segmented by testing status: 
a. An average size policy is determined; 
b. It is adjusted to reflect antiselection and the remedial protective factor; and 
c. The results are applied to the anticipated deaths. 

3. If the actuary has segmented his/her population projection by at-risk group, the es- 
timated population death rates due to AIDS can be applied directly to the amount of 
business assumed to be in-force on AIDS susceptibles. 

In any case, the implicit assumption is that H I V -  lives among the com- 
pany's  new entrants will become infected and die of AIDS at the same rate 
as the general population, but in increased proportion due to antiselection 
and in decreased proportion due to protective factors. 

If population estimates were split by at-risk group, the claims from new 
sales can be split as well, highlighting differences in company exposure 
among the groups and emphasizing the major impact of a spread into the 
heterosexual population. 

Vii. MORTALITY PROJECTIONS 

The projected company AIDS deaths can be matched against a projection 
of total company in-force, year by year, to estimate AIDS extra mortality 
rates. Alternatively, they can be matched against a pre-AIDS projection of 
claims to estimate the increase expected due to AIDS. Also, they can be 
used to determine annual costs of AIDS claims and additional reserves needed 
to cover AIDS claims. 

The distribution of AIDS claims by sex and age is most important. A 15 
percent increase in overall mortality might indicate a 100 percent increase 
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for males age 25-45. Distribution of claims by age can be recognized either 
by: 

1. Including age-sex cells in all modeling; or 
2. Distributing total estimated AIDS deaths, by age and sex, in proportion to the current 

population distribution. 

VIII. SCENARIOS 

Because so much is still unknown, the actuary should experiment with 
assumptions and become familiar with the impact on his/her company if 
events are more or less favorable than his "best guess" would indicate. 

DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY FOR A SIMPLIFIED AIDS PROJECTION 

HYPOTHETICAL LIFE MODEL EXAMPLE I 

This model is put together to illustrate a method of modeling and is not 
meant to reflect the actual situation of any company. Each company should 
develop its own set of assumptions based on its own situation. 

This company is a medium-sized company with $i0 billion of participating 
business in force on 500,000 policyholders (with a $20,000 average size). 
The company is an older company operating in the family and middle-income 
markets. Sales have occurred at all ages, but particularly among young to 
middle-aged adults and their children. Persistency has been good. About 50 
percent of the current policyholders are males aged 20-49, about 0.5 percent 
of the U.S. population at those ages. 

General Criteria 
It is decided to use a PC model, developed on a spreadsheet program. 

Since the actuarial staff is small and so many of the assumptions are subject 
to wide variability, a simple model is used. This model will allow changes 
to population data as well as adjustments to the data on a broad basis. The 
model is being constructed to consider company solvency and profitability, 
setting aside extra reserves, pricing changes and policyholder dividend changes. 

Population Assumptions 
This model relies on having available one or more credible scenarios of 

how AIDS is expected to spread through the general U.S. population and 
focuses on attempting to relate these to the company. 
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Taking as a given the general population AIDS scenario as found in the 
Cowell-Hoskins paper is easier than developing one. It saves time and the 
need to explain differences with ones already developed by the "experts." 

Currently, there is a great deal of uncertainty in making any long-term 
projection of the number of AIDS infections and deaths in the U.S. This is 
due to the uncertainty over not only how many people are currently infected 
but also the future rate of spread among the various subpopulations (or at- 
risk groups). The rate of spread depends to a large degree on how much 
people are willing to modify their high-risk sexual behavior, something that 
these actuaries do not feel well-qualified to predict. 

A macro model is built, starting with the number of general population 
AIDS deaths and estimating the company's expected share of these deaths. 

Profile of In-Force Contracts" 

First, the number of policyholders in the predefined high-risk group of all 
males aged 20--49 is compared with the number of such persons in the 
general population. If the company's policyholders in this group were rep- 
resentative of the general population, then a direct proportion of AIDS deaths 
would be used. However, there are various reasons why this proportion is 
reduced. One that can be measured is the difference in geographical distri- 
bution among the at-risk population. Since a smaller proportion of the com- 
pany's business is found in New York and California than in the general 
population distribution, the proportion of AIDS deaths is reduced. Differ- 
ences are also assumed for presumed differences between the company's 
policyholders and the general population high-risk group in terms of drug 
use, sexual orientation and promiscuity. That is, the direct percentage needs 
adjusting for differences that largely can only be guessed at but that would 
explain any difference between the company's current AIDS experience from 
what would be expected by applying its "share" of the high-risk U.S. 
population to the number of AIDS deaths currently in the U.S. 

There are three scenarios modeled. Each starts in 1987 with company 
AIDS deaths expected to be adjusted to only 40 percent of the 0.5 percent 
share of U.S. population AIDS deaths. However, this 40 percent adjustment 
factor is assumed to increase each year in scenarios 2 and 3 due to antise- 
lection and a changing geographical distribution of AIDS deaths. 
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Comparison with Recent Death Claims 

After a reasonable adjustment factor is arrived at, estimated deaths are 
compared with actual AIDS deaths among policyholders, adjusted for as- 
sumed underreporting of 10 percent. The adjustment factor appears to rea- 
sonably correlate estimated and actual deaths. 

In-Force Exposure and Persistency 

An average size policy of $25,000 was discovered by analysis of in-force 
contracts of the at-risk group, adjusted by correlation to actual AIDS claims. 
A 4 percent annual increase in size is assumed, due to dividend additions 
and assumed better persistency. 

Antiselection, Remedial Action and New Business 

The greater a company is selected against, the larger will be its share of 
U.S. AIDS deaths in the future. A weakness of this simplified model is that 
antiselection is not explicitly included because new business is not separately 
projected from in-force business. Rather, some assumptions are needed to 
factor in antiselection, specifically how a company's "share" of AIDS deaths 
and its average size AIDS claim will increase due to its issuing insurance 
to infected persons. These assumptions may be developed better by proj- 
ecting new business separately from in-force, but in this particular model 
some simplifying rates of increase were used, increasing average size claims 
by an additional 2 percent and 4 percent per year in scenarios 2 and 3, 
respectively. 

The company has AIDS blood-testing limits at $100,000 and plans to 
lower them as the industry reduces its limits. Due to its market and geo- 
graphical location and examining recent claims, little antiselection is assumed. 

T-cell Test 

Since little business is written in California, no specific adjustment is 
made. 

Shortcomings" 

The model is not a well-refined one. As more data become available or 
as different issues need to be researched, a new, more complex model will 
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likely be built. Since original research was not done, there is less under- 
standing of the future course of AIDS and its effect on the company. As 
mentioned above, antiselection is not explicitly modeled. 

HYPOTHETICAL LIFE MODEL EXAMPLE 2 

A. General Criteria 

The purpose of this example model is to project AIDS claims for a hy- 
pothetical company for 1988 through 2000. This model has a moderate level 
of detail with flexible assumptions. For example, the model could be changed 
to illustrate the impact of changing testing limits. Please note that all the 
factors are illustrative only and not guidelines. Each company should develop 
its own set of assumptions based on its own situation. 

B. Population Assumptions 

This example uses the Cowell general AIDS population projection that 
assumes that the HIV infection declines to 0 by 1997 (see Appendix 2). 
Here we will assume that all the HIV infecteds will be males 18-54. Table 
2 gives the appropriate projections. 

TABLE 2 

AIDS PROJECTION FOR U.S. POPULATION 
FROM COWELL PAPER (INCLUDING 9/17/87 ADDENDUM #1) AND SOA DISKE'/TE 

ASSUMES HIV INt:Ec'rION DECLINES TO 0 IN 1997 

Total HIV Cumulative Anttual U.S. Population General P~pulation 
Year Infection AIDS Cases AIDS Deaths Males 18-54 AiDS Mortality Rate 

1988 1,191,439 76,181 19,925 63.2 0.00032 
1989 1,465,203 118,255 29,309 63.8 0.00046 
1990 1,721,330 176,062 41,280 64.4 0.00064 
1991 1,945,951 252,266 55,807 65.1 0.00086 
1992 2,131,859 348,753 72,534 65.7 O. O0110 
1993 2,277,142 466,060 90, 679 66.4 O. O0137 
1994 2,382,978 602,740 108,958 67.0 0.00163 
1995 2,451,692 755,065 125,690 67.7 0.00186 
1996 2,485,433 917,677 139,286 68.4 0.00204 
1997 2,485,433 1,084,549 148,640 69.1 0.00215 
1998 i 2,485,433 1,249,704 153,206 69.8 0.00220 
1999 2,485,433 1,407,847 152,978 70.5 0.00217 
2000 2,485,433 1,554,819 148,418 71.2 0.00209 

Actual numbers taken from SOA diskette and may differ slightly from paper. U.S. population data 
derived from census data; assumes population grows at 1% annually. 
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C. Profile of ln-Force Contracts 

In this example, we are assuming that the at-risk group is males 18-54. 
Therefore, the company's exposure will be measured by the number of males 
18-54 insured. In this example, we will assume that this company's insured 
population will experience 40 percent of the general population AIDS mor- 
tality rate. This recognizes factors such as geographical distribution of busi- 
ness, lack of insurability of IV drug abusers, etc. This is a very important 
assumption and requires actuarial judgment in recognizing each company's 
unique characteristics. 

D. Comparison with Recent Death Claims 

In developing a model for an actual company, the next step would be to 
compare the model to the company's recent AIDS death claims. This step 
will be bypassed in this example of a hypothetical company. 

E. In-Force Exposure 

The projection model starts on 1/1/88. The business will be divided into 
three underwriting eras as described in Section V. For this example, era 1 
will be all business sold prior to 1/1/84. This will represent business sold 
before measurable antiselection and testing. Era 2 will be business sold from 
1/1/84 to 12/31/87. This will represent business sold with some antiselection 
but before testing. There are 100,000 male 18-54 lives in force as of 1/1/ 
88 for era 1 and 30,000 for era 2. Era 3 is all sales (males 18-54) after 1/ 
1/88 that are subject to current antiselection and testing. Era 2 business in 
this age group has a $50,000 average size on 1/1/88. Era 3 has a $60,000 
average size. Both are assumed to grow by $2,500 annually (to represent 
additions). 

F. Persistency 

To simplify this example, one annual factor is used to incorporate lapses 
and deaths. The era 1 block will decrease by a constant 4 percent annually, 
era 2 at 5 percent, and era 3 by 7 percent. It would be relatively easy to 
vary this assumption by duration. 

To account for the fact that those who are already HIV-infected or who 
believe they are strongly at risk to become HIV-infected will exhibit excel- 
lent persistency, the company's share of general population infected (40 
percent) is increased each year. For example, the company is assumed to 
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experience 40 percent in year 1, 42 percent in year 2, 50 percent in year 6, 
and 57 percent in year 13. 

G. Antiselection and Remedial Action 

Each era has its own antiselection factor. No measurable antiselection is 
assumed for era 1; therefore its factor is 1.00. Era 2 is assumed to have 
moderate antiselection (factor = 1.25). Era 3 is divided into tested and 
untested blocks. The tested block has an antiselection factor of 1.25 (those 
who are not yet infected but believe they are strongly at risk will buy more 
insurance). The untested block has an antiselection factor of 2.00. 

H. Weakness of T-cell Test 

This example assumes HIV testing nationwide and ignores the T-cell test. 
Therefore, the projections are understated depending on the amount of busi- 
ness in T-cell states. 

L New Sales 

Sales are assumed to be 10,000 males 18-54 in 1988, growing 5 percent 
annually. It is assumed that 25 percent of the policies each year will be over 
$100,000 and therefore HIV-tested. The average size of the untested issue 
is $50,000 regardless of issue year. These policies will accumulate $2,500 
of additions each year after issue. The average size of a tested issue in 1988 
is $200,000. The average issue size will grow by $10,000 each year. These 
policies will accumulate $10,000 of additions each year after issue. 

The projection method for the untested block of new sales is very similar 
to era 1 and era 2. All use the general population AIDS mortality rate 
(technically, the mortality rate for the untested block should be lower than 
the general population AIDS mortality rate to recognize that while asymp- 
tomatic HIV-infecteds will be accepted, the AIDS question should screen 
those with actual AIDS). The tested block of business will experience a 
much lower mortality rate, which will vary by year of issue. Table 3 will 
help explain this. 

Table 3 is derived from the Cowell paper and the SOA diskette. It shows 
the number dying from AIDS annually by year of infection. This is important 
in calculating the mortality rate for the tested blocks. We assume that testing 
will identify all of those who are currently infected. So the tested block of 
1988 issues only experiences the deaths from those who become infected 
from issue (1988 on). For example, there are 55,807 projected AIDS deaths 
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in 1991, but only 6,103 (4,075 + 1,687 + 346) of those are from people 
infected from 1988 on. The mortality rate for era 1, era 2, and the untested 
block is 0.00086 (55,807/65.1 million). The mortality rate for the tested 
block of 1988 issues is 0.00009 (6,103/65.1 million). For 1989 tested issues 
it is 0.00003 (2,028/65.1 million). 

J. Future Enhancements 

Several assumptions could be developed further in future versions of the 
model. The lapse assumption could vary by duration, and a separate non- 
AIDS mortality rate could be used. A more direct way of accounting for the 
good persistency of the HIV-infected could be developed. The weakness of 
the T-cell test could be recognized. 

The two assumptions with the most impact on the projections are the 
percentage of the general population AIDS mortality rate that the company 
experiences (e.g., 40 percent) and the antiselection factors. These two should 
be constantly reviewed and refined to reflect the current thinking. 



TABLE 3 

A I D S  PROJECTION FOR U . S .  POPULATION 

FROM COWELL PAPER (INCLUDING 9/17/87 ADDEm~UM # 1) ANO SOA DISKE'rrE 
ASSUMES H I V  INFECTION DECLINES TO 0 IN 1997 

Year of I Number Dying Year by Year after Infection in Year Indlcalcd 

lnfe~ion 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 I 1982 1983 i 1984 t 1985 1986 1987 i 1988 1989 ' 1990 1991 1992 [ 1993 I 1994 1995 1996 , 1997 1998 19~ 20O0 

I I ; ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 ' ' ! 9 '  7 4 1976 0 [ 3 8 14 21 30 39 43 41 38 34; 30 27 24 21 18 16 14 12 10 6 
1977 0 0 2 8 21 38 58 84 108 118 114 104 ~ 94 84, 74 65 57 50 43 37 32 28 24 21 18 
1978 0 0 0 6 25 62 112 173 249 322 352 339 i 311 28~ 249 221 194 170 148 129 111 ~ 96 83, 71 61 
1979 0 0 0 0 14 63 154 280 432 621 803 877 846 775 697 622 550 484 423 369 321 I 278 240 207 178 
1980 0 0 0 0 0 29 133 324 588 907 1.305 1.688, 1.844 1.777 1.628 1 .465 1 . 3 0 6  1.156 1.016 890 775 i 674 583 504 434 

52 236 575 1.044 1.612 2.3191 2.999 3.276 3.157 2 .893  2 . 6 0 3  2.320 2.053 1 . 8 0 6  1 .581  1 . 3 7 8  1 .197  1.036 895 
5.044 4.862 4 . 4 5 5  4,008 3.573 3.162 2.781 , 2.434 2.122 1 .843  1.596 

1981 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 363 886 1.608 2.483 3.571 4.619 
1983 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 508 1.240 2.251 3.475 4.998 
1984 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 149 676 1.649, 2.993 4.621 
1985 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 202 918 2.240 4.067 
1986 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26~ 1.185 2.892 
1987 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1988 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1989 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1990 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1991 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1992 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1993 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1994 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1995 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1996 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1997 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3 0 0 
1998 0 0 0 0 0 0 (J 0 {] 
1999 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 C 
2OO0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C O 13 

Total 0 1 5 22 74 213 I 539 1.215 12.470 4.598 7.951 I2.924 19.925 29.309 

6.464 7.059 6.803 6.234 5.609 5 . 0 0 1  4,425 , 3 .892  3 . 4 0 7  2.969 2.579 
6.646 8 .595 9.387 9.047 8.290 7 . 4 5 9  6.650 5.884 5.176 4.530 3.948 
6.278 9.029 11.677 12.753 12.291 11.263 10.134, 9.034 7 . 9 9 4  7 . 0 3 2  6.154 
5.248 8.102 11.653 15.071 16.459 15.863 14.535, 13.079 11.659 10.317 9.075 

0 0 0 0 12 336 1.52g 3.731 6.772 10.455 15.037 19.447 21.239 20.469 18.756 16.876 15.045 13.313 
0 0 0 0 (3 0 367! 1.67(3 4 .075 7.396 16.422 21.238 i 23.194 22.354 20.483 18.430 16.431 
0 0 0 0 I] 0 0! 370 1 .682 4.103 7.447 11.497 16.536 21.385 23.356 22.510 20.626 18.559 
0 0 0 0 I] 0 0! 0 346 1 . 5 7 3  3.839 6.967 10.756 15.470 20.00~ 21.851 21.060 19.297 
0 0 0 0 (3 0 01 0 0 303 1 . 3 8 0  3.367 6.110 9 .433  13.567 17.547 19.163 [8.469 
0 0 0 0 C 0 01 0 0 0 251 1.142 2.786 5 . 0 5 7  7 .807  11.229 14.522 15.860 
0 0 0 0 ID 0 01 0 0 0 0 196 892 2.t77 3.952 6.10I ' 8.775 11.349 
0 0 0 0 (3 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 143 650 1 . 5 8 6  2 . 8 7 9  4 . 4 4 5  6.393 
0 0 0 0 (3 0 0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 422 1 .030  1 .869  2.886 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 207 506 918 
0 0 0 0 r i o  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Pi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 

5 2.479 4.59~ 7.9.31 111.280 55.807 72.534 90.679 ~ I08.958 125 690 139.286 : 148.640 153.206 152.978 148.418 



TABLE 3--Continued 

{~,-, ) De~,..~ - . w ,  _ _ _  , , + ,  q , + ,  . . . .  j 

where t = calendar year of AIDS death 
i ~ calendar year of infection 

HIVI - total number of new infections in year i 

r s - percent contracling AIDS j years after infection 
qs ~ percent dying from AIDS j years after contracting AIDS. 

Example 
I~athsgl ~s = number of AIDS deaths in 1991 from those who were infected in 1988 

= HIVgg (rl q¢ + r ,  q3 ÷ rsq2 + r4q~) 
= 271,873(0.000 × 0.04916 + 0.003 × 0.10588 + 0.012 x 0.2475 + 0.026 x 0.45) 

4,075 

J I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

r .000(30 .00300 .01200 .0260(3 .04300 .06200 .08600 . lg400 '  .09960 .08466 .07196 .06117 .05199 .04419 .03756 
q .45000 .24750 .10588 .04916 .03687 1.02765 AY2074 .01555 .01167 .00875 .00656 .00492 .00369 .00277 J~¢208 

16 [7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

.03193.02714.02307 .0t961' .0166"; .01417 ~.01204 .01024.00870.00000 
'.00156 .00117.00088.00066'  .0004g .00037 .00028 .0002 .00000 .t'X)0~ 

i , . i  9 9.0. 7 
HW SOt 1.383 4,124[t0.Z~ 2t.~09 38.396 S9A29 s2~7~11~2~149~4ss~9~926]~4s~7~27t~s73~73~764[zs6A~7~4~62qt~s~9~[145~3[~36[68~7v~)33~74 q 0 [ 0 0 



TABLE 4 

C O M P A N Y  P R O J E C T I O N S  FOR E R A  1 A N D  E R A  2 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

~ (5) 
(1) AIDS Male 18-54 Deaths 

Y e a r  L ~  G e n ~ t i o n  Mt~rt. Ra)e I x 2 × 3 x 4 

100,000 
96,000 
92,160 
88,474 
84,935 
81,537 
78,276 
75,145 
72,139 
69,253 
66,483 
63,824 
61,271 

1988 30,000 
1989 28,500 
1990 27,075 
1991 25,721 
1992 24,435 
1993 23,213 
1994 22,053 
1995 20,950 
1996 19,903 
1997 18,907 
1998 17,962 
1999 17,064 
2000 16,211 

0.40% 
0.42 
0.44 
0.46 
0.48 
0.50 
0.51 
0.52 
0.53 
0.54 
0.55 
0.56 

Era I - -  Business SoN Prior Io 111/84 

1 .00  0.00032 1"3 
1 .00  0.00046 19 
1 .00  0.00064 26 
1 .00  0.00086 35 
1 .00  0.00110 45 
1.00 0.00137 56 
1 .00  0.(}0163 65 
1.00 0.00186 73 
1.00 0.00204 78 
1 .00  0.00215 80 
1 .00  0.00220 80 
1 .00  0.00217 78 

0.57 1 .00  0.00209 73 
Era --  Business Sold flora I / l ~ 4  to lh'31/~7 

0.40% 1 .25  0.00032 5 
1 .25  0.00046 7 
1 .25  0.00064 10 
1 .25  0.00086 13 
1 .25  0.00110 16 
1 .25  0.00137 20 
1 .25  0.00163 23 
1 .25  0.00186 25 
1 .25  0.00204 27 
1 .25  0.00215 27 
1 .25  0.00220 27 
1 .25  0.00217 26 
1 .25  0.00209 24 

0.42 
0.44 
0.46 
0.48 
0.50 
0.51 
0.52 
0.53 
0.54 
0.55 
0.56 
0.57 

$5o,ooo 
52,500 
55,000 
57,500 
60,000 
62,500 
65,000 
67,500 
70,000 
72,500 
75,000 
77,500 
80,000 

$60,000" 
62,500 
65,000 
67,500 
70,000 
72,500 
75,000 
77,500 
80,000 
82,500 
85,000 
87,500 
90,000 

(7) 
AIDS 
Claims 

5×6 

$650,000 
997,500 

1,430,000 
2,012,500 
2,700,000 
3,500,000 
4,225,000 
4,927,500 
5,460,000 
5,800,000 
6,000,000 
6,045,000 
5,840,000 

$31)0,000 
437,500 
650,000 
877,500 

1,120,00O 
1,450,000 
1,725,000 
1,937,500 
2,160,000 
2,227,500 
2,295,000 
2,275,000 
2, t 60,000 

998 



TABLE 5 

COMPANY PROJECTIONS FOR ERA 3 UNTESTED 
DETAILED EXAMPLE OF 1988 AND 1989 SALES 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

Similar 

(5) 
(2) AIDS 

Year L i v e ~ e  ccti~l Mort. Ralc I x 2 x 3 x 4 

1988 7,500 
1989 6,975 
1990 6,487 
1991 6,033 
1992 5,610 
1993 5,218 
1994 4,852 
1995 4,513 
1996 4,197 
1997 3,903 
1998 3,630 
1999 3,376 
2000 3,139 

0 
7,875 
7,324 
6,811 
6,334 
5,891 
5,479 
5,095 
4,738 
4,407 
4,098 
3,811 
3,545 

out ~uts for new 

Era 3 --  New Business Sold ~t& vt 1988 --  Untested 

0.40% 2.00 0.00032 2 $50,000 
0.42 2.00 0.00046 3 52,500 
0.44 2.00 0.00064 4 55,000 
0.46 2.00 0.00086 5 57,500 
0.48 2.00 0.09110 6 60,090 
0.50 2.00 0.00137 7 62,500 
0.51 2.00 0.00163 8 65,000 
0.52 2.00 0.00186 9 67,500 
0.53 2.00 0.00204 9 70,000 
0.54 2.00 0.00215 9 72,500 
0.55 2.00 0.00220 9 75,000 
0.56 2.00 0.00217 8 77,500 
0.57 2.00 0.00209 7 80,000 

~ a  3 - -  New Business Sold On~ m 1989 -- Uate~ed 

0 0 0.00032 0 ' '  0 
0.40 2.00 0.00046 3 $50,000 
0.42 2.00 0.00064 4 52,500 
0.44 2.00 0.00086 5 55,000 
0.46 2.00 0.09110 6 57,500 
0.48 2.00 0.00137 8 60,000 
0.50 2.00 0.00163 9 62,500 
0.51 2.00 0.09186 10 65,000 
0.52 2.00 0.00204 10 67,500 
0.53 2.00 0.00215 10 70,090 
0.54 2.00 0.00220 10 72,500 
0.55 2.00 0.00217 9 75,090 
0.56 2.00 0.00209 8 77,500 

business sold in 1990-2000. 

(7) 
AIDS 
Claims 
5)¢6 

$100,090 
157,500 
220,000 
287,500 
360,000 
437,500 
520,090 
607,500 
630,090 
652,500 
675,090 
620,090 
560,000 

0 
$150,009 

210,000 
275,000 
345,000 
480,000 
562,509 
650,090 
675,000 
709,009 
725,090 
675,090 
620,090 

TABLE 6 

S U M M A R Y  OF C O M P A N Y  P R O J E C T I O N S  FOR E R A  3 U N T E S T E D  

.Year . ] Male 18-54 Lives [ AIDS Deaths [ AIDS Claims 

New Business Sold after 12/31/87 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
200O 

7,500 
14,850 
22,079 
29,216 
36,287 
43,319 
50,337 
57,367 
64,432 
71,557 
78,765 
86,079 
93,522 

2 
6 

12 
22 
34 
52 
73 

109 
120 
143 
164 
175 
185 

$ 100,090 
307,500 
630,000 

1,177,500 
1,857,500 
2,897,500 
4,142,500 
5,770,090 
7,027,509 
8,502,500 
9,895,000 

10,690,090 
11,427,500 



TABLE 7 

C O M P A N Y  PROJECTIONS FOR E R A  3 T E S T E D  

D~TAILED EXAMPLE OF 1988 AND 1989 SALES 

Male 18-54 

Year Lives 

1988 2,500 
1989 2,325 
1990 2,162 
1991 2,011 
1992 1,870 
1993 1,739 
1994 1,617 
1995 1,504 
1996 1,399 
1997 1,301 
1998 1,210 
1999 1,125 
2000 1,046 

1988 0 
1989 2,625 
1990 2,441 
1991 2,270 
1992 2,111 
1993 1,964 
1994 1,826 
1995 1,698 
1996 1,579 
1997 1,469 
1998 1,366 
1999 1,270 
2000 1,182 

Similar ouVmtsfor new 

Gen. Pop AIDS 

~ t e  l x 2 x 3 x 4  Benefit 5 × 6  

Era 3 -- New Business SoLd O.ly i. 1988 -- Tested 

0.40% 1 .25  0.00000 0 200.0001 
0.42 1.25 
0.44 1.25 
0.46 1.25 
0.48 1.25 
0.50 1.25 
0.51 1.25 
O.52 1.25 
0.53 1.25 
0.54 1.25 
0.55 1.25 
0.56 1.25 
0.57 1.25 

0.00001 0 
0.00003 0 
0.00009 0 
0.00020 0 
0.00037 0 
0.00059 1 
0.00086 1 
0.00113 1 
0.00135 1 
0.00149 1 
0.00155 1 
0.00155 1 

210dRR) 
220.000 
230.000 
240.000 
250.000 
260.000 
270_0~1 
280.000 
290.000 
3(~.(RRI 
3 1 0 . ~  
320.000 

Era 3 -- New B.siness Sold O.,sly in 1989 -- Tesled 

0 0 0.00000 
0.40% 1.25 
0.42 1.25 
0.44 1.25 
0.46 1.25 
0.48 1.25 
0.50 1.25 
0.51 1.25 
0.52 1.25 
0.53 1.25 
0.54 1.25 
0.55 1.25 

0.00000 
0.00001 
0.00003 
0.00009 
0.00019 
0.00035 
0.00055 
0.00079 
0.00102 
0.00119 
0.00129 
0.00132 0.56 1.25 

business sold in 1990-2000. 

$200.000 
210.0()0 
220.000 
230.000 
240.000 
250.1)00 
260.000 
271)_1)1R) 
280.000 
290.000 
3(10_(100 
31U.(IOIJ 
320.000 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

$260,000 
270,000 
280,000 
290,000 
300,000 
310,000 
320,000 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

$270,000 
280,000 
290,000 
300,000 
310,000 
320,000 

1000 



TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OF COMPANY PROJECTIONS FOR ERA 3 TESTED 
I I l 

Y .... { Male I8-54 Lives { AIDS Deaths / AIDS Claims 

New Business Sold after 12-31-87 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

2,500 
4,950 
7,360 
9,739 

12,096 
14,440 
16,779 
19,122 
21,477 
23,852 
26,255 
28,693 
31,174 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

$ 260,000 
540,000 
840,000 
870,000 

1,200,000 
1,550,000 
1,600,000 

TABLE 9 

SUMMARY OF AIDS PROJECTION MODEL 

AIDS Deaths AIDS Claims (Mils) 

Era 3 ETa 3 
1 

Year Era 1 Era 2 Untested Tested Total Era 1 Era 2 Untested Tested 

1988 13 5 2 0 20 $ 0.6 $ 0.3 $ 0.1 0 
1989 19 7 6 0 32 1.0 0.4 0.3 0 
1990 26 10 12 0 48 1.4 0.6 0.6 0 
1991 35 13 22 0 70 2.0 0.9 1.2 0 
1992 45 16 34 0 95 2.7 1 I 1.9 0 
1993 56 20 52 0 128 3.5 1.4 2.9 0 
1994 65 23 73 1 162 4.2 1.7 4.1 $0.3 
1995 73 25 100 2 200 4.9 1.9 5.8 0.5 
1996 78 27 120 3 228 5.5 2.2 7.0 0.8 
1997 80 27 143 3 253 5.8 2.2 8.5 0.9 
1998 80 27 164 4 275 6.0 2.3 9.9 1.2 
1999 78 26 175 5 284 6.0 2.3 10.7 1.5 

5 287 5.8 2.2 11.4 1.6 2000 73 24 185 l 

Fotal 721 250 1,0881 23 2,082 $49.6 $19.6 $64.4 $6.9 

Total 
$ 1.0 

1.7 
2.7 
4.1 
5.7 
7.8 

10.4 
13.2 
15.5 
17.4 
19.4 
20.6 
21.0 

$140.5 

1 0 0 1  
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HYPOTHETICAL LIFE MODEL EXAMPLE 3 

This model has been developed for the purpose of estimating future in- 
dividual life insurance AIDS claims by using assumptions that reproduce 
known and projected population data from the CDC and other acknowledged 
experts. To the extent that the model tracks known and authoritative pro- 
jected data, some degree of credibility can be assumed. However, there is 
much that is still unknown about AIDS, and there are many variables that 
can affect projected results. 

The model can be used to test a variety of assumptions to determine the 
effect that different scenarios have on claims and at what point in the future 
the maximum effect may occur. This will permit planning to mitigate this 
effect. 

The hypothetical examples attached give AIDS claims projections for two 
risk groups that are of primary concern to life insurance companies: 

1. Homosexual and bisexual males, which constitute most of our exposure to AIDS 
currently, and 

2. Heterosexual males and females, which present a future problem if there is a signif- 
icant spread of the AIDS virus in the heterosexual population. 

A description of these and other risk groups is given in Table 10. The 
assumptions used in making the homo-bisexual and heterosexual projections 
and the basis for those assumptions are given in Tables 11 and 12. 



TABLE 10 

DESCRIPTION OF AIDS RISK Ggoups IN POPULATION AND INSURANCE PROIEOHONS 

The percentage distribution of AIDS victims according to November 16, 1987 CDC data is as 
follows (excludes undetermined): 

V drug user 
Iomosexual/bisexual 67 
Ieterosexual 

Infected Overseas 1.5 
Infected in U.S. 0.5 

7ontaminated Blood 2 

Males Females Children 

21% 4% 

0.5 
1.5 
1 1 

Two projections have been made to estimate future AIDS claims from the groups that are sig- 
nificant to individual life insurance experience: homo-bisexual males, which represents the current 
problem, and heterosexual males and females, which represent a possible future problem. 

IV drug users, which constitute a significant proportion of AIDS victims, are not included in 
the insurance projections because we feel that only an insignificant proportion of such risks are 
insured. For the same reason, heterosexual males who were infected with the AIDS virus in Africa 
or Haiti are excluded. 

Persons who become infected with contaminated blood (including children) are also not directly 
included in the projections, but expected claims from this group are added to the results to approx- 
imate such persons in the insurance population that will dic from AIDS. This amount should not 
be large because very few additional persons should become infected now that blood donors are 
being checked for exposure to the AIDS virus. Nevertheless, we have added a constant 5 percent 
to the homo-bisexual projection. 
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TABLE 11 

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS FOR PROJECTIONS OF HOMO-BISEXUAL AND 
HETEROSEXUAL CLAIMS IN HYPOTHETICAL LIFE MODEL--EXAMPLE 3 

(See Table 12 for Explanation of Assumptions) 

Population 
1. % AIDS susceptible 
2. % AIDS susceptible 

infected by 1996 
2A. % AIDS susceptible who 

tested negative at issue 
infected by 1996 

3. % Infected getting AIDS 
within 20 years 

4. % With AIDS dying 
Within 1 year 
Within 2 years 
Within 3 years 

Company -- AIDS 
5. % AIDS susceptible assuming 

no antiselection 
6. Annual termination rate 

among AIDS susceptible 
(excluding AIDS deaths) 

7. Antiselection factor 
among AIDS susceptible 

8. Testing factor 
1/1/87 to 7/1/87 
7/1/87 and later 

Company --  General 
9. In force 1/1/87 

Total 

Homo-bisexual Males Heterc, sexua[ Males and Females 
Ages 20-59 Ages 20-59 

6% 
59.5% 

16.7% 

90.6% 

45.0% 
69.8% 
80.3% 

2.4% 

0% 

1.5X 

30% 
50% 

$100 billion 
Ages 20-59 

10. New issues 
1987 
Ages 20-59 
Annual increase 

11. Annual death rate 
1987-1990 IF 
1991-1995 IF 
I996-2000 IF 

12. Annual termination rate 
In force 
New issues 

$65 billion (M) 

$10 billion 
$6.5 billion (M) 

5% 

3.0% 
2.9% 
2.8% 

7.5% 
7.5% 

10% 
25% 

4.8% 

90.6f/~ 

45.0% 
69.8% 
80.3% 

2% 

0% 

1.5X 

30% 
50% 

$100 billion 
$85 billion (M&F) 

$10 billion 
$8.5 billion (M&F) 

5% 

3.0% 
2.9% 
2.8% 

7.5% 
7.5% 
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TABLE 12 

BASTS FOR ASSUMPTIONS IN PROJECTION OF CLAIMS 
FOR HYPOTHETICAL LIFE MODEL --  EXAMPLE 3 

Homo-Bisexual 
1. U.S. AIDS-Susceptible Population. We have assumed that 6% of males, ages 20--59, are 

AIDS susceptible because of homosexual activity (80%) or IV drug use (20%). 
2. U.S. Population Infected. Line 5 of Table 13 is from Cowell paper, Appendix 2. Assumes 

no new infections after 1996. 
3. % Getting AIDS after Infection. Derived from Cowell data. 
4. % Dying after Getting AIDS. From Cowell paper. 
5. AIDS-Susceptible Insurance Population. It is reasonable to assume that there is a lower 

percentage of AIDS-susceptible risks among insureds than in the general population bccause 
of a lesser desire or need for insurance. We have assumed that IV drug users (20%) are not 
included in the insurance population and that the pre-A1DS proportion of homo-bisexuals is 
one-half of that in the general population (one-half of 80% = 40%). 

6. Antiselection Termination Factor. It is reasonablc to assume that AIDS-susccptible insureds 
will have a low lapse rate. Therefore, we have assumed no terminations other than AIDS 
deaths on the assumption that increases through paid-up additions and option excrcises will 
offset terminations and non-AIDS deaths. 

7. Antiselection at Issue Factor. It is expected that AIDS-susceptible risks will have a greater 
incentive to buy than heretofore. We have assumed that this mcentive will increase by 50% 
the percentage of AIDS-susceptible applicants. 

8. Testing Factor. This is the proportion by amount for which HIV testin~ is performed. This 
protective factor does not account for those jurisdictions where HIV testing is not permitted. 

9. In Force. Assumes $100,000,000 in force 1/1/87 with 65% on males ages 20--59. 
10. New Issues. Assumes $10,000,000 new issues in 1987, increasing 10% per year, with 65% 

on males ages 20--59. 
11. Annual Death Rate. This is total death rate (excluding AIDS deaths) projected for some 

mortality improvement (can be obtained from annual statement data). 
12. Annual Termination Rate. This is a total termination rate (excluding AIDS deaths) and is 

assumed to remain constant (can be obtained from annual statement data). 

Heterosexual 
1. AIDS-susceptible heterosexuals include (1) persons who have regular activity with a single 

infected partner and (2) persons who have heterosexual activity with a variety of partners, 
thus having a possiblity of exposure to one or more infected partners. We estimate that such 
persons (i.e., AIDS susceptible) may constitute 10% of the heterosexual population, ages 20- 
59. 

2. Because the transmission of the AIDS virus is less likely in vaginal sex than anal sex, the 
spread of infection is assumed to be at a lower rate for heterosexuals than for homo-bisexuals, 
reaching 25% of AIDS susceptibles by 2000. Assumes that new infections continue after 1996. 

5. The pre-AIDS proportion of AIDS-susceptible heterosexuals among insureds is estimated at 
only 20% of that in the general population (as compared to 40% for AIDS susceptible homo- 
bisexuals). The proportion is lower than for homo-bisexuals because a high proportion of 
AIDS-susceptible heterosexuals arc partners of IV drug users and thus have a lifestyle inconsistent 
with the purchase of insurance. 

9-10. New issues and in force are 85% of total for males and females ages 20-59, as compared 
to 65% for males ages 20-59 in thc homo-bisexual projection. 

Assumption 3-4, 6--8 and 11-12 arc the same as those in the homo-bisexual projection. 
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Although data are still limited and immature, the assumptions used in 
the homo-bisexual population projection are reasonable. However, for the 
heterosexual projection, data are virtually nonexistent, and the projection is 
extremely hypothetical. To the present, only 2 percent of AIDS victims have 
been heterosexual non-IV drug users infected within the U.S., and this per- 
centage has not grown. Nevertheless, it is expected that this percentage will 
increase as the rate of AIDS infection among homo-bisexuals and IV drug 
users decreases. The progression in the heterosexual population is slow be- 
cause very few heterosexuals are currently infected and a promiscuous het- 
erosexual encounter has a low probability of AIDS infection. The assumptions 
used in the heterosexual projection illustrate a scenario in which the spread 
to the heterosexual population begins to have a major impact in the late 
1990s. 

This model has been developed on a PC using a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. 
The examples are not subdivided by age or by other risk characteristics, 
which would produce greater refinement. However, such subdivisions can 
be readily made. Of course, changes in both the population and company 
assumptions currently used can also be readily made. 

The company assumptions are hypothetical and are not necessarily rep- 
resentative of any company's experience. Therefore, the results are illustra- 
tive and not predictive. In using this type of model, the company actuary 
should select assumptions that will produce results that reproduce actual 
claims experience. There are also refinements that could be made to improve 
the accuracy of the projections. However, given the questionable nature of 
many of the assumptions, the emphasis in this illustration has been on sim- 
plicity of presentation in lieu of refinement. 

In Tables 13 and 14, the model projects the number of AIDS-suscep- 
tibles in the population that become infected. In this projection, the numbers 
infected have been set to equal those in the Cowell model. In Tables 15 and 
16, rates of conversion (i.e., rate of getting AIDS after infection) are applied 
to obtain the number of AIDS cases in each calendar year. 



TABLE 13 

ESTIMATE OF A I D S - S u s c E P T I B L E  HOMOSEXUAL-BIsEXUAL AND IV DRU(} USER MALES IN GENERAL POPULA'11(}N BECOMIN(i INI:ECTI21) WII'H ]]t1: A I D S  V I m , S  

(Numbers in Thousands) 

; 19ill 1982 1983 1984 [985 198~a 1987 i (gF.N (989 

1: AIDS-S.sccplible | 
= h.11% ~f Males Ages 20-59 I 

I 
I [ IS,  Oi~pulmi~m (illalCS 211-59) I fi1),731 61.339 [ 61,918 62,484 fi3,1)47 63.614 64,1971 64,765 65,348 
2 ,%ll)S-~psccptibtc (I1.06 × line I) I 3,644 L 6 8 0  3,715 3 3 4 9  3,783 ].817 3,85 I 3,886 3.921 

%ssumptiml 9 hflcctcd PopllHlion'r I , . . . . .  i 

Inc~enscs :is hldicmcd tt1595% in 1996 ] I 
15,~ ~lddilit~l~ill in~ccli~ms uBc~ Itjq61 [ 

I i 
<,- ~t AIDS-~.sccpliblc populaeion I 2 1 %  3.7e4 5.qed, 8 .7C~ 12.6% I7 .6~ 23.9% I 3(L6';~ , 37.4.% 
m fooled 

1 %  Intcctcd inl ~.'c~lr i 2 .19  1.6% 2.g% 2.8~ 3.9% 5 . ( 1 %  6.3(4 6.7% 6.8G 
i 

5 A1Dg-s. ' , :ccptiblc populali t lr  76 135 218 328 478 671 920 I 1,191 1,465 
infected li.c 2 × lirlc 3 (frlln" I 

('owcli paper) 
6, Number bccnming infccled in 40 59 83 I10 150 193 249 I 271 274 

yc~lr ~197g = 4, ~97q = ~0, i 

I q g o  ~ 22)  

19~$I [ 1991 1992 1093 V/94 I I995 1906 

! 65,O36 
3,956 

' 43.5% 

6.1~ 

i,721 

256 

V/94 ] H)97 

66,529 67,128 67.732 68.342 ¢~N>~57 (¢;,577 7IL21E 
3.992 4.028 43}6,1 4, t37 4.175 4.2H 

48.8"~ 52.90, 56.0% 2. I r'~ 1.2'.~ 
58A(~ 59 V; 5{;5% 

5.3% d. 1'7~ 3. V:) (t.3c> 
1.946 2.132 2.277 2.383 2.452 2.485 

225 186 ' I45 I 106 I 69 33 

~qgk Iqqq ~()l~( I 

7fh2f~3 7(1,8~,5 71.',17~ 72,11~ 
4,212 4,250 ,-I,28X 4,32 "~ 

59.1F, i 585G 5 7 0 0  57.4G 

[I,[1('r I}.llc>~ {L(](~ (I.Ofr 

2,485 2,4X5 2,485 2,485 

(I 11 ~I I) 
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ESTIMATE OF AIDs-SusCEPTIBLE H .  T E R O S E X U A L  N O N - / V  DRUG USER MALFS ANt) FEMALES AGES 2 0  5 9  

I~ GENERAt.  POPULAT~Ot~ BECOMING INFECTED WITH f f tE  A I D S  V i r u s  ( N u m b e r s  in T h o u s a n d s )  

1981 

kssumptmn I: AIDS-SusccpUblc 
- t0% o l  Males amt Females, 211-59 

t U.S. populalion 123,533 
Imalcs and {cmulcs, 211-591 

! AIDg-susccplihlc (.10 x line I) 12,353 

%~sump l ion  2: Int¢c/ed P~lpll l~lt iolr 

ncrca~c:~ as Indicated to 59 .5% in 199( 
ml additional mfcciilms after 199b) 

'~i ot AIDS-stiscep,blc poputalior (I.(/35% 
ir~fct:led 

I. '~; Infected in year 1].035% 
i. A |DS-susccp t ib l c  pnpuhltu~r 4 

infcclc¢l l i l tc 2 .~ Im¢ 3 (fron~ 

Ctweel l  paper) 
i. Nmnber )~c~llmng ,llcctcO m 4 

yea, (1980 and prmr ~ 0) 

1982 19~3 

124,7(19 125,947 

12,477 12.5{~5 

0,05(1% (I.(17(15; 

¢1.(115% 0.(12 r,: 
6 9 

2 3 

J984 1985 

127.11914 128.24~ 

12,7tii 12.824 

(1. I(1% II 149k 

{L { [ t  °/r 11.(Melt 

191'16 19~7 1988 1989 19911 I~lgl 1 9 9 2 ,  1993 , 1994 

129,3014 130,56] t31,738 132,923 134,1211 135,327 136,545 ~ 137,774] 13%1114 

12.94(I 13.05(' 13.174 13.292 13.412 t3.533 13.654 13.777i 13.q01 

] I 

I 
I ! 

(L2(i9;- 0.28% (I.4(Ir;; " 0.56% 0.80% 1.10a; 1.5(1~:~ 2.2061 ! 3.m5; 

0.11(19~ 11.{18(4 ILI2rX (I, I(1£~; 1t.24% fl.3o/r 11.4q" I) 7% I riO", 
26 3"7 53 74 I117 149 2115 3113, 431 

19~)5 1996 

4a.2~5 141.523 

14.026 1,1,15~ 

1 , 4 ( I t ~  (I, i  (15~ 

13% I.i % 

tH7 g77 

8 11 16 

/997 I t ) l )8  

142,8{11 44,086 

1 4 , 2 g l }  14 ,4(1{1  

8 8(le'e :2 5(K;~ 

2( ,% ] 7% 

1.257 I ,al)J 

1990 218~1 

' 45,%83 [4fi,filJl 

14.538 14,6fig 

7.611% 25 (gV, 

I 

128 I~fi 260 379 5,441 75~ 
I 

22 33 42 56 9141 I, 1 I)9 



TABLE 15 

NUMBER OF HOMOSEXUAL-BISEXUAL AND IV DRUG USER MALES IN GENERAL POPULATION 
GET'rtNG AIDS YEAR BY YEAg At'tEa INFECTION Ir¢ YEAR INDICATED (Numbers in Thousands) 

Assumption 3 , I I 

Getting I 4 
AIDS I 
after Infected 

Ycarl lnf¢ctcd I in Year I 1978 1979 , 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988  1989 1990 1991 1992 1 9 9 3  1 9 9 4  1995 1996 i 1997 1998 i 1999 2000 

1 I i i 0.0% 1978 0 12 48 104 172 248 344 416 40G 336 288 244 208 180 148 12~ 108 92 80~ 68 56 i 48 40 
21~ 0.3% 1979 0 30 120 260 430 620 86C 1,04~ 1,000 840 72C 610 520 450 374 320 270 23O i 20~ 17~ 14£ 120 
3 I 1.2% 1980 0 66 264 572 946 ! 1,3M 1,892 2,288 2,200 1,84~ 1,584 1,342 1,144 99( 814 704 594 506 44l) 374 308 
4 2.6% 1981 0 120 480 1,040 1,72C 2,48~ 3,440 4,160 4,00C 3,360 2,880 2,440 2,08C 1 ,800 1,481] 1,280~ 1,08C 920 i 80( 680 
5 i 4.3% 1982 0 177 708 1,534 2,537 3,658 5,074 6,136 5,900 4,956: 4,248 3,59~ 3,068 2.655 2.1831 1,888 1,5931 1.35; 1,180 
6 l 6.2% 1983 0 249 99~ 2,158 3,569 5,146 7,138 8,632 8,300 6,972 5,976 5,063 4,316 3,735 i 3 , 0 7 1  2.656 2,241 1,909 
7 i 8.6% 1984 i 0 3313 1,321] 2,860 4,730 6,821] 9.460 11,440 11,000 9.24C 7,920 6,710 5,720 i 4,9513 4070 3 , 5 2 6  2,970 
8 i 10.4% 1985 i 0 451] 1,81103,900 6,451] 9,30012,900115,60015,00C 12,60010,800 9,1501 7 , 8 0 ~  6,75q 5 , 5 5 £  4,800 
9 110.0'~ 1986 0 5792,316 5,018 8 ,29911 ,96616 ,59820 ,07219 ,30016 ,21213 ,896  i 11,773 10,036 8,685 7,141 

10; 8.4% 1987 0 747 2,988 6,474 I0,707 i 15,43821,41425,89624,90020,9161 17,928 15,1891 12,9,18 11,205 
11 i 7.2% 1988 0 813 3,252 7,046 i 11,65316,80223,30628,18427,1001 22,764 19,51~ 16,531 14,092 
1 2 1 6 . 1 %  1989 1] 822 3,28817,12411,78216,98823,56428,496~ 27,40~ 23,016 19,728 16,714 
1 3 5 . 2 %  1990 0 768[ 3,072 6,656 ]1,00815,87222,016i 26,624 25,600 21,504 18,432 
14 i 4.5% 1991 0i 675 2,70( 5,850 9,67513,950J 19,35£ 23,400 22.50( 18,900 
15 I 3.7% 1992 0 558 2,232 4,836 7,998 11,532 15,996 19 ,M4 18,600 
16 3.2% 1993 C 435 1,740 3,770~ 6,2.35 8,990 12,47C 15,080 
17 2.7% 1994 , 0 318 1,2721 2 , 7 5 6  4,558~ 6 , 5 7 2  9,116 
18 i 2.3% 1995 0 207: 828 1,794~ 2 . 9 6 7  4,278 

i 

19 2.0% 1996 99 394 858 1,419 
20 ~ t.7% 1997 , 0 ~ 0 0 

2321 I 1.0%1"4% 20001998 0 0 0 22 1.2% 1999 0 0 

' 3 , 9 0 7  722C 122"/7 29,401 42,175 57,901 76,293 i 96,562 117,367136,708 152,328 162,592 166,852 165,14 158,137 146984 94.2% I. Total 0 12 I 78 290 816 1,907 , , 19,530 ' , , , 

2. Cumulative , 0 12 [ 90 3801 ,1963 ,1037 ,010  i 14,23£ 26,50746,03775,438117,613175,514251,8071348,369465,7361602,444754,772917,36. ~ 1,084,2171,249,3531,407,496'1,554,480 
3. CDC Data I 337 1,3374,1199,69715,94829,00355,00088,000133,00~ [91,000265,000 i 
4. Ratio of lin¢ 2 to -- -- I -- 113% 89% 75% , 72% 89% 91% 84% 86% 88% 92% 95% I 

line 3 I i I I [ 
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NUMBER OF NoN-IV DRUG USER MALES AND FEMALES AGES 20-59 FN GENERAL POPUI.ATION 

GETTING A I D S  YEAR lSV YEAR AFTER INFECTION IN Yl-AR IND~C:,VrEt) ( N u m b e r s  in T h o u s a n d s )  

17e Gel l ing ] I 

! AIDS 1978 ~ 1979 1980i 1981 
: after Infected I I 

Year I Infected in Year , 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 I 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 ] 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

1 0.0% 1978 0 O 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 ! 0.3% 1979 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D I 0 0 0 

3 ~ 1.2% 1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 , 2.6% 198l 0 13 52 l l2  186 268 372~ 450 432 363 311 264 225 195 160 138 117 99 86 74 
5 [ 4.3% 1982 ' 0 6 23 50 82 119~ 165 199 191 16l 138 117 1001 86 71 61 52 4-1 38 
6 ] 6.2% 1983 0 8 31 67 I l l  160 222 268 258 217 186 157 i 134 116 95 82 70 59 
7 ~ 8.6% 1984 0 i2 47 I0 l 167 241 335 405 389 327 280, 238 202 175 144 125 105 
8 I 10.4% 1985 0 16 63 ~ 136 226 325 451 545 524 44t 378 320 273 236 194 168 
9 10.0% 1986 0 24 ~ 95 206 341 491 6821 824 793 666 571 483 412 357 293 

10 ' 8.4% 1987 0 I 32 128 278 459 662' 918 1,1II 1,068 897 769 651 555 481 
11 I 7.2% 1988 0 48 194 420 694 1,00I 1,388 1,678 1,614 1,356 1,162 984 839 
12 ! 6.1% 1989 0 65 261 565 ! 935 1,348 1,870 2,261 2,174 1,826 1,565 1,326 
13 ! 5.2% 1990 0 99 394 854 1,413 2,037 2,826 3,417 3,286 2,760 2,366 
14 I 4.5% 1991 0 125 499 1,081 1,787 2,577 3,574 4,323 4,t56 3,491 
15 t 3.7% 1992 0 I 168 671 1,455 2,406 3,469 4,812 5,820 5,596 
16 3.2% 1993 0 295 1,179 2,555 4,226 6,094 8,453 10,222 
17 [ 2.7% 1994 0 384 1,534 3,324 5,497 7,926 10,994 
18 ] 2.3% 1995 0 559 2,235 4,842 8,008 11,546 
19 I 2.0% 1996 0 781 3,124 6,768 11,193 
20 I 1.7% 1997 0 1,138 4,550 9,859 

! 
21 ~ 1.4% 1998 0 1,633 6,533 
22 1.2% 1999 0 2,273 / 

! 1.0% 2OO0 0 23 
l, i , ! i 1 , 

, ' 143 ' 278 ' 480 789 ] t 94.2% I. Total 0 0 0 0 13 58 ~ ~1,205q 1,703 2,360 3,315 4,675 I 6,578 9,271 I3,119 18,6,17 26,530 37,780 54,054 77,456 
I 

2. Cumulative 0 0 0 0 13 71 214 492 972 1,761 2,966 4,669 7,029 10,345 15,019! 21,597 30,868 43,987 62,635 89,165 126,945 180,999 258,454 
3. 2% of CDC Data -- -- -- 7 27 82 194 319 580 1,I00 1,760 I 2,660 3,820 5,300 

160% 

(Heterosexual U.S. 
born M & F) I , 

~. Ratio of line 2 to -- 0% 49% 86% 110% 154% 168% ! 169%i 176% 184% 195% 
line 3 I 
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In Tables 17 and 18, the rates of death among those who have AIDS 
are applied to produce AIDS deaths; these deaths are compared to projected 
CDC deaths in the last line. 

In Tables 19 and 20, population death rates for AIDS infected, ages 
20-59, are calculated by taking the ratio of AIDS deaths to AIDS infected. 
These death rates are applied in Tables 21-24 to AIDS-infected insureds to 
determine company AIDS claims. 

Also shown in Tables 19 and 20 (line 3A) are the cumulative death rates 
for persons who tested H I V -  at time of issue but who became infected after 
issue. These are the same rates as in line 3 but starting in 1987 instead of 
1979 (we assume 1979 = 0, 1980 = 1.0 and 1981 = 2.0). That is, they 
are the rates that applied at the start of the epidemic when virtually none of 
the AIDS-susceptibles was infected. 

We assume those who are tested have the same proportions of infected- 
noninfected as those who are not tested. Hence, the death rates in line 3 are 
applicable to those not tested. Those who are tested but test negative will 
have a lesser rate of infection (as indicated in assumption 2A) and after 
infection will have a deferred death rate as indicated in line 3A. 

The infection rates in assumption 2A are cumulative; that is, the rate of 
infection for 1987 applies, of course, only to 1987 issues. The rate for 1988 
applies to 1987 and 1988 issues and has been taken, for simplicity, as the 
average for those two years of issue. The rate for 1989 is the average of the 
rate for 1987, 1988 and 1989 issues, and so on. The rate of infection in 
1997-2000 decreases (but is greater than zero) because although there are 
no new infections after 1996, there are persons who become infected after 
issue but before 1996 who are included among those infected in 1997-2000. 



TABLE 17 

NUMBEa OF HOMOSEXUAL-BIsEXUAL AND IV DRUG USER MALES IN GENERAL POPULATION DYING 'YEAR BY YEAR 

A~ER GETnNG AIDS It4 YEAR INDICATED (Numbers in Thousands) 

Assumption 4 Getting i I I ! 
~, Dying aftel  AIDS I 

Year 1Setting AIDS I in Year i 1981 I 1982 i 1983 i 1984 I 1985 i i986 i 1987 i 1988 i 1989 I 1990 I1 1991 m 1992 i 1993 t 1994 I 1995 I 1996 I 1997 i 1998 

13 0.369% 
14 0.277% 1992 
15 0.208% 1993 
16 0.156% 1994 
17 0.117% 1995 
18 0.088% 1996 
19 0.066% 1997 
20 0.049% 1998 

-- 1999 
99.855% 2000 

1999 2000 

1 ' 4 5 . ~ 0 %  ' [ 

2 24.750% 
3 10.588% 1981 & Prior 17l 94 40 19 14 11 8 £ .4 3 2 2 1 ] 1 1 0 0 0 0 
4 4.916% 1982 367 202 86 40 30 23 1'~ 13 11. 7 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 I ] 
5 3.687% 1983 858 472 202 94 70 531 ~ 3( 22 17 13 9 7 5 4 3 2 2 
6 2.765% 1984 1,758 967 414 192 14~ 10~ 81 61 46 34 26 19 14 11 8 6 5 
7 2.074% 1985 3,249 1,787 764 35. c 26~ 20( 150 112 84 63 47 36 27 20 15 11 
8 1.555% 1986 5,525 3,039 1,30( 604 45' 339 255 191 143 I07 81 60 45  34 26 
9 1.167% 1987 8,789 4,83~ 2,064 96( 720 540 405 304 228 171 128 96 72 54 

10 0.875% 1988 13,23( 7,27"1 3,112 1 ,445  1,084 813 610 457 343 257 193 145 108 
11 0.656% 1989 18,97cJ 10,43E 4 , 4 6 5  2 , 0 7 3  1 , 5 5 5  1,166 875 656 492 369 277 208 
12 0.492% 1990 26,05~ 14,330 6 , 1 3 1  2,846 2,135 1,6.01 1,201 900 676 507 380 

i 
1991 34,332 18,883 8,078 3,75l 2,813 2 , 1 1 0  1,582 1,186 890 668 

1. Total 
2. Cumulative 
3. CDC Data 
¢. Ratio of line 2 to line 3 

43,453 23,899 10,224 4 , 7 4 7  3,560 2,670 2.003 1,502 1,127 
52,815 29,048 12,427 5 , 7 7 0  4,327 3,245 2,434 1,825 

61,519 33,835 14,475 6,721 5,040 3,780 2,835 
68,548 37,701 16,128 7,488 5,616 4,212 

73,167 40 ,242  17,215 7,993 5,995 
75,083 41.296 17,66 8,202 

74,314 40 ,873  I7,485 
i 71,162 39,139 

66,143 
] I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I 

171 461 i 1,100 2,335 4,472 7,860 12,884 19,939 29,3581 41,34" 55,875 72,600 90,739 109,001 125,714 139,291 148,635 153,2001 152,974 148,425 
171 632 11,733 4,068 8,540 16,399 29,284 49,222 78,580!119,9231 175,798 248,398 339,136 448,138 573,852 713,143 861,778 1,014,978.1,167,952 1,316,377 
146 528 I 753 4,582 8,161 16,301 30,000 51,060 81,000!122,000 176,000 i 

117% 120% 99% 89% 105% 101% 98% 97% 97%1 98% 100% 



T A B L E  18 

NUMBER OF NON-IV DRUG USER MALES AND FEMALES AGES 20--59 IN GENERAL POPULATION DYING YEAR BY YEAR 

AFTER GETTING A I D S  1N YEAR INDICATED (Numbers  in Thousands )  

Assumption 4 Getting I I / 
Y~ Dying af~e~ AIDS 

Year ]3erring AIDS in Year 1981 1982 I983 1984 1985 1986 I 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
I 

1 45.000% i 
2 24.350% 1981 & Prior 0 
3 10.588% 1982 
4 4.916% 1983 
5 3.687% 1984 
6 2.765% 1985 
7 2.074% 1986 
8 1.555% 1987 
9 1.167% 1988 

I0 0.875% 1989 
11 0.656% 1990 
12 0.492% 1991 
13 0.369% 1992 
14 0.277% 1993 
15 0.208% 1994 
16 0.156% 1995 
17 0.117% 1996 
18 0.088% 1997 
19 0.066% 1998 
20 0.049% 1999 

2000 
99.855% 

[, Total 
L Cumulative 
t. 2% of CDC Data 

(Heterosexual U.S. born M & F) 
1. Ratio of line 2 to line 3 0~ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 ' 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

26 14 6 3 2 2 I 1 1 
64 35 15 7 5 4 3 2 

125 69 29 14 10 8 6 
216 119 51 24 18 13 

355 195 84 39 29 
542 298 128 59 

766 421 180 
t,062 584 

1,492 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 1 1 0 
4 3 2 2 | 1 

10 7 6 3 2 
22 16 
4,1 33 
8,1 63 

250 116 
821 351 

2~104 1,157 495 230 
2,960 1,628 696 323 

4 2 
12 9 7 5 4 
25 19 14 I1 8 
47 35 26 20 15 
87 65 49 37 28 

163 122 92 69 52 
172 129 97 

243 182 
4,172 2,295 982 456 342 

5,904 3 , 2 4 7  1,389 645 
8,391 4,615 1,974 

II,939 6,566 
17,001 

1998 1999 2000 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 0 
I I 

3 2 
6 4 

11 8 
2I 15 
39 29 
73 55 

136 I02 
256 192 
484 363 
917 688 

2,809 1,304 
9,351 4 ,t'X30 

24,324 13,378 
34,855 

0 6 29 80 167 303 513 809 1,187 1,679 2,367 3 , 3 4 1  4,709 6,639 9 ,382  13,309 t8,915 26 ,916  38 ,431  54,998 
0 6 35 115 282 586 1,099 1,908 3,095 4,774 7 ,141 10)482 15,191 21)829 31,212 44,520 63,436 90 ,352  128,783 183,781 
3 11 35 92 163 326 600 1,020 1,620 2,440 3,520 

0% 55% 100% L 126% 173% 1180% 183% 187% 191% 196% 203q,~ 



T A B L E  19 

E S T I M A T E  O f  I N F E C r E D  P O P U L A T I O N  D E A I ' H  R A T E  D U E  TO A I D S  FOR M A L E S  A G E S  2 0 - 5 9  ( E X C L U D I N G  H E T E R O S E X U A L S )  

1981 t982 

I ."ADS Ucaltls 171 461 
[lille l h~,m "Table 17[ 

2 Li'~k iTltCCtUti L(l(l(F',! 70 135 

tl,tu L fltml ]:1111c tV] 
q [)cld[I talc pcl I tI[kl) Li~c inl¢ctcd 2255  3428 

lilac i *, tmc 2 
Z \  [)C{lt]] 11114 ]+lCr 1.11('1[] l ive iillcctcd -- 

(lilr (hc~mc tv~ l l l l~  iIcg~lh'¢c i l l  

I'?g3 

1,1(10 

217 

5 tl73 

l 1984 t 1985 l IqSb t 1987 1989 i 1989 [qq(I i 1991 

2,335 4 , 4 7 2  7+86() 12,g~,4 19,939 29,35~1 41,343 55,1475 

32fi 474 b63 91)7 1 I,171 I.43(, 1,6~() 1,~9(I 

7.I7I 9.444 11852 [4,2C~4117.020 2(14~9 24 (~14 29562 

- (LDOCI(I IA}U(I 2.(If)fll¢ 3 428 5,( 7] 

/092 I 1993 1994 1995 1996 /997 1 9 ' ) 8 ' 1 9 9 9 1 1 2 0 1 ~ 1  

72.61~0 ] 91L739 11(19,001 125.7t4 139.291 14N.635 153.2[ff) 152.974 148.425 

9 59 I " 86 i 2 274 2 326 2 34~ 2 336 2 ~.32 ' 2 332 2 .337 

.5.~5. ' 4I..(14 ! 4 7  3 .4 . (41 ~ ) . 8 [  ~+. I~ ( . . 7  fi . . . . . . . .  2 

I I , 
7171 9444  [ 1.852 14.2 74 [7.(2 2 ( .44)  24  4 2),5(2 ~5 253 

TABLE 20 

ESTIMATI"  OF I N F E ( q ' I : D  ~ O P U L A T I O N  D E A T H  R A T E S  D U E  TO AIDS FOR H E T E R O S E X U A t .  M A L E S  A N D  F E M A L E S  A G E S  20-59 

I .,kIDS tlcaflls 
]line I fly,Ill hllqu {X] 

2 [.iVL: in~h:ctud (CtqlO'~.) 

[[inc 5 from l ,h lc  I<', I 
Dc:~th r~tc pet I.Ii(1tt hvc irlfcctt:<l 
Line I li~lc 2 

%A [)c~!h late per [J~lO live itlfcclct 

k~t ls%IIC ] 

l(,~bII 1982 I [~83 

(I (~ 29 

4 fi q 

ll,{l(}fl 0.937 "4317 

1985 1986 1987 I988 ' 1989 19911 ' 1991 ' 1(192 ' 1993 ' 1994 ' 1995 ' 1996 ' 1997 ' 1998 1999 

If~7 + 3(13 t 513 ~ 14(19 t 1,t87 1,679 I 2,367 J 3,341 ~ 4,709 J 6,639 # 9,382 J 13.309 J 18,915 ~ 26,91(i Y 38.43I 

18 2fi 36 52 73 10ft 14fi 201 298 424 608 8fi4 1,238 1,774 2.52(I 

94L2  11.85h 14.231 15.597 Ifl+2(18115.899 l f i lSf i  16.58I 15.781 15.646 L5.437 15.-10[ 15282 15+I71 15.249 

-- (LODI) O.(l(l(I 13.0fl~) {1937 3317 6.338 9.412 11.858 14.231 15.597 Ib.208 15.899 16.156 

2(fffff 

54,998 

3.h12 

[5225 

16.581 
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In Tables 21 and 22, AIDS-susceptibles among the 1/1/87 in force are 
estimated. In the homo-bisexual projection, it is estimated that insurance on 
males ages 20-59 constitutes 65 percent of total insurance in force and that 
2.4 percent of this amount is on AIDS-susceptibles (40 percent of the 6.0 
percent in the U.S. population). This 2.4 percent figure is obtained by elim- 
inating IV drug users (1.2 percent) and assuming that the pre-AIDS propor- 
tion of AIDS-susceptible homo-bisexuals is only one-half of that in the 
general population. Rates of infection from Tables 13 and 14 are then applied 
to the AIDS-susceptibles to determine the number infected. Then the death 
rates from line 3 of Tables 19 and 20 are applied. A similar approach is 
used in the heterosexual projection. 

TABLE 21 

ESTIMATE OF COMPANY DEATH CLAIMS CAUSED BY AIDS ON 1986 AND P~IOR ISSUES 
FOR AIDS-SuSCEPTIBLE HOMO-BIsEXUAL MALES AGES 20-59 

(Dollar Amounts in Thousands) 

; (3) 
(I) I Percentage of (5) (6) 

AIDS-Susceptible i (2) AIDS-Susceplible (4) De,lib Rate AIDS De:~th 
(Beginning of Ye;ir); Terminations Infected AIDS Infected per Thtmsand Claims 

Year Prior Year (2)-(61i (Assumption 6) (line 3, Table 13) (t) × (3} (llnc 3, Table 19) (4) × (5) 

1987 1,560,000 
1988 1,554,707 
1989 1,546,594 
1990 1,534,777 
1991 1,518,343 
1992 1,496,462 
1993 1,468,537 
1994 1,434,386 
1995 1,394,429 
1996 1,349,770 
1997 1,302,059 
1998 1,253,191 
1999 1,205,050 
2000 1,159,244 

Assumptions 1 and 5 

1. U.S. AIDS-susceptible 6.0% 

5. Company AIDS-susceptible 2.4% 

23.9% 
30.6% 
37.4% 
43.5% 
48.8% 
52.9% 
56.0% 
58.1% 
59.3% 
59.5% 
59.0% 
58.5% 
57.9% 
57.4% 

Assumption 

372,661 
476,509 
577,875 
667,659 
740,202 
792,135 
822,816 
833,593 
826,399 
803,466 
768,152 
732,728 
698,296 
665,761 

14,204 
17.026 
20.449 
24,614 
29.562 
35.253 
41.504 
47.934 
54.041 
59.381 
63,618 
65.700 
65.597 
63.522 

Assumption 6 
Antiselection 
termination factor 0.0 

$5,293 
8,113 

11,817 
16,434 
21,882 
27,925 
34,150 
39,957 
44,659 
47,711 
48,868 
48,140 
45,8(16 
42,291 

$443,047 

In force for males ages 20-59 is 65% of total in force 
1/1/87 Total in force $100,000,000 
t/l/87 Infected males ages 20-59 $65,000,000 
AIDS-susceptible (see assumption 5) 

0,0240 x $65,000,000 = $1,560,000 
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TABLE 22 

ESTIMATE OF COMPANY DEATH CLAIMS CAUSED BY AIDS ON 1986 AND PRIOR ISSUES 
FOR AIDS-SusCEPTIBLE HETEROSEXUAL MALES AND FEMALES AGES 20-59 

(Dollar Amounts in Thousands) 

(3) 
(1) (2) Percemage of (5) (6) 

AIDS-Susceptible Terminations AIDS-Susceptible (4) De~lth Rate AIDS Death 
(Beginning of Year) (Assumption 6) infected AIDS Infected per Thousand Claims 

Ycar ~ Prior Year (2)-(61 0.0 x (1} (line 3, Table 14) (1) x (3) (line 3, Table 20) (4) x (5) 

1987, 
19881 
19891 
1990, 
1991~ 
19921 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

Assurt 

1,700,000 
1,699,932 
1,699,826 
1,699,672 
1,699,456 
1,699,154 
1,698,731 
1,698,141 
1,697,318 
1,696,165 
1,694,545 
1,692,266 
1,689,057 
1,684,524 

0.3% 
0.4% 
0.6% 
0.8% 
1.1% 
1.5% 
2.2% 
3.1% 
4.4% 
6.2% 
8.8% 

12.5% 
17.6% 
25.0% 

4,760 
6,800 
9,519 

13,597 
18,694 
25,487 
37,372 
52,642 
74,682 

105,162 
149,120 
211,533 
297,274 
421,131 

14.231 
15.597 
16.208 
15.899 
16.156 
16.581 
15.781 
15.646 
15.437 
15.401 
15.282 
15.171 
15.249 
15.225 

~tions 1 and 5 Assumption 9 

68 
106 
154 
216 
302 
423 
590 
824 

1,153 
1,620 
2,279 
3,209 
4,533 
6,412 

$21,888 

1. U.S. AIDS-susceptible 10.0% 

5. Company AIDS-susceptible 2.0% 

Assumption 6 
Antiselection 
terminalion factor 0.0% 

In force for males and females ages 20--59 is 85% of total 
in force 
1/1/87 Total in force $100,000,000 
1/1/87 In force M and F, ages 20-59 $85,000,000 
AIDS-susceptible (see assumption 5) 

$85,000 x 0.02 = $1,700,000 

In Tables 23-26, AIDS-susceptibles among 1987 and later issues are 
estimated. In the homo-bisexual projection, the 2.4 percent estimate of AIDS- 
susceptibles is, in effect, increased by an antiselection factor of 1.5 (to reflect 
the greater incentive of AIDS-susceptibles to obtain insurance) and reduced 
by a testing factor that equals the proportion of new insurance being tested. 
Rates of infection from Tables 13 and 14 are then applied to the AIDS- 
susceptibles who were not tested. For those who were tested, the rates of 
infection from assumption 2A are applied to those who tested negative (those 
testing positive were declined for insurance) and then the death rates from 
line 3A of Tables 16 and 17 are applied. 

In Table 27, company death claims excluding AIDS are obtained by 
applying estimated total company death rates to total in force. The ratios of 
total AIDS claims to total death claims including AIDS claims are then 
obtained as a measure of the incidence and cumulative effect of AIDS claims 
on total company experience. 



TABLE 23 

ESTIMATE OF COMPANY DEATH CLAIMS CAUSED BY AIDS ON 1987 AND LATER ISSUES FOP, AIDS-SuscEPTIBLE HOMO-BISEXUAL MALES AGES 20-59 

(i) 
Total 

I New Issues 
year i during Year 

1987[ 10,000,000 
1988 10,500,000 
1989 11,025,000 
1990 11,576,250 
1991 12,155,063 
1992 12,762,816 
1993 13,400,956 
1994 14,071,1304 
1995 14,774,554 
1996 15,513,282 
1997 16,288,946 
1998 17,103,394 
1999 17,958,563 
2000 18,856,491 

(2) 
AIDS- 

Susceptible 
(1) x 0.65 

x 0.024 
x Assumption 

234,000 
245,700 
258,000 
270,900 
284,400 
298,600 
313,600 
329,300 
345,700 
363,000 
381,200 
400,200 
420,200 
441,200 

Assumptions I and 5 
1. U.S. AIDS-susceptible 
5. Company AIDS-susceptible 

(pre-1/1/87) 

(3) 
AIDS- 

Susceptible 
Not Tested 
(2) x Wz) 

140,000 
122,900 
129,000 
135,500 
142,200 
149,300 
156,800 
164,700 
172,900 
181,500 
190,600 
200,100 
210,100 
220,600 

(4) 
AIDS- 

Susceptible 
Not Tested 
(Beginning 

of Year) 
Prior Year of (7 

0 
140,162 
262,010 
388,515 
519,130 
652,823 
788,548 
925,188 

1,061,821 
1,197,945 
1,333,894 
1,470,854 
1,610,608 
1,755,493 

O) m 
AIDS- (7) 

Sus~ptibl¢ (6) AIDS-Su~eptible 
Exposu~ Terminations (End of Year) 
(4)+(3)/2 0.0 x (5) (4)+(3) - (6) - (10)  

70,200 140,162 
201,612 262,010 
326,510 388,515 
456,265 519,130 
590,230 652,823 
727,473 788,548 
866,948 925,188 

1,007,538 1,061,821 
1,148,271 1,197,945 
1,288,695 1,333,894 
1,429,194 1,470,854 
1,570,904 1,610,608 
1,715,658 1,755,493 
1,865,793 1,908,027 

6.0% 
2.4% 

Assumptions 6--8 
6. Antiselection termination factor 
7. Antiselection at issue factor 
8. Testing factor 

1/1/87-7/1/87 
after 7/1/87 

(s) 
AIDS-Susocptibk 

Infected 
(5) x (line 3, 

Table 13) 

16,770 
61,793 

121 998 
198 484 
287741 
385080 
485 748 
585 530 
680 515 
767 111 
843156 
918491 
994180 

1,071,536 

(9) 
Dealh Rare 

per Thousand 
line 3, Table 19 

14.204 
17.026 
20.449 
24.614 
29.562 
35.253 
41.504 
47.934 
54.041 
59.381 
63.618 
65.700 
65.597 
63.522 

(lO) 
AIDS 

Dealh Claims 
(Not Tested) 

(8) × (9) 
238 

1,052 
2,495 
4,885 
8,506 

13,575 
20,161 
28,067 
36,776 
45,552 
53,640 
60,345 
65,215 
68,066 

408,573 

(11) 
AIDS 

Death Claims 
'Tesled Negative 

at Issue) 
(from Table 25) 

0 
11 
53 

152 
323 
583 
907 

1,277 
1,629 
1,982 
2,396 
2,905 
3,526 
4,277 

20,019 

02) 
Total AIDS 
Death Claims 
(101+(11) 

238 
1,063 
2,548 
5,037 
8,829 

14,158 
21,068 
29,344 
38,404 
47,534 
56,036 
63,250 
68,741 
72,343 

428,593 

0.0 
1.5 

Z 
0.30 
0.50 

Assumption 10 
New issues are $10,000,000 in 1987 
and increase by 5% per year. 
New issues for males 20-59 are 
65% of total new issues. 



TABLE 24 

ESTIMATE OF COMPANY DEATH CLAIMS CAUSED BY AIDS oN 1987 AND LATER ISSUES 
FOR AIDS-SuscEVrmLE HETEROSEXUAL MALES AND FEMALES AGES 20-59 

(Dollar Amounts in Thousands) 

(1) 
?olal 

Nc~e [s~ucs 
during Year 

I2} 
AIDS- 

Susccpfiblc 
New Issues 
(I)×0.85 
× 0,024 

× Assumplmn 7 Yc;I: i i 

1987 10,000,000 
1988 10,500,000 
1989 11,025,000 
1990 11,576,250 
1991 12,155,063 
1992 12,762,816 
1993 t3,400,956 
1994 14,071,004 
1995 14,774,554 
1996 15,513,282 
199716,288,946 
1998 17,103,394 
1999 17,958,563 
2000 18,856,491 

L 
Assumptions 1 and 5 
1. U.S. AIDS-susceptible 
5. Company AIDS-susceptible 

(pre-l/l/87) 

255,000 
267,800 
281,100 
295,200 
310,0t90 
325,500 
341,700 
358,800 
376,800 
395,600 
415,400 
436,100 
457,900 
480,800 

(3) 
A IDS-Suscep~ibl¢ 

Not Tested 
(2)×(1 - Z )  

153,000 
133,900 
140,60tl 
147,600 
155,000 
162,800 
170,900 
179,400 
188,400 
197,800 
207,700 
218,100 
229,000 
240,400 

(4) 
A|DS- 

Susccpl ihlc 
Nol Tested 
(Beginning 

,ff Year) 
Prior Ycur ,ff 17 

0 
152,997 
286,883 
427,451 
574,987 
729,871 
892,469 

1,063,030 
1,241,871 
1,429,363 
1,625,704 
1,831,078 
2,045,499 
2,268,702 

(5) 
AJDS- (71 

Stl~cepfibl¢ t6) A IDS-Su~'eplihle 
Ex~,~urc Tcrminalions End of Year 

ta)+[(3)121 0 .0~(5)  (4)+(31 - 6 1 - 0 0 )  l 
76,500 0 152,997 

219,947 0 286,883 
357,183 0 427,451 
501,25] 0 574,987 
652,487 0 729,871 
811,271 0 892,469 
977,919 0 1,063,030 

1,152,730 0 1,241,871 
1,336,071 0 1,429,363 
1,528,263 0 1,625,704 
1,729,554 0 1,831,078 
1,940,128 0 2,045,499 
2,159,999 0 2,268,702 
2,388,902 0 2,500,009 

Assumptions ")-7 

10% 
20% 

6. Antiselection termination factor 
7. Antiselection at issue factor 

(8) 
AIDS~ 

Suset:ptiblc 
Infected 

(5} × lime 3, 
T~ble 14) 

214 
880 

2,000 
4,010 
7,177 

12,169 
21,514 
35,735 
58,787 
94,752 

152,201 
242,516 
380,160 
597,225 

0.0 
1.5 

('J) 
Dei)Ih R;)Ic 

per Thor)sam) 
(lille 3, Table 21 

14.231 
15.597 
16.208 
15.899 
16.156 
16.581 
15.781 
15.646 
15.437 
15.401 
15.282 
15.171 
15.249 
15.225 

A,~'sum 

AIDS 
Death Claims 
/N~I Tcslcd) 

(8) × (q} 

3 
14 
32 
64 

116 
202 
340 
559 
907 

1,459 
2,326 
3,679 
5,797 
9,093 

24,591 
~tion I0 

I 

AIDS } 
Dealh Claims / 

'Tcsled Nr:g~livt 1 
al k',ue ) | 

lrl)m Table 2 6 |  

0 
0 
0 
2 

13 
45 

130 
287 
589 

1,072 
1,830 
2,909 
4,664 
7,512 

19,052 

t l2)  
ToI~I AIDS 

Dealb Chfin)s 
~ll)) + (11) 

3 
14 
32 
66 

129 
247 
470 
846 

1,496 
2,532 
4,156 
6,588 

10,461 
16,605 
43,644 

8. Testing factor 
1/1/87-7/1/87 
after 7/1t87 

Z 
0.30 
0.50 

New issues arc $111,0(10,000 in 1987 
and increase 5% per year. 
New issues for males and females 
20-59 are 85~ ~)1" total new issues. 



TABLE 25 

AIDS CLAIMS ON THOSE WHO TESTED NFG/,.FIVI2 AT INSIDE FOR AIDS-SusCEPTIt3t_E HOMO-BISt'.:XU/',L MAt.F_S Aor+n 2(t--50 
(Dollar Amounts in "Fht)usands) 

1987 
t988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
J999 
2(~00 

- - - T  
i If) 

\ lDN-NosLuplnbl¢ 
'~ New Issues Tc',tcd 

I (21 (31 
I ~rum | a N c  23 

93,600 
122,800 
129,000 
135,400 
142,200 
149,300 
156,800 
164,600 
172,800 
181,500 
190,600 
200,100 
210,100 
22(1,600 

(2) 
Th(~sc Ir()m ( l )  (3} 

, Iotccrcd iDL+clinc(I} ] h n s c  fronl (1} 
( II • (lilac 3, Nut [tdcctcd 

7 u b k  13) ( t ) - (2) 

71,240 
85,162 
80,800 
76,498 
72,877 
70,270 
68,945 
68,943 
70,391 
73,460 
78,155 
83,104 
88,352 
93,908 

22,360 
37,638 
48,20(I 
58,902 
69,323 
79,030 
87,855 
95,657 

102,409 
108,046 
112,445 
116,996 
121,748 
126,692 

AIDS-Susccpt i lqc  
Beginning ut Year 
Pritlr "fear ot 17} 

,t.;s,mlmu, 2,4 

Infection Subscquent to lssuc 
6.3% 
9.9% 

13.4% 
16. l% 
18.2%, 
19.3% 
19.6% 

1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

rs) 
,kll)S~,glrsceptihlc 

Exposure 
(41 + (3}/2 

35,620 
113,822 
196,792 
275,388 
349,923 
421,173 
490,198 
558,235 
626,625 
696,922 
770,748 
848,982 
931,805 

1,019,409 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

where 1987 = 6.3 [1987 issues] 
1988=(0.5 x 13.0} [1987 issues] 

+(0.5 x 6.7) [1988 issues] 
etc. 

0 
71,240 

156,392 
237,139 
313,485 
386,039 
455,726 
523,764 
591,429 
660,192 
731,670 
807,430 
887,629 
972,455 

19.3% 
18.3% 
16.7% 
15.2% 
13.9% 
12.8% 
11.9% 

(71 
AIDS-Susccpl ib lc  

(~nd ~ff Year 

I4) * I3) - I 6 1 -  ~1o) 

AIDS-Susccpi ih lc  
hlf¢ctcd Ihl[ i l l~ 

Year (5 i  ' 
&ss~lmp~ion 2A 

I)c~rlh Rilrc 
i/cI ["J~lRISaltd 

lin~ 3A,  T~fl~lc 19 

Fc rlnil)a tilll~s 
( '~s,:umplitm 61 

t l .0 × (51 

71,240 
156,392 
237,139 
313,485 
386,039 
455,726 
523,764 
591,429 
660,192 
731,670 
807,430 
887,629 
972,455 

1,062,087 

2,244 
ll,268 
26,370 
44,337 
63,686 
81,286 
96,079 

107,739 
114,672 
116,386 
117,154 
118,008 
119,271 
121,310 

0.000 
1.00O 
2.0(1(/ 
3.428 
5.(173 
7.171 
9.444 

I 1.852 
14.204 
17.026 
20.449 
24.614 
29.562 
35.253 

i l f l i  
, \ l D g  Dc~lh 

( *hllms [ rested 
Ncgilli',,c ~1! [s~,uci 

Is)  ~ ~9 i 

f) 
II 
53 

152 
323 
583 
907 

1,277 
1,629 
1,982 
2,396 
2,905 
3,526 
4~277 

20,019 
Assumption 6 
Antisclection 
tcrminali<m factor {1.0 



TABLE 26 

AIDS CLAIMS ON THOSE W H O  TESTED NEGATIVE AT ISSUE 

(Dollar Amounts in Thousands) 

(H 
AIDS-Susceptible 
New Isstles Tesled 

t2 t -  (3) 
Year ~om Table 24 

1987 102,000 
1988 133,900 
1989 140,500 
1990 147,600 
1991 155,000 
1992 162,700 
1993 t70,800 
1994 179,400 
1995 188,400 
1996 197,800 
1997 207,700 
1998 218,000 
1999 228,900 
2000 240,400 

Asswr~tion 2A 

where 

(21 
Those from (1) 

Infected (Declined I 
(1) × (line 3, 

Table 14} 

286 
536 
787 

1,181 
1,705 
2,441 
3,758 
5,561 
8,290 

12,264 
18,278 
27,250 
40,286 
60,100 

(3) 
Those from (1) 

Not I nfecled 
(11-(21 

(4) 
A I DS -Sl~r-,ce p~ible 
Beginning of Year 
Prior Year of (7) 

(5) 
A IDS-SllsccptJble 

Exposure 
t4) +(3)/2 

101,714 
133,364 
139,713 
146,419 
153,295 
160,260 
167,042 
173,839 
180,110 
185,536 
189,422 
190,750 
188,614 
180,300 

0 
101,714 
235,079 
374,792 
521,209 
674,491 
834,706 

1,001,618 
1,175,170 
1,354,692 
1,539,156 
1,726,748 
1,914,589 
2,098,539 

50,857 
168,397 
304,935 
448,002 
597,857 
754,621 
918,227 

1,088,537 
1,265,225 
1,447,460 
1,633,867 
1,822,123 
2,008,896 
2,188,689 

(6) 
Terminations 

0.0 × (5) 

(7) 
AIDS-Susccplible 

End of Year 
(4)+(3)-(6)- 00) 

101,714 
235,079 
374,792 
521,209 
674,491 
834,706 

1,001,618 
1,175,170 
1,354,692 
1,539,156 
1,726,748 
1,914,589 
2,098,539 
2,271,327 

I8) 
AIDS-Sust:¢ptible 

Infected 
during Year 

(5) × Assumptinn 
2.A 

41 
269 
823 

1,971 
3,886 
7,093 

13,865 
24,166 
41,373 
68,754 

112,900 
182,941 
288,678 
453,059 

Infection 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

0.08% 
0.16% 
0.27% 
0.44% 
0.65% 
0.94% 
1.51% 

1987 = 0.08 11987 issues] 
1988=(0.5 x 0.2) [1987 issues] 

*(0.5 x 0.12) [1988 issues] 
eic .  

Subsequent to Issue 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

2.22% 
3.27% 
4.27% 
6.91% 

10.04% 
14.37% 
20.70% 

Assumption 6 
Antiselection 
termination factor 0.0 

(9) 
Death Rale 

per Thousand 
line 3A, Table 20) 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.937 
3.317 
6.338 
9.412 

11.858 
14.231 
15.597 
16.208 
15.899 
16.156 
16.581 

(lfl) 
AIDS Death 

Claims (Tested 
Negative ~t Issue) 

(g) × O) 
0 
0 
0 

$ 2 
13 
45 

130 
287 
589 

1,072 
1,830 
2,909 
4,664 
7~512 

$19,052 



TABLE 27 

ESTIMATE OF T O T A L  C O M P A N Y  D E A T H  CLAIMS AND RATIO OF AIDS 70 T O T A L  D E A T H  CLAIMS 

(Dollar Amounts in Thousands) 

In Ft~ vc 

19871 $ 100,000,000 
1988 101,75(I,000 
1989 103,831,250 
1990 1[16,242,031 

(2) 
Mid-Year 
In Force 

Year i + year i 
+ 1)t2 

100,875,000 
102,790,625 
105,036,641 
107,611,971 

(31 
Tolal 

Death Claims 
ExcLuding AIDS 

q x [21 
302,625 
308,372 
315,110 
322,836 

, I4) 
' AIDS Dcalh 

Claims im '86 
at;d Prior Issues, 

Col. 16) of 
Tables 21 ar+d 22 

68 
106 
154 
216 

(5) 
AIDS Death 

Claims on '87 
and Later Issues 

0 4 .  (12) ~f 

r:mlcs 23 and 24 

3 
14 
32 
66 

Hetcrnsexual 
AIDS 

Death Claim~. 

l*) + (5) 
71 

120 
187 
282 

, (7) 
' Homo-Bise×ual 

AIDS 
Deafl~ Claims 
{ [ti',n'1 Hon~- 
Sexual Pr.j.) 

5,53l 
9,176 

14,365 
21,471 

(g) 
Cclllt amillaIed- 

Blood AIDS 
De;lib (3aims 
0.05 x (7) 

277 
459 
718 

1,074 

I9) 
Total AIDS 

Dealh CImmx 
{6) +(7] +(~) 

5,878 
9,755 

15,270 
22,826 

(101 
T<~tal Death 

Claims 

(31-,-(9) 
308,5(13 
318,126 
330,380 
345,662 

1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2OO0 

108,981,910 10,516,805 
112,051,700 13,752,563 
115,453,427 17,321,866 
119,190,304 21,228,507 
123,266,710 125,477,440 
127,688,170 130,074,757 
132,461,343 135,027,681 
137,594,018 140,344,562 
143,095,106 146,034,875 
148,974,644 152,109,222 
155,243,800 

320,499 
329,882 
340,233 
351,563 
363,885 
364,209 
378,078 
392,965 
408,898 
425,906 

302 
423 
590 
824 

1,153 
1,620 
2,279 
3,209 
4,533 
6,412 

129 
247 
470 
846 

1,496 
2,532 
4,156 
6,588 

10,461 
16,605 

431 
669 

1,060 
1,669 
2,649 
4,151 
6,435 
9,797 

14,994 
23,017 

30,711 
42,083 
55,218 
69,301 
83,064 
95,244 

104,904 
111,390 
114,548 
114,634 

1,536 
2,104 
2,761 
3,465 
4,153 
4,762 
5,245 
5,570 
5,727 
5,732 

32,677 
44,856 
59,039 
74,435 
89,866 

104,157 
116,584 
126,757 
135,269 
143,383 

353,176 
374,739 
399,272 
425,998 
453,751 
468,367 
494,661 
519,721 
544,167 
569,288 

(111 
Pcrcentagc Iff 
Hcteroscxual 
AIDS Death 

Claims t,a T,atal 
Death Chim~. 

i t , ) / (  I n) 

0.02% 
0.04% 
0.06% 
0.08% 
0.12% 
0.2% 
0.3% 
0.4% 
0.6% 
0.9% 
1.3% 
1.9% 
2.8% 
4.0% 

(121 
Pt:rcentagc o 
Total AIDS 

Death Claim! 
Io Total 

Death Ctainl~ 
(9)/(101 

1 . 9 %  
3.1¢{- 
4.6% 
6.6% 
9.3% 

12.0°/; , 
14.8% 
17.5% 
19.8% 
22.2% 
23.6% 
24.4% 
24.9% 
25.2% 

C . m o l a t i v c  

1996 3,319,214 5,455 5,834 11,289 426,164 21,308 458 ,761  3,777,975 0.3% 12.1% 
2000 ] 4,925,060 21,888 43,644 65,531 871,640 43,582 9 8 0 , 7 5 3  5,905,813 1.1% 16.6% 
Assumption 9 
Total in force as of 1/1/87 = $100,000,000 

Assumption l 1 
q = Total company 

death rate per thousand 3.0 for 1987-1990 
2.9 for 1991-1995 
2.8 for 1996-2000 

Assumption 10 
New issues are $10,000,000 in 1987 
and increase 5% per year. 

Assumption I2 
Persistency rates 
In force 92.5% 
New issues 92.5~ 





CHAPTER 5 

PROJECTING AIDS MORTALITY FOR INDIVIDUAL ORDINARY 
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE 

GARY E. DAHLMAN, RICHARD L. BERGSTROM, AND 
RICHARD W. MATHES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This research update presents the results of several projections using a 
model developed to estimate AIDS and AIDS-related mortality based on 
U.S. AIDS population statistics and current medical knowledge. The goal 
of the model is to present a simple, yet credible method that permits any 
company to project extra mortality due to AIDS claims. The model and 
assumptions used herein are presented so that the actuary may adjust any 
one or more of the basic input assumptions to arrive at his/her own projection 
of extra AIDS mortality. 

For illustrative purposes and to show the sensitivity of results to selected 
assumptions, the model projects extra AIDS mortality under three scenarios 
(described more fully below). These are referred to as scenario I, scenario 
II, and scenario III. 

The report includes a numerical example wherein specific adjustments are 
made to basic population data to better fine-tune results to reflect an insur- 
ance-oriented situation. From this example, the actuary should begin to ap- 
preciate the flexibility of the model and can further this appreciation and 
understanding by experimenting with the various input parameters. The Ap- 
pendix contains a list of these parameters. 

It should be noted at the outset that the use of the words "extra AIDS 
mortality" is more indicative of "premature" in the context of the model. 
For example, attempting to analyze true "extra" insured mortality requires 
an analysis that includes considering changes in anticipated persistency, term 
conversion rates, and application of guaranteed insurability features by in- 
sureds who select adversely against insurance companies. The model does 
not attempt to analyze such changes directly; it projects future AIDS and 
AIDS-related deaths and then suggests how companies might translate these 
population statistics into more useful and relevant insurance data based on 
their unique situations. 

The discussion herein applies solely to the U.S. Further, we did not at- 
tempt to employ sophisticated modeling techniques because we felt that the 
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available data have many interpretations, and hence, many models might 
fit. 

The model uses data on AIDS diagnoses, deaths, and mortality rates 
gleaned from information published weekly by the Centers for Disease Con- 
trol (CDC) of the Public Health Service in Atlanta, Georgia. Unfortunately, 
such data are not reported in a format that is readily usable by actuaries, 
and we (and others) have necessarily had to make certain assumptions in 
order to use the CDC data for actuarial purposes. 

n. DEnNITIONS 

"Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)" is the AIDS virus that attacks 
T-4 lymphocytes in the body, rendering it unable to combat even routine 
infections. It was originally designated Human T-Lymphotropic Virus, Type 
III (HTLV-III) in the U.S. and Lymphadenopathy-Associated Virus (LAV) 
in France. 

"AIDS"--Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome--is the condition re- 
sulting from T-4 lymphocyte destruction by the HIV. Most individuals with 
the HIV do not immediately develop AIDS; rather there can be a fairly 
lengthy latent period. Whether all individuals infected with the HIV ulti- 
mately develop AIDS is still unknown at this time, but medical thinking is 
leaning more and more in that direction. Note that AIDS is not a disease 
like measles that has well-defined symptoms. Rather, it is a condition that 
allows disease-causing organisms to infect the body. 

"Exposed population" (or "exposures") means a group of individuals 
infected with the HIV (also called HIV + ,  meaning HIV positive). So far it 
appears that once infected, one remains infected. 

"Conversion" is the process of the HIV (in an infected population) ac- 
tively destroying the T-4 cells, leading to a full-blown AIDS condition. Any 
disease-causing organism increases T-4 cell production. Thus, any subse- 
quent infection may cause HIV-reproduction as well, speeding up the con- 
version process. 

"Conversion rate" is the annual percentage of HIV+ individuals who 
convert to an AIDS condition in the years following infection (see Section 
IV, no. 5). The rate is applied on a select basis to the HIV+ individuals 
still living who have not yet been diagnosed as having AIDS. 

"AIDS-related complex" (ARC) is now called "persistent generalized 
lymphadenopathy" (PGL), a condition of generally nonfatal illnesses (fever, 
diarrhea, etc.), which seems to precede AIDS. 
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"AIDS-related causes"  are conditions that can cause death, but have not 
necessarily been defined as AIDS by the CDC. The model assumes that all 
HIV + individuals who have not converted to AIDS are exposed to increased 
mortality risk, and the level of such increased risk varies by scenario. These 
conditions include brain disease and miscellaneous other conditions that were 
not initially recognized as AIDS-related because of a lack of knowledge 
about AIDS. Certain brain diseases have now been deemed diagnostic of 
AIDS by CDC; however, such conditions were not included in CDC AIDS 
statistics prior to 1987 unless an autopsy proved the presence of the HIV. 

Ill. S U M M A R Y  OF SCENARIOS 

Table 1 summarizes the assumptions used in each of the three modeled 
scenarios. 

Tables 2A, 2B, and 2C show the new annual HIV infections assumed to 
occur in each of the following three scenarios, respectively: 

a. Scenario L Annual historic and future infections are low because it is assumed that 
most infected persons eventually convert to AIDS. That is, observed AIDS deaths 
to date are not the tip of the iceberg, but rather a large portion of it. New annual 
HIV infections may have already peaked, and in the model these are further assumed 
to decline to zero over the next 20 years. 

b. Scenario II. As with scenario I, the heterosexual component of HIV infections is 
assumed to not expand beyond current levels. In fact, because of widespread pub- 
licity and increasing safety precautions, new infections are also assumed to ultimately 
diminish to zero, although not as fast as in scenario I. Scenario II might also be 
representative of the future spread of AIDS if a means of inoculative prevention (not 
a cure) is found in the near future. Scenario II most closely reproduces CDC data 
to date. 

c. Scenario IlL The heterosexual component of HIV infections will continue to grow, 
but not at the exponential rate experienced by homosexual males in the last 10 years. 
Current (and future) educational efforts will slow the rate of HIV spread experienced 
to date, but not stop it. This scenario assumes a peak of 2,000,000 new annual 
infections from 1992 to 1996, with diminishing new annual infections after that, 
ultimately reaching zero by 2040. 

IV. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Current H I V  Infections 

Unfortunately for statistical and medical purposes, there are no national 
registers of individuals with HIV infection. The model 's  estimates of infected 
individuals reflect those in the press, tempered by estimated incidence rate 



TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumption* 

Heterosexuals will become infected 
Cumulative HIV infections 

1986 
2006 

Conversion pattern to AIDS of HIV-infected 
Jives by year since infectiont 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17+ 

Mortality in the model of HlV-infected 
individuals dying annually from other 
AIDS-related causes (percentage of 
standard population mortaltiy):[: 

Annual AIDS death rate by year since diagnc 
scenarios) 

Scenario I 

No 

813,000 
1,848,000 

1.5 % 
2.25 
3.0 
3.75 
4.5 
6.0 
7.5 
9.0 

10.5 
12.0 
13.5 
15.0 
16.5 
18.0 
19.5 
21.0 
22.5 

100% 

~sis of AIDS (all 

Scenario 

Scenario II 

Not generally 

1,245,000 
3,653,000 

1.0% 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
l l .0  
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 
300% 

Year 
1 
2 
3 
4+ 

Scenario Ill 

Yes 

2,033,000 
33,883,000 

0.6% 
0.9 
1.2 
1.5 
1.8 
2.4 
3.0 
3.6 
4.2 
4.8 
5.4 
6.0 
6.6 
7.2 
7.8 
8.4 
9.0 
700% 

Rate 
45% 
45 
29 
21 

Standard population mortality 
(all scenarios) 85% of 1965-80 Male, Ultimate Table, age last birthday 

*See Model Assumptions and Summary of Scenarios sections for a more detailed explanation of 
this table. 
tMedical studies initially indicated total conversion to AIDS within 9 years, with a median time of 
5 years. This time frame is now expanding as studies of longer durations become available. The 
conversion rate also appears to be flatter than originally envisioned. 
:]:These multiples are illustrative only. 
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TABLE 2A 

NEW ANNUAL H1V INFECTIONS ACCORDING TO SCENARIO I 

Year 

1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2O05 
2006 

Fotal 

New 
Annual 

Exposures 

200 
500 
667 

2,000 
10,000 
50,000 

100,000 
116,667 
150,000 
183,333 
200,000 
175,000 
150,000 
125,000 
100,000 
90,000 
80,000 
70,000 
60,000 
50,000 
40,000 
30,000 
20,O00 
15,000 
10,000 
8,000 
6,000 
4,000 
2,000 

0 
0 

1,848,367 

Conversions to AIDS 

Yearly 

0 
3 

12 
27 
66 

239 
1,082 
3,027 
5,905 

10,036 

CumulaTive Yearly 

0 
3 

15 
42 

108 
347 

1,429 
4,456 

10,361 
20,396 

0 
1 
4 

1l 
26 
82 

340 
1,104 
2,585 
4,909 

AIDS l~at hs. 

Cumulative 

AIDS-Rdated l~aths 

Yearly Cumulative 

0 
0 
1 
2 
6 

20 
85 

254 
546 

1,000 

Yearly 

0 
0 
l 
2 
4 

14 
65 

169 
293 
454 

15,628 
22,807 
31,185 
40,400 
50,154 
60,110 
70,023 
79,274 
87,320 

36,025 
58,832 
90,017 

130 417 
180 571 
240 680 
310 703 
389977 
477 297 

8,261 
12,821 
18,625 
25,523 
33,297 
41,712 
50,531 
59,445 
68,035 

0 
1 
4 

15 
42 

124 
464 

1,568 
4,154 
9,063 

0 
0 
1 
2 
4 

14 
65 

169 
293 
454 

1,653 
2,529 
3,608 
4,871 
6,294 
7,852 
9,534 

11,323 
13,200 

654 
876 

1,079 
1,263 
1,423 
1,559 
1,682 
1,789 
1,877 

93,716 
98,140 

100,490 
100,762 
98,993 
95,401 
90,311 
84,064 
76,979 
69,300 
61,683 
54,125 

571 013 
669 154 
769 644 
870 406 
969 399 

1,064,800 
1,155,111 
1,239,175 
1,316,154 
1,385,544 
1,447,226 

75,863 
82,538 
87,763 
91,357 
93,221 
93,346 
91,829 
88,856 
84,653 
79,466 
73,576 

17,324 
30,145 
48,770 
74,292 

107 589 
149 301 
199832 
259277 
327312 

654 
876 

1,079 
1,263 
1,423 
1,559 
1,682 
1,789 
1,877 

15,141 
17,120 
19,108 
21,075 
22,990 
24,830 
26,574 
28,207 
29,720 
31,107 
32,366 

1,501,352 67,266 

403 175 
485 713 
573 476 
664 832 
758 054 
851 400 
943 229 

1,032,085 
1,116,738 
I, 196,204 
1,269,780 

1,941 
1,979 
1,988 
1,967 
1,915 
1,840 
1,744 
1,634 
1,513 
1,387 
1,259 

33,498 

1,941 
1,979 
1,988 
1,967 
1,915 
1,840 
1,744 
1,634 
1,513 
1,387 
1,259 
1,132 1,337,045 1,132 

Other Deaths 

Cumulative 

0 
0 
l 
2 
6 

20 
85 

254 
546 

1,000 
1,653 
2,529 
3,608 
4,871 
6,294 
7,852 
9,534 

11,323 
13,200 
15,141 
17,120 
19,108 
21,075 
22,990 
24,830 
26,574 
28,207 
29,720 
31,107 
32,366 
33,498 

HIV + Still Living 
and Nol Yet 

Converted to AIDS 

200 
697 

1,350 
3,320 

13,247 
62,981 

161,768 
275,070 
418,581 
590,972 
774,037 
924,478 

1,041,134 
1,123,210 
1,170,210 
1,196,983 
1,203,596 
1,190,744 
1,159,670 
1,112,072 
1,049,973 

975,506 
890,811 
802,987 
713,906 
628,108 
546,778 
470,773 
400,609 
336,409 
280,020 

Conversion Rates (in %): 1.5, 2.25, 3, 3.75, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5, 12, 13.5, 15, 16.5, 18, 19.5, 21, 22.5 thereafter. 
Yearly AIDS-related deaths are 1 times the assumed population mortality. 



TABLE 2B 

NEW ANNUAL HIV INFECTIONS ACCORDING TO SCENARIO 11 

New 

Year 1 Exposxlres 

1976 300 
1977 750 
1978 1,000 
1979 3,000 
1980 15,000 
1981 75 ,0( )0  
1982 150,0(10 
1983 175,000 
1984 225,000 
1985 275,000 
1986 325,000 
1987 300,000 
1988 275,000 
1989 250,000 
1990 225,000 
1991 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  
1992 180,000 
1993 160,000 
1994 140,000 
1995 120,000 
1996 100,000 
1997 90,000 
1998 80,000 
1999 70,000 
2000 60,000 
2001 50,000 
2002 40,000 
2003 30,000 
2004 20,000 
2005 10,000 
2006 8:00(I 

1"oral 3,653,050 

Conversions I(~ AIDS 

Yearly Cumulative 

0 
3 

12 
27 
66 

240 
1,085 
3,037 
5,936 

10,119 
15,817 
23,447 
32,679 

Yearly 

0 0 
3 1 

15 4 
42 11 

108 27 
348 82 

1,433 341 
4,470 1,108 

10,406 
20,525 4,941 
36,342 8,338 
59,789 13,047 
92,468 19,223 

2,596 

AIDS Oca+hs 

C'a mulativc 

AIDS-Rotated Dc~tths 

Yearly Cure ulaliv',: 

0 
] 
4 

11 
27 
89 

382 
1,143 
2,463 
4,516 
7,482 

11,549 
16,684 

Yearly 

11 
0 
1 
2 
5 

21 
98 

254 
440 
684 
989 

1,356 
1,712 

43,275 
55,066 
67,837 
81,333 
94,984 

108,215 
I20,493 
131,347 
140,378 
147,374 
152,065 
154,294 
154,167 
151,782 
147,359 
141,158 
133,635 
125,165 

135,743 
190,809 
258,646 
339,979 
434,963 
543,178 
663,671 
795,018 
935,396 

1,082,770 
1,234,835 
1,389,129 
1,543,296 
1,695,078 
1,842,437 
1,983,595 
2,117,230 
2,242,395 

26,815 
35,709 
45,779 
56,873 
68,731 
80,969 
93,143 

104,811 
115,554 
125,017 
132,905 
138,959 
143,016 
145,028 
145,025 
143,109 
139,479 
134,409 

0 
l 
5 

16 
43 

125 
466 

1,574 
4,170 
9,111 

17,449 
30,496 
49,719 

0 
I 
3 
7 

16 
62 

293 
761 

1,320 
2,053 
2,966 
4,067 
5,135 

22,855 
30,027 
38,164 
47,219 
57,15I 
67,903 
79,401 
91,549 

104,23t 
117,342 
130,761 
144,359 
158,002 
171,559 
184,907 
197,932 
210,537 
222,635 

2,057 
2,391 
2,712 
3,018 
3,311 
3,584 
3,833 
4,049 
4,227 
4,3711 
4,473 
4,533 
4,548 
4,519 
4,449 
4,342 
4,202 
4,033 

76,534 
112,243 
I58 022 
214 895 
283 626 
364 595 
457738 
562 549 
678 103 
803 120 
936 025 

1,074 984 
1,218,000 
1,363,028 
1,508,053 
1,651,162 
1,790,641 
1,925,050 

6,171 
7,172 
8,137 
9,055 
9,932 

10,752 
11,498 
12,148 
12,682 
13,111 
13,419 
13,598 
13,643 
13,557 
13,348 
13,025 
12,605 
12,098 

Other Ocltths 

Ct)mulillivt 

0 
0 
I 
4 
9 

30 
127 
381 
821 

1,505 
2,494 
3,85(I 
5,561 
7,618 

I(I,009 
12,721 
15,740 
19,050 
22,634 
26,467 
30,516 
34,744 
39,114 
43,587 
48,120 
52,667 
57,186 
61,636 
65,977 
70,179 
74,212 

C_'onvcrsi(.m Rates (in q): 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, l l, 12, 13, 14, 15 thereafter. 
Yearly AIDS-related death:.; arc 3 times the assumed population mortality. 

HIV + SliLI Livin~ 
alul Not Ycl 

Cimv,:rlcd I,),'kl|]5 

30() 
1,046 
2,030 
4,994 

19,907 
94,586 

243, 114 
414,(/75 
631,404 
893,592 

[, 198,880 
1 , 4 7 0 , 1 2 5  
1,705,752 
1.904.456 
2,()65,098 
2,186,758 
2,273,77O 
2,326,066 
2+344, 114 
2,328,973 
2,282,180 
2,215,698 
2,131,682 
2,032,573 
1,920,978 
1,799,406 
1,670,265 
1,535,738 
1,393,738 
1,257,708 
l,114,847 



TABLE 2C 

NEW ANNUAL H I V  INFECTIONS ACCORDING TO SCENARIO Ill 

l N e w  

' Annual 
Year i Exposures 

1976 500 
1977 1,250 
1978 1,667 
1979 5,000 
1980 25,000 
1981 125,000 
1982 250,000 
1983 291,667 
1984 375,000 
1985 458,333 
1986 500,000 
1987 750,000 
1988 1,000,000 
1989 1,250,000 
1990 1,500,000 
1991 1,750,000 
1992 2,000,000 
1993 2,000,000 
1994 2,000,000 
1995 2,000,000 
1996 2,000,000 
1997 1,920,000 
1998 !,840,000 
1999 1,760,000 
2000 1,680,000 
2001 1,600,000 
2002 1,520,000 
2003 1,440,000 
2004 1,360,000 
2005 1,280,000 
2006 1;200,000 

To ta l  33,883,417 

Conversions to AIDS 

Yearly Cumulatwe 
i 

0 0 
3 3 

12 15 
27 42 
66 108 

240 348 
1,085 1,433 
3,038 4,472 
5,943 10,415 

10,143 20,558 
15,883 36,441 
23,351 59,793 
34,138 93,931 
48,902 142,832 
68,348 211,180 
93,100 304,279 

123,582 427,86l 
160,698 588,559 
203,720 792,279 
252,553 1,044,832 
306,985 1,351,817 
366,681 1,718,498 
430,685 2,149,183 
497,368 2,646,551 
565,110 3,211,661 
632,554 3,844,215 
698,320 4,542,535 
760,924 5,303,459 
819,124 6,122,583 
871,408 6,993,991 
916,586 7,910,578 

AIDS Deaths AIDS-Related Deaths 

Yearly 

0 
1 
2 
4 
9 

35 
163 
423 
734 

1,142 
1,653 
2,227 
3,083 
4,232 
5,686 
7,460 
9,567 

12,020 
14,581 
17,254 
20,042 
22,944 
25,873 
28,819 
31,764 
34,684 
37,550 
40,330 
42,985 
45,479 
47,775 

Yearly Cumulative 

0 0 
1 1 
4 4 

11 15 
27 42 
83 124 

341 466 
1,108 1,574 
2,599 4,172 
4,949 9,121 
8,363 17,484 

13,053 30,538 
19,531 50,069 
28,579 78,648 
40,901 119,550 
57,135 176,684 
77,847 254,531 

103,641 358,172 
134,886 493,058 
171,598 664,657 
213,738 878,395 
261,210 1,139,605 
313,706 1,453,311 
370,501 1,823,812 
430,509 2,254,321 
492,532 2,746,853 
555,376 3,302,229 
617,800 3,920,029 
678,548 4,598,577 
736,343 5,334,920 
789,900 [ 6,124,820 

Yearly Cumulative 

0 
4 4 

12 16 
25 40 
61 102 

242 344 
1,142 1,486 
2,961 4,447 
5,138 9,585 
7,997 17,581 

11,568 29,149 
15,587 44,736 
21,582 66,318 
29,626 95,944 
39,802 135 746 
52,217 187 963 
66,966 254 930 
84,141 339 070 

102,065 441 136 
120,777 561 913 
140,293 702 206 
160,605 862 811 
181,110 1,043 921 
201,734 1,245 655 
222,345 1,468 001 
242,786 1,710,787 
262,853 1,973,640 
282,308 2,255,948 
300,896 2,556,844 
318,350 2,875,193 
334,424 3,209,617 

Other Deaths 

C u m u l a t i v e  

0 
1 
2 
6 

15 
49 

212 
635 

1,369 
2,512 
4,164 
6,391 
9,474 

13,706 
19,392 
26,852 
36,4t9 
48,439 
63,019 
80,273 

1130,315 
123,259 
149,132 
177,951 
209,714 
244,398 
281,949 
322,278 
365,263 
410,742 
458,517 

Conversion Rates (in %): 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.4, 3, 3.6, 4.2, 4.8, 5.4, 6, 6.6, 7.2, 7.8, 8.4, 9 thereafter. 
Yearly AIDS-related deaths are 7 times the assumed population mortality. 

HIV+ Still Li,ein s 
and Not Yet 

Converted to AIDS, 

500 
1,743 
3,383 
8,328 

33,191 
157,675 
405,285 
690,529 

1,053,714 
1,492,766 
1,963,663 
2,672,498 
3,613,695 
4,780,936 
6,167,100 
7,764,323 
9,564,209 

11,307,349 
12,986,983 
14,596,399 
16,129,079 
17,498,848 
18,701,180 
19,733,258 
20,594,040 
21,284,016 
21,805,293 
22,161,731 
22,358,726 
22,403,490 
22,304,705 
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by group (homosexuals, etc.), and all assumptions produce results that closely 
match historical CDC AIDS diagnoses and deaths through July 1987. For 
example, the last column of Table 3 is the model's estimate of the current 
and future annual HIV infections for scenario II over the next 20 years. This 
scenario assumes that widespread AIDS publicity and the increasing satu- 
ration of certain high-risk groups have caused the number of new HIV in- 
fections to decline beginning in 1987, with the decline continuing in subsequent 
years, ultimately reaching zero new infections by the year 2012. 

2. Current Infected Population Groups 
The CDC inventory of diagnosed AIDS cases can provide an estimate of 

current infection if all infected population groups (i) follow the same con- 
version path to full-blown AIDS and (ii) are correctly labeled as such by 
CDC. That is, the already-infected group totals are assumed to be propor- 
tional to the CDC AIDS diagnosed totals through 1986. For example, since 
about 72 percent of diagnosed AIDS cases are homosexual or bisexual males, 
the model assumes 72 percent of HIV infections are homosexual or bisexual 
as well. 

This assumption is certainly open to some debate since CDC experiences 
varying lag times in collecting and assimilating data from many parts of the 
country. Also, percentages can (and do) change as figures are updated be- 
cause of the manner and format in which they are reported. Further, it can 
be argued that different risk categories might have varying conversion pat- 
terns due to duplicity of factors that make some groups more susceptible 
than others. These arguments are potentially valid. Nevertheless, this as- 
sumption eliminates the need to project conversion and diagnosis patterns 
by risk group. 

Table 3 also shows estimated future annual infections for other various 
risk groupings. 

3. Future Infected Population 
Scenarios I and II assume the heterosexual population will generally not 

become infected. This follows from the assumption that "straight" sex be- 
tween males and females is not a major method of transmission. The medical 
argument for this presumes that the HIV primarily enters the body through 
lesions in the skin (blood) or by penetrating thin membranes, such as in the 
rectum. IV drug abusers, transfusions, and hemophiliac CDC categories are 
blood-related transmission categories. Isolated examples of health-worker 



TABLE 3 

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL NUMBER OF HIV INFECTIONS 
SCENARIO lI* 

Year 

1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1976---1982t 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
t989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Homosexual/ B[o,.)d 

Bisexual IV Drug Fern~le Recipients/ 
Males Abusers Partners Hemophiliacs Olher 
(72%) / t7%) t3%) (3%) /5%) 

176,450 41,650 7,350 7,350 12,250 
126,000 29,750 5,250 5,250 8,750 
162,000 38,250 6,750 6,750 11,250 
198,000 46,750 8,250 8,250 13,750 
234,000 55,250 9,750 9,750 16,250 
216,000 51,000 9,000 9,000 15,000 
198,000 46,750 8,250 8,250 13,750 
180,000 42,500 7,500 7,500 12,500 
162,000 38,250 6,750 6,750 11,250 
144,000 34,000 6,000 6,000 10,000 
130,000 30,600 5,400 5,400 9,000 
115,000 27,200 4,800 4,800 8,000 

ZOO6 6,000 5,760 240 240 400 
Fotalinfections 

through 2 0 0 6  2,630,000 621,000 110,000 110,000 182,000 
~ssumed 1986 

population 4,000,000 750,000 
?ercentage of assumed 

1986population 
infected by 2006 66% 83% 

iif CDC categories "homosexual" and "homosexual/IV drug abuser "" 
CDC category "IV drug abuser." 
CDC female category "heterosexual" and "undetermined." 

300 
750 

1 ,000  
3,000 

15,000 
75,000 

150,000 
245,050 
175,000 
225,000 
275,000 
325,000 
300,000 
275,000 
250,000 
225,000 
200,000 
180,000 
160,000 

~,o0o 

3,653,050 

240,000,000 

1.5% 

4 CDC "transfusion" and "hemophiliac"--includes children. 
All others (male heterosexual, male/children undetermined, children with parents at risk of 
AIDS). 

*Sec Summary of Scenarios and Model Assumptions sections. 
tBecause the early numbers arc so small, years 1976--1982 are not broken down by group. Since 
the disease may not necessarily follow parallel infection curves, credible extrapolation back to 1976 
is difficult. 

1031 
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HIV infection through skin breaks (dermatitis, open sores) are also in this 
category. Homosexual males are undoubtedly susceptible to transmission 
through thin rectal membranes; medical studies seem to indicate that het- 
erosexuals are much less efficient at transmitting the HIV. 

4. Ultimate Level of AIDS Conversions 

Again, medical science provides no single answer, and unfortunately, it 
may be many years before the correct answer is known with any certainty. 
In 1984, it was commonly estimated that 2-20 percent of HIV-infected 
individuals would ultimately develop AIDS. More recent estimates are much 
higher. 

The model uses a higher conversion pattern for scenario I than for scen- 
arios II or III, but applies it to a lower estimated HIV-infected pool. This 
was done to illustrate the fact that a low number of HIV infections combined 
with a high conversion rate can match the CDC AIDS statistics just as well 
as having more infections and a lower conversion rate. 

5. Pattern of Conversion to AIDS 

The model assumes the following patterns of AIDS conversion over the 
first 17 years following infection by the HIV: 

CONVERSION TO AIDS 
(by year since infection) 

Pcrcencagc ,If Infecled Individuals Remaining Alive 
Year Following Who Subsequently Convcrl ~o AIDS Euch Year 

Infection Scenari~ I Scenario II Scenario Ill 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17+ 

by the HIV 

1 
2 
3 
4 

4.50 
6.00 
7.50 
9.00 

10.50 
12.00 
13.50 
15.00 
16.50 
18.00 
19.50 
21.00 
22.50 

1.50% 
2.25 
3.00 
3.75 

1.0% 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 

0.6% 
0.9 
1.2 
1.5 
1.8 
2.4 
3.0 
3.6 
4.2 
4.8 
5.4 
6.0 
6.6 
7.2 
7.8 
8.4 
9.0 
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Early medical studies indicated a variety of conversion patterns over the first 
10 years following infection. Current studies seem to suggest a lengthening 
of the conversion period and a flattening of the conversion rate. The above 
patterns are based on these studies. Since these are input parameters to the 
model, they can be varied as desired. 

6. AIDS Annual Death Rate 

CDC data to date indicate that 20--45 percent of AIDS-diagnosed cases 
die each year. A difficulty with determining a pattern of true death rates is 
that one must first know when conversion from initial infection to a full- 
blown AIDS condition occurs. This is seldom known with any great preci- 
sion because it depends, in part, on when a person is diagnosed as having 
an AIDS condition, and there can be, and are, some significant time lags in 
seeking medical diagnosis. CDC registers an AIDS case as soon as it is 
reported (sometimes not until after death) and records the date of conversion 
to AIDS; however, CDC must oftentimes try to reconstruct when conversion 
to AIDS actually occurred. The death rate appears to start at 40-50 percent 
in the first year or two after conversion and declines somewhat thereafter. 
The model uses a mortality rate pattern of 45 percent in each of the first 
two years after conversion, 29 percent in year 3, and 21 percent thereafter 
(years 4 +).  This, too, is a variable input parameter. 

7. Other Deaths 

The HIV also infects the brain. Initially CDC did not include brain disease 
as conclusive evidence of AIDS (they now do). The model includes AIDS- 
related deaths to add conservatism, since other deaths currently not regarded 
as AIDS-related may in fact be due to AIDS. Some AIDS deaths have also 
been purposely misreported so as not to "hurt"  family or friends. 

Each scenario assumes that AIDS-related deaths are a certain multiple of 
standard population mortality. This is not a forecast. This parameter is in- 
cluded in the model for both illustrative purposes and conservatism. Never- 
theless, such a parameter does improve the flexibility of the model. 

The model assumes standard population mortality is equal to 85 percent 
of the 1975-80 Modified Basic Ultimate Mortality Table for males, age last 
birthday. This is another variable input parameter. (See Table 1 for the 
multiple of this table used in the various scenarios for AIDS-related deaths.) 
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V. LIMITATIONS OF THE ASSUMPTIONS 

There is little long-term experience measuring AIDS mortali ty to date. 
Although assumptions used in the model reasonably reproduce current sta- 
tistics, existing data are still rather scanty and subject to change,  such as 
when different definitions are used, or when definitions change.  Medical 
knowledge on AIDS is still at such an elementary level that projections of 
future deaths based on extrapolations of  past experience cannot be made 
with a high degree of  statistical confidence (at least not compared to tradi- 
tional actuarial mortality projections). The following questions and com- 
ments illustrate some of  the difficulties in projecting the HIV populations 
and subsequent death rates: 

1. How many individuals are now HIV+ (often estimated between 1 and 2 million)? 
Techniques used to determine positive infection vary in degree of certainty, and 
obviously, not everyone in the U.S. has been tested. 

2. What percentage of persons infected with the HIV will actually convert to AIDS? 
Early estimates of ultimate conversion to AIDS varied from 2 percent to 20 percent 
or more of the HIV infection pool. The Surgeon General, however, recently sug- 
gested that 100% of all HIV-infected individuals may eventually progress to more 
serious stages of the disease and die prematurely of AIDS or other opportunistic 
infections. 

3. The "experts" can be completely wrong about the total infected pool, the ultimate 
AIDS conversion rate, and the pattern of conversion to AIDS, and yet their calcu- 
lations can still match the observed AIDS cases to date. Credible projections of 
future deaths depend upon refining the accuracy of each of these variables. We are, 
in effect, trying to solve a single equation with at least three unknown variables. 

4. What happens to infected persons who do not develop AIDS in the first few years 
following infection to the virus? Many could die or be handicapped by progressive 
brain disease. But how fast? And what proportion'? Will other abnormalities manifest 
themselves later that we are not even aware of now? 

5. Can "straight" sex transmit the virus among heterosexuals? Similar to hepatitis B, 
there is a medical question as to whether bleeding or skin breaks must occur to allow 
viral entry. This question is extremely important in projecting the ultimate spread 
of the HIV, especially into the heterosexual community. If one concludes that bleed- 
ing is necessary and that vaginal sex does not spread the disease (or at least not very 
efficiently), then HIV infection in the heterosexual population will not expand as 
rapidly as it has in the homosexual population. 

6. When (if ever) will preventive vaccines be developed? This may not help the current 
HlV-infected groups, but it could limit or even eliminate future infections in all 
other groups. 

7. The impact of widespread educational efforts and subsequent changes in sexual 
practices and IV-drug abuse could materially decelerate the spread of the HIV virus. 
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8. Can the HIV be aspirated like tuberculosis? If so, is it contagious? Current studies 
indicate the virus must penetrate the skin, so it would probably not be contagious. 
However, could it somehow be absorbed in the mouth or other soft tissues? 

VI. VALIDATION OF RESULTS OF THE MODEL 

The previous section listed some of the limitations in determining the true 
path of the spread of the HIV and AIDS. Table 4 shows how the scenario 
II projections compare to current CDC figures. It is important to note that 
diagnoses may be reported to CDC many months after real diagnosis, al- 
though reported deaths usually are only several weeks late. In fact, in many 
cases CDC first learns of an AIDS diagnosis after a death is reported. 

TABLE 4 

CUMULATIVE CONFIRMED AND PROJECTED AIDS CASES 
AS OF JULY 27, 1987 

Year 

1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

CDC* 

75 
342 

1,353 
4,159 
9,782 

19,557 
33,254 
39,26311 

Diagnoses Death.'; 

CDC* M&R M,ade[t 

108 
348 

1,433 
4,470 

10,406 
20,525 
36,342 
59,789 

M&R Model 

63 
N/A 

317 
1,292 
3,665 
8,161 

16,481 
22,548tl 

AIDS Deaths:l: 

43 
125 
466 

1,574 
4,170 
9,111 

17,449 
30,496 

AIDS-Related Deaths 

27 
89, 

382 
1,143 
2,463 
4,516 
7,482 

11,549 
*CDC-defined AIDS diagnoses as of July 27, 1987. Note that CDC retroactively increases previous 
years' diagnoses as new diagnoses are reported (which often is not until deaths are reported). For 
example, the 1982 diagnoses increased by 7 during 1986 and by 12 so far in 1987. Thc CDC deaths 
listed above, however, are taken from the CDC year-end reports and are not subsequently adjusted 
for deaths reported to the CDC in following years. 
?Projection based on scenario II assumptions (complete years). 
;The model assumes mortality rates for AIDS victims are 45%, 45%, 29%, and 21% thereafter for 
select years after diagnosis of AIDS. 
§Assumes mortality rates for other AIDS-related deaths arc equal to three times standard population 
mortality rates. 
I/Through 7/27/87. 

Scenario II tracks historical CDC data fairly well, particularly if one as- 
sumes an underreporting of current diagnoses of about 20-25 percent because 
of time lag. It is also important to note that historical CDC figures can 
change as additional data are received. For example, published data on prior 
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years' diagnoses can and do increase because diagnoses are reported by year 
of diagnosis, not year of reporting. 

VII .  PROJECTING AIDS MORTALITY 

The model projects three scenarios of future annual incidence of HIV 
infection in the general population and subsequent annual deaths from AIDS 
and other AIDS-related causes (Tables 2A, 2B, and 2C). The resulting gen- 
eral population AIDS mortality rates per 100,000 U.S. lives as of year-end 
1986, shown in Tables 5A, 5B, and 5C, can be further adjusted to be more 
representative of the AIDS risk inherent in a company's in-force file as of 
1986. 

TABLE 5A 

AIDS AND AIDS-RELATED DEATHS FOR SCENARIO I 

Year 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 

lnilial 
Population 

240,000,000 

*This column is illustrative only; for 
standard population mortality. 

Yearly Deaths 
AIDS AIDS-Related* 

12,821 876 
18,625 1,079 
25,523 1,263 
33,297 1,423 
41,712 1,559 
50,531 1,682 
59,445 1,789 
68,035 1,877 
75,863 1,941 
82,538 1,979 
87,763 1,988 
91,357 1,967 
93,221 1,915 
93,346 1,840 
91,829 1,744 
88,856 1,634 
84,653 1,513 
79,466 1,387 
73,576 1,259 
67,266 1,132 

AIDS Only Deaths 
per 100,000 

of Initial Population 

5.34 
7.76 

10.63 
13.87 
17.38 
21.05 
24.77 
28.35 
31.61 
34.39 
36.57 
38.07 
38.84 
38.89 
38.26 
37.02 
35.27 
33.11 
30.66 
28.03 

this scenarto 

AIDS and 
AIDS-Retatcd 

Deaths per 100,000 
of Inital Population 

5.71 
8.21 

11.16 
14.47 
18.03 
21.76 
25.51 
29.13 
32.42 
35.22 
37.40 
38.89 
39.64 
39.66 
38.99 
37.70 
35.90 
33.69 
31.18 
28.50 

the assumed AIDS-related mortality is I times 
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TABLE 5B 

AIDS AND AIDS-RELATED DEATHS FOR SCENARIO II 
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Year 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2OO5 
2006 

Initial 
Population 

240,000,000 

Yearly Deafhs 
AIDS AIDS-Related" 

13,047 4,067 
19,223 5,135 
26,815 6,171 
35,709 7,172 
45,779 8,137 
56,873 9,055 
68,731 9,932 
80,969 10,752 
93,143 11,498 

104,811 12,148 
115,554 12,682 
125,017 13,111 
132,905 13,419 
138,959 13,598 
143,016 13,643 
145,028 13,557 
145,025 13,348 
143,109 13,025 
139,479 12,605 
134,409 12,098 

AIDS Only Deaths 
per 100,001~ 

of Initial Popu|alion 

5.44 
8.01 

11.17 
14.88 
19.07 
23.70 
28.64 
33.74 
38.81 
43.67 
48.15 
52.09 
55.38 
57.90 
59.59 
60.43 
60.43 
59.63 
58.12 
56.00 

AIDS and 
AlDS-Relaled 

Deaths per 100,000 
of initial Population 

7.13 
10.15 
13.74 
17.87 
22.46 
27.47 
32.78 
38.22 
43.60 
48.73 
53.43 
57.55 
60.97 
63.57 
65.27 
66.08 
65.99 
65.06 
63.37 
61.04 

*This column is illustrative only; for this scenario the assumed AIDS-related mortality is 3 times 
standard population mortality. 

The following section highlights examples of such adjustments. Although 
we personally believe that scenario II is reasonable in light of current sta- 
tistics and medical thinking, scenarios I and III are included to show the 
sensitivity of mortality to differences in underlying assumptions. 

VIII. INDIVIDUAL COMPANY ADJUSTMENTS 

Tables 5A, 5B, and 5C illustrate future AIDS death rates per 100,000 
U.S. lives as of December 31, 1986 for each scenario. For example, the 
projected number of AIDS and AIDS-related deaths in 1987 using scenario 
II assumptions is estimated to be 13,047 and 4,067, respectively (Table 5B). 
As a ratio to a total population of 240 million, this is 7.13 deaths per 100,000 
lives. However, the Table 5B death rates are probably not directly applicable 
to an insurance company's in force because that would presume the company 
insures a "uniform slice" of the U.S. population (i.e., the company in force 
has the same proportion of current and future infected individuals as observed 
or estimated in the entire country). Instead, there are a number of adjustments 
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TABLE 5C 

AIDS AND AIDS-RELATED DEATHS FOR SCENARIO 11I 

Year 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 

Initial 
Population 

240,000,000 

Yearly Deaths 

AIDS 

13,053 
19,531 
28,579 
40,901 
57,135 
77,847 

103 641 
134 886 
171 598 
213 738 
261 210 
313 706 
370 501 
430 509 
492 532 
555 376 
617 800 
678 548 
736 343 
789 900 

AIDS-ReEated* 

15,587 
21,582 
29,626 
39,802 
52,217 
66,966 
84,141 

102 065 
120 777 
140 293 
160 605 
181 110 
201 734 
222 345 
242 786 
262 852 
282 ~08 
300 896 
318 350 
334 424 

AIDS Only Deaths 
per 100,1300 

of Initial Population 

5.44 
8.14 

11.91 
17.04 
23.81 
32.44 
43.18 
56.20 
71.50 
89.06 

108.84 
130.71 
154.38 
179.38 
205.22 
231.41 
257.42 
282.73 
306.81 
329.13 

*This column is illustrative only; for this scenark) the assumed AIDS-related 
standard population mortality. 

AIDS and 
AIDS-Relaled 

Deaths per 100,OO() 
of Initial Populalion 

11.93 
17.13 
24.25 
33.63 
45.56 
60.34 
78.24 
98.73 

121.82 
147.51 
175.76 
206.17 
238.43 
272.02 
306.38 
340.93 
375.05 
408.10 
439.46 
468.47 

mortality is 7 times 

that companies might consider making to transform this population-oriented 
mortality into insurance-oriented mortality. 

Some of the possible adjustments are as follows: 

1. Adjust Death Rates by Age 

AIDS is primarily a disease of people aged 20-50 (see table below for 
actual age distribution). The heavily infected groups (such as IV drug abu- 
sers, active homosexuals, etc.) are, not coincidentally, also mostly aged 20- 
50. Because of resulting high mortality, most infected persons will not sur- 
vive another 20 years. Thus, an attained-age breakdown of a company's in 
force is desirable so that a weighted average age factor can be developed 
and applied to this in force. 

We suggest that the factors below be considered to adjust the AIDS pop- 
ulation death rates if the in force can be grouped by attained age: 
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CDC AIDS [ U.S. Populalion 
Ages Distribution* I Distribution (1984) Factorf 

0-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60 + 

1.8% 
20.9 
46.6 
20.7 
9.9 
0.0 (assumed) 

100.0% 

30% 
18 
15 
11 
9 

17 
100.0% 

0.060 
1.161 
3.107 
1.882 
1.100 
0.000 

*Diagnosed as of 7/27/87. 
?(CDC percentage) + (U.S. population distribution). 

The example in the next section illustrates this adjustment for a single age 
for each of the two plans highlighted in the example. 

2. Adjust Death Rates by Sex 

Females are only 7 percent of the current HIV-infected population. Mak- 
ing the simplistic assumption that the female age distribution is identical to 
that of males, the factors required to adjust the Table 5 death rates by sex 
are approximately: 

M a l e :  93% + 50% = 1.86 
Female: 7% + 50% = 0.14 

Thus, to estimate death rates for an in-force file consisting of 80 percent 
males and 20 percent females, Table 5 rates would need to be multiplied by 
1.52 (equals 0.8 x 1.86 plus 0.2 x 0.14). 

3. Adjust Death Rates for Infected Populations Not Insured 

Most companies have never intentionally marketed to chronic IV drug 
abusers, nor would significant numbers of IV drug abusers probably have 
applied for insurance in the past. Further, many companies market only in 
geographic areas where there appears to be a low HIV incidence (e.g., rural 
communities). These types of adjustments are admittedly subjective, but an 
attempt should be made to estimate the impact of such factors. The following 
should, therefore, only be considered as rough guidelines: 

• Business issued prior to 1984. The general public did not really understand the 
AIDS threat before 1984, and willful adverse-selection by new applicants was 
probably minimal. Adjusting population experience by, say, 50 percent would 
appear to be reasonable for pre-1984 issues to reflect the reduced anticipated 
insurance risk versus the general population risk. Tables 5A-5C should be adjusted 
to reflect the potential number of AIDS victims that would actually be part of an 
in-force file (as opposed to the general population), and in the example below, a 
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rate of 50 percent was used for pre-1984 business issued. The intention, of course, 
is to exclude IV drug abusers and other largely high-risk noninsured groups from 
the company's pre-1984 in force. 

• Issues of 1984 and later. The following are some of the factors that companies are 
exploring to help reduce their potential exposure to the AIDS risk: 
• Required blood tests on medically underwritten policies. 
• Reduction in nonmedical limits. 
• The proportion of high net-amount-at-risk products being offered in the portfolio. 
• The proportion of direct-marketed products (especially guaranteed-issue prod- 

ucts) being offered in the portfolio, and the age distribution of the target market. 
If a company feels it has minimized the recent-issue adverse-selection risks, the 
same adjustment factors used for pre-1984 issues might be used here also. If not, 
higher factors are called for. For example, a direct response or simplified issue 
product may need an adjustment of about 1.50 or more to reflect little or no 
underwriting on applications solicited via such distribution methods. 

Of course, if a company believes it is getting more than its proportionate share of 
HIV+ individuals (between 1-2 percent of recent applications are reported to be 
HIV +) ,  then a more substantial adjustment factor should be used (e.g., 2.00 or 
higher). 

• Geographic issues. Companies with heavy concentrations of in-force business in 
high-risk areas should use adjustment factors greater than 1.0 to assist them in 
projecting future AIDS claims. Areas identified by the CDC as high-risk areas are 
California, Texas, New York, New Jersey, and Florida. Companies with an in- 
force distribution that roughly mirrors the general population geographically should 
probably not make a specific adjustment for geographic risk. The example below 
assumes the adjustment factor for geographic risk is 1.0 (general population mirrors 
in force). 

IX. EXAMPLE OF USE OF EXTRA AIDS CLAIMS RATES/ADJUSTMENTS 

TO il lustrate how the adjustment  factors can be applied to Table  5B, 
assume a c o m p a n y  has the fo l lowing  business  in force as of  December  31, 
1986: 

Average 
Total In-forec~ F~Jce Arnolm! AIlained Age 

$100,000,000 Term (direct mail) 35 (70% male) 
$100,000,000 Universal life (agent sold) 55 (85% male) 

Assume further that the company has asked AIDS-related questions and 
requires blood tests on its recent UL policy applications and that, of its 
business currently in force, 25 percent was issued after 1983. 
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Illustrative Adjuslment Factors Term UL 

Age 3.107 I. 100 
Sex 1.344* 1.602t" 
Issues prior to 1984 0.500 0.500 
1984+ issues 1.500~ 0.400§ 
Geographic issues 1.1300 1.000 
*(0.70 x 1.86) + (0.30 x 0.14) = 1.344. 
t(0.85 x 1.86) + (0.15 × 0.14) 1.602. 
~:With no AIDS questions, adverse selection could havc occurred. The 1.5 
factor is illustrative only. 
§The AIDS questions reduce potential adverse sclcction. The 0.4 factor 
is illustrative only. 

Therefore, for issues prior to 1984 the adjustments are: 

3.107 x 1.344 x 0.50 = 2.088 for the term policy 
and 

1.100 x 1.602 x 0.50 = 0.881 for the UL policy. 

For issues of 1984-86,  the adjustments are: 

3.107 × 1.344 x 1.50 = 6.264 for the term policy 
and 

1.100 x 1.602 × 0.4 = 0.705 for the UL policy. 

From Table 5B, the 1987 AIDS death rate per 100,000 lives as of De- 
cember 31, 1986, is 7.13. Thus, the estimated 1987 extra AIDS and AIDS- 
related death claims are: 

Term UL 

1983 and prior issues $11,166" $4,711t 
1984+ issues ~ : 1 :  ~ _ ~ §  
Subtotal 

Grand total $28,300,.or $0.14 per $1000 in force as of 1986. 
*$1,000 × 0.75 × 2.088 × 7.13 = $11,166. 
t$1,000 x 0.75 × 0.881 x 7.13 = $ 4,711. 
~:$1,000 x 0.25 x 6.264 x 7.13 = $11,166. 
§$1,000 x 0.25 × 0.705 × 7.13 = . $  1,257. 

This same methodology is followed for all future years as well. 
It is also possible to relate these expected values to anticipated benefit 

costs. For example, if standard mortality rates at ages 35 and 55 are 1.02 
and 6.49 deaths per 1,000, respectively, then anticipated benefit costs for 
the two policies in 1987 are: 

Term: 100,000,000 x 0.00102 = $102,000 
UL: 100,000,000 x 0.00649 = $649,000. 
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Thus, as a percentage of expected claims, the AIDS claims are approxi- 
mately an additional 22 percent for the term policy and only about 1 percent 
for the UL policy. 

If an existing-business projection is available, Tables 5A-5C  should be 
modified to produce factors readily usable in the projection. For example, 
since a projection considers both future lapsation and mortality, the current 
Table 5 factors need to be divided by the ratio of each future year ' s  in-force 
business to the company 's  1986 in-force business. This approach then yields 
AIDS death rates per 100,000 as a function of future in-force data, not 1986 
in-force data. The example in the following section should help clarify this 
concept. 

X. SAMPLE PROJECFION 

TO illustrate the concept of adjustments, the simplified term/UL distri- 
bution illustrated in the previous section was projected over the years 1987 
through 1996. Tables 6A and 6B show the input assumptions and sample 
output for this projection using the assumptions of Scenario II. In addition, 
the following assumptions were made: 

(i) Age distribution: 

Adjustment Distribution 

Age Group Factor Term UL 

Under 20 0.060 0% 0% 
20-29 1.161 20 10 
30-39 3.107 50 25 
40--49 1.882 25 30 
50-59 1.100 5 30 
60-69 0.000 0 5 

Composite Factor: 2.3112 1.7875 

(ii) Even though an age distribution was assumed to reflect increased exposure to the 
AIDS risk by age group, for simplicity the model assumes each plan experiences 
overall mortality identical to that of a single issue age. That is, standard mortality 
for the term plan is a function of age 35 mortality in 1987, age 36 mortality in 
1988, etc. For the UL plan, the mortality pattern begins with age 55 in 1987. More 
refined calculations could use composite mortality based on actual age distributions. 

(iii) The adjustment factors for the male/female splits are 1.34 (7(/ percent male) for 
the term plan and 1.602 (85 percent male) for the UL plan. 

(iv) The adjustment factor for underwriting selection for issues prior to 1984 is 50 
percent for both plans. The adjustment factors for 1984 and later issues are 150 
percent for the term plan and 40 percent for the UL plan. 
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TABLE 6A 

EXAMPLE OF PROJECTED AIDS DEATHS 
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(l/ ] (2) [ is) 14) 
Total I Projected Insurance Standard Mortality (q,) AIDS and AIDS-Related 

Year Termination Rate In Force (000 per l,O00 [ Deaths per I00,000 

Term 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

0.30 
0.20 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 
0.15 

100,000 
70,000 
56,000 
47,600 
40,460 
34,391 
29,232 
24,847 
21,120 
17,952 

1.0200 
1.0625 
1.1220 
1.1985 
1.2835 
1.3855 
1.5215 
1.6745 
1.8615 
2.0825 

7.13 
10.15 
13.74 
17.87 
22.46 
27.47 
32.78 
38.22 
43.60 
48.73 

UL 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

0.12 
0. I0 
0.09 
0.08 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 

100,000 
88,000 
79,200 
72,072 
66,306 
61,665 
57,965 
55,067 
52,313 
49,698 

6.4940 
7.1570 
7.8880 
8.7040 
9.6220 

10.6505 
11.7895 
13.0220 
14.3565 
15.8185 

7.13 
10.15 
13.74 
17.87 
22.46 
27.47 
32.78 
38.22 
43.60 
48.73 

(v) 75 percent of all in-force business was issued prior to 1984, and 25 percent was 
issued from 1984 to 1986. 

(vi) The total termination rate column includes terminations for both lapses and standard 
mortality. 

(vii) 100 percent persistency is assumed for in-force policyholders who have been or 
ever will be infected with the HIV. 

Column 4 of Table 6B shows the percentage of AIDS and AIDS-related 
deaths as a function of standard deaths. The major reason for the huge 
difference between the term and the UL plan relates to the assumed differ- 
ences in age distribution for each type of policy. 

Column 5 of Table 6B illustrates the annual gross cost per $1000 of 
insurance in force for AIDS and AIDS-related deaths by plan. Note here 
that we are not referring to true claims costs, but rather to claim dollars as 
a ratio to remaining in-force amounts of insurance (i.e., reserves were ignored). 



TABLE 6B 

EXAMPLE OF PROJECTED A I D S  DEATHS 

Year 

(1) 
Projected Insurance 

In Force (DO0) 

(21 
Projected 

Other Deaths 
(in Dollars) 

(3! 
Projected AIDS 

and AIDS-Related 
Deaths (in De, liars) 

(4) 
AIDS Deaths 

as Percentage tff 
Other Deatbs 

(5/ 
AIDS Deaths 
per $1,000 

n Force (in Dolhlrs) 

Term 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

$100,000 
70,000 
56,000 
47,600 
40,460 
34,391 
29,232 
24,847 
21,120 
17,952 

$11)2,000 
74,375 
62,832 
57,049 
51,930 
47,649 
44,477 
41,607 
39,316 
37,386 

$ 16,613 
23,644 
32,019 
41,625 
52,336 
63,996 
76,359 
89,034 

101,575 
113,532 

16.3% 
31.8 
51.0 
73.0 

100.8 
134.3 
171.7 
214.0 
258.4 
303.7 

$0.17 
0.34 
0.57 
0.87 
1.29 
1.86 
2.61 
3.58 
4.81 
6.32 

UL 

1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 

$100,000 
88,000 
79,200 
72,072 
66,306 
61,665 
57,965 
55,067 
52,313 
49,098 

$649,400 
629,816 
624,730 
627,315 
637,999 
656,761 
683,377 
717,078 
751,036 
786,143 

$ 9,699 
13,805 
18,695 
24,303 
30,557 
37,364 
44,582 
51,983 
59,305 
66,286 

1.5% 
2.2 
3.0 
3.9 
4.8 
5.7 
6.5 
7.2 
7.9 
8.4 

$0.10 
0.16 
0.24 
0.34 
0.46 
0.61 
0.77 
0.94 
1.13 
1.33 

Combined 

1987 
I988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

1996 

$200,000 
I58,000 
135,200 
119,672 
106,766 
96,056 
87,197 
79,914 
73,434 
67,650 

$751,400 
704,191 
687,562 
684,363 
689,929 
704,410 
727,854 
758,685 
790,352 
823,528 

$ 26,312 
37,449 
50,714 
65,928 
82,893 

101,361 
120,941 
141,016 
160,880 
179,819 

3.5% 
5.3 
7.4 
9.6 

12.0 
14.4 
16.6 
18.6 
20.4 
21.8 

$0.13 
0.24 
0.38 
0.55 
0.78 
1.06 
1.39 
1.76 
2.19 
2.66 

1044 
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APPENDIX 

INPUT PARAMETERS TO THE MODEL 

1. Number of years to be projected (up to 100). 
2. Initial population (report uses 240,000,000). 
3. Yearly infections (1976 to end of projection period). 
4. Mortality table for general population (report uses 85 percent of 1975- 

80 male, ultimate, age last birthday). 
5. Percentages of standard population mortality for other AIDS-related deaths 

(report uses 100 percent, 300 percent, and 700 percent for scenarios I, 
II, and III, respectively). 

6. Conversion pattern to AIDS from HIV infections. 
7. AIDS mortality rates (report uses 0.45, 0.45, 0.29, and 0.21 thereafter). 
Notes: Assumption 7 is based on years since conversion. 

Assumption 6 is based on years since infection. 





CHAPTER 6 

A GROUP LONG-TERM DISABILITY MODEL 
OF THE IMPACT OF AIDS 

ROBERT W. BEAL 

This chapter illustrates a simple application of the Cowell-Hoskins paper 
to measure the impact of AIDS on group long-term disability (LTD) benefits 
in the U.S. The key components of the model are explained below. The 
projected costs for calendar years 1985 through 200 are then presented for 
three scenarios. 

This particular model illustrates some of the main components of any 
model that projects the cost of AIDS on group LTD benefits, whether for 
the industry in total or for individual companies. Most of the assumptions 
described herein are in need of better data and often are set arbitrarily in 
order to illustrate the model's results. The reader should not conclude that 
the results of the three scenarios necessarily represent realistic projections 
of the impact of AIDS on the industry's group LTD business. 

The Spread of AIDS throughout the Population 

To project the spread of AIDS throughout the population, a model must 
first project the spread of HIV and then assume a pattern of progression 
from HIV infection to AIDS. For both of these items, the LTD model uses 
results developed by Michael J. Cowell and Walter H. Hoskins in their 
paper, "AIDS, HIV Mortality and Life Insurance" (see Chapter 3 of this 
Task Force report), which assume that the number of new infections declines 
to zero by 1997. Cowell and Hoskins limited these projections to infected 
persons in the insured population, which they concluded consists primarily 
of homosexuals and bisexuals. Table 1 shows the development of the esti- 
mate of new U.S. AIDS cases for years 1976 to 2000. 

Total Number Qualifying for Disability in a Year 

The model assumes that 50 percent of those getting AIDS in a year satisfy 
the definition of disability in the same year and the other 50 percent in the 
following year. 

1047 
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Percentage of AIDS Cases Covered for Group L TD 
The model assumes that 20 percent of the AIDS cases are covered by 

LTD insurance. This is based upon the 1985 ratio of the number of LTD 
covered insureds to the working population in the U.S. This allows the model 
to assume the same progression rates as in the general population. 

Effective Covered Wages 
The effective covered wage per claimant is assumed to be $25,000 an- 

nually in 1986 and increases at a 5 percent annual rate. 

Average Disability Benefit as Percentage of Covered Wages 
The model also assumes that LTD benefits are equal to 60 percent of 

covered wages. Companies that offer a range of products should take the 
distribution of business by product into consideration. 

Average Social Security Offset 
The average Social Security offset for annual wages of $25,000 is assumed 

to be 50 percent. 

Present Value of Disability Benefits 
The present value of disability benefits depends upon when the first LTD 

benefits are received in relation to the time AIDS is diagnosed, the mortality 
rates during disability, and the interest rate for discounting benefits. 

The first two scenarios assume mortality follows the Cowell-Hoskins AIDS 
death rates of 45 percent in each of the first two years following progression 
to AIDS, 35 percent in year 3, and 25 percent in each year thereafter. The 
third scenario assumes that a medical breakthrough occurs in the treatment 
of AIDS, reducing the annual death rate to 25 percent in each of the first 
five years following progression to AIDS and 10 percent each year thereafter 
for new AIDS cases in years 1993 and later. 

The first and third scenarios assume benefits begin six months after the 
commencement of AIDS. The second scenario benefits begin at the same 
time AIDS is contracted, assuming the waiting period is satisfied while the 
claimant has ARC. The disability benefits in all three scenarios are dis- 
counted at 7 percent. 

The resulting present values of the LTD benefits to the date of disablement 
for the three scenarios are as follows: 
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Scenario Present Value LTD Benefils* 

1 $17.02 
2 21.71 
3 17.02 (through year 1992) 

35.47 (for years 1993 and later) 

*Per $1.00 of monthly benefit. 

Tables 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the calculations of the present value of LTD 
benefits factors. 

Cumulative LTD Benefits Due to AIDS 

Tables 2, 3, and 4 provide the results of the three scenarios. The following 
table compares the projected cumulative disability benefits incurred in years 
1986 through 2000 under the three scenarios. 

CUMULATIVE LONG-TERM DISABILITY BENEFITS DUE TO AIDS 
($ MILLIONS) 

Year Scenario I I Scenario 2 scenario 3 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

$ 20.9 
56.5 

113.8 
201.7 
330.8 
512.8 
758.9 

1,078.9 
1,478.1 
1,995.0 
2,500.7 
3,100.2 
3,734.5 
4,382.9 
5,025.6 

$ 26.7 
72.1 

145.1 
257.3 
422.0 
654.1 
968.1 

1,376.3 
1,885.4 
2,493.8 
3,189.8 
3,954.5 
4,763.5 
5,590.7 
6,410.4 

$ 20.9 
56.5 

113.8 
201.7 
330.8 
512.8 
758.9 

1,425.8 
2,257.7 
3,251.6 
4,388.9 
5,638.2 
6,960.0 
8,311.5 
9,650.7 

Many of the LTD model assumptions are set arbitrarily. Again, the reader 
is cautioned not to interpret the results in the above table as necessarily 
reasonable projections of the group LTD benefits due to AIDS. As more 
information is developed, these assumptions can be improved, leading to 
possibly more realistic projections. This model was originally developed by 
Arthur Baldwin of Paul Revere Life and has been somewhat enhanced by 
David Holland. 



TABLE 1 

DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

INFECTED POPULATION: INFECTION DECLINES TO 0 BY 1997 

1976 

Number HIV Infected 0.504 

Number Becoming Infected in Year k 0.392 

Years from [ Percentage Year o f  
wilh AIDS I Infection lnfeclion 

I 
1 0.0000% 
2 0.3000 
3 1.2000 
4 2.6000 
5 4.3000 
6 6.2000 
7 8.6000 
8 10.4000 
9 9.9600 

10 8.4660 
11 7.1961 
12 6.1167 
13 5.1992 
14 4.4193 
15 3.7564 
16 3.1929 
17 2.7140 
18 2.3069 
19 1.9609 
20 1.6667 
21 1.4167 
22 1.2042 
23 1.0236 
24 0.8700 

[95.0697 

Total 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
I984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

i l  Cumulative 
CDC Data 
Ratio (1) to (2) 

1977 

1.887 

1.383 

Pre-1978 

1 

3 
3 

1978 1979 i 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
J iI ' I ! i i i i 

6,011 16,295 37.904 76.300 1 3 5 . 4 2 9  2 1 8 . 1 7 3  3 2 8 . 2 0 5  4 7 7 . 6 9 3  670.619 
| ) i ) ! i ) 

4,124 10,284 21,009 38.396 59,129 82,744 110.032 1 4 9 . 4 8 8  192,926 

Number Getting AIDS Year hy Year, Afer Inaction in Year Indicated at Left 

1978 I 1979 l 980 t 1981 t 1982 I 1983 I I984 I 1985 ) 1986 

3 5 7 10 12 11 10 8 7 
5 10 17 24 34 41 39 33 28 
4 17 36 59 86 119 144 138 117 
0 12 49 107 177 256 355 429 i 411 

0 31 123 267 442 638 884 1,070 
0 65 259 562 929 1,340, 1,858 

0 115 461 998 1,651 ~ 2,381 
0 177 710 1,537 2,543 

0 248 993 2,151 
0 330 1,320 

0 448 
0 

12 44 l 140 ) 389 , 950 ) 2,069 ) 4,070 J 7,343 i 12,334 
14 58 r 198 587 1,538 3,606 7,676 15,020 i 27,354 
-- -- I -- 337 1,337 4,119 9,697 1 5 , 9 4 8  29,003 

i 174% 115% 88% 79% 94% 94% 

1987 

919,566 

248.947 

1987 

6 
24 

100 
349 

1,024 
2,247 
3,302 
3,666 
3,558 
2,861 
1,794 

579 
0 

19,510 
46,863 
55,000 
85% 



TABLE 1 -- Continued 

Number HIV Infecled 

Number Becoming Infected in 
Year 

I 
Years from Percenlage Year of 

In ft'ction with AIDS Infection 

1 0.0000% 1975 
2 0.3000 1976 
3 1.2000 1977 
4 2.6000 1978 
5 4.3000 1979 
6 6.2000 1980 
7 8.6000 1981 
8 10.4000 1982 
9 9.9600 1983 

10 8.4660 1984 
11 7.1961 1985 
12 6.1167 1986 
13 5.1992 1987 
14 4.4193 1988 
15 3.7564 1989 
16 3.1929 1990 
17 2.7140 1991 
18 2.3069 1992 
19 1.9609 1993 
20 1.6667 1994 
21 1.4167 1995 
22 1.2042 1996 
23 1.0236 1997 
24 0.8700 1998 

1999 
95.0697 2000 

Total 
(1) Cumulative 
12/CDC Data 

Ratio (1) to (2) 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 I998 

1191.439 1465.203 1721.330 1945.951 2131.859 2277.142 I 2382.978 2451,692 2485.433 2485.433 2485.433 

1999 2000 

2485.433 2485.433 

271.873 273.764 256,127 224.621 185.908 145.283 1105.836 68.714 L 33.741 0.0130 

Number Getting AIDS Year by Year, After Infection in Year Indicated at Lxf 

0.000 0.OO0 0.000 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 I 1996 1997 1998 1999 21g~l 
r 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 

20 17 15 13 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 
85 72 61 52 44 38 32 27 23 20 17 14 12 

297 252 214 182 155 132 112 95 81 69 58 50 42 
871 740 629 535 454 386 328 279 237 202 171 146 124 

2,152i 1,829 1 ,555 1 ,322 1,123 955 812 690 586 498 424 360 306 
3,993 3,824 3,251 2,763 2,349 1,996 1,697 1 ,442  1,226 1,042 886 753 640 
5,085 ~ 6,149 5,889 5,006 4,255 3,617 3,074 2,613 2,221 1,888 1,605 1,364 1,159 
5,130 7,116 8,605 8,241 7,005 5,954 5,061 4,302 3,657 3 , 1 0 8 ~  2,642 2,246 1,909 
4,731 6,822 9,463 11,443 10,959 9,315 7,918 6,730 5,721 4,863 4,133 3,513 2,986 
3,887 6,428 9,268 12,856 15,547 14,889 12,656 10,757 9,144 7 , 7 7 2 1  6,606 5,615 4,773 

8,526 7,247 
12,943 11,002 
16,630 14,133 

2,315 5,016 8,296 11,961 16,592 20,064 19,215 16,333 13,883 11,801' 10,031 
747 2,987 6,473 10,705 15,435 21,409 25,890 24,795 21,076 17,914i 15,227 

816 3,262 7,069 11,691 16,856 23,381 28,275 27,079 23,017 19,564 
0 821 3,285 7,118 11,772 16,973 23,544 28,471 27,267 23,177 19,700 16,745 

768 3,074 6,659 11,013 15,880 22,027 26,6371 25,510 21,684 18,431 
0 674 2,695 5,840 9,659 13,927 19,317 i 23 ,361  22,372 19,016 

0 558 2,231 4,834 7,994 1 1 , 5 2 6  1 5 , 9 8 8  1 9 , 3 3 4  18,516 
0 436 1,743 3,777 6,247 9,008 1 2 , 4 9 4  15,109 

0 318 1,270 2,752 4,551 6,562 9,102 
0 206 825 1,787 2,955 4,260 

0 101 ' 405 877 1,451 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 

0 
29,318 42,074 57,806 76,204 96,487117,308:136,680 152,324 162,613 166,872 t65,155~ 158,143 146,972 

I 76,181 ~118,255 176,062 252,266 348,753 466,060 602,740 755,065:917,677 1,084,549 1,249,704 I 1,407,847 1,554,819 
88,000 1133,000i 191,000 265,000 i 

87% I 89% L 92% . 95% . . . .  I ! 



TABLE 2 

SCENARIO 1 * 
DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

INFECTED POPULATION: INFECTION DECLINES TO 0 BY 1997 

Total Number Percentage of [ Total Number [ Projected Effective ' 
Qualifying AIDS Cases ~f AIDS Case! I Inflation Monthly 

AIDS Cases , , for Disability , Covered fi~r That Are i Rate for Covered 
Year Total No, Cumulative in Year* Grt~up LTD Insured i Wages Wages iSecutity Of~ 

Pre-1978 3 3 
1978 12 14 
1979 44 58 
1980 140 198 
1981 389 587 
1982 950 1,538 
1983 2,069 3,606 
1984 4,070 7,676 
1985 7,343 15,020 
1986 12,334 27,354 9,839 20.00% 1,968 $2,083 60.00% $1,250 
1987 19,510 46,863 15,922 20.00 3,184 5.00% 2,188 60.00 1,313 
1988 29,318 7 6 , 1 8 1  24 ,414 20.00 4,883 5.00 2,297 60.00 1,378 
1989 42,074 118,255 35,696 20.00 7,139 5.00 2,412 60.00 1,447 
1990  57,806 176,062 49,940 20.00 9,988 5.00 2,532 60.00 1,519 
1991 76,204 252,266 67 ,005 20.00 13,401 5.00 2,659 60.00 1,595 
1992 96,487 348,753 86,346 20.00 17,269 5.00 2,792 60.00 1,675 
1993 117 ,308  466,060 106,897 20.00 21,379 5.00 2,931 60.00 1,759 
1994 136 ,680  602,740 126,994 20.00 25,399 5.00 3,078 60.00 1,847 
1995 1 5 2 , 3 2 4  755,065 144,502 20.00 28,900 5.00 3,232 60.00 1,939 
1996 162 ,613  917,677 157,469 20.00 31,494 5.00 3,394 60,00 2,036 

20.00 32,948 5.00 3,563 60.00 2,138 1997 166,872 1,084,549 164'7421 20.00 33,203 5.00 3,741 60.00 2,245 1998 165,155 1,249,704 166,013 1 
1999 158,143 1,407,847 161,649 20.00 32,330 5.00 3,928 60.00 2,357 
2000 146,972 1,554,819 152,557 20.00 30,511 5.00 4,125 60.00 2,475 

*Scenario 1: CowelI-Hoskins AIDS mortality; AIDS claimants must satisfy six-month waiting period. 
*Average of AIDS cases in current and prior years. 

Average Disability Benefit PTesem PV Benefit Cumulative 
As Percentage [ After 50% Value of Times Numbel Disability 
of Covered I Before Social Social Disability Disabled Benefits Incurred 

Wages r Offset Security Offset Benefit (Millions) (Millions) 

$625 $10,637 $20.9 $20.9 
656 11,169 35.6 56.5 
689 11,720 57.3 113.8 
724 12,314 87.9 201.7 
760 12,930 129.1 330.8 
798 13,576 181.9 512.8 
838 14,255 246.2 758.9 
879 14,968 320.0 1,078.9 
923 1 5 , 7 1 6  399.2 1,478.1 
970 1 6 , 5 0 2  476.9 1,955.0 

1,018 1 7 , 3 2 7  545.7 2,500.7 
1,069 18,194 599.5 3,100.2 
1,122 19,103 634.3 3,734.5 
1,179 20,058 648.5 4,382.9 
1,237 21,061 642.6 5,025.6 



TABLE 3 

SCENARIO 2* 
DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

INFECTED POPULATION: INFECTION DECLINES TO 0 B"/ 1997 

I Total Number Percentage of Total Number Projected Effective 
Qualifying AIDS Cases. of AIDS Cases. Inflation Monthly At, Percentage 

AIDS Cases , fo7 Disability Covered ft~" That Are Rale for Covered of Covered 
' I 

Year Total No. i Cumulative , in Year't Group LTD Insured Wages Wages Wages 

Pre- 1978 3 3 
1978 12 14 
1979 44 58 
1980 140 198 
1981 389 587 
1982 950 1,538 
1983 2,069 3,606 
1984 4,070 7,676 
1985 7,343 15,020 
1986 12,334 27 ,354  9 ,839  20.00% 1,968 $2,083 60.00% $1,250 
1987 19,510 46 ,863  15,922 20.00 3,184 5 .00% 2,188 60.00 1,313 
1988 2 9 , 3 1 8  76,181 24,414 20.00 4,883 5.00 2,297 60.00 1,378 
1989 4 2 , 0 7 4  118,255 35,696 20.00 7,139 5.00 2,412 60.00 1,447 
1990 5 7 , 8 0 6  176,062 49,940 20.00 9,988 5.00 2,532 60.00 1,519 
1991 76,204 252,266 67,005 20.00 13,401 5.00 2,659 60.00 1,595 
1992 9 6 , 4 8 7  348,753 86,346 20.00 17,269 5.00 2,792 60.00 1,675 
1993 117,308 466,060 106,897 2 0 . 0 0  21 ,379  5.00 2,931 60.00 1,759 
1994 136,680 602,740 126,994 2 0 . 0 0  25 ,399  5.00 3,078 60.00 1,847 
1995 152,324 755,065 144,502 2 0 . 0 0  28 ,900  5.00 3,232 60.00 1,939 
1996 162,613 917,677 157,469 2 0 . 0 0  31 ,494  5.00 3,394 60.00 2,036 
1997 166,872 1,084,549 164,742 2 0 . 0 0  32 ,948  5.00 3,563 60.00 2,138 
1998 165,155 1,249,704 166,013 2 0 . 0 0  33 ,203  5.00 3,741 60.00 2,245 
1999 158,143 11,407,847 161,649 2 0 . 0 0  32 ,330  5.00 3,928 60.00 I 2,357 
2000 146,972 I 1,554,819 152,557 2 0 . 0 0  30,511 5.00 4,125 60.00 I 2,475 

"Scenario 2: CowelI-Hoskins AIDS mortality; AIDS claimants receive 
"tAverage of AIDS cases in current and prior years. 

disability 

Average Disability Benefit Presenl PV Benetit Cumulative 

After 50% Value of rimes Number  Disability 
Before Social Social Disability Disabled Benefils Incurred 
Security Offset Security Offset Benefit (Millions) i (Millions) 

$625 $13,569 $26.7 $26.7 
656 14,247 45.4 72.1 
689 14,960 73.0 145.1 
724 15,707 112.1 257.3 
760 16,493 164.7 422.0 
798 17,318 232.1 654.1 
838 18 ,183  314.0 968.1 
879 19 ,093  408.2 1,376.3 
923 20,047 509.2 1,885.4 
970 2 1 , 0 5 0  608.3 2,493.8 

1,018 22,102 696.1 3,189.8 
1,069 23,207 764.6 3,954.5 
1,122 24,367 809.1 4,763.5 
1,179 25,586 j 827.2 5,590.7 
1,237 26,8651 819.7 6,410.4 

benefits at commencement of AIDS. 



TABLE 4 

SCENARIO 3* 
DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

INFECTED POPULATION: INFECTION DECLINES TO 0 BY 1997 

Total Number Percentage of Total Number Projected Effeclive 
Oualifying AIDS Casts of AIDS Cases Inflation Monthly 

AIDS Ca~s for Disability , Covered for Thai ,"'..re Rate for Covered 
'Year Total No, J Cumulative L in Year't J Ga~up LTD J Insured J Wages , Wages J Wages ISecurity Off 

Pre- 1978 3 3 
1978 12 14 
1979 44 58 
1980 140 198 
1981 389 587 
1982 950 1,538 
1983 2,069 3,606 
1984 4,070 7,676 
1985 7,343 15,020 
1986 12,334 27,354 9,839 20.00'7~ 1,968 $2,083 6 0 . 0 0 % $ 1 , 2 5 0  
1987 19,510 46,863 15,922 20.00 3,184 5.00% 2,188 60.00 1,313 
1988 29,318 7 6 , 1 8 1  24,414 20.00 4,883 5.110 2,297 60.00 1,378 
1989  42,074 118,255 35,696 20.00 7,139 5.00 2,412 60.00 1,447 
1990  57,806 176,062 49,940 20.00 9,988 5.00 2,532 60.00 1,519 
1991 76,204 252,266 67,005 20.00 13,401 5.00 2,659 60.00 1,595 
1992  96,487 348,753 86,346 20.00 17,269 5.00 2,792 60.00 1,675 
1993 117 ,308  466,060 106,897 20.00 21,379 5.00 2,931 60.00 1,759 
1994 136,680 602,740 126,994 20.00 25,399 5.00 3,078 60.00 1,847 
1995 152,324 755,065 144,502 2 0 . 0 ( I  28,900 5.00 3,232 60.00 1,939 
1996 162,613 917,677 157,469 20.00 31,494 5.00 3,394 60.00 2,036 
1997 166,872 1,084,549 164,742 20.00 32,948 5.00 3,563 60.00 2,138 
1998 165,155 il,249,704 166,013 20.00 33,203 5.00 3,741 60.00 2,245 
1999 158,143 11,407,847 161,640 20.00 32,330 5.00 3,928 60.00 2,357 
2000 146,972 11,554,819. 152,557 . 20.00 . 30,511 . 5.00 4,125 60.00 2,475 

*Scenario 3: Cowell-Hoskins AIDS mortality; AIDS claimants must satisfy six-month 
tAverage of AIDS cases in current and prior years. 

Average Disability Benefit Present PV Benefil Cumulative 

As Percemagel i After 50% Value of Times Number Disability 
of Covered , Before Social Social Disability Disabled Benefits Incurred 

Security Offse jS(.curity Offse Benefit (Millionsj (Millions} 

waiting period. 

$625 $10,637 $20.9 $20.9 
656 11,169 35.6 56.5 
689 11,728 57.3 113.8 
724 12,314 87.9 201.7 
760 12,930 129.1 330.8 
798 13,576 181.9 512.8 
838 14,255 246.2 758.9 
879 31,194 666.9 1,425.8 
923 32,753 831.9 2,257.7 
970 34,091 993.9 3,254.6 

1,018 3 6 , 1 1 1  1,137.3 4,388.9 
1,069 37,916 1,249.3 5,638.2 
1,122 39,812 1,321.9 6,960.0 
1,179 41,802 1,351.5 8,311.5 
1,237 43,893 1,339.2 9,650.7 



CALCULATION OF 

TABLE 5 

SCENARIO 1 

DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

AN ANNUITY OF $1 PER MONTH VALUED AT BENEFIT COMMENCEMENT DATE 

Annual ' I Effective ' 1-Year Pr(~bability PV ol: $1 PV of PV of 
P {Death] Interest, Monthly ! M<~nthly Equivalent 13ertcfit AnntLity ~f at Benefit 1 Year t Ycu,~ 

Year q Rate I q' ] i j Months ST/too. Survival Slarl Anrltdly Annuit 2 

I 0.45 0.07 0.05108 10.0056 0.0567 6 5.25 0.7416 1 3.89 3.8~ 
2 0.45 0.07 0.05108 10.0056 0.0567 12 9.02 0.5500 0.96673 4.80 8.6 ~, 
3 0.35 0.07 0.03655 10.0056 0.0422 12 9.66 0.3025 0.90349 2.64 11.35 
4 0.25 0.07 0.02426i0.0056 i 0.0299 12 10.26 0.1966 0.84438 1.70 13.0. ~ 
5 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.00561 0.0299 12 10.26 0.1475 0.78914 1.19 14.25 
6 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0 0 0 5 6  0.0299 12 10.26 0.1106 0.73751 (I.84 15.0f 
7 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.00561 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0830 0.68926 0.59 15.65 
8 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.00561 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0622 0.64417 0.41 16.06 
9 0.25 ,0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0467 0.60203 0.29 16.35 

I0 0.25 ,0.07 0.02426 ~0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0350 0.56264 0.20 16.5~ 
11 0.25 ~0.07 0.02426,0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0262 0.52584 0.14 16.6c~ 
12 0.25 10.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0197 0.49143 0.10 16.7~ 
13 0.25 0 07 0.02426 ,0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0148 0.45928 0.07 16.86 
14 0.25 ~0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0111 0.42924 0.05 16.91 
15 0.25 '0.07 0.02426 ~0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0083 0.40116 0.03 16.94 
16 0.25 '0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0062 0.37491 0.02 16.9'7 
17 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0047 0.35038 0.02 16.98 
18 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0035 0.32746 0.01 17.0C 
19 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0026 0.30604 0.01 17.0C 
20 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0 .0056  0.0299 12 10.26 0.0020 0.28602 0.01 17.01 
21 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0 .0056  0.0299 12 10.26 0.0015 0.26731 0.00 17.01 
22 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0011 0.24982 0.00 17.02 
23 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0008 0.23347 0.00 17.02 
24 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 12 10.26 0.0006 0.21820 0.(t0 17.02 

Present value of a disabled life annuity of $1 ~er month commencing 6 months after contracting 
AIDS = $17.02 

Annuity calculation procedure: 

1-year annuity = sum[(v't)*tpx] for t - 0/12, 1/12, 2/12, 11/12 
calculate i112] = [(1 + i ) ^ ( 1 / 1 2 ) ]  - 1 . . . .  

assume constant force of mortality over the year such that 
tpx = (1 - q x ) ' t  for 0 _~ t _--< 1 and 
p[12] = 1 - q [ 1 2 ]  - ( l -qx) (1 /12)  

/-year annuity = sum{[C1 +i[12])^(- t )]  * [(1 -q[12]) ' t]} for t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 
and let q'[12] = q[12]/(1 +q[121) = (1 -qx) ' ( -  1/12) - 1 and it can bc shown that 

1-year annuity = s u m [ ( l + i [ 1 2 ] + q '  [12])'( - t)] fo r t  = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 
which is a simple annuity due a t j  = /[12] + q'[12] 

1 0 5 5  



CALCULATION OF 

TABLE 6 

SCENARIO 2 
DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

AN ANNUITY OF $1 PER MONTH VALUED AT BENEFIT COMMENCEMENT DATE 

Annual Effective l-Year Frobabitity PV of $I PV ~ff IJV t)t 
P [Death] Interest Monthly Monthly Annuity of at Benefit I Year t Year 

Year q Rate q' i $1/m,,L Survival Start  AnnuiTy Annuir 

1 0.45 0.07 0.05108 0.0056 9.02 1.0000 1 9.02 9.0~ 
2 0.45 0.07 0.05108 0.0056 9.02 0.5500 0.93457 4.64 13.6~ 
3 0.35 0.07 0.03655 0.0056 9.66 0.3025 0.87343 2.55 16.2] 
4 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.1966 0.81629 1.65 17.&' 
5 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.1475 0.76289 1.15 19.0] 
6 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.1106 0.71298 0.81 19.87, 
7 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0830 0.66634 0.57 20.3~ 
8 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0622 0.62274 0.40 20.7~ 
9 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0467 0.58200 0.28 21.0f 

I0 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 , 0.0350 0.54393 0.20 21.2f 
11 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0262 0.50834 0.14 21.3 ~. 
12 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0]97 0.47509 0.10 21.4~ 
13 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0 , 0 1 4 8  0.44401 0.07 21.5( 
14 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10 .26 ' 0 . 0111  ~0.41496 0.05 21.6( 
15 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 1 0 . 2 6 ' 0 . 0 0 8 3  ~0.38781 0.03 21.6~ 
16 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 1 0 . 2 6 ' 0 . 0 0 6 2  '0.36244 0.02 21.6( 
17 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0047 '0.33873 0.02 21.6~ 
18 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0035 0 .31657  0.01 21.6 ~. 
19 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10,26 0.0026 '0.29586 0.01 21.6~ 
20 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0020 '0.27650 0.01 21.7( 
21 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0015 0 .25841 0.00 21.7( 
22 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0 .0011:0 .24151  0.00 21.71 
23 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0008 0 .22571 0.00 21.71 
24 0.25 0,07 0.02426 0.0056 10.26 0.0006 0.21094 0AI0 21.7] 

Present value of a disabled life annuity of $1 per month commcncing 0 months after contracting 
AIDS = $21.71 

Annuity calculation procedure: 

/-year annuity = sum[(v't)*tpx] for t - 0/12, 1/12, 2/12, 11/12 
calculate i[121 = [(l +i) '(I/12)] - 1 . . . .  

assume constant force of mortality over the year such that 
tpx = (1 - q x ) ' t  for 0 < t _<-- 1 and 
p[I2] = l - q[12] = (1 -qx) ' ( l /12)  

1-year annuity = sum{[ 0 +i[12})^(-t)]  * [(1 -q[12])^t]} for t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 
and let q'[12] = q[12]/(1 +q[12]) = (1 -qx) ' ( -  1/121 - 1 and it can be shown that 

l-year annuity = sum[(1 + i [12]+q '  [12D ' ( - t ) ]  for t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 
which is a simple annuity duc a t j  = i[12] + q'{12] 
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TABLE 7 

SCENARIO 3 
DISABILITY MODEL BASED ON COWELL PAPER 

CALCULATION OF AN ANNUITY OF $1 PER MONTH VALUED AT BENEFIT COMMENCEMENT DATE 

Annual 
P [Death] Interest Monthly 

Year q Rate q' 

1 0.45 0.07 0.05108 0.0056 0.0567 
2 0.45 0.07 0.05108 0.0056 0.0567 
3 0.35 0.07 0.03655 0.0056 r 0.0422 
4 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 10.0299 
5 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 ~ 0.0299 
6 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 I 0.0299 
7 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
8 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 ~ 0.0299 
9 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 

10 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
11 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
12 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
13 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
14 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
15 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
16 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
17 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
18 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
19 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0,0299 
20 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
21 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
22 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0,0299 
23 0.25 0.07 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 
24 0.25 0.071 0.02426 0.0056 0.0299 

Effective l-Year Pr(~l)abiliry PV (ff $1 PV of PV of 
Monthly Equivalent Benefit Annuity of al Benefi~ I Year t Year 

i j Months $I/mo. Survival Sl~rl Annuity Annuit) 

6 5.25 0.7416 l 3,89 3.89 
12 9.021 0.5500 0,96673 4.80 8.69 
12 9,66 0.3025 0.90349 2.64 11,33 
12 10.26! 0.1966 0.84438 1.70 13,03 
12 ' 10 26! 0.1475 0.78914 1.19 14.23 
12 10.26! 0.1106 0.73751 0.84 15.06 
12 10.26! 0.0830 0.68926 0.59 15.65 
12 ' t0.261 0.0622 0.64417 0.41 16.06 
12 10 .26  0.0467 0 . 6 0 2 0 3  0.29 16.35 
12 i10-261 0.0350 0.56264 I 0.20 16.55 
12 10.261 0.0262 0.52584 ' 0.14 16.69 
12 10.26~ 0.0197 0.49143 ~ 0.10 16.79 
12 10.26, 0.0148 0.45928 ! 0.07 16.86 
12 10.26 '0 .0111 0.42924 I 0.05 16.91 
12 10 26 0.0083 0.401161 0.03 16.94 
12 10 26, 0.0062 0.37491 i 0.02 16.97 
12 !10.26 0.0047 0.35038 i 0.02 16.98 
12 !10.26 0.0035 0.32746 i 0.01 17.00 
12 110.26 0.0026 0.30604 i 0.0t 17.00 
12 110.26' 0.0020 0.28602 ~ 0.01 17.01 
12 110.26 ~ 0.0015 0.26731 I 0.00 17.01 
12 !10.26 0.0011 0.24982 , 0.00 ]7.02 
12 !10.26' 0.0008 0.23347 0.00 17.02 
12 10.26 0.0006 0 . 2 1 8 2 0 1 0 . 0 0  /7.02 

Present value of a disabled life annuity of  $1 per month commencing 6 months after contracting 
AIDS = $17.02 use through 1992 

Annuity calculation procedure: 

1-year annuity = sum[(vAt)*tpx] for t - 0/12, 1/12, 2/12, 11/12 
calculate i [12] = [(1 + 0 " ( 1 / 1 2 ) ]  - l . . . .  

assume constant force of mortality over the year such that 
tpx = (1-qx)^t  for 0 <- t ~ 1 and 
p[121 = 1 - q[121 = ( 1 - q x ) ~ ( 1 / 1 2 )  

t-year annuity = sum{I(1 + i [ t 2 ] ) ' ( - t ) ]  " [(1-q[12]) ' t]} for t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  11 
and let q'[12] = q[12]/(1 +q[121) = ( 1 - q x )  ( - 1 / 12 )  - 1 and it can be shown thai 

1-year annuity = sum[(1 + i l '12]+q '  [12])^(-t)] for t  = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , 11 
which is a simple annuity-due a t j  = /[12] + q'[12] 
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TABLE 7 --  Continued 

I 
Ar~nual Effnctive I 1-Year Probabilitv l PV t~f $1 PV t~f pV ~f 

P IDeath ateresl Monthly Monthly Equivalent ] Bene6t ]Aat~uity of - i  at Benefit ~ I Year r Y¢;tr 
I I Yt:ar q .~ Rate q' i j ~ $ [ , m o .  Survival Start AnnuiV Annuity 

I 0.25 |0 .07 0.024263 0,005654 0.029917 6 ~ 5.58 0.8660 1 4.83 4.83 
2 0.25 |0 ,07 0 024263 0.005654 0.029917 12 I10 26 0.7500 0.9667364 7.44 12.27 
3 0.25 |0 ,07 0.024263 0.005654 0.029917 12 ~10 26 0.5625 0.9034920 5.21 17.48 
4 0.25 /0,07 0.024263 0.005654 0.029917 12 110.26 0.4219 0.8443850 3.65 21.14 
5 0.25 0.07 i0.024263 0.005654 0.029917 12 ~10.26 0.3164 0.7891449 2.56 23,70 
6 0.1 0,07 !0.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12 ~11.10 0.2373 0.7375186 1,94 25,64 
7 0.1 0,07 ~0.008818 0,005654 0,014472 12 ill . lO 0.2136 0.6892697 1.63 27,27 
8 0.1 0.07 ~0.008818 0.005654 0.014472 12 11.10 0.1922 0.6441773 1.37 28.65 
9 0.1 0,07 '0.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12 11.I0 0.1730 0.6020348 1.16 29,81 

10 0.1 0,07 10.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12 ii1.10 0.1557 0.5626494 0,97 30,78 
11 0.1 0,07 0.008818 0.005654 0.014472 12 11.10 0,1401 0,5258405 0.82 31.60 
12 0.1 0,07 0.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12:11.10 0.1261 0.4914398 0,69 32.28 
13 0.1 0.07,0.0088180,0056540,014472 12 ,11.10 0.1135 0.4592895 0.58 32,86 
14 0.1 0.07 0.008818 0.005654 0.014472 12 11.10 0,1022 0.4292425 0.49 33,35 
15 0.1 0,07 0.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12 11.10 0.0919 0.4011612 0.41 33,76 
16 0.1 0,07 0.008818 0,005654 0.014472 12 11.10 0,0827 0.3749170 0.34 34.10 
17 0.1 10,07 0.0088180,0056540.014472 12 11.10 0.0745 0.3503897 0,29 34,39 
18 0.l 0.07 0.0088180,0056540.014472 12 11.10 0.0670 0.3274670 0.24 34,64 
19 0.1 !0.07 0.008818 0,005654 0,014472 12 11,10 0.0603 0.3060440 0.20 34,84 
20 0.1 007 0.008818 0,005654 0,014472 12 11.10 0.0543 0.2860224 0.17 35,01 
21 0.1 i0,07 0.0088180,0056540.014472 12 11.10 0.0489 0.2673106 0.14 35,16 
22 0.1 [0,07 0.008818 0.005654 0.014472 12 11,10 0.0440 0.2498230 0.12 35,28 
23 0,1 0,07 0.0088180,005654 0.014472 12 ,11.10 0.0396 0.2334795 0.10 35.38 
24 0.1 1.0.07 0.008818 0,005654,0.014472 12 11.10 0,0356 0.2182051 0.09 35,47 
Prescnt value of a disabled life annuity of $1 per month commencing 6 months after contracting 
AIDS = $35.47 use for 1993 onward 
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CHAPTER 7 

MODELING THE IMPACT OF HIV ON GROUP MEDICAL, 
DISABILITY, AND LIFE INSURANCE PLANS 

MICHAEL L. ZURCHER 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the development of a model that projects group in- 
surance plan costs attributable to HIV-related diseases. Following the ex- 
planation of the development of the model and its assumptions is a summary 
of its projected results, including costs by duration, a claim cost table, and 
five-year projections. The stochastic, as opposed to deterministic, nature of 
the model distinguishes it from the typical spread-sheet type of model. Many 
of the associated cost patterns as well as the progression through the various 
stages of HIV disease are simulated using Monte Carlo techniques. The 
application of stochastic simulation has the advantages of providing a means 
of measuring the expected variability of the modeled results for a given set 
of assumptions and allowing the integration of a multitude of cost and pro- 
gression distributions into a single simulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The impact of HIV on group insurance plans has not received as much 
attention as the impact on individual life insurance. This probably has oc- 
curred because of the ability of insurers to rerate group plans at least once 
a year. Insurers anticipate increasing rates each year as necessary so that 
premiums will adequately cover the expected HIV costs. However, the abil- 
ity to rerate does not necessarily guarantee adequate premiums, as is illus- 
trated by historical cycles. The rerating process will be successful only to 
the extent that historical cost levels are known and future trends can be 
predicted -- neither of which is the case with HIV. Also, medical claims 
are incurred over the course of the disease, not at a single point in time as 
with life coverages. 

A group HIV model will provide an estimation of the HIV costs under a 
given set of assumptions. This information will be valuable because the use 
of internal claims data as the basis for projecting future claims may not be 
reliable due to the inherent difficulties in identifying an HIV-related claim. 
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Additionally, a model will provide the ability to test the impact of alternative 
assumptions and scenarios. 

The model presented in this paper comprises two components. The first 
component is the prevalence module. This module develops the number of 
HIV-infected insured employees by current HIV-disease stage and duration 
within that stage given the geographic distribution of a block of in-force 
group insureds. It also projects the number of insureds that are modeled to 
become seropositive in future years. The output of the first module provides 
input to the second, the cost module. In this module, the future progression 
through the HIV stages and the associated costs are calculated for each HIV- 
infected life. Each infected life enters the model in the month, year, stage, 
and duration as determined in the prevalence module. The progression paths 
and costs are derived using monthly formulations and stochastic processes. 

Following the detailed description of the components of the model, analy- 
sis of the modeled results is presented. The analysis includes the develop- 
ment of various costs by duration since infection, a five-year projection of 
group plan costs assuming an initial cohort of 1,000 infected lives, sensitivity 
testing to the five-year projection changing assumptions such as progression 
rates and cost patterns, and estimated medical claim costs by deductibles. 

It is important to note while reviewing this paper that all "costs," except 
for life benefits, represent full charges to the claimant rather than insurance 
company benefit costs. There have been no assumptions made as to the plan 
design features of the group insurance coverage (that is, costs have not been 
adjusted for deductibles, coinsurance, plan eligibility, coordination of ben- 
efits, and so on). Also, the life benefits are those paid at time of death; they 
do not include any waiver-of-premium benefits. Finally, the medical cov- 
erage is assumed to continue until death, even if disability occurs. There is 
no differentiation as to whether coverage is extended due to the employer 
continuing to pay the premiums, COBRA, or other means. 

The reader should keep in mind that the utility of this model, like any 
other model, is largely derived from the assumptions that drive the model 
and the data from which the assumptions are developed. In many instances, 
the assumptions were not generated from the analysis of hard data, but rather 
from the "guesstimates" of well-informed actuaries, medical doctors, and 
others with practical experience in HIV-related medical practice patterns. In 
other cases, the bases of the assumptions were recognized studies such as 
the Cowell-Hoskins report (see Chapter 3 of this Task Force report). The 
assumptions are generally validated with the per-life modeled costs, the only 
actual insurance data presently available to test results for reasonableness. 
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This certainly emphasizes the need for improved identification, collection, 
and analysis of group insurance HIV-claim data. 

The results of the model are still valuable notwithstanding these validation 
limitations. In many instances, the relative comparisons of the projected cost 
data and the relative changes seen under alternative assumptions provide 
more value than the actual dollar amount variations. The greatest strengths 
of the model are in its structure and processes. As more research, studies, 
and data become available, the flexibility of the model will allow the in- 
corporation of the new information, increasing the reliability of the modeled 
results. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND ASSUMPTIONS 

I. Prevalence Module 

The prevalence module develops the expected number of HIV-infected 
lives by geographic region for a given block of group insured employees. 
The HIV-related costs these lives will generate are subsequently modeled in 
the cost module. The prevalence module actually consists of three steps. 
First, a deterministic approach is used to derive the number of HIV-infected 
employees for each geographic region. Next, stochastic processes allocate 
those lives to an HIV stage and duration within that stage. Lastly, in-force 
lives currently seronegative that will become seropositive in future modeled 
years are "cloned" from in-force infected lives, again by a stochastic process. 

A. Number of HIV-lnfected Lives by Region 

The number of HIV-infected lives by each geographic region is calculated 
using the following formula: 

Insured Infected Lives = (Insured Males) * {Insured Regional Prevalence 
Rate} 

= (Number of Insured Employees in Region * Percentage of Employees 
That Are Male) * {General Population Male Prevalence Rate * AIDS 
Normalized Factor * HIV+ Normalized Factor * Percentage of HIV- 
Infected Lives Insured and Employed} 

The model develops infected lives based on male employees only (that 
is, no females, dependent males, or dependent children). Dependent males 
have been excluded because of their marital status. Females and dependent 
children were excluded because they currently represent a low percentage 
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of total AIDS cases (probably even lower on an insured basis). These as- 
sumptions will have to be reviewed for appropriateness as conditions change. 
The other factors of the formula are discussed more fully below. 

The seropositive prevalence rate for males in the general population was 
developed using the following technique, similar to that presented by Mast 
[1]. It assumes that the distribution of HIV-infected lives by age and sex 
follows that of reported AIDS cases. The prevalence rates by age categories 
are weighted by a group insurance male employee distribution to calculate 
the age-weighted rate (only insured lives between 20-59 were considered, 
comprising 95 percent of male employees). The seropositive prevalence rate 
is obviously driven by the estimated national number of cases. An example 
assuming 1,250,000 total U.S. seropositives of which 93 percent are male 
(1,162,500) will generate a 1.67 percent prevalence rate as follows: 

kIDS male distribution 
Number of seropositive cases 
Males in U.S. population 

(million-1986 estimate) 
Prevalence of seropositive cases 
3roup insured male employee 

distribution 
Employee age-weighted 

prcvalence rate 

20-29 

244,000 I 
21.3 I 

1.15% I 
31.5% 

I 
0.36% 

! 

Age in Yc~rs 

30-39 

46.6% 
542,000 

19.6 

2.76% 
29.2% 

0.81% 

40-49 

20.8% 
242,000 

12.8 

J .89% 
19.5% 

0.37% 
t 

50-59 

8.0% 
93,000 
10.6 

0.88% 
14.6% 

0.13% 

Malcs 
20-59 

96.4c~ 
1,121,00( 

64.3 

! .74% 
95.0~ 

1.67°~ 

The AIDS normalized factor is simply the ratio of 1987 reported new 
cases of AIDS from the CDC Weekly Surveillance Report [2] to the 1986 
estimated population for each geographic region (Table 1), normalized to 
the national average. The factor was calculated for each of the metropolitan 
areas in the CDC report. A value was estimated for all other metropolitan 
areas and several high-risk states. The balancing value was used for all the 
other states. 

The HIV+ normalized factor is used to adjust the AIDS factor to account 
for the fact that the number of reported AIDS cases in a geographic region 
is somewhat a function of the age of the epidemic in that region. Using the 
iceberg analogy to illustrate (the tip of the iceberg representing AIDS cases 
and the portion underwater representing all non-AIDS seropositive cases), a 
region with an initial infection year of 1975 would expect to have a larger 
percentage of the iceberg exposed (and a smaller percentage underwater) 
than a region where the epidemic began in 1980. Projecting the region- 
specific prevalence rate based on the reported AIDS cases by applying the 



TABLE 1 

MODEL GEOGRAPHIC REGION FACTORS 

I Cost Area Alternative 
Area i Region Factor Care Group Area 

New York City 1 1+43 2 Dclaware 
Los Angeles 2 1.33 3 Minn/St. Paul 
Long Island 2 1.33 3 Virginia 
Miami 2 1,33 3 Wisconsin 
Ft. Lauderdale 2 1,33 3 Maine 
Chicago 2 1,33 3 Denver 
Philadelphia 2 1.33 3 

Atlanta 
San Fran/Oakl 1.20 1 Seattle 

Alabama 
Newark/Jers C 1+16 2 Colorado-O 

lllinois-O 
Boston 1.21 3 Indiana 
Wash. D.C. 1.21 3 Kentucky 
Detroit 1.21 3 Louisiana-O 
Anaheim/Rivers 121 3 Arkansas 
ttouston 1,21 3 Arizona-O 

Maryland-O 
Pittsburgh 1,09 Minnesota 
Baltimore 1,09 Missouri-O 
Cleveland 1,09 Nebraska 
San Diego 1,09 N, Dakota 
San Jose 1.09 Oklahoma 
Nevada 1,09 Oregon 
New Orleans 1.09 Tennessee 
Alaska 1,09 Tcxas-O 
Tampa/St. Pete 1,09 W. Virginia 
Michigan-O 1.09 Kansas-O 
Mass-O 1,09 
St. Louis 1.09 Georgia-O 
Dallas/Ft. W 1,09 Idaho 
California-O 1.09 Mississippi 

Montana 
Kansas City 1.00 4 New Hampshire 
New York£O 1.00 4 New Mexico 
Ohio-O 1.00 4 N. Carolina 
Phoenix 1.00 4 S. Carolina 
Cincinnati 1,00 4 S. Dakota 
Penns-O 1.00 4 Utah 
Connecticut 1.00 4 Vermont 
Rhode Island 1.00 4 Washington-O 
Hawaii 1.00 4 Wyoming 
New Jersey-O 1.00 4 Iowa 
Florida-O 1.00 4 

Co}st Area Alternative 
Region Factor Care Group 

7 1.00 4 
7 1.00 4 
7 1.00 4 
7 1.00 4 
7 1.00 4 
7 1.00 4 

8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 O.88 4 

0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0+88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 
8 0.88 4 

9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 
9 0.77 4 

*Inpatient hospital costs = {inpatient costs/month * geographic factor * diagnosis & duration factor 
* alternative care factor * life-extending drug adjustment factor * trend} 

Probabilities Expected Savings Total 
, Levels of Alternative Care Levels of Alternative Care Expected 
Group Areas None Low Meal. High None Low Mcd. High Savings 

1 San Fran 0% 5% 15% 80% 0% 10% 20% 40% 35.5% 
2 NYC/Newark 30 35 25 10 0 4 8 15 4.9 
3 Other Met 15 20 45 20 0 4 8 15 7,4 
4 Rural 40 40 15 5 0 3 6 10 2. I 
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AIDS normalized factor to the national prevalence rate would overstate the 
estimate of seropositives in the "1975"  region and understate the estimate 
in the "1980"  region. The HIV+ factor attempts to adjust the AIDS factor 
in each region to reflect the percentage of the iceberg underwater relative to 
its exposed tip. For example, a region might have a normalized AIDS factor 
of 3.0, but since the tip of the iceberg is greater than the national norm 
because of an earlier initial infection year, the HIV+ adjusted factor might 
be only 2.6. 

These factors were developed using the progression rates presented in 
Table 8 of the Cowell-Hoskins paper [3] in combination with the number of 
new HIV infections by year from Appendix 1 [4]. The ratio of reported new 
AIDS cases in 1987 to total seropositives was determined for the initial 
infection years of 1975, 1977, 1978, and 1980. These ratios were the basis 
for the HIV+ factors for these years. The actual factors were derived after 
assigning an initial infection year to each geographic region. 

The employed and insured percentage is also region-specific, adjusting 
the general population prevalence rate to reflect the likelihood of the infected 
individual being employed and having group insurance. The factors were 
based on a process developed by Todd Swim for the HIAA/ACLI AIDS 
Task Force, which reviewed regional AIDS claims by risk group and race 
using data obtained from the CDC Public Information Data Set. He then 
assigned probabilities of employment and insurance to each cell to develop 
regional probabilities. For example, California would exhibit a high relative 
probability because of the low incidence of IV drug user AIDS cases. Con- 
versely, New York would have a low relative probability because of the 
higher incidence of IV drug users. The aggregate mean for the toal U.S. 
was that 64 percent of AIDS cases were expected to be covered by a group 
medical plan. 

Assuming a block of insured group employees is 62.5 percent male, the 
aggregate expected prevalence rate for this block is 0.67 percent using the 
1.67 percent male rate calculated above (0.67% = 1.67% * 62.5% * 64% 
employed and insured). The modeled geographic region prevalence rates 
will vary around this aggregate rate due to the region-specific assumptions. 

B. HIV Stage and Duration within Stage 

It is important in modeling the medical costs associated with HIV to also 
model the progression through the HIV stages as costs will vary by stage. 
In modeling an in-force block of group insurance lives, an assumption must 
be made as to the HIV stage at which the infected lives will enter the model. 
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Using the same methodology developed for the HIV+ normalized factor, 
the distribution by the four stages as presented in Cowell-Hoskins (HIV+, 
LAS, ARC, and AIDS) can be determined for each geographic region given 
an assumed initial infection year. In addition, estimates can be made for the 
distribution of duration within stage. Each HIV-infected life is assigned a 
stage and duration using random numbers, and this information is then passed 
to the cost module. 

C. New Seropositives 

The model implicitly assumes that there is no change in the total number 
of insured employees throughout the projection period. However, the model 
does provide for seronegative lives that will become seropositive (that is, 
seroconversion) in future years. These lives will enter the cost module in 
the seroconversion year beginning in the first stage and duration. 

The methodology used was to develop ratios of new seropositive lives for 
each future year to the living 1987 seropositives using the Cowell-Hoskins 
report [5]. For example, the number of new seropositives in 1988 is 34 
percent of the infected population alive at the end of 1987. The model 
generates a random number between zero and one for each 1987 in-force 
infected life, and if it is less than 0.34, a new seropositive is "cloned" to 
enter the model in 1988 (with the same geographic region as the in-force 
life). This same process is repeated for each infected in-force life for every 
projection year allowing for new seropositives to enter the model throughout 
the projection period. The month of the year the cloned life enters the model 
is determined randomly. 

II. Cost Module 

The cost module determines the infection path and rate of progression for 
each infected life passed from the prevalence module. The cost module also 
calculates monthly medical and disability charges and a death benefit if death 
occurs prior to the end of the projection period. These costs are summarized 
allowing various types of analysis. The characteristics of each modeled life, 
its path, and its rate of progression can be saved to permit deterministic 
sensitivity testing of alternative assumptions. 

A. Progression through the HIV Stages 

The progression through the HIV stages is modeled independently for 
each life using Monte Carlo techniques. Monthly progression rates were 
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derived from the periodic rates as presented in Table 5 of the Cowell-Hoskins 
report [6]. The monthly rates will therefore vary by HIV stage and duration 
within stage and are constrained by the assumptions documented by Hoskins 
in Section 4 of his report [7]. The starting point in the model of an infected 
life can be any stage or duration, and the life is modeled until the end of 
the projection period or death. 

Within each HIV stage, substages have been defined to allow cost vari- 
ations resulting from the several manifestations of the virus in terms of 
diagnosis and/or symptoms (Table 2). The virus is assumed to manifest itself 
by affecting either the central nervous system or the immune system. The 
probability of progressing to the next HIV stage is assumed to not vary by 
substage (except in the AIDS stage as explained below), and the substage 
within a stage is determined randomly. The AIDS substage distribution is 
based on the CDC Weekly Surveillance Report, adjusted for the assumption 
that dementia is the primary diagnosis of 5 percent of the AIDS cases. 

The progression rates from AIDS to death (Table 3) are adjusted to reflect 
the different expected lifetimes by AIDS diagnosis. The adjustment is made 
using relative factors applied to the aggregate AIDS-stage progression rates. 
These factors vary by duration and will result in significant variation by 
diagnosis, even though the expected aggregate rate remains unchanged. The 
adjustment factors for PCP, Kaposi's sarcoma, and "other" diseases were 
derived from the paper by Rothenberg et al. [8] and ignores the influence 
of other risk variables on the diagnosis. The dementia factors were calculated 
assuming a uniform rate of progression that produces an expected lifetime 
from AIDS until death equal to nine months. 

There is also an adjustment made to the progression rates if the modeled 
life is being administered a life-extending drug (LED), such as AZT. The 
factors (Table 3) assume the effectiveness of the drug wears off over time. 
They were developed in part based on a paper by Fischl et al. [9]. The model 
assumes the drug is used only in the ARC and AIDS stages with differing 
utilization rates that vary by substage. Utilization is determined randomly 
for each life, and if used, the drug is assumed to be used until death. The 
initial utilization of the drug is assumed to be the first month of the ARC 
or AIDS stage. 

B. Monthly HIV Costs" 

Each month, costs are determined for several types of group life, medical, 
and disability coverages. These costs will vary according to the HIV stage 



TABLE 2 

Model Treatment Stages 

. e . , . . , = . . . u .  r .~,, 01 , = . u n . = , . , .  sy.to., I~"~"P'°m"i°J ,~..°stst,o. 
Manifestation 

Ls~,0,-,,° j 

1 0 0 %  ~ %  

LAS 
/ sy,t=.~ / 
I~ Symptoms j 

AS with '6~ 1 
y=emlc / 
ymptoms J 

IO(P~ ~ 23% 

" Tumors& 1~ ....... elf...,,. ®1~=o.=,el f=., '1 
( t .......... J ='=-' J t;=-- J k~,:::':'=°J 

Primary AIDS Diagnosis 

Dementia 5.0 % I 1 KS 11.4 Death 
PCP 61.8 
Other 21.8 

(~--> # = Model Substage 
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TABLE 3 

MODEL PROGRESSION RATE FACTORS 

First six months 
Second six months 
Second year 
Third year  
Fourth year + 

Prog~ssion Rates to Next Stage (CowelI-Hoskins) (A) 

Stage lb Stage 2a Stage 2l) Stage 3 Cumulat ive M~ r al ty at Eml 
(HIV + I (LAS)  (ARC)  (AIDS) of Period since Onset ot AIDS 

10% 15% 5% 26% 26.0% 
50 30 5 26 45.2 
45 35 45 45* 69.1 
20 35 15 35 80.4 
20 20 20 25 85.3 (4th) 

89.0 (5th) 

l~irst six months 
Second six months 
Second year 
Third year 
Fourth year + 

Progression Rate Reduction Factors I f  Life-Extending Drug Used (B) 

Stage lb Stage 2a Stage 2b Stage 3 Cumulative Morlality at End 
(HIV +- ) (LAS)  ( A R C )  (AIDS) of Period since Onset of AIDS 

0 %  0 %  80% 80% 5 . 2 %  
0 0 60 60 15.1 
0 0 40 30* 41.8 
0 0 20 10 60.1 
0 0 I0 0 70.1 (4th) 

77.6 (5th) 

Progression Adjustment Factors during AIDS by HIV.gelated Di~ase (C) 

Dementia Ka~)si's PCP Other 

7irst six months 1.42 0.52 0.98 1.15 
~eeond six months 1.42 0.52 0.98 1.15 
~econd year 2.27 0.77 1.10" 0.70 
Fhird year 5.54 1.07 0.94 0.85 
Zourth year + 6.89 0.92 0.81 1.43 

Expected Number o[ Months to Progress to Ncxl Stage 

H I V +  Cowell-Hoskins  27.0 months 
LAS CoweH-Hoskins 32.9 
ARC Cowell-Hoskins 47.6 
AIDS CowelI-Hoskins 25.2 

AIDS C-H - LED 41.7 

H I V +  to Death = 11.1 years 

Mnnthly Progression Rate Formula 

[1 -- {1 - [ A  • (1 - B)}}  ** 1/6 (or 1 /12 ) }  * c 

. . . . .  example = [1 - {1 - [ 0 . 4 5 "  (1 - 0 .3) ]}** 1/12] * 1.10 

= [1 - {1 - I0.3151} ** 11121 * 1.10 

= [1 - 0.969] * 1.10 = 0.0341 

1 0 6 8  
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the life is in and the diagnosis/symptom (substage) within the stage. Addi- 
tionally, the costs will be adjusted for items such as geographic area, level 
of alternative care applied within that area, trend factors, duration within 
stage, life-extending drug usage, income, and antiselection. Some of the 
charges are calculated as a fixed cost per month; for others, whether or not 
the cost is incurred is determined on a random basis. The medical costs are 
assumed to be the additional costs that are caused by the HIV infection 
before the application of any plan design factors such as coinsurance and 
deductibles. A detailed discussion of each modeled cost type is provided 
below. The actual dollar assumptions are displayed in Table 4. Unless oth- 
erwise noted, the cost and probability estimates are based upon Lincoln 
National data and/or estimates. 

Outpatient Drugs. These charges represent prescription drugs taken on an 
outpatient basis. They are a fixed monthly cost with an annual trend factor 
applied. 

Psychological~Psychiatric Treatment. These charges represent the monthly 
cost of psychological or psychiatric counseling. The costs are assumed to 
be $50 per session. The utilization of counseling services is determined 
randomly each month for each life based on probabilities that increase as 
the life progresses through the HIV stages. Also, higher probabilities are 
assumed for patients with central nervous system symptoms. A trend factor 
is applied annually. 

Hospital Inpatient. These charges represent all costs associated with in- 
patient hospital confinement. The model was originally designed to calculate 
costs based on probability of admission, average length of stay, and cost 
per day but was modified for simplicity to a monthly fixed cost that varies 
by substage. The monthly fixed costs are adjusted for the following factors: 
geographic area, AIDS diagnosis and duration, level of alternative care, 
adjustment for LED, and a trend factor. The formula is shown in Table 1. 

The geographic area of the modeled life is determined in the prevalence 
module. The geographic areas have been reduced to nine "cost areas" to 
simplify the reflection of area cost differences. These cost areas are made 
up of geographic areas that have been grouped together based on similar 
area cost factors. 

The AIDS diagnosis factor and the AIDS duration factor have been com- 
bined into one factor. It is used to adjust inpatient hospital costs for two 
variables in the AIDS stage. The first is to adjust the standard monthly cost 
assumption to reflect differing levels of costs, utilization, and treatment 
patterns by AIDS diagnosis. The second adjustment reflects the higher costs 



TABLE 4 

M O D E L  M O N T H L Y  C O S T  A S S U M P T I O N S  

Stage Ih  

Frankfur t  S tage  h ( H I V  + ) , 

I 

Mtxl¢l Substage  FIIV + 
b i 

Outpatient drugs ($) 10 
Psychllpsycho trmt ($) 50 

Probability" 0.02 
Hospital inpatient ($) 0 

Disease adj factors 
First 2 months 
Other months 
Last 4 months 

Outpatient/diagnostic 10 
Disease adj factors 

First 2 months 
Other months 
Last 4 months 

Life-extending drug ($) 0 
Probabilityt 0 
Hosp. in savings (%) 0 

STD probabilities* 0 
LTD probabilitiest t 0 
*Probabilities of utilization determined monthly. 

Siage 2a ( L A S )  

2 3 

CNS ,i Min.  Sym 

40 10 
50 50 

0.35 0.05 
300 0 

100 20 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Stage  2b [ A R C !  

4 5 6 

CNS , w/o  S y m  , w ! S y m  

40 10 40 
75 50 50 

0.50 0.05 0.20 
600 0 300 

m _ w 

1 O0 40 80 

- -  f w 

_ _  m _ _  

0 0 800 
0.05 0 0.20 

35 0 0 
0.08 0.02 0.04 
0 0 0 

Stage 3 (AIDS)  

9 10 1! 12 

Demen , KS PCP  Other  
i i 

75 50 60 75 
150 150 50 100 

0.75 0.60 0.40 0.50 
1250 1250 1250 1250 

1.4 1.2 3.8 1.6 
0.6 0.3 1.0 0.4 
2.5 2.0 3.2 2.3 

240 160 200 160 

1.0 0.6 0.5 0.6 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 0.75 0.5 0.75 

8130 800 800 800 
.05 0.30 0.60 0.30 

50 50 50 
0.25 I 0.08 0.12 0.10 
0.801 0.20 0.40 0.30 

tProbabilities of utilization determined only once per stage; once utilization begins, continues for remainder of life. 

Annua l  

Trend 

Years 

2-4/5-10 

8%/5% 
4%/4% 

8%/5% 

12%/5% 

0%/0% 



TABLE 4 --  Cominued 

"Other"  Benefit Assumptkms: 

LIFE --  Death Benefit = $20,000 (1 × salary). Probability of AIDS claimant having life coverage = 100%. Annual Trend = 4%. 

STD (Weekly Income) --  Monthly Benefit = $750 (assumes 60% payout for 3/4 of month). If AIDS claimant has STD coveragc but no LTD covcragc, a random 
number is generated each month to determine whether STD benefits are paid that month. If the claimant has STD and LTD coverages and the LTD benefit will bc 
paid (see below), then STD benefits arc assumed to be paid for the six months prior to the LTD benefits beginning. If no LTD benefits will be paid, STD continues 
to be determined each month randomly. Annual Trend = 4%. 

LTD --  Monthly Benefit = $667 lassumes 40% payout). If AIDS claimant has LTD coverage, a random number is generated whcn the claimant reaches the AIDS 
stage and is compared to the probability of being disabled under the substage within the AIDS stage. If the claimanl will be disabled, LTD benefits arc assumcd to 
begin seven months after the onset of AIDS and continue until death. Annual Trend = 4% (trend is not applied once benefits commence). 

All three benefits are also adjusted to recognize that thesc benefits vary by the 
income of the claimant. The following income distribution is used to adjust the 
$20,000 average salary assumed in all the benefit above. It is determined randomly 
for each claimant. The expected income level using the distribution below is 
$26,850. 

Cumulative 
Factor Income Probability Probability 

0.50 $10,000 5% 5% 
0.65 13,000 10 15 
0.85 17,000 15 30 
1.00 20,000 35 65 
1.50 30,000 15 80 
2.00 40,000 10 90 
3.00 60,000 5 95 
4.00 80,000 5 100 

The death benefit is additionally adjusted to reflect that therc is the possibility 
of some antiselection resulting from choices group insureds can often make in 
terms of multiples of salary for their death benefit. This is reflected using the 
factors from the following selection distribution, once again determined randomly 
for each claimant. 

Cumulative 
Factor Probability ProbabiliW 

1.0 80% 80% 
1.5 10 90 
2.0 5 95 (exp. factor = 1.2) 
2.5 2 97 
3.0 2 99 
4.0 1 l O0 
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that are usually incurred immediately after diagnosis and immediately pre- 
ceding death. The model assumes such factors are applicable in the first two 
months after diagnosis and the four months prior to death. The factors were 
based on studies published by Kizer [10] and Scitovsky and Rice [11]. 

Each modeled life is randomly determined to utilize one of four levels of 
alternative care (Table 1). These levels -- no care, low, medium, and high 
-- vary by geographic region. Corresponding to the level of care for each 
region is the assumed savings in terms of the percentage reduction in hospital 
inpatient costs due to the use of alternative care facilities and alternative care 
treatment. The alternative care network in the San Francisco area is assumed 
to have the greatest utilization and savings, while alternative care in "rural" 
areas is assumed to be less utilized and developed. These factors would be 
significantly modified if a specific company was being modeled to reflect 
the company's ability to manage large claims. 

A life-extending drug factor is applied to hospital inpatient costs if the 
life is using such a drug. The hospital costs are assumed to be reduced 
because of less frequent admissions and severity. The assumptions are a 35 
percent reduction during the ARC stage and a 50 percent reduction during 
AIDS. 

Hospital Outpatient/Diagnostic. These charges represent the costs in- 
curred for hospital outpatient visits, physician visits, home health care, and 
laboratory/diagnostic testing costs. The geographic factor and a trend factor 
are applied. Additionally, a diagnosis and duration factor is applied during 
the AIDS stage. These factors are greatest during the months when the 
inpatient diagnosis and duration factors are the least severe. These factors 
were based on the Scitovsky and Rice study. 

Life-Extending Drug. The costs of using a drug like AZT are assumed to 
be $650/month plus an additional $150/month for increased physician visits, 
tests, transfusions, and complications arising from side effects. These costs 
reflect the recently announced price reduction by the manufacturer of the 
drug. Utilization probabilities vary by substage, and usage is assumed to be 
only during the ARC and AIDS stages (Table 4). The utilization of the drug 
is determined randomly for each modeled life, and if the drug is used, it is 
assumed to be used until death. Using the assumed LED utilization proba- 
bilities, approximately 50 percent of the modeled infected lives will ulti- 
mately use the drug. This is probably a reasonable result currently, but most 
likely will understate utilization rates in the future. Offsetting this under- 
statement, however, is some indication that many users will be forced to 
discontinue use of the drug due to the severity of the side effects. 
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Life and Disability. The model calculates monthly short-term and long- 
term disability benefits using a stochastic process, and a death benefit is 
calculated upon progression to death from the AIDS stage. All three benefits 
have an income factor applied, and the death benefit has a selection factor 
as well. The assumptions and processes for these benefits are documented 
in Table 4. 

The model can vary the percentage of insureds eligible for the life and 
disability benefits vis-a-vis medical coverage (if used for company specific 
modeling), but for this paper it was assumed 100 percent of the modeled 
lives were eligible for all benefits. 

ANALYSIS OF MODELED RESULTS 

III. Analysis of Mean HIV Lifetime Costs and Costs by Duration 

This analysis of modeled results centers on the average progression rates 
and costs that are obtained when a large number of lives are run through the 
model from seroconversion until death. The review of these averages pro- 
vides an idea of the implicit progression and cost assumptions the model 
will produce from the consolidation of all the explicit assumptions. The mean 
rates and costs should be viewed as the lifetime expected values in terms of 
year-end 1987 rates of progressions, treatment patterns and cost structure, 
drug usage, and so on. Therefore, these values will be different than averages 
based on 1986 knowledge and certainly will be different from estimates made 
in 1989 or later. 

A cohort of 1,000 lives was run through the model with all lives entering 
the model as new seropositives (stage 1, duration 1) and continuing until 
death. There were no new seropositive lives entering the model in future 
years, and costs were kept in year-end 1987 terms by disengaging trend or 
inflation assumptions. The assumed geographical distribution of the cohort 
was the expected HIV+ distribution if a block of group insured lives had 
the same distribution as the U.S. general population. Each modeled life was 
assumed to be eligible for all life, disability, and medical benefits. 

A. Mean HIV Lifetime Costs and Durations 

Table 5 shows the mean lifetime costs (in year-end 1987 terms) for the 
1,000 lives for medical, disability, and life coverages. The mean lifetime 
cost for all three coverages was $117,600. The mean lifetime medical cost 



TABLE 5 

MEAN LIFETIME COSTS AND PATH DURATIONS 
1,000 NEWLY INFECTED HIV LIVES --  YEAR-END 1987 ASSUMTIONS 

All Cases (1,000) 
Total life 

Short-term disability 
Long-term disability 
Medical excluding LED 
Life-extending drug 

Total medical 

Cases w/o LED (497) 
Medical excluding LED 
Life-extending drug 

Total medical 

Cases with LED (503) 
Medical excluding LED 
Life-extending drug 

Total medical 

All Cases (1,000) 
HIV+ 
LAS 
ARC 
AIDS 

Total 

Cases w/o LED (497)'t 
ARC 
AIDS 

Total 

Cases with LED (503)1 
ARC 
AIDS 

Total 

Max, 

Slaadard 

Devialilm 

$30.3 $23.1 
6.2* 7.3 
8.8* 33.3 

50.8 45.9 
21.5 36.2 
72.3 74.5 

39.7 38.3 
0.0 0.0 

39.7 38.3 

61.8 50.0 
42.8 41.3 

104.6 89.5 

Mean 

29.1 
33.5 
48.8 
35.7 

147.1 

46.7 
24.7 

136.1 

Lifetime Costs ($OOfJ'~) 

50.8 
46.6 

157.9 

Values from 1,000 Modeled Live:,, 

Min. 5% 95%, 

$10,0 $10.0 $80.0 
0.4 0.6 19.5 
0.4 1.3 109.4 
1.9 9.3 150.4 
0.8 5.6 127.2 
l .---9 9.3 

1.9 226.1 
o._.~o o.o 
1.9 226.1 

4.0 335.7 
0.8 229.6 

" ~  468.6 

Path Duralmns lin MonThsl 

$320.0 
87.0 

696.3 
335.7 
229.6 
468.6 

Mean 

Standard 
Deviam)n Minimum 

43.9 1.0 
40.4 1.0 
48.1 1.0 
42.6 1,0 
86.5 21.0 

49.4 1.0 
34.2 1.0 
84.7 21.0 

46.8 1.0 
47.2 1.0 
87.0 21.0 

M~J×irntlrtl 

412.0 
255.0 
273.0 
286.0 
516.0 

268.0 
243.0 
451.0 

273.0 
286.0 
516.0 

*For the 956 cases actually recurring a STD claim, the mean was $6,500. For the 295 cases actually 
incurring an LTD claim, the mean was $29,900. 
?The life-extending drug is assumed to be used only in the ARC and AIDS stages, so no path 
durations are shown for the HIV + and LAS stages. 
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totals $72,300, consisting of $50,800 for all medical benefits except the life- 
extending drug, and $21,500 for the drug. The $72,300 value must be in- 
terpreted with the following considerations. The costs are lifetime costs 
rather than annual and represent total charges before the application of coin- 
surance, deductibles, and so on. Also, over 20 percent of the costs were 
incurred prior to reaching the AIDS stage; a good percentage of these pre- 
AIDS costs historically have probably not been identified as HIV claims 
when collecting per life data. Finally, the costs include, for approximately 
50 percent of the cohort, the full lifetime impact of taking a life-extending 
drug. The full lifetime cost of the drug would not yet be reflected in present 
average cost data collected by insurance companies. The mean cost for the 
lives that did not use the LED was $39,700. Those lives using the drug had 
costs averaging more than 2.5 times the costs of those who did not; the 
mean of $104,600 includes an average LED cost of $42,800. 

The mean short-term disability (STD) benefits were $6,200 per life for 
the entire cohort (41 percent of disability costs), while the mean long-term 
benefits (LTD) were $8,800 per life (59 percent of disability costs). For the 
956 lives actually incurring a STD claim, the mean benefit was $6,500. The 
model produced 295 lives incurring a LTD claim averaging $29,900 per life. 
The mean life benefit was $30,300 (all 1,000 lives remained in the model 
until death). Also shown in Table 5 is the mean duration in each HIV stage 
for all lives, lives using LED, and lives not using LED. For this trial of 
1,000 lives, the duration in the AIDS stage is 22 months longer when using 
the LED. 

Table 6 provides a percentage breakdown of the Table 5 lifetime medical 
costs by various categories. These categories are HIV stage, AIDS stage 
manifestation, medical benefit, and region. Of particular note is the 22.7 
percent of medical costs incurred in the pre-AIDS stages of the disease. Also 
note the much higher mean costs for PCP are largely due to the greater 
utilization of the LED than the other diagnoses. 

B. Lifetime HIV Costs by Duration 

Table 7 shows the cumulative percentage of ultimate incurred costs by 
year since seroconversion for life, disability, and medical. Also shown is 
the breakdown of medical costs by HIV stage. The table indicates that 50 
percent of ultimate costs are not incurred for the life, disability, and medical 
coverages until the eleventh year following seroconversion. 



TABLE 6 
BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL LIFETIME MEDICAL COSTS, INCLUDING L E D  

1,000 NEWLY INFECTED HIV LIVES 

HIV Stage HIV + AIDS Total 

Distribution (%) 
Mean /$) 
~.IDS Stage Diagnosis 

Distribution (%) 
Mean ($) 

Medical Benefit 

Distribution (%) 
Mean ($) 

Cost Region 

0.9 
650 

Dementia 

4.0 
66,100 

Outpatient 
Drugs 

5.6 
4,000 

LAS ARC 

4.1 17.7 
2,950 12,800 
Kal:msi's PCP 

8.0 73.7 
59,800 84,000 

J ~ychiatric [ lnp tient [ O apati nt 
F I 

2.5 L ,5 .7 

Distribution (%) 

77.3 
55,900 

Other 

14.3 
46,000 

New York City 
Very high 
S.F./Oakland 
Newark/J.C. 
High 
Medium high 
Medium low 
Low 
Very low 

14.4 
17.1 
7.6 
2.3 

12.8 
15.5 
11.1 
15.0 
4.2 

100.0 

LED 

29.8 
21,500 

Mean($J ° 

86,600 
80,300 
64,700 
75,200 
75,500 
70,700 
68,800 
63,800 
59~300 
72,300 

100.0 
72,300 

Total 

100.0 
72,300 

Total 

100.0 
72,300 

*All regions include $21,500 for life-extending drug costs. 
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TABLE 7 

CUMULATIVE PERCENT OF ULTIMATE INCURRED COST BY YEAR OF INCURRAL 
1,000 NEWLY INFECTED HIV LIVES 

Year Since 
Ser(~onversion 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

I1 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Fotal 

Life 

0.0% 
0.5 
1.9 
6.1 

12.3 

19.1 
27.0 
32.7 
40.5 
46.6 

51.8 
56.0 
62.0 
65.8 
71.4 

75.2 
78.2 
80.9 
83.5 
86,7 

88.0 
90.0 
91.4 
92.5 
93.2 

Total 
Disability 

0.0 
0.7 
3.0 
7.4 

13.0 

19.1 
25.3 
31.4 
38.3 
44.3 

50.7 
56.7 
61.9 
66.6 
70.8 

74.9 
78.3 
81.5 
84.1 
86,3 

88.0 
89.5 
90.9 
92.1 
93.1 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Percentage 
after 
25 Years 6.8% 6.9% 
Total Cost 
(000,000) $30.3 $15.0 $72.3 

Total Total Medical by HIV Stage 

Medical HIV + LAS ARC AiDS 

0.6% 33.8% 5.5% 0.3% 0.0% 
2.2 48.2 21.3 3.7 0.4 
5.5 57.8 34.6 10.6 2.2 

11.0 65.8 45.4 18.7 6.7 
17.3 72.4 55.0 26.7 12.5 

23.8 77.8 63.8 33.9 18.8 
30.4 82.l 71.2 40.8 25.3 
36.5 85.7 77.3 47.3 31.3 
42.7 88.6 82.2 53.3 37.6 
48.4 90.6 85.8 59.2 43.5 

53.9 92.2 88.6 65.0 49.1 
59.0 93.4 90.8 70.3 54.4 
63.9 94.5 92.6 74.9 59.6 
68.6 95.3 94.1 78.4 64.7 
72.8 96.1 95.2 81.2 69.5 

76.6 96.7 96.1 83.6 73.7 
79.7 97.2 97.0 85.8 77.2 
82.7 97.5 97.9 87.6 80.5 
85.2 97.9 98.4 89.5 83.3 
87.4 98.2 98.8 91.2 85.7 

89.3 98.4 99.1 92.9 87.9 
91.0 98.7 99.4 94.3 89.8 
92.4 98.9 99.7 95.4 91.2 
93.5 99.1 99.8 96.4 92.5 
94.5 99.3 99.8 97.3 93.5 

100.0% 100.0% = 100.0% ] 100.0% 
m 

I 
5.5% 0.7% 0.2% 2.7% 6.5% I 

$0.6 $3.0 , $12.8 i $55.9 
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C. Lifetime HIV Medical Cost Distribution 

The frequency distribution by total (including LED) lifetime medical costs 
is shown in Table 8. The mean and median values were $72,300 and $46,100, 
respectively, with a mode of $24,000. The distribution exhibits properties 
of a log-normal distribution with parameters of 10.760 for the mean and 
0.9528 for the standard deviation. The following graph illustrates the mod- 
eled lifetime claim frequency distribution plotted against the log-normal 
distribution. 
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Lifetime HIV Medical Costs 

D. Lifetime HIV Duration Distribution 

The stochastic progression processes used in the model add a degree of 
continuity to the possible progression paths infected lives can follow from 
seroconversion to death. Each life follows a unique progression path that 
varies by duration within the four stages, HIV manifestation, and LED uti- 
lization. Even though the model requires passage through all four HIV- 
disease stages prior to death, the stochastic progression model more effec- 
tively simulates the many possible paths and durations an actual HIV case 
could follow than a deterministic model. 



TABLE 8 

TOTAL LIFETIME HIV MEDICAL CLAIM DISTRIBUTION 
1,000 NEWLY INFECTED HIV LivEs 

Tolal Lifetime Cumulalive Total Lifetime Cumulative 
Medical Cost Percentage Percentage Medical Cost Percentage Pcrcenl~lge 

$ 1,250 
5,000 

10,000 
15,000 
20,000 

25,000 
30,000 
35,000 
40,000 
45,000 

50,000 
55,000 
60,000 
65,000 
70,000 

75,000 
80,000 
85.000 
90,000 
95,000 

100,000 
105,000 
110,000 
115,000 
120,000 

125,000 
130,000 
135,000 
140,000 
145,000 

150,000 
155,000 
160,000 
165,000 
170,000 
175,000 

0.1% 
2.7 
6.0 
6.2 
6.9 

6.2 
6.4 
5.8 
5.4 
5.6 

3.6 
2.3 
2.8 
3.6 
2.7 

2.1 
2.6 
2.2 
1.8 
2.2 

1.0 
1.4 
0.9 
1.9 
t.2 

1.5 
1.0 
0.6 
1.0 
0.7 

0.8 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.8 

0.1% 
2.8 
8.8 

15.0 
21.9 

28.1 
34.5 
40.3 
45.7 
51.3 

54.9 
57.2 
60.0 
63.6 
66.3 

68.4 
71.0 
73.2 
75.0 
77.2 

78.2 
79.6 
80.5 
82.4 
83.6 

85.1 
86.1 
86.7 
87.7 
88.4 

89.2 
89.9 
90.4 
90.9 
91.4 
92.2 

180,000 
185,000 
190,000 
195,000 
200,000 

205,000 
210,000 
215,000 
220,000 
225,000 

230,000 
235,000 
240,000 
245,000 
250,000 

255,000 
260,000 
265,000 
280,000 
285,000 

295,000 
310,000 
320,000 
330,000 
340,000 

350,000 
360,000 
370,000 
390,000 
400,000 

410,000 
420,000 
430,000 
440,000 
460,000 
470,000 

0.8% 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 

0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.1 
0.2 

0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

0.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 

0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 

93.0% 
93.5 
93.9 
94.2 
94.4 

94.7 
95.0 
95.3 
95.4 
95.6 

95.8 
95.9 
96.1 
96.3 
96.5 

96.6 
96.7 
96.8 
96.9 
97.1 

97.6 
97.8 
98.0 
98.1 
98.2 

98.3 
98.5 
98.6 
98.7 
99.0 

99.3 
99.4 
99.6 
99.7 
99.9 

100.0 

1079 
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Table 9 presents the lifetime HIV duration distribution (seroconversion to 
death) for the 1,000 lives modeled. The durations range from 21 to 516 
months with a mean of 147 months and a median of 125 months. 

TABLE 9 

TOTAL LIFETIME HIV DURATION DISTRIBUTION 
(SEROCONVERSION TO DEATH) 

1,000 NEWLY INFECTED HIV LtVES 

Total Lifetime i Total  Lifetime 
HIV Duration Cum~llativc HIV Duration Cttmul,'ltive / 

(Months) Percentage Percentage L (Months) Pcrccntagc Percentage 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 

41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 

81-90 
91-100 

101-110 
111-120 

121-130 
131-140 
141-150 
151-160 

161-170 
171-180 
181-190 
191-200 

201-210 
211-220 
221-230 
231-240 

241-250 
251-260 

0.0% 
0.0 
0.8 
2.0 

5.0 
5.5 
6.1 
5.6 

6.7 
4.7 
5.0 
5.3 

4.7 
4.2 
3.5 
4.2 

3.6 
4.7 
3.2 
2.9 

2.5 
2.7 
1.9 
1.5 

1.1 
1.4 

0.0% 
0.0 
0.8 
2.8 

7.8 
13.3 
19.4 
25.0 

31.7 
36.3 
41.3 
46.7 

51.4 
55.6 
59.1 
63.3 

66.9 
71.6 
74.8 
77.7 

80.2 
82.9 
84.8 
86.3 

87.4 
88.8 

261-270 
271-280 
281-290 
291-300 

301-310 
311-320 
321-330 
331-340 

341-350 
351-360 
361-370 
371-380 

381-390 
391-400 
401-410 
411-420 

421-430 
431-440 
441-450 
451-460 

461-470 
471-480 
481-490 
491-500 

501-510 
511-520 

1.7% 
1.0 
1.2 
0.5 

0.3 
0.3 
1.0 
0.7 

0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
0.4 

0.3 
0.1 
0.3 
0.0 

0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.1 
0.1 

90.5% 
91.5 
92.7 
93.2 

93.5 
93.8 
94.8 
95.5 

96.4 
97.2 
98.2 
98.6 

98.9 
99.0 
99.3 
99.3 

99.3 
99.4 
99.6 
99.8 

99.8 
99.8 
99.8 
99.8 

99.9 
100.0 

IV. Analysis of Five-Year, In-Force Block Projection 

The second analysis of modeled results looks at the expected charges 
incurred by an in-force block of group insurance over a five-year projection 
period of 1988 to 1992, This projection will provide an estimate of the total 
costs the block of HIV-infected lives will incur by calendar year of incurral. 
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This type of information is valuable for several reasons. First, these estimates 
can be useful in developing trend factors for the rerating process. Second, 
the projections can be used in both the financial and strategic planning 
functions. The additional claim costs can be incorporated into the financial 
planning process and can provide an "expected" measure to which actual 
HIV claim experience can be monitored. On the strategic side, the modeled 
results give an estimate as to the total costs of HIV on a block of business 
and alert management as to the full extent of their potential impact. With 
these projections, management can better plan its response to HIV in terms 
of rerating, underwriting, alternative care management, product design, and 
regulatory, legislative, and social implications. Finally, sensitivity testing of 
the results can provide some validation of the financial and strategic re- 
sponses management might choose to implement. 

The block of group business modeled for this analysis is assumed to be 
made up of 150,000 employees distributed geographically the same as the 
U.S. general population. With prevalence module assumptions (see Section 
IIA) of 1,250,000 total U.S. seropositives at year-end 1987 and a 62.5 
percent male employee distribution, the module calculates the current num- 
ber of in-force seropositives to be 1,000 (a prevalence rate of 0.67%). These 
lives are also assigned an HIV stage and a duration within the HIV stage. 
Although the size of the in-force block is assumed to remain the same over 
the projection period, lives becoming seropositive in future years are mod- 
eled. New seropositives entering the model in years 1988 through 1992 are 
approximately 350, 400, 425, 390, and 390, respectively. These lives enter 
the model in a random month during the year of seroconversion starting in 
the HIV+ stage with a duration of one. All the modeled lives were eligible 
for all coverages. Trend factors were applied to benefits in 1989 and beyond 
(Table 4). 

Following are four types of analysis performed on the five-year projec- 
tions. First, an HIV claim cost distribution is developed and compared to a 
major medical distribution. Second, the projected total costs are presented 
by year and coverage. Also shown is a breakdown of medical costs by several 
categories. Next, sensitivity analysis is performed to the base projection 
using alternative assumptions. Finally, the variability of the total costs of 
the cohort for 1988 is analyzed. 
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A. 1988 HIV Claim Cost Analysis 

The annual claim costs for the 1,346 HIV infected lives (1,000 in-force 
and 346 new seropositives) were developed for the first year (1988) of the 
projection. Table 10 shows the medical cost distribution by frequency for 
the 1,346 HIV lives. The costs include the life-extending drug charges if 
utilized. By frequency, more than 50 percent of the annual costs were under 
$350 and 90 percent were under $5,000. This reflects the large percentage 
of pre-AIDS stage lives. 

From this claim probability distribution (and the 99.1 percent of employ- 
ees not incurring an HIV claim), a claim cost table by deductible was de- 
veloped for the HIV lives. This is presented in Table 11. The HIV claim 
probability distribution was then convoluted with a projected 1988 adult, 
comprehensive major medical claim probability distribution. The last column 
in Table 11 represents the additional claim cost percentage by deductible of 
the convoluted HIV and major medical distribution claim costs relative to 
the major medical distribution claim costs. The additional HIV morbidity of 
2.47 percent is greatest at the $5,000 deductible, declining to no additional 
morbidity at the $50,000 deductible. (The maximum annual claim in 1988 
that could be generated with the model assumptions is around $55,000.) The 
additional annual morbidity is also shown for plans with various deductibles 
and stop-loss limits, all close to the 2.0 percent mark. Although no specific 
claim cost analysis was performed, the additional morbidity would be ex- 
pected to increase at a rate in the neighborhood of 40 percent per year in 
the years beyond 1988 (see below). 

B. Five-Year Projection of Costs 

Table 12 shows the 1988-1992 projection of total HIV costs by coverage 
for the 150,000-insured-employee cohort (the projections are actually the 
means of five independent trials). Again the medical amounts are the total 
additional charges for the modeled lives before applying any plan design 
features. The annual rates of increase over the the projection period are 45 
percent for life, 50 percent for disability, and 49 percent for medical. Taking 
out the impact of trend, the rates become 41 percent for life, 44 percent for 
disability, and 39 percent for medical. 

For the five-year period, the additional HIV-related medical charges for 
the 150,000 insured lives were $32.5 million, or $217 per employee. Short- 
term and long-term disability costs for the five years were $5.5 million, or 
$37 per employee. The total life benefits were $11.0 million, or $73 per 



TABLE 10 

1988 ANNUAL HIV MEDICAL CLAIM PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
1,346 IN-FoRcE HIV-INFECTED LIVES FROM 150,000 INSURED EMPLOYEES 

Tolal Annual Cumulative 
Medical Cost Annual Percentage Annual Percentage 

$25 
75 

125 
175 
225 
275 
325 

4.23% 
4.83 
4.98 
3.86 
9.81 

15.16 
10,48 

4.23% 
9.06 

14.04 
17.90 
27.71 
42.87 
53.34 

375 
425 
475 

55O 
65O 
750 
85O 
950 

1,125 
1,375 
1,625 
1,875 
2,250 

2,750 
3,500 
4,500 
5,500 
6,500 
7,500 
8,500 
9,500 

10,500 
11,500 

12,500 
13,500 
14,500 
15,500 
16,500 
17,500 
18,500 
19,500 
21,000 
23,000 

25,000 
27,000 
29,000 
31,250 
33,750 
36,250 
38,750 
41,250 
46,250 

6.84 
5.27 
4.83 

4.75 
3.27 
2.75 
1.86 
0.15 
0.45 
0.30 
0.22 
0.30 
0.59 

0.89 
2.23 
2.01 
1.11 
1.19 
0.89 
0.89 
0.30 
0.52 
0.37 

0.45 
0.45 
0.67 
0.15 
0.07 
0.37 
0.15 
0.15 
0.45 
0.30 

0.37 
0.15 
0.30 
0.07 
0.15 
0.22 
0.07 
0.07 
0.07 

60.18 
65.45 
70.28 

75.04 
78.31 
81.05 
82.91 
83.06 
83.51 
83.80 
84.03 
84.32 
84.92 

85.81 
88.04 
90.04 
91.16 
92.35 
93.24 
94.13 
94.43 
94.95 
95.32 

95.77 
96.21 
96.88 
97.03 
97.10 
97.47 
97.62 
97.77 
98.22 
98.52 

98.89 
99.03 
99.33 
99.41 
99.55 
99.78 
99.85 
99.93 

100.00 
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TABLE 11 

1988 HIV MEDICAL CLAIM COST AND ADDITIONAL MORB1DLTY 

Percentage 
Annual Annual Percentage of Monthly Additional 

Deductible Claim Cost $0 Deductible Cost Claim Cost HIV Morbidity 

$ 0 
250 
500 

1,000 
1,500 

2,000 
2,500 
3,000 
5,000 
7,500 

10,000 
15,000 
20,000 
25,000 
30,000 

35,000 
40,000 
45,000 
50,000 

$16.68 
14.70 
13.68 
12.74 
12.00 

11.30 
10.61 
9.97 
7.85 
5.96 

4.62 
2.70 
1.55 
0.82 
0.42 

0.17 
0.05 
0.01 
0.00 

100.00% 
88.16 
82.02 
76.37 
71.97 

67.73 
63.64 
59.76 
47.02 
35.72 

27.67 
16.21 
9.32 
4.90 
2.50 

1.00 
0.30 
0.05 
0.00 

$1.39 
1.23 
1.14 
1.06 
1.00 

0.94 
0.88 
0.83 
0.65 
0.50 

0.38 
0.23 
0.13 
0.07 
0.03 

O.O1 
0.00 
O.O0 
0.00 

1.72% 
1.91 
1.94 
2.01 
2.12 

2.22 
2.30 
2.35 
2.47 
2.37 

2.24 
1.95 
1.51 
1.07 
0.73 

0.42 
0.20 
0.10 
0.00 

ADDITIONAL HIV MEDICAL CLAIM COST FOR SEVERAL PLAN TYPES 

Perccntage Additi(ma! 
Deductible 80./20 Up To HIV Morbidity 

$ 100 $ 2,500 1.89% 
2.~0 2,50O 1.96 
500 5,000 2.00 

1,000 5,000 2.06 

employee. The additional mortality per $1000 of benefit for each of the five 
years 1988 to 1992 was 18.9 cents, 23.1 cents, 34.8 cents, 52.5 cents, and 
71.0 cents, respectively. 

Also shown in Table 12 are the medical cost distributions by year for the 
HIV stage, medical benefits, and cost region. The HIV stage breakdown 
shows the AIDS costs relative to all HIV medical costs, increasing from 
51.3 percent to 64.8 percent over the projection period as the HIV-infected 
population begins to mature. Another way to look at this is to recognize that 
between 40 percent and 50 percent of medical costs are incurred in the pre- 
AIDS stages for an in-force block. However, the actu',d percentage of ben- 
efits paid for pre-AIDS claimants would be lower after the application of 
deductibles and coinsurance. The LED costs hover around the 20 percent 
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TABLE 12 

FJVI2-YEAR PROJECTION OF HIV COSTS ANt:) BREAKDOWN OF MEDICAL COSTS 
150,000 IN-FORCE GROUP INSURED EMPLOYEES 

1085 

11988 ] 1989 ]1990  ]1991 1992 
Total Projected Cosls ($0(~) 

Total Life 
Long-term dis. 
Short-term dis. 

Total Disability 
Total Medical 

$ 931 
134 
255 

$ 389 
$2,464 

$1,182 
240 
419 

$ 659 
$3,955 

$1,853 $2~907 $ 4,087 
449 645 863 
598 771 1~103 

$1,047 ~ $ i,966 
$5,744 $8,316 $12,051 

Medical Cosl Breakdown (includes LED) 
HIV Stage 

HIV+ 5.8% 
LAS 13.5 
ARC 29.4 
AIDS 51.3 

100.0 
Medical Benefit 

Outpatient drugs 9.3% 
Psych. treatment 3.2 
Inpatient hospital 47.5 
Outpatient/diagnostic 21.9 
Life-extending drug 18.1 

100.0 
Cost Region 

New York City 16.9% 
Very high 18.7 
S.F./Oakland 7.9 
Newark/J.C. 4.0 
High 12.3 
Medium high 15.0 
Medium low 10.1 
Low 11.8 
Very low 3.3 

I00.0 

4,4% 3.8% 
12.5 11.0 
28.7 29.2 
54.4 56.0 

100.0 100.0 

8.7% 8.1% 
3.1 3.0 

46.5 45.2 
22.0 23.1 
19.7 20.6 

100.0 100.0 

15.9% 14.7% 
17.4 16.7 
7.7 7.2 
3.0 3,0 

13.2 12,1 
16.7 16.6 
11.4 12.4 
11.5 13.2 
3.2 4.1 

100.0 100.0 

3.1% 2.4% 
10.2 8.2 
28.5 24.6 
58.2 64.8 

lOO-.O lO8.0 

7.9% 6.8% 
2.8 2.4 

47.0 53.5 
22.7 19.3 
19.6 18.0 

100.0 100.0 

14.7% 15.0% 
17.7 17.4 
6.8 6.9 
3.1 3.5 

10.6 10.8 
15.7 15.4 
13.5 12.8 
13.7 13.6 
4.2 4.6 

1oo.0 1oo.0 

range for the projection period. The benefit breakdown shows consistent 
percentages by benefit throughout the five years. The cost region distribution 
shows a small relative decrease in costs in the currently high-HIV-incidence 
regions. 

C. Five-Year Projections under Alternative Assumptions 

Table 13 shows the relative cost comparisons of the five-year projections 
using alternative assumptions to the "standard" projection. The standard 
projection results were presented in Tables 10, 11, and 12. Table 13 provides 
the ratio of life, disability, and medical costs by year to the corresponding 
costs presented in Table 12. It should be noted that the alternative assumption 
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TABLE 13 

FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION - -  ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS 
RELATIVE COMPARISON TO STANDARD PROJECTION* 

Total life 
Total disability 

Medical excluding LED 
Life-extending drug 

Total medical 

Total life 
Total disability 

Medical excluding LED 
Life-extending drug 

Total medical 

Panjer Pro res~ion Rules 

182% 209% 
115 110 
104 106 
84 92 

~ - ~  lo--~% 
LED Alternative Assuraption 

50% 74% 
91 100 

2 ~  66 
203 
9--3% 

Allernalive Care Altcrn;~tive Assure 

201% 
121 
113 
103 
111% 

161% 161% 
118 107 
112 104 
112 105 
112% 104% 

86% 90% 74% 
104 105 105 
69 71 71 

20__0 22.._.44 22_.._66 
96% 101% 99% 

)lion 

In.pat,!enthospital [ 87% I 92~ 9 7 % [  9 0 % [  87% 
*Ratio of annual projected costs of the alternative assumption trials to the mean costs of the trials 
presented in Table 12, which were based on "standard assumptions." 

projections were based on only one run due to time constraints. Because of 
the variability built into the model (see Section IVD), multiple runs would 
provide a better estimate as to the expected differences between assumptions. 
However, these results provide an idea as to the relative differences in costs 
using alternative assumptions. In many instances the results will be difficult 
to interpret as many factors offset one another. 

This is only a small sample of the many types of alternative scenarios that 
could be tested; other progression rates could be modeled, cost and utili- 
zation factors updated, and geographic distributions modified. Of course, 
making a different assumption as to the total seropositive population in the 
U.S. would impact the number of modeled insured seropositives and their 
attendant costs proportionately. 

The first alternative scenario is the prospective impact of using progression 
rates from the paper by Panjer [12], instead of the Cowell-Hoskins rates. 
The Panjer model of the Frankfurt data uses a continuous time Markov 
process with a constant intensity for each HIV stage. Consequently, it re- 
quires no assumption about the duration in a stage before entering the study. 
Cowell-Hoskins used the maximum length of the observation period in mak- 
ing their assumption as to the duration before entering the study. The Panjer 
progression rates result in a life expectancy of 7.3 years from seropositivity 
until death. This is substantially less than the life expectancy of 11.1 years 
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using the Cowell-Hoskins rates. Additionally, the Panjer AIDS stage life 
expectancy is 0.93 years, compared to Cowell-Hoskins' 2.10 years. 

For the alternative scenario run, the Partier data were converted to monthly 
progression rates, constant across all durations within a stage. Comparing 
the projected costs using the Partier progression rates to the standard Cowell- 
Hoskins costs, Table 13 indicates the life costs are significantly greater for 
the Panjer rates. This would be expected with the shorter life expectancies, 
especially in the final AIDS stage. Disability and medical costs are slightly 
higher as well. This results from the infected lives progressing to the ARC 
and AIDS stages at a faster pace and shifting the incurral of the more severe 
medical costs assumed to occur near death to earlier projection years when 
compared to the standard projection. This is offset somewhat by the shorter 
duration in the AIDS stage. 

A second alternative scenario involves changing the assumptions related 
to the life-extending drug. The cost was increased from $800 per month to 
$1500, and the inpatient hospital cost reduction factor was increased to 75 
percent from 50 percent. The utilization was increased to 10 percent, 25 
percent, 35 percent, and 75 percent for the HIV+,  LAS, ARC, and AIDS 
stages, respectively. Also, the effectiveness of the drug in prohibiting pro- 
gression to the next stage was increased to 10 percent, 25 percent, 50 per- 
cent, and 75 percent for the four HIV stages, respectively. In general, the 
effectiveness, utilization, and cost were significantly increased over the stan- 
dard assumptions, while the cost savings for reduced hospital care were also 
increased. 

As expected, life costs were much lower under this scenario as the pro- 
gression to death slowed. Somewhat surprisingly, total medical costs were 
slightly lower compared to the standard projection even though the LED 
costs were over two times greater. The higher LED costs were offset by the 
hospital savings and by the slower progression into the higher cost ARC and 
AIDS stages. Total ultimate costs would be expected to be higher under this 
alternative scenario, but the higher costs seem to have been pushed back 
beyond the five-year projection period. Under this scenario then, total five- 
year costs (life, disability, and medical) are less than the standard costs. 

The final scenario shows the impact on inpatient hospital costs by increas- 
ing the utilization and effectiveness of alternative care management. The 
utilization factors were changed for all regions to be the same as the San 
Francisco area assumptions. The effectiveness factors (inpatient cost savings) 
were modified to be 50 percent as effective as the San Francisco area. The 
resulting inpatient savings averaged 9 percent for the five-year period, which 
would translate to total medical savings in the 5 percent range. 
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One analysis that was not performed due to time constraints was a five- 
year projection using progression rates based on information provided from 
a San Francisco City Clinic study [13]. The expected time of progression 
from seroconversion to AIDS is 18-24 months longer using the SFCC data 
than using Cowell-Hoskins progression rates. This would impact modeled 
results in two ways. First, the percentage of infected lives in the AIDS stage 
(the tip of the iceberg) would be relatively lower than the Cowell-Hoskins 
percentage due to the longer progression period. Therefore, fewer modeled 
lives in the in-force projection would have AIDS as the beginning HIV stage, 
producing a decrease in projected costs over the five-year projection period. 
Second, the progression to the ARC and AIDS stages would be slower, 
resulting in the delay of the higher costs in these stages to later years. The 
progression rate assumption is an important consideration when making the 
total U.S. seropositives assumption as the two are directly related. 

D. Variability in 1988 Modeled Results 

To develop a sense of the variability in the total costs modeled for an in- 
force cohort of lives, forty trials of the model were run using the standard 
assumptions for the first projection year. The variability can come from 
several sources. In the prevalence module, the major source is the HIV- 
disease stage at which lives will enter the model. Although the distribution 
by stage would be expected to remain relatively constant from trial to trial 
if modeling a large block of lives, the distribution by region will change 
with each trial, which will impact medical costs. 

In the cost module, the medical cost variability sources include progres- 
sion durations, HIV disease manifestation, LED utilization, alternative care 
utilization and effectiveness, and counseling treatment. The life, short-term 
disability, and long-term disability benefits are all affected by progression 
duration. In addition, these three benefits are impacted by the modeled in- 
come of the claimant ($20,000 adjusted by the income and selection 
distributions). 

For the 1988 projection year, following are several statistics for total costs 
from the forty trials modeling the in-force block. Shown for each of the 
major coverages are the forty-trial mean, standard deviation, minimum value, 
ten and ninety percentile values, and the maximum value. For each of the 
coverages, the costs appear to be normally distributed. These statistics are 
for a beginning cohort of 1,000 infected in-force lives. A smaller or larger 
number of infected lives would be expected to have more or less variability 
accordingly. Tables 10 and 11 were based on a trial that generated total 
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medical costs of  $2,557,000.  This value should be kept in mind when re- 
viewing the two tables. 

TOTAL 1988 COSTS ~Y COVERAGE --  FO~,TY TRIALS OF IN-FORCE BLOCK (000'S) 

Standard 
Coverage Mean Deviation Minimum 10% 90% Maximum 

Life $ 713.3 $201.8 $ 333.0 $ 457.3 $ 960.5 $1,131.5 
STD 260.1 28.7 194.7 223.2 301.1 320.9 
LTD 147.4 42.5 57.9 96.0 205.6 254.4 

Medical 2,411.2 156.2 2,076.0 2,227.3 2,629.3 2,720.4 
LED 451.8 69.9 328.0 367.2 543.6 669.6 

Total Med. 2,863.0 202.3 . 2,459.6 . 2,559.4 ~ 3,165.3 . 3,219.4 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

An attempt was made in the development of  this model to account for the 
major factors that impact group insurance HIV-related claims. However ,  
there are other alternative methods,  enhancements,  and related considera- 
tions that were not incorporated into the model because of  time limitations. 
Some of  the more important of  these factors are: 

HIV Regional Prevalence Factors. The factors developed for use in deriving regional 
prevalence factors assumed that all regions followed the same curve in modeling the 
spread of the epidemic, with regional variation (the iceberg effect) accounted for by 
the degree of progression along the curve (initial year of infection). In reality a regional 
curve is a composite of several underlying curves, representing multiple subepidemics, 
that vary significantly by risk class and size of risk class. Use of such curves developed 
at a regional level could provide a more accurate regional estimate of infected lives. 
Additionally, the future seroconversions were based on the slope of a national curve; 
thus, use of slopes recognizing regional curves would generate better estimates of 
future seroconversions by region. 

Model HIV Stages. The progression stages used in the model were those defined in 
the Frankfurt Study [14]. The costs assumed in the second stage of the model did not 
totally follow the clinical definition of " 'LAS" from the Frankfurt staging, but more 
represented the types of costs incurred between asymptomatic infection and ARC. A 
model may be more widely accepted if the progression rates by HIV stage are consistent 
with an official staging convention (clinical or immunologic). 

Life-Extending Drug. What is the impact on the pattern of disability incidence if a 
life-extending drug is being utilized? Some users of a life-extending drug cannot 
continue long-term administration of the drug due to side effects. How should this be 
reflected? 

Annual Medical Costs. The maximum 1988 annual cost of $55,000 does not adequately 
provide for the very severe utilization of medical services that occur during the AIDS 
stage for a small percentage of insured lives. On the other hand, others will incur less 
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intense care than is assumed in the model. A random factor/distribution could be built 
into the model permitting infrequent higher (and lower) annual costs than the assumed 
monthly averages, reflecting differing intensity or frequency of utilization. The overall 
mean costs would not have to change. 

Plan Design. The ability to incorporate and modify plan design features, such as 
deductibles and coinsurance, directly into the structure of the model would add value 
to its projection capabilities. 

Other. How large is the impact of HIV-related costs from insured (employee or de- 
pendent) women and children and what is the best way to account for these costs? 
What is a realistic pattern of coverage continuation, taking into consideration disability, 
COBRA, conversions, and so on? What effect will cost-shifting due to government 
programs such as Medicaid and Medicare have on group insurance HIV costs? 

CONCLUSION 

There are basically only three questions in making a projection as to the 
impact of HIV on insurance plans. How many lives are infected? How fast 
are they progressing? What is the size of their claims? All three questions 
are of equal importance, although most of the emphasis in group insurance 
has been on the amount of the HIV-related claims. This model provides 
some new approaches to answering all three questions. Also, the ability to 
measure the variability around the mean values and the creation of proba- 
bility distributions are two added dimensions provided by the use of sto- 
chastic processes throughout the model. 

The results of the model presented in this paper provide useful insight to 
the patterns, distributions, and amounts of HIV-related group insurance claim 
costs. The results appear to be a realistic prediction of the real-world HIV- 
related costs that the model is attempting to simulate. However, these results 
represent the projections under a set of assumptions based on current knowl- 
edge, which is deficient in many areas. The predictive value and reliability 
of the model will increase as more is learned regarding the assumptions and 
relationships that are built into the structure of the model. 
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APPENDIX 
DEALING WITH THE IMPACT OF HIV 

ON GROUP INSURANCE PLANS 

RONALD B. COLBY AND MICHAEL L. ZURCHER 

ABSTRACT 

What is commonly called the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS) epidemic may be appropriately identified as the Human Immuno- 
deficiency Virus (HIV) epidemic, for it is the presence of the HIV that leads 
to AIDS and ultimately death. It is important while reviewing this report to 
keep in mind that the epidemic is caused by the HIV and that fully developed 
AIDS is but the final stage of the HIV infection. This is especially important 
for group medical insurance where a significant portion of the costs result 
from HIV-related conditions other than AIDS. 

Beginning around 1985, the impact that AIDS has had and will continue 
to have on the individual life insurance industry has been a topic of numerous 
internal memorandums and external reports. An increasing amount of mean- 
ingful published material can be found on a multitude of subjects concerning 
individual life products. These subjects include financial and solvency im- 
pacts, mortality and pricing studies, seropositive and death projections, test- 
ing and nonmedical limit discussions, underwriting responses, product and 
marketing considerations, state regulatory and legislative environments, con- 
fidentiality and counseling issues, and application questions. In spite of all 
the individual life studies and research completed to date, there is still a vast 
amount of work to be done and knowledge to be gained. 

On the other hand, there has been only a minimal amount of written 
discussion on the impact of HIV on group insurance products. The impact 
has usually been rather lightly dismissed because "you can increase your 
rates for the AIDS risk in group insurance." This is true in the sense that 
group products are typically written on a renewable-term basis and each year 
a group insurer has the opportunity to rerate products for the anticipated 
HIV costs. Additionally, because traditional group underwriting philosophies 
largely omit individual risk underwriting, most of the individual life under- 
writing issues are not relevant to group writers. Thus, the HIV impact on 
group insurance has been largely ignored because of the annual rerating 
ability and the seeming lack of underwriting issues. 

The current decline in the group medical underwriting cycle illustrates 
that the ability to rerate does not necessarily guarantee an adequate premium. 
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Also, the rerating process relies heavily on the ability to project future trends 
based on historical data. The historical data available for HIV claims will 
be underreported because of the difficulty in identifying actual HIV and 
AIDS claims and will probably not include claims arising from HIV-related 
conditions other than AIDS (for example, AIDS-Related Complex). The 
rerating process will only be successful if past costs are known and future 
trends are predictable -- neither of which is the case with HIV. 

There are two other reasons the impact of HIV on group insurance should 
not be ignored. Although there are fewer underwriting issues in group in- 
surance than in individual life and health, group underwriting issues do exist, 
and effectively addressing these issues can have a significant positive impact. 
Second, the HIV exposure group insurance exists while the claimant is still 
alive. Things such as more costly and effective drugs, more widespread and 
earlier utilization of drugs, and new technologies and treatments will likely 
result in higher medical costs. 

The ability of a group insurer to successfully deal with the impact of HIV 
will largely depend on its ability to communicate the issues and responses 
throughout the organization. HIV issues will affect all functions of the group 
operation from underwriting to marketing to claims administration. 

INTRODUCTION 

This appendix represents a compilation of issues related to the impact of 
HIV on a group insurance operation. The appendix does not address the 
impact in terms of costs, trends, and projections. Instead, it will hopefully 
provide group insurance actuaries and management a resource in their efforts 
to better manage the risks presented by HIV. 

The appendix is composed of five sections. The first section provides an 
overview of basic group underwriting and pricing methods and strategies, 
in order to assure that all readers will have sufficient context with which to 
frame subsequent issues. Those readers already familiar with group proce- 
dures may wish to proceed to the second section. 

The remaining sections identify specific issues related to the impact of 
HIV and, for most issues, a possible response for effectively dealing with 
the issue. The second section identifies HIV-related data collection issues. 
The third and fourth sections deal with issues related to the pricing and 
underwriting of group products. Finally, the fifth section identifies several 
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other issues outside the sphere of pricing and underwriting, including case 
management of large HIV claims. 

In general, the primary approach to dealing with HIV in group insurance 
lines will be through pricing and underwriting, although pricing mechanisms 
will probably be used to a much greater degree than selection mechanisms. 
Each group contract may be repriced each year (or more frequently, if nec- 
essary), thus providing an opportunity to cover near-term expectations of 
increasing HIV costs. At the same time, individual screening of employees 
and dependents within a group for asymptomatic conditions (such as HIV 
infection) is impractical. 

As mentioned in the abstract, communication will also be a key ingredient 
if group insurers wish to successfully manage the HIV risk. One approach 
to better managing HIV would be to establish a Group HIV Task Force, 
with representatives from functional areas such as pricing, product devel- 
opment, underwriting, claims, and planning. The primary objectives of the 
Task Force would be to provide a comprehensive analysis of the current and 
future impact of HIV on the group operation, to develop plans for dealing 
with these impacts, and to ensure implementation of these plans. An addi- 
tional objective would be to promote a broadly based understanding of the 
HIV issues throughout the organization, not forgetting field employees. This 
includes serving as a focal point for the identification of issues relating to 
HIV and as a clearing-house for the collection and dissemination of HIV 
information within the group operation. 

HIV is an epidemic that will have unparalleled economic and social impact 
in the coming years. The execution of an action plan will not guarantee a 
successful response to the risks presented by HIV. The consideration of HIV 
impacts must become a standard part of all strategic and operational decision- 
making processes, and the implications of such HIV-related decisions to the 
group insurance operation must be understood by everyone making them. 
These are the challenges to be met. 

Overview of Costs 

Direct medical expenses incurred during the lifetime of an AIDS patient 
are variously estimated at $60,000 to $150,000. There are many uncertainties 
relating to cost patterns in the future. Treatment patterns emphasizing less 
inpatient care that are evolving are helping to reduce costs, but technology 
(for example, AZT) may continue to develop that will provide more expen- 
sive treatment and also prolong the life of the HIV patient, consequently 
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increasing the total cost of care. Most estimates of the direct medical costs 
in the year 1991 for AIDS patients range from $8 to $16 billion. Costs for 
ARC patients and asymptomatic HIV carriers may double those estimates. 

It is unclear how much of the direct costs for HIV patients will be funded 
by private group insurance plans. Estimates of the amount funded by Med- 
icaid range from 15 percent to 42 percent, with another 1-3 percent coming 
from Medicare. Costs paid by the individuals and unfunded costs may ac- 
count for 25 percent. This would leave private insurers and Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield plans with 30-60 percent of the bill for HIV-related direct medical 
COSTS. 

There may be indirect costs as well. H1V patients will place increasing 
burden on the capacity of hospitals and health care providers to deliver care, 
particularly in areas of high HIV concentration (for example, New York). 
Additional capacity may need to be funded in these areas. Both the pressure 
of HIV on Medicaid funding and the substantial unfunded medical cost of 
HIV patients will increase the magnitude of cost shifting to private payors. 

I. OVERVIEW OF GROUP UNDERWRITING AND PRICING 

This section discusses general background relating to pricing and under- 
writing of traditional group insurance products. The remaining sections deal 
with specific pricing, underwriting, and other issues related to HIV. Each 
section also identifies a potential response a group insurer could have to 
each issue. Some readers may wish to skip directly to Section II. 

The overall philosophy underlying group pricing and underwriting rests 
on the principle that "groups" of people tend toward average mortality and 
morbidity characteristics. The larger the group, the more predictable that 
group's life and health insurance experience will be. 

Case Selection 

Case selection depends upon certain characteristics of the group, such as 
the age distribution within the group or the industry and/or the occupation 
of the people within the group. Some industries, for example, are not ac- 
ceptable group risks, either because the people in the group are exposed to 
a high-risk work environment (for example, explosive manufacturers) or 
because the nature of their employed population is expected to be more 
transitory and/or unstable (for example, restaurants, which have high turn- 
over and many part-time employees). In addition, if it can be determined 
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that the group being considered for insurance has had morbidity claim ex- 
perience significantly higher than average, the group would not be written. 
As a general rule, information about the health characteristics of the indi- 
viduals within a group are not part of the group underwriting process, except 
for the smallest groups (usually less than 10 employees) where short-form 
health questionnaires accompany the application for insurance. 

Pricing 

Virtually all group products are written on a guaranteed-renewable-term 
basis. Rates are typically guaranteed for the first year of the contract and 
can be raised anytime thereafter with 31 days notice. The insurer typically 
cannot cancel the policy except for nonpayment of premium. By convention, 
nearly all groups are rerated each year on the anniversary date of their policy. 

At the time of rerating for a given group, the claim experience for that 
group over the past 12 months is examined. It is "projected" into the sub- 
sequent 12 months by making assumptions relative to changing conditions 
(for example, plan changes, census changes, and for medical insurance, 
expected changes in the average cost of medical services). Expected ex- 
penses and required risk and profit margins are added to the projected claims 
to determine the rate level that would be needed to profitably cover these 
projected costs. At the same time, "standard" rates (referred to as "manual 
rates") for the case in question are reviewed. On a small case, manual rates 
are used, with some consideration given to the rate suggested by the pro- 
jected experience of the case. For a larger case, the rate suggested by the 
case's own projected experience is used with some consideration given to 
manual rates. 

Manual rates are set by reviewing the claims experience of an entire class 
of business and projecting it forward to a future time period for which the 
rates will be effective. This process is completed two to four times per year 
for medical -- less frequently for life pricing. 

Entry and Exit from a Group 

New hires typically become eligible for the group plan shortly after hire. 
If they join the plan within 31 days of becoming eligible, no underwriting 
is done. The medical plan typically limits payment for pre-existing condi- 
tions on such new hires to $1,000 or $2,500 within the first twelve months 
of coverage. (There is usually no pre-existing conditions limitation on orig- 
inal members of the group.) Someone entering the plan after the 31-day 
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window is subject to short-form health insurance questions and may be 
refused coverage if there are significant health impairments. A similar process 
applies to dependents seeking coverage under the plan. Any entrant to the 
group plan during the year is charged the same rate as others in the group. 

For employers offering one or more HMOs in addition to traditional group 
medical plans, once each year an "open enrollment" period is held, during 
which time employees may move back and forth between the HMO plan 
and the traditional plan without being subjected to underwriting or pre- 
existing conditions limitations. 

Recent legislation (dubbed COBRA) has mandated that medical coverage 
be offered to employees or dependents losing group coverage for any reason 
other than termination of the entire group plan or termination of employment 
for gross misconduct. Such coverage lasts for 18-36 months, depending 
upon the circumstances under which coverage was lost. Such coverage must 
provide the same benefits enjoyed by continuing members of the group and 
must be offered at a price no higher than 102 percent of the premiums being 
charged for continuing members. In lieu of or subsequent to COBRA con- 
tinuation, a disabled employee typically may extend medical coverage for a 
period of 3-12 months. The extended coverage would apply to the disabling 
condition only. In addition, an employee may convert life and/or medical 
coverage to individual policies upon the cessation of group coverage or 
COBRA continuation. They may convert their term life coverage to any 
individual permanent plan, without being subjected to underwriting. The 
medical conversion plans usually have lower benefits than were available 
under the group plan, and premiums charged for medical conversions are 
significantly higher than group premiums. Medical conversion plans are 
subject to periodic rate increases, but are typically not cancelable by the 
insurer except for nonpayment of premium. 

Underwriting for Benefit Selection 
Traditional group plans offer little or no opportunity for employees to 

select benefit levels. Flexible benefit plans are an exception to this rule, 
however. Employees can often select from among several levels of medical 
coverage and several levels of term life coverage. Coverage options may be 
changed by the employee annually. Underwriting guidelines limit the amount 
of benefit upgrade that can be made by the employee without being subjected 
to individual underwriting and/or pre-existing conditions limitations. 
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Supplemental life insurance plans are sometimes sold. These allow indi- 
viduals to elect life insurance amounts in addition to the amounts provided 
under the group term life program. Such elections are subject to individual 
underwriting. 

Many term life insurance plans provide coverage at one, two, or three 
times the amount of annual salary for the employee. Highly compensated 
individuals may be eligible for very high amounts of life insurance under 
the group plan in these cases. Guidelines limit the amount of group term 
life that can be issued under these schedules without the benefit of individual 
underwriting. 

II. G R O U P  H I V  C L A I M  D A T A  C O L L E C I ' I O N  - -  I S S U E S  A N D  R E S P O N S E S  

Pricing for the overall impact of HIV will require complete, accurate and 
timely data upon which to base assumptions. Because the identification and 
collection of internal HIV claims are still somewhat infrequent, the use of 
internal data is typically not credible for purposes of making pricing dis- 
tinctions such as factors for geographic regions. For this reason, internal 
data must be supplemented with data available from external sources (for 
example, CDC, HIAAJACLI). At a minimum, internal sources need to iden- 
tify calendar year AIDS experience by major product line (for example, life, 
health, and disability), geographic area and even individual case data (for 
example, age, sex, and employment~dependent status). Additionally, other 
internal information that will prove useful includes diagnosis, duration since 
diagnosis, costs by type of provider, costs by type of treatment, degree of 
alternative care provided, number of admissions, length of hospital stay, and 
whether the claimant is being treated with a life-extending drug like AZT. 
These latter data are usually more difficult to collect. An HIV data base can 
be constructed and procedures put in place to gather and store HIV claim 
data in detail. Periodic reports should be produced and distributed to key 
managers needing access to this information to make pricing and under- 
writing decisions. In addition, ad hoc reports may be designed and produced 
to gain more specialized information. 

Issue: Obtaining complete data on HIV claims is difficult, due both to the 
difficulty in identifying any given claim as being directly attributable to HIV 
or AIDS and to the difficulty in maintaining consistently high attention to 
screening criteria on the part of claim examiners. In fact, it has been esti- 
mated that as many as 40-50 percent of group medical AIDS claims actually 
incurred will not be identified for inclusion in an HIV data base. 
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Response: Both the importance of identifying HIV claims and the guide- 
lines for spotting HIV claims must be periodically reemphasized to claim 
examiners. Specific diagnoses strongly indicative of HIV should be distrib- 
uted to the examiners, and the examiners should have procedures for fol- 
lowing up on questionable claims. Where possible, HIV claim "templates" 
should be incorporated into the claim system to assist claim examiners in 
spotting potential HIV claims. Life claims can be cross-referenced to medical 
claims. Periodically, extracts can be taken from the overall claim file iden- 
tifying claims that may be suggestive of HIV. Each is tracked back to the 
source for determination of whether it is an HIV claim. Benefits of this 
process are to be found both in terms of completing the data base and in 
providing direct feedback to examiners regarding HIV claims they failed to 
identify. 

In addition, pricing assumptions must recognize that HIV data will remain 
incomplete. External data can be funneled through the HIV Task Force to 
pricing and underwriting staff to supplement internal data on HIV incidence. 
Pricing assumptions must include "completion factors" to account for the 
incomplete data. 

Issue: ARC claims are particularly difficult to track. In addition, there are 
medical services being utilized by seropositive individuals, specifically aris- 
ing from the knowledge or fear that they are seropositive, and these too are 
difficult to identify separately. 

Response: Although it is possible to define certain typical treatment pat- 
terns (including the use of AZT) that may give some indication of the mag- 
nitude of these costs and the rate at which such costs are rising, it will not 
be possible to comprehensively identify claims for ARC patients and other 
seropositives in the internal data. It will be necessary to rely on modeled 
results and external data to make estimates of the magnitude of these costs. 

III. GROUP PRICING -- ISSUES AND RESPONSES 

A group insurer can include explicit factors to reflect the anticipated cost 
of H/V-related conditions in the regular repricing of each group insurance 
product line. These can be established after an analysis of internal and ex- 
ternal claims data, adjustment for "completion" (assumed unidentified AIDS, 
ARC and related claims), and projections of assumed trends in both fre- 
quency and average costs for HIV claims. Major lines for which such factors 
are developed include term life, major medical, short- and long-term disa- 
bility, prescription drug coverages, and specific stop loss coverages. 
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lssue: Several geographic areas have had a much higher incidence of 
AIDS claims than others. At the same time, AIDS and HIV-related diseases 
are spreading to previously "low-risk" areas. CDC data by geographic area 
identify AIDS claims with the location in which the patient was diagnosed. 
However, many patients subsequently migrate to other locations. Internal 
data will not provide statistically credible samples when broken into small 
cells such as geographic locale, The treatment costs for HIV claimants vary 
significantly by geographic location and are changing at differing rates and 
sometimes even in opposite directions. The availability and utilization of 
alternative treatment facilities will vary both by location and over time for 
a given location. The underwriting standards permitted by each state will 
impact the expected HIV experience differently. 

Response: For term life insurance rates, geographic differences in antic- 
ipated HIV experience can be reflected by raising life rates in the higher 
incidence areas. For medical manual rates, some type of "area factors" 
have always been a part of the rating process. Ideally, it would be possible 
to directly reflect location-specific HIV projections in the area factors and 
trend assumptions of the manual rates, but this approach would be difficult 
to implement and would require more credible data than are currently available. 

An alternative approach would be to provide for adequate premium to 
cover the expected HIV claims in aggregate for the entire insured block and 
also allow some degree of equity among geographic regions. Because manual 
rate area factors are updated in response to observed rates of change in total 
medical claims in a given area, any increase in HIV claims experience in a 
particular locale will be indirectly reflected in the revised area factors. Ad- 
ditionally, an explicit loading for the anticipated aggregate cost of HIV 
claims can be included in the overall trend assumption for manual rates 
rather than varying trend assumptions by area. 

If region-specific factors are developed (assuming use of zip code areas), 
a "geographic area" most likely would not be defined to be as small as a 
zip code within a major metropolitan area. Within New York City, for 
example, one or two zip codes for higher area factors would not be singled 
out. The whole of New York City proper might have a higher rate basis 
than the surrounding counties, however, owing to a higher incidence of HIV. 

Issue: Manual rates usually provide for different rate levels by industry. 
Should industry factors specifically consider the HIV risk? 

Response: Historically, specific claim diagnosis has not been a part of the 
industry rating process; instead, actual emerging total claims experience has 
been relied upon to adjust industry rating factors. As in area factors, poor 
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HIV claims experience in a specific industry will present itself in the review 
of total claims loss experience by industry. In this way, higher HIV claims 
in a specific industry would become part of the rating structure over time. 
In addition, industries that experience loss ratios outside of acceptable norms 
may be assigned to an underwriting "decline" list, implying insurance would 
not be offered in the future to groups within that industry. 

Issue: The incidence of HIV claims has been much higher in the younger 
male population than in other populations. Should manual rates for younger 
males be adjusted to reflect this fact? 

Response: Most likely both life and health rates for group insurance prod- 
ucts are age- and sex-specific. They reflect the different mortality and mor- 
bidity expected for individuals in each age category and of each sex. This 
allows the rates of each category to as closely as possible reflect the expected 
claim costs of that category. Accordingly, a group insurer should plan to 
adjust both life and health rate structures to reflect the projected changes in 
mortality and morbidity by age and sex that are attributable to HIV. 

lssue: Incidence of HIV claims has been much higher in the male ho- 
mosexual population than in the population at large. Is it appropriate to 
develop rating classes for sexual orientation when it can be determined, or 
use sexual orientation in the case selection or individual underwriting process? 

Response: It would not be appropriate to use sexual orientation or any 
surrogate for sexual orientation in the underwriting or rating process. Sur- 
rogates for sexual orientation include such things as marital status and ben- 
eficiary designation. It is clear that membership in a so-called "high-risk 
group," such as homosexual males, is not the determinant of the risk of 
HIV infection. Rather, it is engaging in high-risk behaviors that is at issue. 
A history of sexually transmitted disease is indicative of high-risk behavior. 
As such, a factually determined history of sexually transmitted disease is an 
example of a factor appropriate for use in the underwriting process. To 
distinguish further, the presence of HIV antitbodies is not a surrogate for 
either high-risk behavior or membership in a "high-risk group." The pres- 
ence of HIV antibodies is indicative of the fact of HIV infection, an organic 
medical condition associated with extremely high mortality and morbidity. 
The presence of HIV antibodies is an appropriate underwriting factor. 

Issue: Projecting HIV costs into the future is particularly difficult. Wide 
ranges of estimates exist as to the number of seropositives, the rate of pro- 
gression from seroconversion to AIDS and then to death, and the percentage 
of seropositives ultimately developing AIDS. The cost of caring for an HIV 
patient is not definitively known and is likely to change rapidly in response 
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to new drugs, technologies, and the availability of alternative treatment fa- 
cilities. There is little known about the progression of HIV disease beyond 
5-7 years, and much uncertainty surrounds the prognosis for prevention or 
cure. The legislative environment remains uncertain. The ability to retain 
pricing and underwriting tools necessary to deal effectively with HIV is 
problematic. The extent to which COBRA continuation requirements will 
alter the insurance industry's share of the overall funding of HIV claims has 
not yet become clear. 

Response: It is important to develop a comprehensive model of the impact 
of HIV on group medical costs for two reasons. First, a model will provide 
some indication as to what an insurer's HIV claims could be under the 
assumptions used in the model. Because of the problems discussed earlier 
with respect to a company's ability to collect data internally, utilizing internal 
data as a basis for projecting future claims is not reliable. A model can 
provide estimates of what a company's true HIV costs have been instead of 
relying on those claims that have been identified as HIV. This will further 
develop the company's ability to adequately price for future HIV claims. 
Second, a model will provide rapid analysis of the pricing impact of changes 
in assumptions relative to HIV, such as changes in HIV prevalence and 
progression rates. In addition, this provides the ability to test many alter- 
native scenarios such as more effective and costly drugs in terms of life 
extension, new technology and treatment patterns, movement to increased 
treatment through alternative care facilities, and the impact of geographic 
mix. This sensitivity testing will enhance contingency planning capabilities. 
A model can also facilitate the development of more direct, area-specific 
analysis of potential future costs of HIV claims. 

A company should also evaluate the advisability of establishing contin- 
gency reserves in light of the uncertainties stemming from the HIV epidemic. 
Pricing methodologies that recognize these inherent uncertainties may need 
to be tied to reserving changes to fully provide for these contingencies. 

Issue: The cost of AZT on a direct basis (expected to average $8,000 
annually per patient) and indirect basis (additional medical expenses as a 
direct result of complications from the drug, as well as costs associated with 
prolonged survival) may be very large. Initial policy restricts the usage of 
AZT, but pressure is likely to increase for earlier and wider distribution of 
the drug, perhaps to the limit of undermining patent protection to increase 
production capacity. New drugs are likely to be developed that alone or in 
combination with AZT will further increase longevity and add cost. 
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Response: A company should regularly reevaluate expected prescription 
drug costs for both major medical products and stand-alone prescription drug 
benefits. The indirect costs associated with AZT must be considered in all 
assumptions when projecting changing medical costs associated with HIV. 
It is advisable that the HIV Task Force serve as a clearing-house for HIV 
information and advise pricing and underwriting areas of developments re- 
lating to AZT (and other new drug therapies) availability and usage. 

Issue: The impact of the HIV epidemic on funding mechanisms for health 
care (for example, Medicaid) and directly on providers (due to increases in 
unfunded care) will translate into considerably higher pressure to shift costs 
to the private payors. These impacts will be regional. 

Response: H1V is but one of the factors adding to increased cost shifting 
and destabilized local pricing patterns on the part of providers. It is important 
to develop and maintain, if not already in place, a strong medical cost trend 
analysis process. This includes both techniques for comprehensively gath- 
ering and analyzing trend data from internal claims as well as utilizing 
external data sources and expertise. Once again, the HIV Task Force can 
be a clearing-house for relevant information relating to both national trends 
and specific local developments that may impact costs to private payors. 

Issue: The degree of antiselection among COBRA continuees having con- 
ditions such as HIV has yet to be quantified. 

Response: Specific pricing factors for assumed antiselection should be 
included in COBRA pricing. Data collection methods should be reviewed 
to ensure the availability of data on COBRA experience as it develops. The 
impact on conversion pricing should also be studied, and consideration might 
be given to limiting the Extension of Benefits provision where it is possible 
to do so. 

IV. GROUP UNDERWRITING -- ISSUES AND RESPONSES 

Issue: The expected financial performance of a potential group case can 
be greatly impacted by the number of HIV patients in the group population. 
These can be active employees, dependents, or continuees. The number of 
seropositives is a predictor of future AIDS exposure, but the availability of 
information to the underwriter concerning seropositives in a particular group 
is problematic due to both the uncertain regulatory climate and the practical 
problems of obtaining such information in a group setting. 

Response." Case selection for very small groups often relies on short-form 
individual medical information. In such cases, health questionnaires request 
information from the applicant regarding any history of immune disorder 
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and any known positive results of HIV antibody tests. (These questionnaires 
must, of course, be modified in several jurisdictions where one or both of 
those lines of inquiry is prohibited.) Guidelines for reviewing these appli- 
cations now include attention to clinical parameters of HIV (for example, 
hemophilia or sexually transmitted disease). 

On larger groups, case selection procedures can be strengthened by re- 
quiring more detailed information at the time of application regarding the 
claim history of the group and details of any active or continued disabled 
employees or dependents. Claims experience should be scrutinized wherever 
available for indications of HIV-related diseases. These techniques will pro- 
vide an adequate screen for MDS, but do not quantify exposure to seropos- 
itives within the group. The determination of the latter is probably not practical 
at this time in the group setting. 

Issue: Exposure to the HIV risk may come from additions to the group 
coverage, particularly late applicants. 

Response: Late applicant underwriting is typically addressed through short- 
form individual health questionnaires. These were discussed in the previous 
response as they relate to small group cases. In addition, the ability to 
identify pre-existing claims during the adjudication process should be re- 
viewed and programs developed to strengthen any deficiencies. It must be 
recognized that identification of HIV claims during an investigation of pre- 
existing conditions is particularly difficult due to the sensitivities of both the 
claimant and many physicians relating to HIV. 

Issue." During renewal underwriting, it will be critical to identify how 
rating actions should be modified on a particular case to reflect group-specific 
HIV risks. 

Response: Like numerous other medical conditions, there is a need to 
identify HIV claims for the underwriter on a group-by-group basis. Consid- 
eration should be given to developing formulas for adjusting underwriting 
reserves and reserves established for end-of-policy-year refund calculations 
in the presence of identified large claim risks (such as HIV). Also, methods 
to avoid selection by policyholders opting for nonstandard medical pooling 
limits should be considered. 

Issue: Group-specific information regarding HIV claims (and other cata- 
strophic claims) is crucial to the underwriting process. In addition to HIV 
claim identification weaknesses that exist in traditional indemnity claim 
processes, insurers that offer multi-option plans are likely to have an even 
more difficult time identifying HIV claims that occur through the PPO or 
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HMO options. Business that is administered through third-party administra- 
tors may also lack the necessary procedures to identify and capture HIV 
claim information. Usually there is more than one claim "system" involved 
when plans are offered through multiple delivery systems or administrators. 

Response: The identification of HIV claims in a traditional indemnity 
environment was addressed earlier in the section on data collection. Similarly 
rigorous collection and analysis techniques should be required when claim 
administration has been relegated by the insurer to an outside party such as 
a PPO, HMO, or TPA. 

Issue: Some products allow benefit choices to be made by employees, 
potentially allowing antiselection. A few term life plans provide for high 
amounts of group term life insurance on a few individuals (usually the highly 
compensated members of the group). 

Response: Because the significant upgrade of term life insurance amounts 
is usually the key area of concern, underwriting guidelines should be re- 
viewed to assure antiselection within the flexible benefit plan for group term 
life amounts is precluded by pre-existing condition limitations. A review of 
the underwriting guidelines for supplemental and excess life may also be 
necessary. Consideration should be given in each of these reviews to the 
advisability of developing separate benefit restrictions or underwriting guide- 
lines for some major metropolitan areas (high risk for HIV) than for other 
areas. A guiding principle of the review can be to preclude any availability 
of life insurance in amounts in excess of prudent nonmedical issue limits (as 
for individual products) without strict individual underwriting requirements. 

Issue: There may be instances where clients ask for benefit limitations or 
exclusions for HIV risks. 

Response: A company offering insured products that include either a ben- 
efit limitation for AIDS or any form of AIDS exclusions runs the risk of 
sending an inconsistent message to both regulators and the general public. 
This is especially so if the company has been espousing the necessity for 
individual products to underwrite HIV risks like any other medical impair- 
ments (that is, testing, questions, and MIB medical history). The exclusion 
of HIV benefit limitations or exclusions from plans is more consistent with 
a policy that approaches the underwriting of HIV like any other major illness 
or injury, making no special deviation from standard underwriting practices. 
An exception to this posture might be considered in jurisdictions where 
standard underwriting or pricing techniques are not available to prevent an- 
tiselection losses. A related question, that of whether to agree to administer 
a self-insured plan that had been defined by an employer to include such a 
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benefit limitation or exclusion, must be carefully reviewed. It may not be 
practical to distinguish between insured and self-insured plans in this regard, 
however. Regulators, media, and the public may view the issue of exclusions 
and limitations more broadly, without distinction between insured and self- 
insured approaches. 

The Role of Blood Testing in Group Insurance Underwriting 

There is much controversy surrounding the appropriate use of HIV anti- 
body testing (that is, ELISA and Western blot). A good deal of this contro- 
versy surrounds the use of such tests by insurers in the underwriting process. 
Part of the argument centers on the issue of confidentiality, but the larger 
part of the argument concerns an insurer's right to use the presence of HIV 
antibodies as a basis to refuse to issue insurance. 

Some jurisdictions have ruled on insurer's rights to use testing. California, 
for example, has ruled that antibody testing cannot be used. In California, 
insurers substitute a T-cell subset test that indicates ratios of certain types 
of white blood cells. This test does not detect HIV antibodies, but does 
detect abnormalities in the blood that are predictive of HIV infection. This 
test is a poor substitute for the HIV antibody tests. The District of Columbia 
has prohibited insurers from using any test results to determine the presence 
of HIV. This has caused most individual life insurers to exit the D.C. market. 

The consideration of blood testing by an insurer must include not only 
the cost and procedures needed to accomplish the testing itself, but must 
also consider the notification process. Transmission of information in the 
nature of positive HIV test results must be done both confidentially and 
compassionately. The role of counseling should be considered. 

Insurers writing individual products must use HIV antibody testing in their 
underwriting process. Level premiums and the potential for antiselection 
make it economically unfeasible to insure HIV-infected individuals. For 
most, this is a matter of "folding in" HIV blood tests and procedures to 
existing test regimens and lowering the limit for nonmedical issue. 

The economics of group insurance are different, as are the traditional 
underwriting practices. The group underwriting process provides no oppor- 
tunity to examine the health characteristics of individuals in the group. Med- 
ical exams or even blood tests of all the employees and dependents to be 
insured under an employer's group plan are not a feasible undertaking. For- 
tunately, the group pricing mechanism allows opportunity to cover costs 
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associated with changing claim costs. If the group insurer can predict the 
costs associated with HIV, it can cover those costs with prudent pricing. 

Though not in the traditional group underwriting process, there are se- 
lected situations in which group underwriters do rely upon information rel- 
ative to individual health characteristics. Some of these situations were outlined 
previously in this section. In a few of these situations, such as underwriting 
excess amounts of group term life coverage, the economics are quite similar 
to those of individual lines of insurance, with the exception that potential 
antiselection on the part of the insured is much less of a consideration. It is 
likely that in these types of situations, group insurers will have to use blood 
testing, wherever amounts at risk so warrant, to protect against unreasonably 
high HIV claims. 

V. OTHER ISSUES 

Managing Large HIV Claims 

Issue: Treatment patterns and costs still vary widely for HIV claims, 
particularly by geographic area. Such patterns often provide opportunity for 
reducing claim outlays by intervening at the point of claim and attempting 
to influence treatment pattern, provide for alternative treatment facilities, 
and/or obtain lower cost prescriptions, services or supplies. For such a pro- 
gram of claim management to be effective, both early identification of in- 
tervention opportunities and access to lower cost alternatives are required, 
as well as skill in effectively intervening with patients, families, and physicians. 

Response: A company (or its vendor) can strengthen its large claim man- 
agement capabilities in a number of ways. Case management nurses can be 
added to increase capacity, and procedures for the referral of HIV cases 
from field claim offices can be improved. The identification of HIV cases 
through the utilization review process can promote quicker and more effec- 
tive case management. In addition, improved processes to obtain discounted 
services from providers can be developed, and systems to organize infor- 
mation on such discounts for effective use within the claim management 
function can also improve case management effectiveness. 

Additional Considerations and Issues 

The identification and response to issues relating to the impact of HIV on 
group insurers must be met with an ongoing commitment to communication, 
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study, and action. Each day brings new research, new regulation and leg- 
islation, new technology and treatments, and new public perceptions and 
policies. Each day brings new issues. These issues must be identified before 
appropriate responses can be developed and implemented. Following are 
several potential issues that after further research and development may 
require some future response. 

Issue: The regulatory environment is uncertain and rapidly changing. The 
recent developments in Texas provude an excellent case study in which 
apparently both the insurance lobby and the state insurance department were 
caught unaware by the broad implications of a legislative initiative dealing 
with HIV testing and discrimination. The HIV Task Force needs to work 
closely with the governmental relations department or the legal department 
to quickly identify the implications of HIV legislation (proposed or enacted) 
and quickly disseminate clear information to affected line areas. The Task 
Force may also play a role in distilling relevant issues pertaining to HIV and 
the group insurance business into position papers for lobbying efforts by a 
governmental relations area or other areas. The Task Force can also serve 
to clarify positions that can be advocated with industry counterparts. 

Issue: The strategic implications of HIV must be considered, including 
key strategic questions such as: 

1. What does the HIV epidemic imply about market entry or exit? What about product 
entry or exit? 

2. Medical insurance is being equated in many HIV debates with access to care. What 
are the implications to policymakers? What is the impact on the likelihood of gov- 
ernment health care initiatives? 

3. How can/should the HIV epidemic be funded? What is the appropriate public policy? 
What is the role of pools for uninsurables, and who should fund them? 

4. What structural changes may occur in the medical delivery industry in the next 5- 
10 years due to the burden of providing care to so many HIV victims? 

HIV IN A LARGER CONTEXT 

AS difficult and complex as the HIV issue is for the group insurer, it must 
be considered within the even larger context in which the question is cur- 
rently framed. Society at large is facing significant and fundamental ques- 
tions concerning the cost and availability of health care in general in this 
country. The issue of HIV is intertwined with these fundamental societal 
issues, and all come to bear on the question of the shape of the continuing 
role to be played by group insurers in the financing of health care. 
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Total spending for health care in the U.S. exceeded $500 billion in 1987. 
This represents an increase of roughly 7 percent over the previous year, a 
rate of increase much higher than the general level of inflation in the econ- 
omy. This, of course, is not new. For most or all of this decade, the increase 
in health care spending has outstripped the rate of inflation. Health care 
spending currently makes up in excess of 11 percent of total GNP, up by 
more than two percentage points over the ratio in 1980. Funding such cost 
increases is stressing all the primary underwriters of these costs--the Med- 
icare system, the Medicaid system, and private payors (employers, either 
directly or through their group insurers). 

At the same time, there remain perhaps as many as 35 million persons in 
this country who are uninsured or underinsured with respect to health in- 
surance. And increasingly, access to adequate health insurance equates to 
access to the health care system itself. These uninsured and underinsured 
persons find it increasingly difficult to access high-tech, high-cost medical 
services, yet society does not appear ready to accept the idea of two-tiered 
health care (one level of care for those who can pay and a lesser level of 
care of those who cannot). 

HIV impacts both aspects of the problem. By most accounts, HIV will 
add $8 to $16 billion annually to the total cost of health care by 1991, as 
well as putting much additional pressure on the medical delivery system. In 
addition, many HIV patients are uninsured or may lose employment-related 
insurance coverage after prolonged disability. 

In many respects, the group insurer finds itself in the middle. On one 
hand, employers (who ultimately fund the cost of most health care) are 
largely looking to insurers to build solutions to the problem of escalating 
health care costs. At the same time, policymakers are wrestling not only 
with problems of the total cost of health care but also with questions of 
access to health care and of funding mechanisms, that is, the role of public 
funding versus private funding of health care costs. 

In comparison to these fundamental questions of access and funding, the 
issues surrounding the funding of HIV medical costs and the related impacts 
on group insurance plans provide a more definable and immediate focus. 
However, such issues should be viewed as part of these larger questions as 
the questions are considered by employers, insurance companies, and 
policymakers. 





CHAPTER 8 

AIDS IN CANADA 

DONALD C. MACTAVISH 

AIDS IN THE GENERAL POPULATION 

The Laboratory Centre for Disease Control (LCDC) publishes reports up- 
dating the spread of the disease in Canada, similar to those distributed by 
the Centers for Disease Control in the U.S. The most recent statistics are 
shown at the end of this chapter and reflect reporting to December 7, 1987. 
While the incidence of the disease in Canada is less than one-third of that 
in the U.S., it is still a cause for grave concern as it ranks in the top l0 
percent among the nations that report to the World Health Organization. 
While the ratio of deaths/cases reported is slightly less than that in the U.S., 
it is still 53 percent. Only Great Britain and Australia, in addition to the 
U.S. and Canada, show a ratio of deaths to reported cases over 50 percent. 
This is probably indicative of a much more sophisticated reporting system. 

About 89 percent of the AIDS cases in Canada have arisen in British 
Columbia, Ontario and Quebec. If the incidence was spread uniformly over 
all provinces, the expected results would be 73 percent. British Columbia 
has by far the highest incidence at 97 per million of population, followed 
by Quebec at 63 and Ontario at 61. The national average is 55. Reported 
cases are concentrated in the major metropolitan areas of Toronto, Montreal 
and Vancouver. 

Table 1 compares the spread of the disease between the two countries. 
Canadian statistics are not available prior to the second quarter of 1986, so 
a comparison over the entire time frame is not possible. 

The Canadian absolute numbers seem to be running fairly consistently at 
about 1/30th of the U.S. numbers, while, if population were the only con- 
sideration, the relationship would be expected to be about 1/10th. Whether 
this means that Canada is entering the AIDS cycle at a later time than U.S. 
or that the experience of the Canadian population will not mirror that of the 
U.S. is conjectural--likely a bit of both. 

There are two important reasons why it is unlikely that Canadian experience 
will approach that in the U.S. In the U.S., the prevalence of AIDS among the 
black and hispanic populations is relatively high and AIDS cases involving IV 
drug abusers account for about 25 percent of the adult experience. These are 
not significant factors in Canada. Table 2 shows the distributions of reported 
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TABLE I 

1985 
End of 1st quarter 
End of 2rid quarter 
End of 3rd quarter 
End of 4th quarter 
1986 
End of 1st quarter 
End of 2rid quarter 
End of 3rd quarter 
End of 4th quarter 
1987 
End of 1st quarter 
End of 2nd quarter 
End of 3rd quarter 

No. of 
Reported 

Cases 

8,945 
11,271 
13,611 
15,948 

18,883 
22,173 
25,650 
29,003 

33,482 
37,867 
42,354 

United States 

Quaaerly 
Increase 

2,326 
2,340 
2,337 

2,935 
3,290 
3,477 
3,453 

4,479 
4,385 
4,487 

Canada 

No. of 
Rate of Rcporl~d Quarterly Ralc of 
Increase Cases Increase Increase 

16,2% 
26,0 
20,8 
17,2 

18,4 
17,4 
15,7 
13,1 

15.4 
13.1 
11,8 

614 
743 
830 

966 
1,124 
1,303 

129 
87 

136 
158 
179 

21.0% 
11.7 

16.4 
16.4 
15.9 

TABLE2 

2atcgo,D' 
Adults 

Homosexual/bisexual male 
IV drug abuser 
Homosexual male and IV drug 

abuser 
Heterosexual cases 
Recipient of blood or blood 

products 
Person from an endemic area 
Other 

'Children 
Parent at risk 
Recipient of blood or blood 

products 
Other 

Total 

Number 

27,579 
6,885 

3,138 
916 

1,272 
744 

1,236 
41,770 

458 

102 
24 

584 
42,354 

*U.S.--14 and under, Canada 12 and under. 

U.S. (28/9/87) 
% % 
(a) (b) 

65.1 77.8 
16.2 

7.4 8.8 
2.2 2.6 

3.0 3.6 
1.8 2.1 
2.9 3.8 

98.6 98.4 

1.1 1.3 

0.2 0.2 
0.1 0.1 

I 
1.4 L 1.6 

100.0  i 100.0  

Canada (7f12/87) 

Number 

1,122 79.8 
9 0.6 

42 3.0 
35 2.5 

56 4.0 
73 5.2 
42 3.0 

1,379 98.1 

22 1.6 

4 0.3 
0 0,0 

26 1.9 
1,405 100.0 
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cases in the two countries among various categories. Column % (b) in the U.S. 
statistics removes IV drug abusers from that country's statistics. With this 
adjustment, the Canadian statistics are relatively consistent with those in the 
U.S. 

AIDS IN LIFE INSURANCE 

Life insurance in Canada is provided by federally licensed companies, by 
provincially licensed companies and by fraternal benefit societies. Estimates 
of in force at the end of years 1986 and 1987 follow (in billions): 

End of Year I986 1987 

Individual Insurance 
Federally licensed $340 $375 
Other 35 40 

Total $375 $415 
Group Insurance 

Federally licensed $425 $460 
Other 25 30 

Total $450 $490 

Amounts are in Canadian dollars. 

The Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association conducted a survey 
of its members to determine the extent of AIDS on claims among Canadian 
lives insured. Responses were received from about 70 companies, and of 
the federal companies that responded, the percentages of individual and 
group insurance represented by those companies of the total Canadian market 
were 87 percent and 75 percent, respectively. 

Individual Insurance 

Claims for 1986 reported in the survey among the federally licensed com- 
panies were 58 policies for $3,768,000. Grossing those amounts up to ap- 
proximate the total Canadian experience would result in about 75 policies 
for $4.8 million. The total Canadian death claims for the reporting companies 
amounted to about $540 million, so in 1986 AIDS claims represented about 
0.7 percent of Canadian life insurance claims for those companies. 

When experience is so scanty, wide fluctuations in results can occur. In 
particular, claims on two policyholders in which there was considerable 
evidence of antiselection accounted for over 55 percent of the total claims. 
If current blood testing limits had been in place at the time of these appli- 
cations, there is a strong likelihood that the policies would never have been 
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issued. Removing these two claimants from the overall statistics would re- 
duce the ratio of AIDS claims to total claims to 0.3 percent. This amount 
is probably a better indicator of the experience of companies who did not 
participate in the survey. 

The number of AIDS deaths reported to LCDC during 1986 was approx- 
imately 225. Relating this to the estimate of policies terminating by death, 
indicates that about one-third of deaths resulting from AIDS involve indi- 
vidual life insurance. 

Companies also contributed their claim statistics for the first six months 
of 1987. Projecting for the balance of 1987 on a linear basis using the same 
assumptions as for 1986 would result in 1987 claims of about 100 policies 
for $8.5 million. This would translate into about 1.1 percent of claims. Once 
again, two very large claims are distorting the experience. Removing the 
effect of these would reduce the ratio of AIDS to total to about 0.5 percent. 
Total reported AIDS deaths for 1987 are expected to be about 340, so the 
one-third ratio is still maintaining. 

Many companies have not experienced any AIDS claims as yet. The 
following table indicates the distribution of ratios of AIDS claims to total 
claims: 

No. of companies 56 
AIDS claims $3,768,000 
Total claims $540,000,000 
Ratio 0.70% 
Minimum ratio nil 
Maximum ratio 7.87% 

Distribution of company responses by ratio 

nil 30 
less than 0.25% 9 
0.25% but less than 0.50% 8 
0.50% but less than 0.75% 2 
0.75% but less than 1.00% 1 
1.00% and over 6 

56 

Group Insurance 

1986 claims reported by the contributing companies totaled 42 certificates 
for $1,322,000. Using similar gross-up methods to those used for individual 
insurance results in estimated 1986 claims of 60 certificates for about $1.9 
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million. The ratio of AIDS to total claims in the group line is 0.2 percent 
of claims. Antiselection does not have the same impact on group experience 
as it has on individual. Again, the number of insured claims relative to the 
total AIDS deaths is in the 30 percent range. 

As in the case of individual insurance, 1987 experience is proving to be 
worse than 1986. Estimates of 1987 experience are 100 certificates for $4.9 
million. This would represent 0.5 percent of total claims. 

The following table gives similar information for 1986 ratios of AIDS to 
total as was shown for individual insurance. Some companies were not able 
to provide group information, while others are not active in this line of 
business. 

No. of companies 46 
AIDS claims $1,322,000 
Total claims $675,000,000 
Ratio 0.20% 
Minimum ratio nil 
Maximum ratio 3.22% 

Distribution of company by ratio 

nil 30 
less than 0.25% 10 
0.25% but less than 0.50% 2 
0.50% but less than 0.75% 1 
0.75% but less than 1.00% 1 
1.00% and over 2 

46 

VALUATION IMPLICATIONS 

Valuation actuaries in Canada are required to comply with the valuation 
legislation in the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act and to 
follow the financial reporting recommendations developed by the Canadian 
Institute of Actuaries. The pertinent requirements are outlined briefly in the 
following. 

The Legislation 

1. Assumptions must be appropriate to the circumstances of the company and the 
policies in force and must be acceptable to the Superintendent of Insurance. 

2. Reserves are equal to present value of unmatured obligations less the present value 
of valuation premiums. 
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3. Gross premium less valuation premium must be greater than value of future expenses 
and also dividends on present scale, in the case of par insurance. 

4. Reserves must make good and sufficient provision for unmatured obligations guar- 
anteed under the terms of the policies. 

5. Actuary must disclose in the report to the Superintendent any prospective changes 
in dividend scale assumed in the valuation. 

6. Reserves published in any statement to the public must be the same as those used 
in any statement to the regulatory authority. 

The Professional Recommendations: 

Assumptions 

1. Each assumption should be appropriate and is required for each contingency which 
materially affects the company's net income. 

2. The effect of a change in valuation assumption should not be spread over more than 
one valuation date. 

3. Each assumption is a combination of expected experience and provision for adverse 
deviations with a larger provision for adverse deviations where there is less confi- 
dence in the expected experience. 

4. A statement of the valuation actuary to the effect that the amount of the reserves is 
proper and a proper charge with respect to the reserves has been reflected in the 
income statement is required in the company's report to shareholders and/or 
policyholders. 

The Impact of A1DS on Valuation 

The principal impact o f  AIDS will be felt on exist ing business.  For new 
issues, it is likely that the effects of  the disease will be reflected in the 
pricing, dividend scales and valuation,  although it is doubtful if many  Ca- 
nadian companies  are on this course as yet. The spread and incidence of the 
disease in Canada has not approached the magnitude it has in the U.S.  

The liability under f ixed-premium policies is the most  far-reaching.  Where 
p remiums  (costs) are adjustable,  a company  can reduce the effect of  AIDS 
by increasing premiums,  reducing the mortali ty componen t  of  the dividend 
scale or both. In group life and health operations,  a part of the increased 
costs arising from AIDS can be passed on to the employer  through the 
experience-rat ing mechan ism.  Also,  rate guarantees are general ly for not 
more than one year  in the group lines so there is the opportuni ty  to re-price 
the business as the knowledge  about the disease increases.  The cost of  hos- 
pital and medical care does not have quite the same impact  in Canada as in 
the U.S.  because of provincial  medicare plans. Howeve r ,  should the disease 
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spread as predicted, increased costs will surely result and existing treatment 
facilities will be seyerely strained. 

Because of the valuation requirement that assumptions be appropriate, 
recognition of the AIDS threat in the reserving process will likely become 
essential to the key male ages of 20 through 50. The increase in the as- 
sumption may be postponed for a while because of the present relatively 
low effect of AIDS on the total claims picture. As experience unfolds, 
companies will be better able to respond to the problem. Until such time, 
however, the additional claims resulting from AIDS will be an indirect charge 
against surplus as the existing valuation assumptions do not anticipate an 
epidemic of these proportions. 

Many uncertainties still exist that will impact upon the ultimate valuation 
assumptions. Will AIDS expand through a "select" insurance-buying pop- 
ulation at the same rate as it does through the general population? From the 
limited experience available in Canada, it appears that fewer than 50 percent 
of AIDS deaths are insured. How effective will education be in changing 
the sexual habits of individuals? There is some indication that concentrated 
programs help. What effect will blood testing have on AIDS experience? 
Two years ago, virtually no Canadian company had blood profiles as a part 
of its normal underwriting requirements. Now most are in the $250,000 
range for all policies, and many expect to be at $100,000 by the end of 
1988. It does appear that a very few number of claimants are responsible 
for a significant part of the overall AIDS experience. 

The Proposed Reserving Process in Canada 

The whole matter of reserves in Canada has been under review for several 
years, and the recognition of AIDS does add some complications to the 
process. The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants has proposed that 
the policy premium method (gross premium) be GAAP for Canadian life 
companies. Conservatism in valuation margins is significantly reduced but 
coupled with the reduction are very substantial requirements for appropriated 
surplus. It is recognized that experience will fluctuate around that contem- 
plated by the assumption and the margin in the assumption is intended to 
cover mis-estimation of the mean and possible deterioration of the mean. 
The greater the uncertainty of the expected experience, the greater the val- 
uation margin. However, in material prepared to date, it is likely that the 
maximum mortality margin proposed will be inadequate should AIDS pro- 
ceed unchecked. 
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In a similar vein, the surplus appropriation required for mortality risks 
involves the application of parameters to amounts at risk. Here again, the 
proposed formulas recognize some contagion but not to the extent of an 
AIDS epidemic. Some rethinking will likely be required in this area as well. 

There are many actuaries in Canada who are uncomfortable with the ram- 
ifications of the proposed method. In particular, the required changes in the 
legislation to accommodate this method have not been made. AIDS adds 
another dimension to the concerns and will likely require changes in the 
thinking that has taken place to date. 

Federal Centre for AIDS 
OTTAWA, Ontario 
K1A 0L2 
tel. (613) 957-1772 

December 7, 1987 

SURVEILLANCE UPDATE: AIDS IN CANADA 

The Federal Centre for AIDS has received reports of 1405 cases which 
meet the surveillance case definition for AIDS (revised September 1, 1987). 
These include 1379 adults and 26 pediatric cases (< 15 years of age). A total 
of 730 deaths (52.0%) have been reported. 

In this report, cases accepted for surveillance purposes which meet the 
revised definition but would not have been included under the previous case 
definition are indicated in Section VII to allow assessment of the effect of 
the expanded definition on the surveillance statistics. 

L All Cases 

Adulls 

~hildren 

Males 
Fcmales 

Subtotal 

Males 
Females 

Alive Dead Total 

638 
30 

668 

672 
39 

711 

10 
9 

1310 
69 

1379 

13 
13 

Subtotal 7 | 9 26 

Total 675 730 1405 



Adult Cases 

Cases (%) Deaths I% of c;lses) 

Risk Factors* 
Homosexual/bisexual activity 
IV drug abuse 
Both of the above 
Recipient of blood/blood products 
Heterosexual activityi: 

/~I origin in endemic area 
sexual contact with person 
at risk 

No identified risk factors 42 
Total 1379 

1,2;/8 :4 / 
42 (3 .0 )  
56 ( 4 . ] )  

73 I 5.3) 
35 2.5) 

556 (49.6) 
7 (77.8) 

22 (52.4) 
36 (64.3) 

52 (71.2) 
16 (45.7) 

. (3.0)  22 (52.4_) 
(100.0} 711 (51.6) 

2. Age Group (yrs) 
15-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40--49 
50 and over 
Unknown 
Total 

3. Primary Diagnosis 
KS without PCP 
PCP without KS 
Both KS and PCP 
Other Ol 
Other malignancies 
HIV wasting syndrome 
HIV encephalopathy 
Total 

4 / °3/ 
289 21.0 
629 45.6) 
318 23.1) 
137 9.9) 

2 / 0.1) 

2 (50.0) 
135 (46.7) 
319 (50.7) 
172 (54.1) 
83 (60.6) 
o (o.o)  

1379 100.0) 711 (51.6) 

288 20.9) 
763 55.3) 
41 3.0 / 

241 17.5 
37 2.7 / 

6 0.4 
3 0.2) 

1379 (100.0) 

140 (48.6) 
378 (49.7) 

25 (61.0) 
146 (60.6) 

o (olo)  
711 (51.6) 

*Risk factors listed in hierarchial order. 
tHeterosexual activity includes (a) persons originating in or residing in countries with a high prevalence 
of HIV and where heterosexual transmission of H1V m common; and (b) persons reporting heterosexual 
activity with person(s) at risk of HIV infection. 
Note: This applies to all risk factor breakdowns in this report. 
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IlL Adult Males 

Cases (%) Deaths (~ of cases) 
1. Risk Factors 

Homosexual/bisexual activity 
IV drug abusc 
Both of the above 
Recipient of blood/blood products 
Heterosexual activity: 

(a) origin in endemic area 
(b) sexual contact with person 

at risk 
No identified risk factors 

1122 
8 

42 
43 

51 
9 

85.6) 
0.6) 
3.2) 
3.3) 

3.9) 
0,7) 

556 (49.6) 
6 (75.0) 

22 (52.4) 
28 (65.1) 

38 
4 

(74.5) 
(44.4) 

35 2.7) 18 (51.4) 
1310 95.0) 672(51.3) Total 

2. Age Group (yrs) 
15-19 
20--29 
30--39 
40-49 
50 and over 
Unknown 
Total 

3. Primary Diagnosis 
KS without PCP 
PCP without KS 
Both KS and PCP 
Other Ol 
Other malignancies 
HIV wasting syndrome 
HIV cncephalopathy 
Total 

4 
264 
606 
311 
123 

2 

?I/ 
46.3) 
23.7) 

9.4) 
0.2) 

2 (50.0) 
122 (46.2) 
305 (50.3) 
167 (53.7) 
76 (61.8) 

o (o.o) 
1310 95.0) 672 (51.3) 

286 
727 

41 
212 

35 
6 
3 

21 .s) 
55.5) 

2"7 / 
0.5 
0.21 

95.o) 1310 

139 (48.6) 
357 (49.1) 

25 (61.0) 
130 (61.3) 

19 (54,3) 
2 (3.3) 
o (o.o) 

672 (51.3) 
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IV. Adult Females 

Cases (%) Dealht; (9; of cases) 

Risk Factors 
IV drug abuse 1 
Recipient of blood/blood products 13 
Heterosexual activity: 

/~ I origin in endemic area 22 
sexual contact with person 26 
at risk 

No identified risk factors 7 
Total 69 

/ 31.9) 
37.7) 

(lo.1) 

1 (100.0) 
8 (61 .5)  

14 (63.6) 
12 (46.2) 

4 (57 .1)  
(5.0) 39(56.5) 

Age Group (yrs) 
15-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50 and over 
Unknown 
Total 

Primary Diagnosis 
KS without PCP 
PCP without KS 
Both KS and PCP 
Other OI 
Other malignancies 
HIV wasting syndrome 
HIV encephalopathy 0 
Total 

o (0.0) 
25 (36.2) 
23 (33.3) 
7 ( lo .0  

69 (5.0) 

2 / 29 / 
36 52.2 

29 
2 
0 (0:0) 

(o.o)  
69 ( 5.0 

0 ( 0 . 0 )  
13 (52.0) 
14 (60.9) 
5 (71.4) 
7 (5o.o) 
o ( o . o )  

39 (56.5) 

1 5o.o) 
21 58.3) 

16 
a 50.0) 
o o.o) 
o o.o) 

39 56.5) 
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I / .  Pediatric Cases 

1. Risk Factors 
Perinatal transmission 
Recipient of blood/blood products 
Total 

2. Age Group (yrs) 
<1 

5-9 
10--14 
Total 

3. Primary Diagnosis 
PCP 
LIP 
CMV 
Other OI 
Total 

Male Fcmale Total (%) 

11 
2 

1! 
2 

22 (84,6) 
4 (15.4) 

13 13 26 (100.0) 
Male Female Total (c;~) 

Case', (%) 

13 13 

9 (34.6) 
5 (19.2) 
5 (19.2)  
7 (26.9) 

i l (42,3) 141 ! 4231 
15,4) 

o o.o) 
26 (100,0) 

Deaths (%) 

7 (77.8) 
3 (60.0) 
5 (lOG.O) 
4 (80.0) 

26 (100.0) 19 (73.1) 

VI. Geographic Distribution 

l Ratc/Mill.t 
PopulaliofJ 

Province* Male Female I Tolal (r:~) i Deaths /cumuJative) 

British Columbia 
,klberta 
~askatchewan 
Manitoba 
3ntario 
~uebec 
~ew Brunswick 
'qova Scotia 
P.E. I .  
~cwfoundland 
q.W.T. 
Yukon 
Fotal 

275 
77 
17 
24 

537 
360 

6 
20 

1 
5 
1 
0 

1,323 

7 
5 
0 
0 

14 
54 

1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

82 

282 (2o.1) 
82 ( 5 . 8 )  
17 ( 1 . 2 )  

24 I 1.7) 551 39.2) 
414 29.5) 

7 ( 0 . 5 )  
21 ( 1 . 5 )  

l (  o l  / 
5 ( 014 
I (0.1) 
o ( o . o )  

1,4o5 (lOO.O) 

158 
43 
12 
12 

256 
233 

5 
8 
1 
2 
0 
0 

730 
*Cases are attributed to the province where onsct of thc illness occurred. 
lPopulation estimatcs from Statistics Canada (July 1, 1985). 

97.4 
34.9 
16.7 
22.4 
60.7 
62.9 

9.7 
23.8 

7.9 
8.6 

19.2 
0.0 

55.4 
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VII. Cases Reported by Date of Diagnosis 

I Ca,,e- 

N u m b e r  ~f (revised Number of Fatality 
Year Ca~.¢s case def'n) Deaths (%) 

1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 01-03 

04-06 
07--09 
10-12 

Total 

1984 01-03 
04-06 
07-09 
10-12 

Total 

1985 01-03 
04-06 
07-09 
10-12 

Total 

1986 01-03 
04-436 
07-09 
10-12 

Total 

1987 01-03 
04-06 
07-09 
10-12 

Total 

Total 

1 
3 
6 

22 
14 
15 
11 
14 

1 
3 
6 

22 
12 
15 
9 

14 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
85.7 

100.0 
81.8 

100.0 

54 50 92.6 

28 21 75.0 
33 28 84.8 
40 29 72.5 
41 36 87.8 

142 114 80.3 

60 44 73.3 
74 56 75.7 
90 64 71.1 
94 60 63.8 

318 224 70.4 

89 52 58.4 
118 59 50.0 
117 64 54.7 
134 51 38.1 

458 226 49.3 

123 31 25.2 
147 (1) 29 19.7 
110 /~l 24 21.8 
21 - -  0.0 

401 84 20.9 

1405 730 52.0 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to those cases that have been accepted as AIDS under the revised 
case definition and would not have been included previously. They arc included in the total frequencies 
presented for cases and deaths. 
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I/I11. Frequencies over Time by Sex and Risk Factors 

Adults 
Males 
Females 

Children 
Males 
Females 

Adult Risk Factors 
Homosexual/bisexual activity 
IV drug abuse 
Both of the above 
Recipient of blood/blood products 
Heterosexual activity: 

(a) origin in endemic area 
(b) sexual contact with person at risk 

No identified risk factors 

Pediatric Risk Factors 
Perinatal transmission 
Blood transfusion recipient 

Year of Diagnosis 

pre-1983 1983 1984 1985 1q86 I 1987 
i 
I 

23 44 133 292 438 1 380 
6 6 5 15 18 ~ 18 

1 3 7 ] I 0 
3 1 4 1 I 2 

11 
2 
1 
1 

11 
3 
0 

31 109 255 382 334 
0 0 0 2 5 
3 4 9 9 16 
1 1 13 23 17 

11 17 16 12 6 
2 4 7 11 8 
2 3 7 17 13 

4 4 9 1 2 
0 0 2 1 ! 0 

IX. Projected Cases of AIDS in Canada 

Estimates of the number of new cases of AIDS that will occur in 1987- 
1991 have been derived using modeling techniques. Two empirical models, 
the logistic model and the polynomial model, have been applied to these 
data and estimates of new cases per year and cur0ulative totals are displayed 
below. Data used for these projections include AIDS cases reported to the 
FCA by September 14, 1987 and diagnosed 1o the end of 1986. 

~)gislic Model Palynomial Mode/ 

Year Ca~s Cumulalive I Cases Clm~ulativc 

1987 552 1542 [ 653 1643 
1988 590 2132 890 2533 
1989 604 2736 1161 3694 
1990 608 3344 1469 5163 
1991 609 3953 1811 6974 

The number of reported cases is doubling every 13 months. 



X. International Statistics 

Cotlnlry 

2anada 
United States 

Total North Amcrica 

Brazil 
Dominican Rep. 
Haiti 
Mexico 
Remaining South and 
Central Americas 

Total South and 
Central Americas 

Austria 
Belgium 
Uzechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
5crman Dem. Rep. 
~ermany 
Jreece 
Hungary 
Iceland 
Ireland 
italy 
Luxembourg 
'vlalta 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
e, omania 
~pain 
~weden 
~witzerland 
United Kingdom 
~.S.S.R. 
Yugoslavia 

Total Europe 

2hina 
2hina (Taiwan) 
L-'yprus 

Total Cases Dead Rate per 1,000,000"t 

1,405 730 55.3 12/87 
47,298 26848 189.2 11/87 
48,703 

2,013 -- 14.9 09/87 
200 -- 32.3 03/87 
912 88 140.3 09/87 
534 -- 6.8 06187 

1,283 392 8.7 06/87 

4,942 

93 
255 

7 
176 
19 

1,980 
4 

1 ,400  
49 

5 
4 

19 
1,025 

7 
6 

308 
49 

2 
67 

2 
508 
141 
299 

1,123 
58 
11 

7,617 

q 

3O 

316 
12 

68 
624 

12.4 06/87 
25.8 06/87 
0.4 03/87 

34.5 06/87 
3.9 06/87 

36.3 06/87 
0.2 06/87 

23.0 09/87 
4.9 06/87 
0.5 06/87 

20.0 06/87 
5.3 06/87 

17.9 08/87 
17.5 03/87 
20.0 06/87 
21.2 06/87 
12.0 06/87 
0.1 06/87 
6.6 06/87 
0.1 03/87 

13.2 06/87 
17.0  10/87 
47.5 09/87 
20.0 10/87 
0.2 06/87 
0.5 06/87 

Eastern Med. Region 
qong Kong 
india 
indonesia 
israel 
lapan 
Lebanon 
Vlalaysia 
Datar 
Rep. of Korea 
~,ingapore 
.~ri Lanka 
rhailand 
Furkey 

Total Asia 

2 
1 
3 

36 
4 
9 
1 

42 
50 

3 
1 
9 
1 
2 
2 

ll 
21 

198 

m 

13 

0.0 04/87 
- -  01/86 
5.0 06/87 
0.5 09/87 
0.7 12/86 
0.0 05/87 
0.0 04/87 

10.0 09/87 
0.4 10187 
1.2 06/87 
0.l 09/87 

30.0 05/87 
0.0 04/87 
0.8 06/87 
O. 1 04/87 
0.2 06/87 
0.4 06/87 



X. I n t e r n a t i o n a l  S ta t i s t i c s  - -  C o n t i n u e d  

Country 

mstralia 
,~cw Zealand 

Total Oceania 

dgeria 
tngola 
~enin 
~otswana 
~urundi 
~ameroon 
"entral Africa 
"had 
~ongo 
;ote D'Ivoirc 
~thiopia 
;abort 
}ambia 
;hana 
~.enya 
.esotho 
,iberia 
/alawi 
4ozambique 
algeria 
',wanda 
,outh Africa 
waziland 
"anzania 
unlsla  
Jganda 
'.aire 
;arabia 
;imbabwe 

Total Cases Dead Rate per Ldl00,000"t 

648 
54 

702 

5 
6 
3 

13 
128 
25 

254 
1 

250 
118 

5 
13 
14 

145 
625 

1 
2 

13 
1 
5 

705 
81 

7 
1,130 

2 
1,138 

335 
395 
380 

Total Africa 5,800 
Total Cases 67,962 

347 41.3 11/87 
16.4 09/87 

0.2 06/87 
O. 7 09/86 
0.8 05/87 

11.8 06/87 
27.2 03/87 

2.6 03/87 
4.3 I0/86 
0.2 11/86 

147.1 11/86 
12.0 11/86 
0.1 06/87 

11.8 07/87 
23.3 03/87 
10.7 05/87 
30.3 07/87 

0.7 11/86 
1.0 06/87 
1.9 11/86 
0.1 06/87 
O. 1 05/87 

117.5 02/87 
2.2 09/87 

11.7 07/87 
50.4 04/87 

0.3 05/86 
73.9 02/87 
11.2 06/87 
59.8 06/87 
43.7 08/87 

*Total cases reported based on currcntly available data. 
t1985 population estimates provided by the population division of the Dept. of International Eccmomic 
and Social Affairs of thc United Nations Secretariat. 
Source: W.H.O Surveillance Program 

CDC Weckly Surveillance Report - -  U.S. 
CDR -- AIDS: United Kingdom 
University of New South Wales - -  Australia 
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CHAPTER 9 

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES AND THE ROLE OF THE 
VALUATION ACTUARY 

DAVID M. HOLLAND 

1. STRATEGIES FOR MANAGEMENT IN RESPONDING TO THE AIDS EPIDEMIC 

The AIDS epidemic will result in billions of dollars in claims for the life 
and health insurance industry. Prudent management requires planning to 
meet the AIDS claims on in-force business and to minimize the adverse 
impact of AIDS on new business issued. The actuary should recognize ex- 
pected losses from this epidemic in valuing the business and should discuss 
with management strategies for dealing with these claims. In order to assess 
the impact of AIDS on a particular company, it is also important for the 
actuary to establish procedures for accurately tracking AIDS claims. Various 
strategies for management are described below. 

1.1 Strategies for In-Force Business 

Regardless of actions taken with respect to future issues, AIDS claims 
will emerge on in-force business. Based on an analysis of resources and 
projections of the timing and level of claims, management must decide on 
a strategy to meet these obligations. 

1.1.1 Pay As You Go 

Pay as you go is the default strategy; if management takes no specific 
actions, the claims will be charged against earnings as they emerge. Reduced 
earnings will also reduce the amount available for dividends to shareholders 
of stock companies or for the company to keep as retained earnings. De- 
pending on the level of claims, there may be operating losses in statutory 
(and GAAP) statements. Any losses will be charged against surplus. Sub- 
stantial losses could result in insolvency. If the pay-as-you-go strategy is 
adopted, it is especially important for the actuary to keep management ap- 
praised of the possible effects of this strategy. 

1.1.2 Reduce Dividends to Policyholders 

Participating policies share in the results of the operations of the company. 
To the extent gains are reduced as a result of adverse mortality from AIDS, 
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the amount available for distribution to policyholders will also be reduced. 
Experience factors such as mortality rates and claims factors are accepted 
elements of  dividend determination (see also "Div idend  Recommendat ions  
and Interpretat ions" of  the Amer ican  Academy  of  Actuaries). Traditionally, 
policyholder dividends have been reduced to reflect adverse mortality ex- 
perience; consider the fol lowing from L i f e  I n s u r a n c e  by Joseph B. MacLean 
(ninth edition, pp. 598-599) :  

"Epidemic .  The influenza epidemic which commenced in the fall of 1918 had a much 
more serious effect on the companies' mortality experience than either of the two wars. 
The epidemic, which was world-wide, probably accounted for more than 10 million 
deaths. In the United States the number of deaths directly attributable to the epidemic 
was estimated at more than 450,000, that is, more than 3 per 1,000 of the population. 
The financial effect on the life-insurance companies was greatly increased by the fact 
that death claims from the epidemic were mostly among the younger policyholders 
whose policies had been only a short time in force. The epidemic, however, affected 
all ages and all classes of the population and caused an increase in the companies' 
mortality cost of 50 to over 100 per cent . . . .  The smaller and more recently organized 
companies, whose policyholders were mostly persons at the lower ages, were most 
severely affected, many of them experiencing an increase in mortality cost of consid- 
erably over 100 percent. The severity and cost of this epidemic were unprecedented 
in the history of life insurance and provided a striking demonstration of the necessity 
for adequate contingency funds. Nearly all companies found it necessary to reduce 
(and in some cases to eliminate) dividends on participating policies for a year or 
more . . . .  " 
"Depression,  . . The rate of interest had commenced the sustained fall which was to 
continue for about 15 years (until 1947). The mortality rate increased during the 
depression years. A feature of this increase was the large number of suicides, which 
rose to 30 percent above normal during the early 1930s. Much of this excess mortality 
was on policies of large amount. In addition, disability claims and losses had increased 
to such an extent that practically all companies had either abandoned the disability- 
income coverage or radically altered its terms. These unfavorable elements led to many 
reductions in dividends, which in most cases were the first reductions in 10 years or 
more. Premium rates for nonparticipating policies were also generally increased to 
reflect the lower interest rates obtainable." 

When  dividend decreases are considered, a number of  questions relating 
to equity amongst  classes of  policyholders must be considered. One consid- 
eration is whether to charge additional mortality to the affected groups only 
or to spread the effects over all ages and both sexes. Another  issue is whether 
only past experience will be reflected or if anticipated sharp future increases 
in mortality should be anticipated. Also,  there is the question of  adjusting 
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only the mortality component of the dividend formula versus an overall 
lowering of dividends. 

1.1.3 Increase Premiums or Other Nonguaranteed Charges' Where 
Permitted 

For products for which the current premium is not guaranteed, it may be 
possible to increase the premium actually being charged to reflect additional 
mortality from AIDS. Premiums may be increased for certain ordinary life 
products, group life products, guaranteed renewable health products, and 
collectively renewable health products. For products such as Universal Life, 
charges for the cost of insurance and interest loads may be revised to the 
extent permitted. Although this strategy sounds straightforward, it may be 
difficult to implement. Increasing premiums to anticipate losses may result 
in lapses by those individuals who are in better health and can get a cheaper 
rate from another company. Thus, this option should not be considered 
lightly, but in the event the impact of AIDS on mortality becomes severe, 
many products do provide this most important tool for responding to adverse 
mortality results. 

1.1.4 Renewal Actions 

Products that are periodically renewable on nonguaranteed terms present 
opportunities for action to reflect increased experience costs such as AIDS 
mortality. For example, group insurance is often written on a one-year term 
basis with the company having the option to reprice or terminate coverage 
each year. Although credit insurance rates are generally regulated, this is 
often a short-term coverage, and the company could decide to get out of this 
market or file for a rate deviation if experience is adverse. Many health 
insurance products also present opportunities for renewal actions in which 
the insurance company could adjust for its exposure to extra AIDS costs. 

1.1.5 Prefund Additional Claims via Extra Reserves 

When faced with future contingent payouts that can be estimated, tradi- 
tional actuarial methodology has been to establish reserves to provide for 
those payouts. It is possible to project the present value of future AIDS 
claims and to include this amount in reserves. However, because of the 
uncertain future of the long-term course of the AIDS epidemic, it would be 
desirable to have the flexibility to strengthen reserves over time as experience 
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emerges. It is expected that the impact of AIDS will be realized over many 
years, and thus there is time to spread out the cost. 

1.2 Strategies for New Business 

1.2. 1 Risk Selection and Classification 

Risk classification is an integral part of the life and health insurance 
process. Companies must be able to select risks if they are going to be able 
to price adequately and equitably. The expected mortality for someone who 
is infected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is extremely high. 
Companies must be able to test for infection with HIV or else they will be 
faced with the ultimate risk classification question of whether or not they 
can continue to accept any new business. There is no reason to consider 
AIDS and HIV infection differently from other high-risk conditions. With 
respect to specific risk classification issues, refer to the American Academy 
of Actuaries statement on "Risk Classification and AIDS." 

I. 2. 2 Repricing 

To the extent AIDS claims are anticipated on future new business, the 
acutary should consider this extra mortality in product pricing. Some juris- 
dictions do not permit the use of AIDS antibody tests, such as ELISA with 
confirmation by a Western Blot test; in some of those jurisdictions alternative 
tests that are not as effective (for example, T-cell ratio tests) are permitted. 
Pricing may need to vary by the efficacy of testing in such instances. Even 
with testing for HIV infection as part of the risk selection process, some 
new insureds will become infected after issue, and this extra mortality should 
be provided for. In cases in which the policy provides for both guaranteed 
maximum premiums and current premiums, an increase in the guaranteed 
premium would provide room for further revision in the event of adverse 
experience. 

I. 2. 3 Product Evolution 

Product evolution is a natural process particularly when facing adverse 
experience. Companies will have to decide if basic changes to policy terms 
and conditions can improve results in light of AIDS. For example, to dampen 
the effect of mortality fluctuation, there may be more emphasis on longer 
term plans with higher premiums than on competitive term products. There 
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may also be more interest in policies that are issued for short periods of time 
and for which there is no guarantee of renewal or conversion; such products 
could be completely reunderwritten if continuation of coverage is desired. 
There has been discussion of policy provisions such as an AIDS exclusion 
if evidence of HIV-free status is not provided at the time of underwriting; 
however, serious concerns have been expressed about the efficacy and de- 
sirability of an AIDS exclusion provision. In light of the long-term uncer- 
tainty regarding the impact of AIDS, products that charge a competitive 
current premium but that have the right to increase the premium at the option 
of the company should be attractive to the consumer but yet provide the 
company with the flexibility to increase premiums in the event mortality 
experience warrants such an action. 

1.2. 4 Reserving Procedures 

Additonal reserves may be required to reflect the impact of AIDS. These 
reserves should be considered in pricing and profitability tests of new prod- 
ucts. Possible approaches for developing reserves are discussed in subse- 
quent portions of this chapter. 

1.2. 5 Reinsurance 

When companies are uncertain of the ultimate level of mortality of a 
product, they often will seek a reinsurer to share the mortality risk. By 
reducing the amount retained on any one life, the direct company is also 
reducing the potential impact of excess claims. Such reinsurance may be 
used to transfer the risk of excess mortality from AIDS for in-force business 
as well hs new business. It must be recognized that reinsurers are also 
susceptible to adverse experience from AIDS, possibly even more so than 
direct companies. Financial stability should be a key criterion in selecting a 
reinsurer. In addition, reinsurers cannot be the permanent loss absorbers for 
the insurance industry, but must be able to follow the fortunes of ceding 
companies, particularly in areas such as premium increases on in-force busi- 
ness as a response to adverse mortality experience. 

In addition to traditional risk reinsurance, certain reinsurers are also de- 
veloping special reinsurance programs that would cover risks such as cata- 
strophic mortality including AIDS; advance funding via reinsurance may 
also result in financial advantages to the ceding company. Care should be 
taken by ceding companies that long-term commitments on the direct side 
are not supported by short-term reinsurance coverage such as a stop loss 
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cover that is cancelable at the option of  the reinsurer and can thus be with- 
drawn when it is needed most. 

1.2. 6 Discontinuance of a Product Line 

It may be that for some products,  even changes in risk classification, 
pricing, and product design will not be sufficient to ensure that the product 
line can be written on a self-supporting basis. In this case, there should be 
serious consideration of  whether or not to continue marketing of the product.  

2. AIDS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE U.S.  VALUATION ACTUARY 

2.1 The Responsibility of the Valuation Actuary 

In accordance with current requirements, the annual statement o f  a U.S. 
life insurance company must contain the opinion of a qualified actuary re- 
lating to the policy reserves and other actuarial items. The annual statement 
instructions state: 

"The Opinion paragraph should indicate that, in the actuary's opinion, the reserves 
and other actuarial i tems. . ,  make a good and sufficient provision for all unmatured 
obligations of the company guaranteed under the terms of its policies . . . .  " 

The Valuation Actuary in the U.S. must consider "Recommenda t ion  7: 
Statement of  Actuarial Opinion for Life Insurance Company  Statutory An- 
nual Sta tements"  of  the American Academy of  Actuaries. This recommen-  
dation states: 

"In those instances where in . . ,  the statutory reserves might not make good and 
sufficient provision for unmatured obligations, then the actuary should make further 
tests (possibly by a gross premium valuation as described in general terms below) 
before expressing an opinion as to such policy reserves and other actuarial items. 
"A  gross Premium valuation may be made for an entire line of business or a major 
block of business. The re~lts of such a gross premium valuation for a line or block 
of business are considered satisfactory for this purpose if the current reserve on the 
reserve basis being tested provides an appropriate margin over the excess of: 

(a) the then present value of future benefits and anticipated expenses, [over] 
(b) the then present value of future guaranteed gross premiums using interest, mor- 
tality, morbidity, lapse, expense and any other appropriate assumptions selected as 
of the valuation date reflecting actual and anticipated experience . . . .  " 
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2.2 Recognizing the Impact of AIDS in Valuations 

AIDS presents the Valuation Actuary with problems: 

• Pricing and reserve standards at the time of issue of in-force business probably did 
not anticipate the AIDS risk. 

• Margins that may have been included were included for a variety of adverse scenarios 
and cannot be fully allocated to AIDS without creating potential for failure to cover 
adverse deviation from these other scenarios. 

• Since there is a long latency period with HIV infection, adverse AIDS claims are 
expected to emerge over time with increasing significance. 

• Knowledge about the true impact of AIDS is still emerging. 

Nevertheless, AIDS is a grim reality, and there is very little reason for 
optimism regarding a short-term eradication of the epidemic. The impact of 
the disease in the short run is becoming measurable, especially given that a 
large number of people are already infected with HIV. Accordingly, the 
Valuation Actuary should consider the impact of AIDS in determining whether 
or not the reserves make good and sufficient provision for guarantees provided. 

The gross premium valuation process can be used to test the impact of 
AIDS. A gross premium valuation using traditional methods and assumptions 
could be performed without special consideration of AIDS. Additional AIDS 
claims could then be projected using methods as described elsewhere in this 
report. These additional AIDS claims could be used to adjust the results of 
the traditional gross premium valuation. The results of a gross premium 
valuation may range from the conclusion that the funds currently held are 
adequate to the conclusion that substantial losses can be anticipated already 
and should be provided for. 

Gross-premium-type tests of certain plans performed by the Task Force 
produced somewhat problematic results. In some cases, gross premium val- 
uations showed profits in the early years that dwindle down to break-even 
results for a few years and are ultimately followed by significant losses in 
the later years. For these cases, it is the responsibility of the actuary to 
describe this situation to management and to develop a strategy for making 
adequate provision for later years when significant losses are expected to 
emerge. This may result in the need for additional reserves or the devel- 
opment of targeted surplus. 

Various questions arise regarding the selection of appropriate assumptions 
for a gross premium valuation and the recognition of the impact of strategies 
selected by management in responding to the AIDS epidemic (for example, 
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the use of "guaranteed" premiums as provided by the Academy Recom- 
mendation or the use of "current" premiums if there is no intention of 
increasing current premiums to the guaranteed level). Further work is needed 
on reserve techniques for valuing the impact of AIDS. Some possible reserve 
techniques are discussed subsequently, but until other methods are developed 
the gross premium valuation is an accepted standard. 

2.3 AIDS Reserves vs. Targeted Surplus 

A natural question is whether the impact of AIDS should be provided for 
as a reserve or as targeted surplus. The opinion of the actuary in the U.S. 
relates to "reserves and other actuarial items" or "policy reserves and re- 
lated actuarial items." In addition to reserves, the items in the actuarial 
opinion usually include net deferred and uncollected premiums and policy 
and contract claims. Surplus is not explicitly specified as an item covered 
by the actuarial opinion. 

A number of people would argue that the actuarial opinion does not and 
should not relate to surplus. Excerpts from the "Report of the Task Force 
on the Valuation Actuary to the ACLI Board of Directors, August 1986" 
were included in The Valuation Actuary Handbook published by the Society 
of Actuaries in June 1987. In discussing the evolution of the Valuation 
Actuary concept in the U.S., this ACLI Task Force recommended: 

" . . .  the ACLI oppose any r~gulatory requirements that the valuation actuary report 
on the adequacy of surplus . . . .  " 

A further condition on the ACLI's overall support of the Valuation Ac- 
tuary concept was: 

"The regulatory authorities would be no more involved in the oversigh! of company 
surplus levels than they are at the present time . . . .  " 

An interesting topic for debate might be "if  the actuary is not supposed 
to report on the adequacy of surplus overall, is it proper for the actuary to 
render an opinion regarding surplus targeted for special contingencies such 
as AIDS?" This raises many questions regarding the nature of surplus and 
the actuary's opinion that are beyond the scope of this report on AIDS. 
However, the current requirement is that if "reserves and other actuarial 
items" are inadequate, the actuary's opinion should be qualified; a consistent 
interpretation would then require the provision for AIDS to be included in 
"reserves and other actuarial items." 
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2.4 The Evolving Role of the Valuation Actuary 
The concept of the Valuation Actuary is undergoing evolution in the U.S. 

The responsibility is already much broader than the rote application of sta- 
tutory reserve standards to a block of business and is becoming broader than 
the gross premium standard defined above. In recent discussions regarding 
the Valuation Actuary, various classes of risk have been enumerated as C- 
1 (asset default), C-2 (pricing inadequacy), C-3 (interest fluctuations), and 
C-4 (accounting risks not otherwise reflected). Writing in " A  Potential Ap- 
proach to Valuation of Reserves and Surplus in Statutory Financial State- 
ments" (The Valuation Actuary Handbook), Donald D. Cody defines the C- 
2 risk as follows: 

"'C-2 Risk: Losses from increases in claims and expenses and from pricing deficiencies, 
other than those from C-1 and C-3 risks. This is a large and varied category of classic 
concern by actuaries: Increases in aggregate death claims, disability claims, medical 
claims; decreases in annuitant deaths; epidemics and earthquakes; accidental catastro- 
phes; inflated expenses; irrecoverable expenditures on products and systems; increased 
expense rates from inefficiency. Provision for smaller ('reasonable') deviations from 
expected should be made in reserves. But large ('plausible') deviations are matters for 
surplus provision; and losses from earthquakes, epidemics and magnitude increases in 
annuitant life expectancies are exclusively matters for surplus." 

In discussing deviations in death claims other than stochastic deviations 
in total claims, Mr. Cody states: 

"Epidemics (e.g., influenza, AIDS), earthquakes, and quantum changes in life ex- 
pectancy affecting life annuity losses are matters solely for surplus provision and not 
for reserve provision. They should be handled by appropriate scenarios of plausible 
deviations corresponding to ruin probability Pz, with offsets for tolerable reductions 
in policyholder dividends and credits, stockholder dividends, and retained earnings" 
(ibid, p. VI-25). 

At the time the preceding quotes were originally written, there was very 
little information on the ultimate impact and long-term nature of the AIDS 
epidemic. Based on discussions within the Task Force and with a number 
of Valuation Actuaries, including Mr. Cody, the consensus is that surplus 
is to provide for future catastrophic events of an unknown nature. But once 
the event occurs and the impact of it becomes reasonably measurable, then 
it is appropriate to provide for this extra risk via reserves rather than surplus. 
For example, a sharp downturn in investment return is a risk that is covered 
by surplus; however, once such an event occurs, then reserve strengthening 
is an appropriate response. This interest downturn scenario actually occurred 
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in the late 1930s, and the response was to strengthen reserves (see "The 
Strengthening of Reserves" in Transactions of the Actuarial Society of Amer- 
ica, Volume XLV, pp. 297-342). 

3. RESPONDING TO CHANGE UNDER TIlE TRADITIONAL VALUATION 

ENVIRONMENT 

In the current U.S. environment for statutory valuation, standards are 
specified that are generally expected to be adequate for a large number of 
situations; in the event that there is concern about adequacy, the question 
of developing new standards should be considered. However, new standards 
do not generally apply to in-force business, and for in-force, reserve strength- 
ening may need to be considered. Both of these concepts are discussed 
further in this section. 

3.1 New Valuation Tables and Mortality Projection Scales 

Valuation mortality tables include an element of conservatism and are 
presumed to be a safe valuation basis across a wide spectrum of companies. 
Accordingly, valuations using statutory tables have typically made good and 
sufficient provision for unmatured obligations, at least from the expected 
mortality perspective. The general trend over most of the twentieth century 
has been for mortality improvement, and for life insurance, this means that 
the need for revisions in valuation mortality tables has not been driven by 
mortality deterioration. 

However, it now appears that with AIDS there will be a deterioration at 
least at certain ages. As an alternative to developing the necessary increase 
in reserves for AIDS via gross premium valuation, consideration should be 
given to the development of a new valuation table. There have been a number 
of developments following the 1970-75 experience period underlying the 
development of the 1980 CSO Table including substantial improvements in 
mortality at certain ages. 

Developing a new valuation table is a major undertaking in general and 
is beyond the scope of this Task Force. There will be a number of additional 
challenges in determining how to recognize the impact of AIDS in a new 
valuation table. Because the impact of AIDS is expected to be of increasing 
significance year by year, the tables may need to be in select and ultimate 
form to reflect this degradation by year. Also, because of the change over 
time, it may be necessary to develop new valuation tables more frequently 
than in the past; for example, it may be necessary to develop new tables 
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every five years or so. The net result practically becomes a series of gen- 
eration tables. 

As an alternative to the development of series of new tables, it may be 
possible to develop mortality projection scales that can be used to update an 
initial table. Mortality projection scales have been an accepted technique for 
annuities for some time. Also, projection scales have been used to provide 
flexibility to reflect individual company characteristics as well as future 
trends in mortality. Also, projection scales by their nature can define "gen-  
eration" mortality tables as are needed to reflect the impact of AIDS over 
time. 

As an historical example of use of mortality projection scales, consider 
the 1971 Individual Annuity Mortality (IAM) Table whose development is 
described in The Transactions of the Society of Actuaries (TSA), Volume 
XXIII. The 1971 IAM was considered to be a " s a f e "  table for the valuation 
of all types of annuities based on 1971 levels of mortality and was proposed 
as a valuation standard without projection. However, its developers observed: 

"We feel that the minimum valuation standard should continue to allow flexibility 
with regard to provision for future decreases in mortality, since there are wide differ- 
ences of opinion as to how future mortality levels will change over a long period of 
years . . . .  The judgment of different companies with respect to provision for future 
mortality improvements will vary not only because of differences of opinion with 
regard to the average long-term trends but also because of differences in the nature 
and composition of annuity business sold by specific companies and differences in 
their actual past experience." (TSA, XXII1, pp. 518-519) 

The sections of the Standard Valuation Law in the U.S. dealing with 
annuities specify certain valuation mortality tables and go on to say "o r  any 
modification of these tables approved by the Commissioner .... " Presum- 
ably, the modification could be the application of a mortality projection 
scale. 

For ordinary insurance, there is no specific reference to a "modif icat ion"  
of a valuation table; however, a new table could also be determined as a 
modification or projection of an existing table. The 1980 amendments to the 
Standard Valuation Law provide an option (for business issued after the 
effective date of Section five-c of the Standard Nonforfeiture Law) of 

"'any ordinary mortality table, adopted after 1980 by the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners, that is approved by regulation promulgated by the com- 
missioner for use in determining the minimum standard of valuation for such policies." 
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The Task Force recommends that the possibility of developing new or- 
dinary life valuation tables, possibly including mortality projection scales, 
be addressed by an appropriate committee of the Society. Because new 
valuation tables generally apply only to new issues after an effective date, 
some other approach may be needed to strengthen reserves for in-force business. 

3.2 Strengthening of Reserves 
Additional reserves that are required because of gross premium valuations 

that indicate that the statutory tabular reserves do not make good and suf- 
ficient provision for future unmatured obligations, result in a de facto 
strengthening of reserves. Reserve strengthening for in-force business was 
a major actuarial topic at the time Guertin wrote his TASA XLV paper on 
"The Strengthening of Reserves"; this paper is well worth consideration 
even though it deals with the need for strengthening due to a decline in 
interest yields. Guertin indicates that there does not have to be a quantum 
jump in reserve from one level to another; he indicates that 

"Ordinarily, the change would be made in steps of I/4 percent or i/2 percent, so that 
over a period of several years the required rate will have been dropped by the full 
fraction contemplated." 

He even indicates that reserves at irregular interest rates could also be used 
in this grading process. 

Guertin points out that although reserve-strengthening programs are typ- 
ically thought of in terms of adopting a new valuation basis as if it had been 
the valuation basis at issue, other approaches are possible. For example, 
given an actual reserve as of a specified date, a new net premium could be 
calculated on the basis of the new valuation assumptions to fund the present 
value of future benefits net of the existing reserve over the remaining du- 
ration of the policy. 

The regulatory reaction to allow reserve strengthening to occur over a 
period of years appears to be a very pragmatic approach. There are elements 
of the current situation with respect to AIDS that also call for pragmatic 
consideration. By the nature of the data available, it is not possible to have 
an extremely high level of confidence in long-term mortality projections 
regarding AIDS. Thus, for this situation, consideration should be given to 
programs that allow for reserve strengthening to occur over time as the nature 
of the extra mortality emerges. 

In the appendixes to this chapter, two approaches are set out for general 
information. Neither approach is being proposed for adoption. Until there is 
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some change in accepted practice, the responsibility of the Valuation Actuary 
in rendering an opinion about the reserves and other actuarial liabilities will 
continue to have the gross premium valuation as set out by the Academy as 
the ultimate test. 

A P P E N D I X  1 - A N  AIDS  M O R T A L I T Y  R E S E R V E  

In order to test current reserves, a gross premium valuation reflecting 
AIDS may be prepared. One approach would be to prepare the gross pre- 
mium valuation using mortality that has been modified to take the impact 
of AIDS into account. Another approach may be to prepare a gross premium 
valuation without regard to AIDS and to adjust the results of that valuation 
by adjusting for additional mortality as a result of AIDS. 

In lieu of performing special tests, some actuaries may want to consider 
the establishment of an AIDS Mortality Reserve as generally set out below. 
Note that this is not being recommended as a standard of practice but is 
included as a possible approach that should be investigated further. 

Let AMR, = AIDS Mortality Reserve at time t 

then 

where 
cc, 
J, 
AM, 

AMR,~  = (AMR, + LC,)*(1 + j,) - A M ,  

= Level (annual) cost for AIDS mortality 
= Net interest earned during year t 
= Actual AIDS mortality during year t that is, actual AIDS claims). 

LC, should be calculated as follows: 

LC, = (PVAM, - AMR,)Fd,7 i 
where 

PVAM, = The present value of AIDS mortality calculated at time t. 

An annuity due at interest rate i, payable for n years certain is given by 

The value for n should be large enough so that there is a reasonable period 
to accumulate the necessary reserve but not so large that the accumulation 
is deferred indefinitely. Initially, a value of n of from 15 to 20 is suggested. 

AIDS claims could be determined in accordance with models set out in 
other parts of this report and discounted at either interest or interest and 
survivorship. Because the present value of AIDS claims (PVAM) would be 
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redetermined each year, the reserve would be automatically updated for 
revisions regarding the impact of the AIDS epidemic. 

By subtracting actual mortality (AM) for AIDS, in determining the reserve, 
the reserve would be written down as actual AIDS claims emerge and thus 
would match the reserve release with the time the excess mortality is in- 
curred. The minimum value of the catastrophic mortality reserve could be 
set at zero. 

Similarly, the level cost (LC) could go negative if AIDS experience im- 
proves so much that the present value of future claims is less than the reserve 
on hand. This would be the natural mechanism for gradually running off the 
reserve if experience improves. 

In developing the AIDS mortality reserve, due consideration should be 
given to strategies adopted by management in providing funds to meet future 
AIDS claims. For example, if the gross premium valuation did not reflect 
management's decision to take actions such as revising dividends because 
of AIDS, this could be brought into consideration in calculating the AIDS 
mortality reserve. 

A number of refinements could be applied to this approach such as the 
use of net amount at risk rather than face amount. Another refinement would 
be to provide only for the AIDS mortality in excess of otherwise expected 
mortality. Again, this approach is not being proposed as recommended for 
anything other than further consideration as a pragmatic approach to dealing 
with expected AIDS mortality. 

APPENDIX 2 -- THE APPROACH USED BY THE INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES 

The Institute of Actuaries' AIDS Working Party published "AIDS Bul- 
letins" in September and December 1987. "Bulletin No. 1" included var- 
ious projections of the possible impact of AIDS on insurance mortality; 
Projection A had the highest extra mortality and Projection F the lowest. 
Yet Projection A should not be considered highly pessimistic especially 
should there be a widespread expansion into the heterosexual community. 
"Bulletin No. 1" concluded that extra mortality from AIDS can be expected 
to be related to both age and calendar year; this greatly complicates modi- 
fying existing valuation mortality tables in that a separate generation table 
would be required for each year of birth. 

"Bulletin No. 2"  included, among other topics, recommendations re- 
garding reserving for AIDS. This Bulletin indicated: 
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"Nevertheless, we are satisfied that the assumptions underlying Projection F are suf- 
ficiently moderate for it to be essential for insurance companies to have regard to the 
possibility of an incidence of HIV infection at least at this level. On the basis of 
information already available, there [is] no reason to delay making changes to reserves 
and to pricing structures to take this into account. At this level, there should not be 
any reliance placed on the presence of a solvency margin, which is needed to provide 
some protection against more adverse scenarios. 
"We do not envisage, on the other hand, that companies need establish technical 
reserves at this stage to enable them to cope with a situation such as that described by 
Projection A, neither would it be sensible, nor commercially viable, to establish non- 
profit premium rates now on such pessimistic assumptions. Companies should, how- 
ever, examine the possible implications of such a pessimistic scenario, particularly 
with regard to finding out whether the total resources available to the company, in- 
cluding margins in valuation bases, surplus carried forward, reserves and shareholders' 
funds, would be adequate to enable the company to survive, allowing for new business 
written on guaranteed premium terms over the next few years." 

A net p remium approach was used to determine the reserves needed to 
cover  AIDS exposure.  " O l d "  basis reserves and net p remiums were cal- 
culated based on the mortal i ty assumptions excluding loading for AIDS and 
other assumptions regarding interest, dividends,  etc. " N e w "  basis reserves 
were calculated using the additional mortal i ty  loading for AIDS but using 
the " o l d "  basis net p remiums.  The excess of  the " n e w "  basis reserves over  
the " o l d "  basis reserves was taken as the extra reserve required for AIDS.  

Even though companies  start out using Projection F (low), they recom- 
mend that companies  develop a strategy for further strengthening reserves 
over  the next year  or two to a more  modera te  projection they call " B C . ' "  

The additional reserves using these bases appear  to be quite substantial.  
Consider the fol lowing per  thousand extra reserves at issue for policies issued 
in 1988 to an individual age 30: 

Project!on F BC A 

20-Year Term 7.32 13.06 22.21 
Whole Life 8.69 15.38 25.90 

This net p remium approach and underlying U . K .  valuation assumptions 
should be studied for information purposes.  However ,  the purpose of  this 
appendix is not to r ecommend  this approach for adoption in the U.S.  envi- 
ronment ,  but rather to make people aware of  what  is being done in other 
countries. 





CHAPTER 10 

WHAT IS A COMPANY TO DO? 

BARBARA J. LAUTZENHEISER 

The purpose of this paper is to provide the actuary with a summary of the 
prior chapters of the Society of Actuaries' AIDS Task Force report to enable 
him or her to alert company management to the fact that AIDS will have an 
impact on all life and health insurance companies, to better estimate the 
extent of that impact, and to provide a prescription for possible future actions 
that could lessen that impact. 

By its very nature, this chapter deals with matters that are more practical 
than theoretical, in the hope that some of the directions will help management 
focus on an appropriate response to the impact of HIV infection and AIDS. 

1.0 nlV INFEC'TION AND AIDS IMPACT ON ALL LIFE AND HEALTH 
INSURANCE COMPANIES 

Information about HIV infection and AIDS has grown rapidly over the 
last few years. The more that is learned, the more there is concern about 
the initially slow and then rapid progression from infection to AIDS, the 
mortality and morbidity of the disease, its level of entrance into the hetero- 
sexual population, and its financial impact on life and health insurance 
companies. 

Claims levels of many insurance companies are currently low. This, how- 
ever, is not surprising because of the slowness of the progression of the 
disease. According to the San Francisco City Clinic (SFCC) Study, three 
years after infection with HIV, only 4 percent of those infected have AIDS. 
By year 5, 14 percent to 15 percent have AIDS, and by year 9, 45 percent 
have AIDS. Each year after infection, percentages have continued to climb. 
Thus, in spite of the fact that AIDS claims are not large and may even seem 
small, it is only because what is seen today is the result of HIV infections 
from years ago. What is seen today is only the beginning of the slowly 
increasing curve of progression from infection to AIDS. Insurance compa- 
nies cannot wait until claims are large and use only those claims to quantify 
their impact, because by then it is too late to do something. Companies must 
take action today to minimize the impact tomorrow. Those insurance com- 
panies that do nothing will experience a growing financial impact with little 
or no control over their ability to moderate that impact. 

1143 
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Just as there is certainty that a company will be financially impacted, there 
is also certainty that that impact will differ from that of other companies. 
Each company must determine, therefore, its financial impact, review pos- 
sible strategies for. actions, and implement those determined as most 
appropriate. 

1.1 Knowledge about the Disease and Its Impact 

Much has been learned about HIV infection and AIDS since the first 
known cases were reported in the U.S. in 1981. Unfortunately, as more 
information has been recorded, analyzed, and reported, the effects of the 
disease have shown it to have even greater impact and a longer duration of 
impact than originally thought. For example, as time has passed, studies of 
the progression from infection to AIDS continue to show the percentages 
going up. In January of 1986, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) stated 
that 5 percent to 19 percent of those infected had been observed to progress 
to AIDS in 2 to 5 years. In June 1986, the Public Health Service published 
an estimate of 20 percent to 30 percent in 51/2 years; in July 1986, the 
National Institutes of Health estimated the figure to be 35 percent in 6 to 8 
years; the National Academy of Sciences, in October 1986, estimated 25 
percent to 50 percent within 5 to 10 years; and the SFCC study, in mid- 
1987, estimated 14 percent to 15 percent'in 5 years, 22 percent to 25 percent 
in 6 years, and 33 percent to 36 percent in 7 years. The latest data from the 
SFCC study show 45 percent progressing to AIDS within 9 years of infection. 

As a result of this latter study, the following observations were reported: 

Paul O'Malley, director of the research project at the SFCC, was quoted in the Orange 
County Register, February 29, 1987, as saying: "What we're seeing now is that the 
risk of actually developing AIDS increases in the second five years compared to the 
first five years." 
The New York Times of March 3, 1987, quoted Dr. George Rutherford, also of the 
SFCC, as saying: "The longer one is infected, the higher are the chances of developing 
AIDS." 
In the same Times article, Dr. Harold S. Jaffe, an AIDS epidemiologist at the CDC, 
working on the study with the San Francisco Health Department, said they were unable 
to identify any factor other than time that triggers the onset of the disease. 
Major Robert Redfield of the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, in his presen- 
tation to the Society of Actuaries 1987 annual meeting, stated that 90 percent of those 
in their study progressed to AIDS over time. 
Dr. James Mason, director of the CDC, indicated in his presentation to the 1987 
annual meeting of the American Council of Life Insurance that "a figure approaching 
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100 percent of those infected will develop symptoms of this disease that is invariably 
fatal. . ." 

The mortality rate for the known cases has also been studied and docu- 
mented in the 1987 paper by Michael J. Cowell and Walter H. Hoskins, 
"AIDS, HIV Mortality and Life Insurance" (Chapter 3 of this report). From 
the time AIDS is diagnosed, mortality rates of 45 percent in the first year, 
45 percent in the second year, 35 percent in the third year, and 25 percent 
in each year thereafter were determined. The average life expectancy of 
someone with AIDS is only 2.1 years. Combining progression rates projected 
from the study by the Center for Internal Medicine of the University of 
Frankfurt in West Germany and these mortality rates, Cowell and Hoskins 
produced mortality rates for persons newly infected with HIV of 19 percent 
for 5 years, 55 percent for 10 years, 77 percent for 15 years, 90 percent for 
20 years, and 96 percent for 25 years. Using these combined rates produces 
an average life expectancy of 11 years for a 35-year-old newly infected male 
compared to an almost 43-year life expectancy for a healthy male age 35. 
The mortality of this 35-year-old male who newly tests positive for HIV is 
in excess of 5000 percent of standard, based on the 1980 CSO male non- 
smoker table, if it were a level equivalent multiple of that table. As such, 
this level of mortality is ten times higher than the highest substandard rate 
generally considered insurable by companies today. The mortality, however, 
is not a level multiple of standard, because of the slow progression and then 
sharp increase from HIV infection to AIDS, making its impact even more 
severe. 

Also known is the fact that the disease has a very long latency period. 
That, too, extends longer as time and knowledge of the disease increase. In 
1986, the Public Health Service stated that there was an average 4-year 
latency period. In November 1987, Dr. Mason stated: 

". . .after 9 years of observation, only about 45 percent of those individuals (cohorts 
infected and studied) have developed symptoms which would enable us to classify 
their disease as AIDS." 

Thus, the average latency period may be even longer than 9 years. 
What also is known is that the disease is most prominent at the sexually 

active ages. AIDS has been thought of as a young person's disease; however, 
a more accurate description is that it is a disease that is prominent at the 
sexually active ages. Consistently, 21 percent of the cases have been between 
the ages of 20 and 29, and 46 percent are between 30 and 39. However, 
almost one-third are 40 or over (21 percent are between 40 and 49, and 10 
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percent are over 49). The remaining 1 percent are children under the age of 
5. Although through the end of 1987 there were some 300 cases diagnosed 
in children between the ages of 5 and 19, they did not even constitute 1 
percent of the cases. Major Redfield has stated that "the most important 
variable is age for a sexually transmitted disease." 

1.2 Knowledge Not Yet Known, But of Concern, about the Disease 

Preliminary information is also available that, although not yet fully de- 
veloped, is sufficiently credible and of such concern as to warrant consid- 
eration. The vast majority of our data comes from observation of males (93 
percent of adult cases--that is, those 13 and above--are males). The limited 
data we have on women with AIDS indicate they are dying more quickly 
than men with AIDS. Males also have different mortality depending on the 
opportunistic disease they acquire. Estimates of entrance of the infection into 
the heterosexual population range from minimal to substantial. 

Occupational data are not available from the CDC, but individual disa- 
bility income data from 16 companies, representing 60 percent of the new 
individual disability premium issued in 1986 and 60 percent of the individual 
disability premium in force at the end of 1986, showed insured data may 
not be indicative of population data. In terms of monthly indemnity, the 
highest percentages of AIDS claims were in four occupations: doctors (31.9 
percent), dentists (12.1 percent), executives (7.8 percent), and attorneys (4.6 
percent). 

Unfortunately, these data have the potential of aggravating rather than 
alleviating the impact of the disease on the insured population. As such, 
they increase a company's need not only to initially determine the financial 
impact of the disease, but also to continue to do so. 

1.3 Knowledge about the Disease That Must Be Estimated 

In addition, there is other information that is not known and that may 
never be known; it can be estimated, however. Two such numbers are the 
level of infection in the general population and in the insured population. 
Estimates for the general population are as low as 300,000 and as high as 
3,000,000, with even greater divergence of projections into 1991 and 2000. 
The most current numbers available are the latest Public Health Service 
estimates of 945,000 to 1,400,000. 

Although the exact prevalence of the infection is not known, the spread 
of AIDS is. As of year-end 1987 no state had fewer than fives cases, only 
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five states added less than a dozen cases in 1987, and only 12 states had no 
cases on children. Analysis of detailed data on all cases reported to the CDC 
by the end of the third quarter of 1987 also indicated that the rate of spread 
is significantly higher than the national average in areas where current prev- 
alence is lower than the national average, that is, in the Central SMSA, the 
Mid-Atlantic SMSA, and among people living in the SMSA of one million 
or less inhabitants. 

1.4 Legislative and Regulatory Effect on Impact 

In addition, legislative and/or regulatory activity banning AIDS testing, 
or prohibiting asking questions regarding prior AIDS testing, limiting the 
amount levels at which AIDS testing can be done, requiring added costs of 
specialized informed consent forms or pre- or postcounseling for all who are 
tested, as well as the cost of AIDS testing itself, will all have an impact on 
the mortality, morbidity, and expense factors that enter all new business 
issued currently and in the future. This, too, must be addressed and its 
potential impact quantified. 

1.5 Need To Quantify the Financial Impact of the Disease 

All these data indicate that life and health companies have been and will 
continue to be impacted by HIV infection and AIDS. Also, because of the 
nature of this disease--that is, its long latency period causing its "invisible" 
spread--there will be no company whose impact from HIV infection will 
not have the potential of a significant increase in the future. The slow pro- 
gression from infection to AIDS means companies cannot estimate the future 
by looking only at the past or even at today. Like looking at a star, by the 
time its light reaches our eyes, its impact has long since been established 
and is unchangeable. Looking only at a company's current or past claims is 
not an adequate determination of the future impact of HIV infection and 
AIDS. 

The impact on each company has been differing and will continue to differ 
because of the company's marketing and underwriting actions. The impact 
is also affected by the ages at which business was and is written, the geo- 
graphic areas in which the company markets and the extent of the business 
written in each area, the lines of business (for example, individual, group, 
or credit for life, health, or disability income), the products written within 
each line (for example, whole life, universal life, term, major medical, 
hospital indemnity, or long-term disability), the underwriting limits at which 
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AIDS testing has been and is being done, and how soon the limits were 
introduced and reduced. Indicative of this is that the impact of AIDS in 1986 
on some companies has been less than 0.5 percent of total ordinary life 
claims in some companies, but over 4 percent of ordinary life claims in 
others. 

Therefore, a detailed analysis of these factors--past,  present, and ex- 
pected in the future, as well as current claims experience and the reasons it 
is at the level that it is--is necessary to obtain an objective, quantitative 
measurement of the impact on a company. 

2.0 NEED TO ADDRESS THE IMPACT FROM A COMPANY-WIDE PERSPECTIVE 

Because those elements that impact the cost of HIV infection and AIDS 
to a life and health insurance company and the actions to minimize that cost 
cross so many lines, it is important to address the impact from a company- 
wide perspective. One of the ways to accomplish this is to establish a task 
force, comprised of all the specialties, to address the concerns in a total 
cohesive manner. These specialties include actuarial, underwriting, claims 
administration, sales, legal, medical, public relations, and government re- 
lations. If a task force is not formed, the person(s) responsible for the analy- 
sis should nonetheless address all these areas. 

2.1 Responsibilities of the Task Force of Person(s) Charged with the 
Analysis 

This task force of person(s) should be charged with: 

• The quantification and determination of the impact on the company. 
• The review and determination of the appropriate management strategies and actions 

that should be taken. 
• The communication of the impact and recommended strategies and actions to top 

management. 
• The pressing for approval from top management of the action steps necessary to 

reduce and minimize the impact. 
• The implementation of the approved actions. 
• The ongoing redetermination of the impact following the company's actions and as 

changes in knowledge about the disease become known. 

2.2 Benefits of a Task Force Approach 

With all specialties represented, several benefits arise: 

• Quantification of the impact will be better because of utilization of the knowledge 
and perspectives of all the specialties involved to establish the assumptions to be 
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used, because quantifications will require determinations to be made about the un- 
derwriting standards, product mix, age, geographic mix, etc. of the business, as well 
as a determination of probable legislative actions on testing availability. A detailed 
analysis of past claims experience will also be necessary. 

• Coordination of the project through the task force will facilitate the expediency and 
efficiency of the quantification of the impact, the determination of strategies to min- 
imize the impact, and the implementation of actions arising from these strategies. 

• Determination of the management strategies through the task force, especially in 
coordination with sales, also produces more balanced results. There are risks of over- 
conservatism as well as under-conservatism. Actions may be necessary on new busi- 
ness underwriting to maintain pricing competitiveness and on new business pricing 
to maintain adequacy. Such changes should be communicated to the field force and 
consumers in such a way as to explain their necessity because of fairness and in such 
a way as not to create undue concern. 

Abrupt, substantial pricing increases may also cause even more severe antiselec- 
tion. When prices increase quickly and dramatically, it is more difficult to attract the 
better risks and to sell more and larger policies. This causes not only an increase in 
mortality and morbidity costs but also an increase in fixed expenses per policy, 
because fewer policies will be sold over which these expenses can be spread. What 
then results is the need for yet another price increase. If this continues over time, 
prices continue to rise, leading to the traditional assessment spiral. 

Overly conservative actions taken by companies selling participating and non- 
guaranteed premium policies can create an in-force problem as well from excess 
lapses. All the pricing competitiveness considerations identified above can affect the 
nonguaranteed premium and/or the dividends on in-force policies. If these premiums 
increase sharply and substantially or the dividends decrease dramatically, a larger 
number of policies could lapse. As with new business, better mortality and morbidity 
risks may not persist, fixed expense unit costs may rise, and sales costs may be 
impacted. In addition, unrecovered acquisition expenses will no longer be recover- 
able. Once again, an assessment spiral could occur. 

• Recognition of any needed action and implementation of that action are facilitated 
because of the awareness of the issues involved and their impact on the company by 
all the areas of the company through their representatives on the task force. 

3.0 DETERMINATION OF THE FINANCIAL IMPACT 

The financial  impact  should be determined for both the in-force business  
and the new business .  At a min imum,  in the U . S . ,  de terminat ions  need to 
be made for fulf i l lment  o f  the U.S .  Life Insurance Compa ny  Annual  State- 
ment requirements .  Current requirements  are that the annual s ta tement  must 
contain the opinion of  a qualif ied actuary that the reserves and other actuarial  
i tems " m a k e  a good and sufficient  provis ion for all unmatured obl iga t ions  
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of  the c o m p a n y . "  In addi t ion,  the Valuat ion Ac tua ry  must consider  Rec- 
ommendation 7 of the Amer ican  A c a d e m y  of  Actuar ies .  This r ecommen-  
dation states: 

In those instances wherein. . . the  statutory reserves might not make good and sufficient 
provision for unmatured obligations, then the actuary should make further tests (pos- 
sibly by gross premium valuat ion. . . )  before expressing an opinion as to such policy 
reserves and other actuarial items. (See Chapter 9 for further information.) 

Pr ic ing adequacy of  all current ly issued lines and products  should also be 
determined.  This is par t icular ly  important  for products  more sensitive to the 
HIV infection and A I D S  impact ,  such as term insurance and for coverage  
at younger  ages where  prevalence of  the disease  is greatest .  

3.1 Determination of Claims Experience 

Ini t ial ly,  a de terminat ion  should be made o f  the current impact on the 
c o m p a n y ' s  business .  This must be much more detai led than is normal ly  
undertaken because  of: 

• The long latency period of the virus. 
• The fact that persons do not die of AIDS but rather from opportunistic diseases. 

These opportunistic diseases can be diseases other than the more frequently identified 
diseases such as Kaposi's sarcoma or pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (for example, 
meningitis or tuberculosis). 

• Antiselection resulting from the applicant obtaining information about the company's 
AIDS testing limits and subsequently purchasing lower amounts just to avoid testing. 

• Avoidance of notations of AIDS as a cause of death to "protect" family and friends. 
• Restriction in jurisdictions, such as New York, that permit only three causes of death 

to be noted, that is, homicide, suicide, and natural causes. 
• The number of health and disability income claims that are not attributed to AIDS 

until well into the disease; this is a more severe problem in cases of AIDS in women 
and heterosexuals, because the frequency of the infection to date is lower in these 
populations. 

This detai led c la ims analysis  should therefore involve a review of  c la ims  
with:  

• Any cause of death or disability that could have been contributed to bv AIDS or HIV 
infections. 

• All amounts including those below the AIDS testing limit and especially those just 
below the testing limit, and those at usual amounts (that is, multiples of 5,000, 
10,000 or 25,000 for life, or of 1,000 or 2,5000 for disability). 

• Death, disability, or claim beyond the contestable period as well as those within it. 
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The review should also include the normal analysis for both number of 
policies and volume of claims by geographic areas and sales areas, age, sex, 
policy duration, etc. 

Some adjustment for underreporting may also be necessary in spite of the 
thoroughness of the claims review. The CDC has estimated that as many as 
20 percent of deaths from HIV infection may be going unreported. 

If AIDS testing limits were changed during the period(s) reviewed, sep- 
arate analyses should be done for issues in each period. 

3.2 Determination of Antiselection in New Business 

Current antiselection should also be analyzed from the standpoint of any 
changes in new business. If more term, more large amounts, more policies 
just below the AIDS testing limit, or more policies or larger amounts at 
young male ages, or in more volume in areas of high AIDS concentration 
have been written with no intentional change in marketing to account for 
them, they may be indicators of antiselection. 

Even more frequent use of the waiver-of-premium provision could be an 
indication of the need for doing further review. In disability income, changes 
toward shorter waiting periods could be an additional indicator. In medical 
expense policies, trends toward lower deductibles or sudden sales increases 
in a geographical area, a sales area or in general, could be additional indicators. 

3.3 Estimation of the Level of Infection in the insured Population 

Once the claims review and new business review are done, the data there- 
from should be used to estimate the level of infection in the company's 
insured population and the expected level of infection in the prospective 
insured population from new sales. In doing so, it must be remembered that 
the claims experience reflects infection levcls of sevcral years back, as well 
as current infection levels. Thus, low claims levels may indicate low levels 
of longer duration infections or larger levels of early infection, or both, since 
the progression to AIDS is very slow in early years. 

The claims experience can reflect antiselcction from as early as 1981, 
when the disease was first identified in the U.S. However, because wide- 
spread knowledge about the disease did not occur until 1984-1985, it is 
possible that little antiselection occurred before that time. Key in the as- 
sumptions of antiselection are the dates and levels at which a company began 
testing and the dates and levels at which it changed its testing. These actions 
not only affected the levels at which HIV infection was actually determined 
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by testing, but also influenced the frequency with which those who knew or 
suspected they were infected sought to buy insurance from the company. 

This translation of claims experience to infection level in the company's 
insured population should also be made for different groups of risks. The 
two most significant are sex and age. Currently, 93 percent of adults with 
AIDS are males and the percentage of that male population that has AIDS 
varies dramatically by age. The CDC's "AIDS Weekly Surveillance Re- 
ports" have consistently shown 21 percent are ages 20 to 29, 46 percent are 
30 to 39, 21 percent are 40 to 49, and 10 percent are 50 or over. 

The male general population data further comprise cases caused by IV 
drug abuse and sexually transmitted AIDS. IV drug abusers are not likely 
to be in the insured population, not only because of their general disinterest 
in insurance but also because of companies' usual routines of underwriting 
for drug abuse. 

The population data also contain a small proportion of AIDS cases con- 
tracted through contaminated blood or blood products, but this proportion is 
likely to be even smaller in the insured population because of uninsurability 
of some of the underlying diseases requiring the blood transfusion or blood 
products. 

The insured population generally comprises, therefore, HIV infection con- 
tracted sexually. It is this prevalency of HIV infection due to sexually trans- 
mitted disease among heterosexuals and homosexuals that makes the age 
distribution so significant in estimates of HIV infection in the insured 
population. 

The third factor of significance in the translation of the claims experience 
to the estimated level of infection in the insured population is the geographic 
distribution of the disease. This is particularly critical in the case of new 
issues and recent years' issues. 

3.4 Modeling the Financial Impact of the Disease 

This estimated level of infection in the insured population should then be 
combined with the progression rates of the infection and merged with the 
other data about the company--for example, age distribution, gender distri- 
bution, product Dine and product-type distribution, geographic distribution, 
average size policy above and below the AIDS testing limits, year of issue, 
persistency, etc.--to model the financial impact of the infection on the 
company. 
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The refinement used to determine the level of infection among those in- 
sured, as well as the level of detail as to the number of characteristics and 
cells utilized in the model for determining the financial impact, will depend 
on how critical each of these characteristics is in the company. The current 
level of knowledge about the disease, the extent of the changes possible in 
those areas where the knowledge is lacking, and the impact of those changes 
on overall results will also affect the level of refinement. 

The model should be developed to allow adequate flexibility as new in- 
formation is determined. This flexibility is especially critical in the areas 
that could most affect the company, that is, the infection level in the insured 
population, progression rates of the disease, the infection rate, mortality and 
morbidity among females and heterosexual males, treatment for the disease, 
and persistency, which could change because of antiselection and actions 
taken by the company in response to the impact of the disease. Because the 
data we have available are very new, long-term projections should be inter- 
preted with caution. 

The model used can be one developed in-house, one already developed 
by others (see Chapters 4-7), or a combination of both. The model used 
will be affected by the equipment it is to be run on, the level of detail 
desired, and the output format required. The ultimate use of the study may 
also affect the model selected. 

4.0 DETERMINATION OF ]'HE APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

AND ACTIONS THAT SHOULD BE" TAKEN 

Once the financial impact has been measured, the management strategies 
necessary to moderate and minimize the HIV infection and AIDS impact 
can then be addressed. These should include a review of the strategies avail- 
able, followed by the identification, recommendation, approval, and imple- 
mentation of one or more of them. Which strategies are more appropriate 
will, of course, depend on the level of the impact of HIV infection and AIDS 
without moderating action as determined in the financial impact analysis, as 
well as the potential impact of changes in the disease, its treatment, changes 
of the level of infection in the general and insured population, and changes 
in the legislative or regulatory environment. Each of these strategies has its 
own advantages and disadvantages and includes considerations such as: 

• Equity among and within lines, products, ages, generations of policyholders, geo- 
graphic areas, etc. 

• Current and future net worth. 
• Impact on sales force. 
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• Impact on competitiveness. 
• Ability to obtain regulatory approval of actions if approval is necessary (for example, 

health insurance premium increases). 
• Legislative or regulatory restrictions. 

4.1 Strategies ~'or In-Force Business 

Options available for in-force business include the following: 

• Pay as you go. 
• Reduce dividends on participating policies. 
• Increase premiums or other nonguarantecd charges and/or reduce nonguaranteed cred- 

its, where permitted. 
• Strengthen reserves. 
• Establish extra reserves. 
• Earmark surplus. 
• Set aside surplus. 
• Purchase catastrophic reinsurance. 

4.2 Strategies for New Business 

Options available for new business include the fol lowing:  

• Reprice products or lines. 
• Modify underwriting. 
• Reduce AIDS testing limits. 
• Address viabili~ of certain products or markets. 
• Reduce retention limits. 
• Purchase catastrophic reinsurance. 
• Modify policy terms and conditions. 
• Strengthen reserves. 

4.3 Legislative and Regulator); Strategies 

Risk classification is an integral part of  the life and health insurance 
voluntary insurance mechan ism.  Companies  must be able to select risks if 
they are going to be able to price adequately and equitably.  The expected 
mortali ty of a 35-year-old male,  newly infected with HIV,  is more than ten 
times the level that is generally considered acceptable at even the highest 
substandard rating. If companies  are not allowed to test for HIV infection, 
they will be faced with the ultimate risk classification question of  whether  
or not they can continue to accept any new business.  

Several states are chal lenging the right of insurance companies  to do HIV 
testing. Additional regulatory activity is beginning to challenge the industry 's  
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right to test for other diseases as well. Insurance (health, life and disability) 
is increasingly perceived by some as an entitlement. Although entitlement 
insurance may be appropriate in a social system (such as health, life and 
disability insurance contained in Social Security), it is not appropriate in a 
voluntary insurance system because it ultimately leads to inequitable pre- 
miums, market dislocations, and, in the case of imminently life-threatening 
diseases, possible insolvencies. 

Some of the legislative and regulatory actions are reflecting this entitle- 
ment by disallowing testing for all or some fixed amounts of life, disability, 
and health insurance. To minimize the impact of HIV infection and AIDS 
on a company, proposed legislation and regulations restricting AIDS and 
other testing should be addressed not only in a company's domiciliary state 
but also in other jurisdictions as well. 

4.4 Educational Strategies 

4. 4a Education on Insurance, Risk Classification, and Pricing 

One of the main reasons entitlement and testing ban regulations and leg- 
islation are occurring is that regulators, legislators, and the general public 
do not understand how insurance, risk classification, and insurance pricing 
work. Education should be initiated to build that understanding. It should 
start with company personnel, including top management, many of whom 
are not familiar with risk classification principles. Education of the field 
force should also occur at sales meetings and through written materials. This 
can reap multiple rewards, because the field force is in constant contact not 
only with policyholders, but also with the general public as well. When well 
informed on the issue, field representatives also serve as excellent speakers 
at service organizations. Communication to policyholders should also be 
done by the home office. Stockholders, too, should receive communication 
on the issues. Directors not only need to understand risk classification issues, 
but they can become strong centers of influence in the legislative process if 
well informed on the issues. 

4. 4b Education on HIV Infection and AIDS 

There is currently no known cure for HIV infection or AIDS and at present 
no vaccine. AZT prolongs short-term survival in some and reduces symp- 
toms in others, but is not a cure. It will probably not extend life long enough 
to help life insurance costs, and it will likely increase healthcare costs. AZT 
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can also cause its own side effects, such as anemia and suppression of bone 
marrow production. 

AIDS vaccines have just begun to be tested in humans, but even if suc- 
cessful the vaccines are not expected to be available for general use before 
the mid-1990s. 

On the heels of the announcement of human tests of vaccines, however, 
comes research from Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, showing 
the AIDS virus is mutating its genetic code as much as five times faster than 
the flu virus. Gerald Myers, a molecular geneticist who measured the rate 
of change at the laboratory, said the Los Alamos finding "casts bewildering 
shadows" on prospects for reliable diagnosis, effective treatment, and a 
vaccine to block all forms of the virus. Therefore, were an AIDS vaccine 
developed, it is likely that new vaccines would have to be continually de- 
veloped to keep up with the virus' behavior change. 

As Dr. Jay Levy of the University of California has noted: 

"The virus that causes mononucleosis was discovered 20 years ago, and we still 
haven't got a vaccine for it." 

With no known cure and no vaccine likely to be available in the next five 
years, education about the disease and how it is not transmitted is currently 
the only control of expansion of the disease in the general population and 
consequently in the insured population. Education, therefore, is a major 
element in controlling the impact of the disease on a life and health insurance 
company. 

Because HIV infection and AIDS is a sexually transmitted or blood-to- 
blood transmitted disease, it can be contained if education is disseminated 
effectively enough to influence attitudes and behavior. As with education 
on insurance and risk classification, education on HIV infection and AIDS 
should be distributed to home office personnel, the field force, policyholders, 
stockholders, directors, and the general public. 

5.0 NECESSITY FOR ONGOING DETERMINATION OF FINANCIAL IMPACT 

Because much is yet unknown about the disease, because much is being 
continuously learned about the disease and its treatment, and especially be- 
cause the level of infection in the general population, the insured population, 
and in a company is unknown, it is imperative that ongoing studies be 
conducted. 

This is particularly appropriate because of the lack of data on females and 
on the level of entrance of the disease into the heterosexual population, and 
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the possible differences in mortality and morbidity between the heterosexual 
and homosexual infected populations. 

As previously noted, the vast majority of our data comes from observation 
of male homosexuals and IV drug abusers. The limited data on females 
indicate that studies done on women with AIDS in New York, Miami, and 
California show women are sicker and are dying more quickly than men 
who have the disease. In New York, women diagnosed as having AIDS 
survived less than two years after diagnosis, while the average for the men 
diagnosed with AIDS was two and one-half years. Dr. Margaret Fischl's 
University of Miami study showed women survived an average of 6.6 months 
after diagnosis, while men survived 12 to 14 months. In Miami, the women 
not only died sooner but were sicker. Nearly one-third had several infections 
where men often had just one. In a California study, women with AIDS 
lived an average of 40 days after being diagnosed, while the men lived more 
than a year. Analysis of third-quarter 1987 data from the CDC showed 
substantially higher early mortality among adult females. The mortality was 
twice as high as among males in the first half-year after diagnosis, nearly 
50 percent higher in the second half-year, nearly 33 percent higher in the 
third half-year, and nearly 10 percent higher in the fourth half-year. There 
could be nonbiological reasons for the difference, such as later identification 
and reporting of the disease, but some of these reasons have already been 
studied and rejected. 

Also, as previously noted, the two leading opportunistic diseases (Kapo- 
si's sarcoma and pneumocystic carinii pneumonia) have different mortality 
rates. The New York Times of January 5, 1988, reported: 

"Those who have Kaposi's sarcoma but no other AIDS-related infections "tend to 
have a better prognosis' than those with other manifestations of AIDS, according to 
Dr. Jaffe of the CDC. But, he added, this cancer 'occurs almost entirely in gay men.' 
In addition, homosexual men as a group tend to live longer than other groups after 
they are diagnosed as having AIDS. Experts say they are not sure whether this is 
because the disease is different in homosexual men or because these men tend to seek 
medical care earlier than drug users or women." 

Estimates of the entrance of the infection into the heterosexual population 
range from minimal to substantial. Most of those studying the disease agree 
that it can be transmitted heterosexually. As Nancy Padian, an epidemiol- 
ogist at the University of California at Berkeley, has said, 

"Heterosexual transmission is not only plausible, it's well established." 
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At a Congressional hearing on February 19, 1988, Surgeon General C. 
Everett Koop stated: 

"It is just not true that there is no danger from normal vaginal intercourse. What is 
unknown is the level of that danger. But there is always a danger whenever people 
engage in casual sex. Even if their promiscuity is heterosexual." 

Affecting the level of  this entrance is whether or not the disease can be 
spread as easily from woman to man as from man to woman .  Many feel, 
as Dr. Mason stated at the American Council of  Life Insurance 1987 annual 
meeting, that 

"although men readily spread the disease to women, it is less readily spread back the 
other way, although it does occur." 

Other studies, however,  have shown the disease is equally efficiently 
transmitted between the sexes. For example,  Major Redfield 's  studies at the 
Walter Reed Army  Institute of  Research showed that 44 percent of  the wives 
of  men with AIDS were infected. Forty-three percent of  the husbands of  
women with AIDS were infected. He stated: 

"In a prospective study, the ability of a woman [who has AIDS] to give this virus to 
a man is equivalent to the ability of a man [who has AIDS] to give this to a woman.'" 

In Dr. Fischl 's  study of  58 couples at the University of  Miami,  16 AIDS 
patients continued to have unprotected intercourse, despite doctors '  warn- 
ings, over periods ranging from one to three years. Thirteen of  the partners 
(80 percent) became infected. The February 6, 1987, JAMA article, "Eva l -  
uation of  Heterosexual Partners, Children, and Household Contact of  Adults 
with A I D S , "  reporting Dr. Fischl 's  data, stated: 

"These data, along with those of Redfield et al. and others further document that 
HTLV-III/LAV is a bidirectionally transmitted virus . . . .  Further we found that the 
seroconversion rate for male spouses (42 percent) was similar to that for female spouses 
(38 percent). These findings suggest that HTLV-III/LAV may be transmitted hetero- 
sexually in either direction with a similar efficiency.'" 

Major Redfield has further stated: 

"The fact is that the sexual transmission is the major mode of transmission in society 
today. Heterosexual transmission actually is the major mode of transmission in the 
world today. . . in  the absence of scientific solution, it will be the major mode of 
transmission in North America also." 
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Dr. Jaffe, who said in June 1987, "For  most people the risk of AIDS is 
essentially zero ,"  was quoted in November 1987 Money magazine as saying: 

"Clearly AIDS can be transmitted through heterosexual contact, and over time the 
risk to everyone is going to increase. Heterosexual contact could become the major 
means of transmission in this country. But we have an opportunity now to slow its 
spread, and we should take advantage of that." 

All these data emphasize the need to continue to monitor the effect of the 
disease on different segments of the population, the effect of treatment and 
possible vaccines on the impact of the disease, and the changes in the spread 
of the disease within the general population, insured population, and a com- 
pany's insured and new applicant population. Additionally, estimates of the 
level of infection in the company's insured and new applicant population 
could have initially been set too high or too low, so claims experience, too, 
must be monitored and reanalyzed. As new data become available, a new 
impact analysis should be determined, and if the impact on the company 
changes, strategies, too, must change. With a disease of such long-term 
significant impact, it will require continuous long-term analyses and solutions. 




